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Introduction
On June 17 and 18, 2019, CNA held a two-day workshop entitled “Views of China’s Presence in
the Indian Ocean Region,” at the Hilton Arlington Hotel, in Arlington, Virginia in the United
States. The conference hosted 17 speakers from countries either in the Indian Ocean Region
(IOR) or ones that are a major stakeholder in the region. CNA invited participants from other
nations as well in order to capture a diversity of opinions.
All participants are respected experts on the nexus of maritime issues and China’s presence in
the Indian Ocean, and are affiliated with academia or independent think tanks in the countries
from which they come. All publish extensively on China’s activities in the IOR.

Project background
The purpose of this project and the associated workshop is to inform the sponsor how nations
around the Indian Ocean (IO) littoral are reacting to the expanded presence of China
throughout the Indian Ocean Region (IOR). Over the past decade, China’s People’s Liberation
Army Navy (PLAN) has been deploying increasingly to the IO, and its warships have turned
into a permanent fixture there. China’s commercial boom, and subsequent demand for natural
resources and export of China-made products to the rest of the world, has further boosted
China’s maritime presence. China’s commercial dominance in the IOR is also reinforced by its
launch of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), Xi Jinping’s foreign policy initiative designed in
part to construct infrastructure projects around the world.
For US Navy (USN) planners, these developments raise serious concerns regarding the
potential strategic implications of China’s activities in the IOR. To better understand these
activities and, more importantly, to understand the degrees of regional nations’ receptivity to
China’s presence in the IOR, CNA organized a workshop to explore the following three
questions:
1. What are China’s interests in the IOR? To what extent does a relationship exist between
China’s 21st Century Maritime Silk Road (MSR) and the PLAN’s presence in the IOR?
2. How do Indian Ocean countries view trends in China’s commercial and military
presence in the region? To what extent do they seek protection from vs. seek to benefit
from these developments?
3. Given the priorities of the IO countries and China’s commercial and military presence
in the region, what are the most effective courses of action that the USN can pursue as
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it weighs the wishes of US allies and partners against US strategic and operational
interests in the IOR?
The CNA workshop aimed to assess the reaction to China’s economic and military activities of
IOR stakeholders from a wide range of IO littoral countries, as well as external powers with
stakes in the IOR. The gathering allowed participants to gain perspectives from experts and
take a fresh look at this emerging issue. Experts presented their papers, took questions, and
engaged in extended dialogue during the workshop. Not everyone invited, including the
Chinese, was able to participate. On balance however, it was a good turnout with all of the
geographic regions of the IOR represented.1
Prior to the workshop, the experts were asked to prepare papers addressing the question,
“How does your country view China’s commercial and military presence in the Indian Ocean
region?” Our request was that the experts would be candid in their observations about China
and their assessment of their country’s interests and geostrategic circumstances. Collectively,
the papers were revealing and touched on salient points. Appendix A includes a 500-word
synopsis of each paper. Appendix B provides the workshop agenda and bios of the participants.
Appendix C provides a complete set of the participant papers that resulted from this workshop.
The main part of this paper consists of insights into the above three questions gained from the
presentations, discussions, and expert papers. The paper begins with an exploration of China’s
stakes in the region, followed by views and reactions of regional countries to China’s
commercial and military interests in the IOR. The IOR experts detailed concerns, struggles, and
aspirations of their respective countries, as well as their independent assessments and how
they viewed regional developments. As experts explained, some of their countries have a clear
vision of courses their countries should take in the future; others are taking a wait-and-see
approach to developments. Finally, the paper provides the USN with recommendations for
adapting to the new realities in the IOR while remaining a military power that can withstand
China’s aggression.

Participant countries were France, the United Kingdom, Japan, Australia, the US, Djibouti, South Africa, India,
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Maldives, Seychelles, Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, and Myanmar. For names
and affiliations of participants, along with the workshop agenda, please refer to Appendix B.
1
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Background Issue
Today, China’s presence in the IOR manifests in two interrelated ways. First, Chinese President
Xi Jinping’s signature BRI uses Chinese capital (both loans and grants) to build trade-related
infrastructure in IOR littoral countries, including seaports, that could become “places or bases”
for the China’s PLAN. Such projects are along China’s traditional trading sea-lanes to Europe,
the Persian Gulf, and East Africa. Access to Middle Eastern oil is also a major driver of China’s
growing regional presence.
Second, China routinely deploys PLAN vessels in the IO. For more than a decade, the PLAN has
been sending three-ship task groups to the Northern Arabian Sea to protect Chinese and other
ships from Somali pirates. PLAN headquarters capitalized on these activities to make oldfashioned naval diplomacy an additional mission, providing training opportunities that allow
the PLAN to demonstrate its expanding blue-water capabilities throughout the IOR.
At this writing (September 2019), the 33rd PLAN anti-piracy flotilla is on station. Although the
threat of piracy has declined significantly, there is no indication that China intends to stop
sending these flotillas because they regularize Chinese naval presence near the Strait of
Hormuz and the Bab-el-Mandeb and are useful in case Chinese citizens or economic and
business interests in East Africa find themselves in danger.2

The PLAN continues to tout its role in evacuating Chinese along with third country nationals from Yemen in
2015. See for example the following passage from the 2019 Chinese Defense White Paper: “When the security
situation in Yemen deteriorated in March 2015, a PLAN escort task group sailed to the Gulf of Aden, berthed for
the first time directly in an engagement area, and evacuated 621 Chinese citizens and 279 foreign citizens from 15
countries including Pakistan, Ethiopia, Singapore, Italy, Poland, Germany, Canada, the UK, India and Japan.”
2
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Addressing the Issue
The CNA workshop and papers prepared by experts from the IO countries focused on three
questions discussed in detail in this section. The first question focuses on China’s interests in
the IO, which workshop participants concluded are driven by three main interests: China’s
dependence on international trade to maintain its economic growth, its desire to succeed with
the BRI project, and its dependence on oil from other countries delivered by sea.
The second question examines specific views of IO countries on China’s growing presence in
the region. This section is by far the largest because country perspectives are diverse and
nuanced with numerous caveats that are mentioned in this report. This diversity of opinions
stems directly from the fact that the countries are fully aware of events around their countries
and in the world. As subjects in these processes rather than a passive audience, they naturally
hold a multitude of opinions, which are also described in the papers below.
The third question explores the strategic implications for the USN in the IO drawn from the
insights gathered from the previous two questions.
The table below is a snapshot of narratives and attitudes of countries toward China collected
from speaker papers and presentations during the workshop. It serves as a reference
describing the views of China’s military and economic presence in the IO. The table can also
serve as a comparison tool to learn the spectrum of favorability to China and its activities in
the region.
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Table 1.

How countries view their relations with China as described by participants

Major themes

Countries involved

Longstanding amicable relations with China
Have had amicable diplomatic relations with China for
decades





Bangladesh
Seychelles
Djibouti

Want to maintain economic relations with China and reap
economic benefits from the cooperation









Bangladesh
Djibouti
Sri Lanka
Pakistan
South Africa
Maldives
Australia

Endorsed/supported BRI














Malaysia
Indonesia
Pakistan
South Africa
Australia (partially as far as
China follows international
norms)
Singapore
Bangladesh
France (vaguely)
Myanmar
Sri Lanka
Maldives

Have concerns about the BRI





Australia
Singapore
UK

Renegotiated with China on the BRI since 2015









Indonesia
Bangladesh
Sri Lanka
Maldives
Myanmar
Pakistan
Malaysia

Economic relations
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Major themes

Countries involved

China promotes “debt diplomacy”










Japan
UK
US
India
Australia
Djibouti
Singapore
Maldives

China does not promote debt diplomacy



Sri Lanka




Bangladesh
Pakistan (mainly
India)
Singapore
Djibouti

Security relations
Want to maintain security relations with China



China’s growing military capability worries countries








China and other powers in the region are contributing to the
militarization of the IO

to

counter

Malaysia
India
Sri Lanka (worried about the rise
of other powers as well)
Australia
France
US







Japan
UK (specifically the standoff
between India and China)
US
India
Australia
Malaysia
Myanmar





Bangladesh
Seychelles
Djibouti




Malaysia
US




Balancing of powers
Pursue the policy of balance of powers

Indo-Pacific concept
Struggle with the vague Indo-Pacific concept
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Major themes

Countries involved

Asian countries should have their own Indo-Pacific concept



Indonesia
(offered
ASEAN
countries to adopt their concept
that emphasizes existing ASEAN
tenets with ASEAN at its center)

The Indo-Pacific concept
environment in the region



Malaysia

US dominance in the Indo-Pacific will continue to be
contested by rising powers: China, India



Malaysia

Recognizes heightened attention from the US to the IOR and
strong US messaging toward China



Malaysia

could

worsen

the

security

Clash of powers

Source: Participant papers.
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What are China’s interests in the IOR? To what extent does a
relationship exist between China’s 21st Century Maritime Silk
Road and the PLAN’s presence in the IOR?
The Chinese flag has become ubiquitous in the IO. Annually hundreds of Chinese flagged
tankers, container liners, and bulk carriers crisscross the IO while engaged in trade activities.
Beijing’s signature BRI project will only contribute to the volume of the traffic and China’s
desire to secure sea lanes. The PLAN has been equally active throughout the IOR. Overall,
China’s interests in the IOR are tied directly to three related imperatives.
The first imperative is China’s economic dependence on international trade, much of which is
carried by ships travelling across the IO. Trade has made China the world’s largest export
economy; large numbers of container ships travel much the same sea-lanes to deliver Chinese
exports to the Middle East and to Europe. Seven years ago, just after Xi assumed leadership of
the Chinese Communist Party, the first defense white paper under his regime made clear the
importance of maritime trade:
China is a major maritime as well as land country. The seas and oceans provide … for
China’s sustainable development, and thus are of vital importance to the people’s
wellbeing and China’s future. It is an essential national development strategy to exploit,
utilize and protect the seas and oceans, and build China into a maritime power.
(Emphasis added.)3
The second imperative is President Xi’s signature strategic and economic objective
represented by the BRI, the aim of which is to connect Eurasian, Middle Eastern, and East
African nations with China in a vast global trading network enabled by Chinese loans, financing,
and direct investment. The goal is to improve, or in some circumstances create, trade-related
infrastructure. The maritime component of BRI network is known as the 21st Century
Maritime Silk Road.
Workshop participants from South Africa, Djibouti, Seychelles, and Pakistan noted that they
believe Beijing views BRI as a vehicle for revising the global political and economic order so it
better aligns with China’s interests. This is manifested by the expectation of political support
in multilateral fora ranging from the United Nations to smaller regional bodies such as the
Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN). According to these participants, the Indian
Ocean Naval Symposium is a micro example of policy quid pro quo in action. China is an
See State Council Information Office, The Diversified Employment of China’s Armed Forces, Beijing, April 2013. The
official English translation is available at http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/china/201304/16/c_132312681.htm (accessed February 10, 2019.)
3
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observer to this organization, while the US has been denied that status because membership
can be granted only by unanimous agreement of full members, which include China’s “friends”
and Iran’s membership vote.4
The third imperative, closely related to the previous two, is Beijing’s concern over the
vulnerability of its sea-lanes to interruption. Of particular concern is its continued access to
crude oil from the Middle East. Daily, tankers cross the IO carrying oil from either the Persian
Gulf or Angola in West Africa to China. In 2018, China imported an average of 9.28 million
barrels of crude oil per day; approximately 50 percent was by ship from the Persian Gulf. 5 That
means that on any given day, approximately 84 Very Large Crude Carrier (VLCC) class tankers
were underway somewhere in the IO or South China Sea working in the China oil trade, half
inbound to China and the other half returning to load more crude.6
The UK speaker projected that, in the near future, China’s demands for crude oil, delivered via
IO SLOCs, will increase as demand from the US and Russia will decrease. That will naturally
lead to China’s increased presence in the IO. The Japan speaker further stated his opinion that
China wants to be on favorable terms with the countries along the Malacca Strait to ensure the
continuous delivery of oil and is employing various methods to “win” countries over by means
of economic and military gifts and debt entrapment.
China has also adroitly blended its shipping protection mission with traditional naval
diplomacy by ensuring its warships also conduct good will visits and naval exercises with most
of the IO littoral countries when not on anti-piracy patrol. Since 2010, the PLAN’s operational
template in the IO in general has been that whenever a replacement flotilla (two warships per
an AOR) leaves its Chinese homeport, it sails directly to the Northern Arabian Sea to replace
the on-station group and begin a four-month assignment of dedicated anti-piracy operations.
The flotilla that has just been relieved from piracy patrols then departs for about two months’

“Commander: US Barred from Participation in IONS Conference after Iran's Opposition,” Fars News, Apr 21, 2018,
https://en.farsnews.com/newstext.aspx?nn=13970201000474
4

Chen Aizhu, “UPDATE 1 -China Dec Crude Imports at 2nd Highest, Gas Imports at Record,” Reuters, Jan. 13, 2019,
https://www.reuters.com/article/china-economy-trade-crude/update-1-china-dec-crude-imports-at-2ndhighest-gas-imports-at-record-idUSL3N1ZA3GU; Chinese Customs Data reported in: “Table of China December
Data on Oil, Oil Product, LNG Imports,” Dow Jones Institutional News, Jan. 25, 2018.
5

As an example, its roughly 6560 nm from Hormuz to Shanghai via Malacca. The average tanker speed is roughly
13 kts, which equates to a 21-day transit. China imported about 8.4 M bbls daily, and 50% of that oil arriving from
Malacca means that 4.2 m bbls has to arrive daily from the Persian Gulf. A Very Large Crude Carrier (VLCC) class
tanker carries an average of 2 m bbls. Hence, two VLCC tankers need to arrive in Shanghai every day. The result is
that on any given day 42 (21 days x 2) tankers are somewhere along the sea lane to China, and a similar number
are outbound from China to the Persian Gulf.
6
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worth of naval diplomatic activity before arriving home, concluding a notional deployment of
seven months, during which it sails between 100,000 to 120,000 nautical miles.
Each flotilla is assigned a different set of ports to visit, enabling the PLAN to show the flag
throughout the IO, the Mediterranean, along both West and East Africa, Australia, New Zealand,
and Oceania. For example, during 2016–2018, one task force visited Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco,
and South Africa. The second flotilla visited Ghana, Cameroon, Gabon, and Spain. The third
travelled to Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, India, Thailand and Cambodia. The fourth covered
Madagascar, Australia, New Zealand, and Vanuatu. 7
The India speaker warned of far subtler nuances to China’s cooperation that could have future
military applications. For example, China and Sri Lanka jointly established the Center for
Education and Research, an academic center that includes a weather station, a joint
observatory for wave and tidal measurements, and reef engineering projects in the South China
Sea. Valuable information gathered through this venture could conceivably be used by the
Chinese military when needed and applied against China’s adversaries. The Maldives speaker
mentioned a similar project “Sino-Maldivian Ocean Observatory” that China plans to build on
the island of Makunudhoo.
Finally, the Djibouti and Pakistan speakers noted that China’s interest in expanding its military
capability is related to ensuring defense of its economic interests, to which China is entitled. In
a way, Djibouti and Pakistan recognize that China’s economic projects are closely connected to
its military activities. The Japan speaker stated that the BRI provides Beijing control over
chokepoints in maritime trade. The Singapore speaker argued that the commercial deep-water
port projects planned under the 21st Century MSR in Myanmar, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and
Maldives could be used by PLAN for military purposes. The India speaker summarized that,
with new 80 naval ships in the past five years, Chinese maritime power will stay in the region.

This section is based on a review of the English language chinamil.com.cn website, and reading the press releases
posted under the MOOTW tab.
7
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How do Indian Ocean countries view trends in China’s
commercial and military presence in the region? To what extent
do they seek protection from, vs. seek to benefit from, these
developments?
During the workshop, the discussion on how IO countries view China’s presence in the IOR
generated heated debates. As expected, experts’ views created a pool of diverse opinions that
were supported by the rationale to justify their stances. Overwhelmingly, the responses from
IOR nations trended toward optimism when it came to China’s economic influence. To avoid
being entangled in the geopolitical competition, the IOR countries that currently have favorable
relations with China prefer not to side with a major power. On the other side, the greater
powers in the IO warn that China’s increasing role in some countries could result in
governments leaning and relying heavily on China while distancing themselves from the US
and other regional military powers.

Commercial presence
The conference participants from the IOR are not naive about the BRI. They are aware that
Beijing hopes to create goodwill, but they also recognize, regretfully in some cases, that
involvement in BRI projects increases dependence on China. However, many participants also
welcome BRI projects because their countries rely on China for trade relations and needed
capital investments for infrastructure development. Specifically, speakers from Bangladesh,
Djibouti, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, South Africa, Maldives, and Australia stated explicitly that their
governments wish to maintain the existing strong economic relationships with China to
continue benefiting from the cooperation. The speaker from Bangladesh went as far as calling
the economic relations with China “survivalist.”
The workshop also revealed that Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Djibouti, and South Africa hope to use
their relationships with China to help realize national ambitions by leveraging Chinese trade
and/or BRI projects to become a sub-regional entrepot, like Singapore. In Africa, this provides
an advantage for Beijing, as a trading partner that could choose to funnel its trade to the Africa
hinterland. For example, South Africa is China’s significant industrial and financial gateway to
the rest of the African continent and is seeking even more opportunities with China under the
BRI or other mechanisms to venture into other countries on the continent.
The Australia speaker described Canberra’s ambivalence toward its relationship with China. If,
on the one hand, Australia needs investments and is therefore committed to increasing its ties
with China, it is, on the other hand, wary of China becoming overly dominant in the region.
Western Australia, in particular, depends significantly on exports to China, on large numbers
of tourists from China, and on Chinese students to boost its economy.
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Participants also acknowledged that corruption and bribery are issues with many BRI projects.
Beijing uses opportunities to offer targeted bribes and favors for political advantage, as alluded
to in the papers from Maldives with regard to a lack of transparency and the rapid adoption of
the Free Trade Agreement. The Australia paper described a political scandal with an Australian
MP who supported China’s South China Sea policy and reportedly received a donation from a
wealthy Chinese businessman as payback for his support.
Some regional countries’ concerns are security-related, as Chinese investments may create
vulnerabilities or strategic dependence on China. These participants believe that signing up to
BRI provides China bilateral leverage by creating a dependence on Chinese finance, Chinese
maintenance of infrastructure, and Chinese trade flows that emerge from the newly created
connectivity. As the Maldives speaker noted, people in her country overall are skeptical about
Chinese projects in their country: “Projects benefit China for sure, but might not be to the best
interests of Maldivians.”
Other concerns center on the sustainability and transparency of economic relations with China,
as participants expressed doubt about the ability of some countries to pay off Chinese loans,
and worry about Beijing’s strict procurement requirements that advantage Chinese companies
and labor. The countries with a long-term vision for the IOR—Japan, the UK, India, Australia,
Singapore, and even Djibouti—expressed their concerns about BRI’s debt diplomacy. However,
the Sri Lanka speaker, whose country is the often-cited case for China’s successful debt-trap
diplomacy following the 99-year ownership of the Hambantota port, countered the narrative
of China’s malicious activities in her country.
She argued that concerns about China’s supposed debt-trap diplomacy are overblown, and are
being used as a weapon for great power rivalry. She specified that Colombo’s debt to China is
only 9 percent of Sri Lanka’s outstanding debt, while the World Bank and the Asian
Development Bank hold 23 percent of debt, and the rest is held by local lenders. This brings up
an interesting point—namely, that using a particular country as a continuous example can
backfire, and cause governments to become defensive and accept the Chinese narrative as a
counter-point.
Additionally, because of political, security, and economic concerns, a number of countries have
reconsidered the deals they have made with Beijing. Indeed, since 2015, Indonesia,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, the Maldives, Myanmar, Malaysia, and Pakistan have halted or raised
concerns about Chinese projects in their countries often because of changes in their
governments, the rise of nationalism, concerns over sovereignty, and distrust of China.
Nevertheless, despite greater awareness of possible negative effects among the IOR countries,
the combination of China’s resources, technical know-how, lax governance requirements for
loans, and limited alternatives to Chinese in financing, all remain compelling. Moreover, in
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several cases, Beijing has adjusted its terms and the projects going forward to remain appealing
to the countries where it has already launched projects.8 For example:
•

According to the speaker from Bangladesh, for help in developing its first deep-water
port, Dhaka switched from China to Japan in 2016, but China is involved in a second
port project and additional infrastructure investments—again, after adjusting terms.
The arrangement with Japan outlines the readiness of some countries to engage with
other powers commercially when choices are available.

•

The Myanmar government canceled a dam project with China and lowered the value of
the deep-water port, but China still completed two pipeline projects.9

•

Sri Lanka gave China a 99-year lease on its Hambantota port after proving unable to
meet $1.4 billion in payments, but still received from China a $1 billion loan for highway
construction in 2019.10

•

A new government in the Maldives asked to renegotiate BRI projects and considered
halting some but nonetheless promised to remain part of the initiative.11

•

Malaysia canceled three pipeline projects and threatened to cancel a $20 billion rail
project, but after China reduced the cost by a third, the project is going forward.12

In addition to the papers associated with this project see Nadege Rolland’s essay on the resilience of the BRI in
"Reports of Belt and Road’s Death Are Greatly Exaggerated," Foreign Affairs, Jan. 29, 2019
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/china/2019-01-29/reports-belt-and-roads-death-aregreatlyexaggerated, and Sudha Ramachandran, “The Belt and Road Initiative Still Afloat in South Asia,” China Brief 19, no.
1, Jan. 5, 2019, https://jamestown.org/program/the-belt-and-road-initiativestill-afloat-in-south-asia/.
8

“Aung San Suu Kyi's Myanmar Dam Dilemma with China,” BBC, Jul. 27, 2019,
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-48857781; Lucy Hornby, “China and Myanmar Open Long-Delayed Oil
Pipeline,” Financial Times, Apr. 11, 2017, https://www.ft.com/content/21d5f650-1e6a-11e7-a454-ab04428977f9.
9

“Sri Lanka Seeks US$1 Billion Loan from China as it Struggles to Recover from Easter Sunday Attacks,” South
China Morning Post, Jun. 20, 2019, https://www.scmp.com/news/asia/south-asia/article/3015428/sri-lankaseeks-us1-billion-loan-china-it-struggles-recover.
10

Simon Mundy, Kathrin Hille, “Maldives Seeks to Renegotiate with China Over Belt and Road Debt,” Jan. 31, 2019,
https://www.ft.com/content/fcab0410-2461-11e9-8ce6-5db4543da632.
11

“Malaysia Renegotiated China-Backed Rail Project to Avoid $5bn Fee,” Financial Times, Apr. 14, 2019,
https://www.ft.com/content/660ce336-5f38-11e9-b285-3acd5d43599e.
12
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•

Pakistan canceled a $14 billion dam project, and the new government is worried about
BRI debt, but still signed an MOU to initiate phase two, worth $50 billion, of ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor projects.13

Although the BRI is scaling back in some areas, recipient countries are reluctant to cancel
projects outright, mainly because Beijing announced during its 2019 Belt and Road Forum in
Beijing that it is making the adjustments to how it will manage the BRI.14 Going forward, Beijing
stated that it will:


Focus on “high-quality” investments.



Emphasize smaller projects that are easier to publicize and have direct local benefits.



Strengthen Party supervision, focused on Chinese entities involved in environmental
scandals or corruption.



Push back against US and Indian claims that BRI includes secret malign Chinese
strategic intentions.



Demonstrate willingness to renegotiate projects, reduce interest rates, and even
engage in joint investment with other countries such as Japan.

Official Chinese explanation of these adjustments was detailed in Chinese Foreign Minister
Wang Yi’s press conference on the last day of the forum. Reiterating President Xi’s description
of Beijing’s new approach, Yi said that “[BRI is being] based on the principles of extensive
consultation, joint contribution and shared benefits, pursuing open, green and clean
cooperation, and sticking to high-standard, people-centered, and sustainable development.”
The other phrase Yi mentioned to prove that the BRI has been recalibrated is “all-round
connectivity, develop high-quality, sustainable, resilient, affordable, and inclusively accessible
infrastructure.” 15
The Singapore and the UK papers outlined the readiness of their governments to assist China
in the recalibration of the BRI to allow its greater acceptance throughout the world. The UK
suggested its banking industry can be involved in the BRI transaction to increase transparency.
Singapore, as a proponent of rules-based development of the BRI, already provides co-

Irfan Haider, Mateen Haider, “Economic corridor in focus as Pakistan, China sign 51 MoUs,” DAWN, Apr. 20,
2015, https://www.dawn.com/news/1177109.
13

14

“Belt & Road: Trade, Debt, and the Push for Sustainability,” Fitch Solutions, Sep. 2019.

“New Starting Point, New Vision, and New Journey, Wang Yi on Outcomes of the Second Belt and Road Forum
for International Cooperation (BRF), Apr. 29, 2019,
http://www.beltandroadforum.org/english/n100/2019/0505/c22-1420.html.
15
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financing and risk management services for many BRI projects. Singapore is also a neutral
third-party venue for disputes among the BRI countries.

PLAN presence
Among participants from France, UK, Japan, India, Australia and the US—the presence in the
IOR of the PLAN elicits uncertainty and apprehension. Some feared that the PLAN would
gradually shift the overall maritime balance of power in the IOR, while others worried about
the lack of information regarding the PLAN’s long-term IOR posture. The US paper was the
most forward leaning, suggesting a full-time Chinese Indian Ocean Squadron of over a dozen
ships by 2025. This collective uncertainty, suspicion, or worry about the PLAN was not
reflected by the resident IOR small powers. Although the Pakistan participant was clearly the
only one in favor of a greater PLAN presence, more countries, such as Malaysia, Sri Lanka, India,
Australia, France, and the US raised anxiety about the “militarization” of the IOR as a result of
major powers’ activities in the region. The rest of the participants were largely noncommittal.
Although India is deeply suspicious of Beijing, the India speaker was quick to state during the
workshop discussion that New Delhi had no wish to be characterized as being in the anti-China
camp. This also confirms the discussions of Admiral Philip Davidson, commander of US IndoPacific Command, during the March 2019 Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (Quad)16 in India,
where New Delhi made clear that it did not support military aspects of the Quad.17
The Pakistan speaker expressed Islamabad’s enthusiasm regarding military cooperation with
China and the PLAN’s presence. He offered that China’s military growth in the IO is a positive
development, and that Pakistan’s and China’s military interests in the IO converge. Therefore,
Pakistan is acquiring new systems from China and moving toward interoperability of those
systems. According to the same speaker, China is a partner and stabilizer in the region in
Pakistan’s competition with India, and a militarily strong China is in Pakistan’s interest.
Islamabad believes that India, along with the US, Australia, and Japan, is working to contain
China.
It is notable that Pakistan’s Gwadar port, slated for commercial use under the BRI, is offered
for naval purposes by Islamabad with little concern about political implications of such a
decision. As mentioned by the speaker from Pakistan, Islamabad is more worried about
possible diminished commercial attractiveness of the port as a result of China’s naval usage.

16

Includes US, Australia, Japan, and India.

Ankit Panda, “The Quad Isn’t About to Take on a Naval Dimension…But it’s Not Going Anywhere,” The Diplomat,
Mar. 11, 2019, https://thediplomat.com/2019/03/the-quad-isnt-about-to-take-on-a-naval-dimension-but-its-notgoing-anywhere/.
17
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Several papers expressed concerns that, in the future, the PLAN’s presence would lead to
“militarization” of the IOR. Specifically, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, India, Australia, France, and the US
called out China for contributing to the militarization of the IO. By militarization, the discussion
revealed it meant the gradual improvement in military capability of IO nations with China’s
assistance with the goal of military encroachment.
One exception to this seemingly blasé attitude to the Chinese presence is India’s concern about
the PLAN’s submarine presence. As the US and Japanese speakers noted, submarines are hard
to find and track, and the Indian navy’s antisubmarine warfare capabilities are limited, so it is
possible that PLAN submarine deployments may also be intended to serve as an on-scene
deterrent reminding the Indian navy that two can play the game of presenting a threat to vital
SLOCs.
The US presentation took a longer view of the vaguely expressed concerns about militarization
by reminding the workshop that the PLAN has over 100 modern ships capable of operating in
the IO and remaining on station for months at a time. This includes two aircraft carriers, 25
modern multi-mission guided missile destroyers (DDG), 30 modern frigates, 26 submarines,
and 10 replenishment ships. Significantly, this is simply a current count on the way to an
unknown endpoint.
The US speaker added that China continues to build blue-water capable ships and submarines
with no publicly known numerical force structure objective. In other words, we simply do not
know how large the “blue-water” PLAN will become, because Beijing keeps this information
unpublished. What we do know is that China already has in hand a powerful, well-balanced
mix of warships capable of operating anywhere in the world. Operationally, the PLAN is likely
to be drawn increasingly into the IO because it needs to protect access to regional SLOCs.
The US presentation further speculated that looking to the future, it is not far-fetched to predict
that by the mid-2020s, the PLAN could maintain a deployed carrier-centered fleet of 15 to 20
ships in the western IO. Even with a generous monthly in-between deployment ratio of five to
one, today the PLAN could maintain 18 warships on station in the western IO on a full-time
basis.
The major shortfall the PLAN would face is organic air cover, because maintaining a carrier
presence full time is unlikely to occur for another decade. As the Djibouti speaker mentioned
during his presentation, this gap could be compensated by using land-based fighters deployed
to Djibouti. The US participant contended that this is unlikely today, and in the future could
happen only with host nation approval and the construction of jet capable airfields near
potential PLA bases. Keeping in mind that island base-building in the Spratly’s is an illustration
of China’s civil engineering prowess, Gwadar seems to be less of an engineering problem,
whereas in the case of Djibouti, the adjacent airfield associated with China’s base is suitable for
helicopters, but is too short for military jets. However, workshop discussions with the
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participant from Djibouti suggested that the orientation of the existing short helo-capable field
makes it very feasible to use landfill to extend it into the IO to create a military aircraft capable
runway.
The rationale for such a change in PLAN deployment patterns would be the combination of
growing animosity in the Sino-US relationship, which in turn generates anxiety in Beijing about
the vulnerability of its BRI investments, along with concomitant anxiety about its SLOCs.
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Concluding Thoughts
Despite financial concerns and unfavorable implications, none of the IOR workshop
participants expressed a policy view that his or her country should disengage with the BRI. For
some countries, such as Djibouti, this was because Beijing was the lender of only resort. China’s
prioritization of sustainability and other adjustments to the BRI it announced recently to
supposedly give greater local benefits to the BRI participants boosted confidence for further
economic engagement. Successful renegotiations of the BRI projects for better terms and lower
project values between China and Indonesia, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Malaysia,
Pakistan, and the Maldives is an example of favorable deals.
Many of the conference participants are anything but naïve about China’s growing interests,
and all expressed a significant skepticism regarding the BRI in the IOR. Some of these concerns
are political, as participants from the Maldives and Australia are upset with Chinese bribery
and political interference in their countries. These countries also recognize that strong
bilateral commercial relations may lead not only to financial dependence, but also to
dependence on China for maintenance of infrastructure and use of Chinese-made equipment.
To avoid being entangled with major powers in the geopolitical competition, almost no
countries choose an “either or” position toward China. Those in need of investments hope to
benefit from BRI, but stand ready to engage with other powers. They want to avoid driving any
great power into outright hostility toward them, and ensure that each power has reason to
support their independence.
During the workshop, participants also made it clear that the IO is not just about the US and
China. New Delhi takes a somewhat proprietary attitude toward the IOR, and looks warily at
China’s involvement with nations such as Sri Lanka, the Maldives, and Bangladesh. Despite
these positions, India is not interested in joining an avowedly anti-Chinese coalition that aims
to balance China’s military power. For example, New Delhi’s approach to the Quad eschews any
aspect of cooperation that could be construed by China as an anti-China military coalition.
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Appendix A: Paper Synopsis
This appendix is a synopsis of the key points raised in each conference paper for the reader’s
convenience. It includes insights on respective country relations with China, their support for
the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), and for many their attempts to manage relationships with
India, China, and the U.S.
It is organized alphabetically by country.

Australia
Australia’s view of China is inextricably tied to its perceptions of US power in the Indian and
Pacific Oceans. As confidence in American military presence in the region waivers under the
Trump administration, anxiety about China’s activities increases.
When it comes to China, Australia appears committed to increasing its ties with the world’s
second largest economy. However, provocative statements made about China’s stealth
infiltration of Australian society and politics reinforce a sense of enmity about the “other.”
Although the two countries have signed a Comprehensive Strategic Partnership, the
relationship with China at the government level is strained at times. Perceptions about China
in broader Australian society are equally mixed.
Australia is keen to bolster efforts through participation in the Indian Ocean Region
Association (IORA) because, when compared to the Pacific Ocean, the Indian Ocean’s
governance structures are not as well developed. Together with Indonesia, Canberra leads the
Bali Process, a forum that promotes dialogue and cooperation on human trafficking and related
transnational crime. While the latter is not exclusively focused on the Indian Ocean, the
majority of members are neighbors of Australia and Indonesia and are proximate to the Indian
Ocean, where transnational human security issues are common.
Overall, Australia is deeply concerned about China’s expansion in the Indian Ocean. The IOR is
an area of key strategic interest for the island continent, particularly to ensure unfettered
maritime access to its Cocos and Christmas Islands territories. While sectors of the Australian
community see China’s investment in regional infrastructure as part of much needed
development, they also view it with suspicion. It is also difficult to find a single narrative in the
Australian community that wholeheartedly welcomes an increase in Chinese military
presence.
Much of this anxiety stems from historically ambivalent relations with China. Contemporary
relations are marred by charges of foreign interference, coercion against partners in the South
China Sea, and negative media about Beijing’s authoritarian practices. Indeed, Australian
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leaders must balance carefully between deepening economic partnership with (if not
dependence on) China while remaining firm and condemning acts of instability in the South
China Sea. Canberra must highlight the seriousness of cyberattack against the Australian
community without pointing the finger directly at Beijing.
Concerns about China in the IOR are not likely to dissipate soon. While the US is likely to remain
the dominant military power in the region, a reallocation of resources to other policy priorities
would be unfavorable for Australia. A drawdown of US forces from the IOR could prompt China
to increase its force posture there. To that end, Australia must find a new, coherent narrative
and unified approach to its largest trading partner, China, because “when it comes to
Australia’s future, all silk roads will lead to Beijing.”

Bangladesh
Notwithstanding Bangladesh’s profound political polarization between the proponents of
secular and cultural-linguistic identity of the ruling Awami League, and adherents of
Bangladesh’s Muslim-Bengali identity of the Bangladesh Nationalist Party, there has been a
consistent cross-party consensus on the advantages of maintaining strong economic and
security links to China. This has been a common policy over the past four decades regardless
of the policy orientations of elite factions in power.
Dhaka has also displayed sensitivity to Indian and Japanese concerns over China’s presence in
maritime Bangladesh by cancelling building the Sonadia deep-sea port with Chinese aid and
instead accepting the Japanese offer to build a similar project in nearby Matarbari. In another
move, Dhaka compromised by distributing 19 components of the Payra deep-sea port among
Chinese, Indian, and other Asian and European contractors, indicating Bangladesh’s attempt to
balance diverse compulsions to chart a “safe” developmental course.
Bangladesh’s democratic government has to deal with profoundly challenging demographic,
economic, and domestic political realities. The fact that national leadership from across
Bangladesh’s political spectrum has sustained—indeed progressively reinforced—relations
with China over four decades indicates a rare elite-level consensus on a benign perception of
Chinese policy and presence.
The general perception of Bangladesh as being strategically outmaneuvered by China into
becoming an unwitting pawn in Beijing’s geopolitical rivalry with India and the US is not shared
in Dhaka. Bangladesh’s core policy drivers are merely survivalist, defensive, and
developmental. China has been a key source of economic, infrastructure, and security
assistance since 1977. Feeling no threat to its independence or sovereignty from China,
Bangladesh appears to lose little sleep over the PLAN’s IOR presence. However, it has indicated
consonance with Japanese concerns over Chinese conduct in the SCS/ECS, and it has been
responsive to Indian anxiety.
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At the immediate and regional level, Bangladesh has had to find, operationalize, and sustain a
modus vivendi with India without threatening the popular sense of sovereign independence.
In the wider region, Dhaka senses an imperative to secure available Chinese financial/technical
aid to build up its economy without triggering hostility from India, Japan, or the US.
Bangladesh faces the reality that China, which is seen as a rival by the US and its allies, is central
to alleviating its acute and urgent need to respond to its growing populace’s burgeoning
demands and rising expectation. Dhaka is doing all it can to retain a measure of autonomous
agency by expanding its economy and building defensive/deterrent capability while keeping
powerful and mutually antagonistic major powers reasonably satisfied. In short, Dhaka’s
strategy is to practice a nuanced and sophisticated ability to secure benefits from all sides while
precluding active hostility from any.

Djibouti
The Republic of Djibouti is located at the entrance to the Red Sea and sees 20 percent of world
trade passing off its coast daily, including Chinese exports bound for the EU, Beijing’s largest
trading partner. Djibouti’s government is willing to use its strategic location to capitalize on
trade and its geopolitical advantage.
Djibouti is also willing to reap financial and political advantages by granting base access in
return for rent paid by France, the US, China, Japan, Italy, and Spain. The resulting financial
windfall totals just short of $154 million annually. Apart from financial gains, the Djiboutian
government is attempting to pursue a policy of balance by authorizing several foreign bases to
the countries mentioned so that it does not depend exclusively on one.
Unlike many countries in the Horn of Africa, Djibouti enjoys political and social stability.
However, in 2017 the World Bank reported Djibouti’s unemployment at 47 percent, with a
quarter of the population living in extreme poverty despite 6.5 percent economic growth.
Therefore, Djibouti, heavily dependent on international aid, is acutely sensitive to any
differences in aid. China, for example, is the only government to provide cash aid and
constructs hospitals, roads, and schools in Djibouti. China has also financed two new airports,
and is also financing a 50 km free economic zone to increase employment among the Djiboutian
population. The US government, by contrast, has limited its aid to food and health supplies.
Beijing and Djibouti reached a basing agreement in May 2015, and the first detachment of
Chinese troops arrived on July 11, 2017. China has permission to assign 1,000 permanent
soldiers and up to 10,000 until 2026. The China-Djibouti partnership excludes any interference
by the Republic of Djibouti in maritime movements within the Chinese military enclave. China
has built deep-water berths to accommodate large ships and has a small airfield or heliport,
arms, ammunitions, and aircraft depot, dorms for troops, and a command and control center.
The possibility of China’s base growing bigger in the future is possible.
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Figure 1.

Details of the satellite image of the Chinese People's Liberation Army base in Djibouti

Source: Compilation based on google map data.

Djibouti believes China’s military presence is logical given China’s dependence on raw
materials imported from Africa. The BRI has no less than eight ports in Djibouti under
construction, all financed by Chinese capital. Djibouti is central to Beijing’s intentions to sell its
domestic production to Ethiopia’s 105 million inhabitants. To do so, Beijing built a modern
electric railway line that connects Djibouti to the Ethiopian capital of Addis Ababa.
The Chinese military base that adjoins the new Doraleh Multipurpose Port and the free zone of
Djibouti city were also built by China. The Doraleh port was built for $580 million, and has been
operational since 2017. It is a multimodal deep-water port capable of accommodating large
cargo carriers of all types.
Djibouti is satisfied with the deepening partnership with Beijing, which is a classic example of
China’s whole-of-government strategic approach to African policy in which diplomacy,
commercial, and military cooperation interact. China’s aim is to use the Republic of Djibouti as
a secure interface to and from the African hinterland, especially the common markets of
eastern and southern Africa. Djibouti shares this ambition and is ready to become an African
logistics, telecommunication, and trade hub, similar to Singapore.

France
France has significant Indian Ocean interests. In the southwestern Indian Ocean, it has
sovereignty over the islands of Réunion and Mayotte, where approximately 1 million French
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citizens live. These islands make France a resident Indian Ocean nation and, as such, a member
of the Indian Ocean Commission (IOC).18
France also has sovereignty over the uninhabited Scattered Islands, which are strategically
located in the Mozambique Channel (French sovereignty is disputed by Mauritius, Comoros
and Madagascar). Together, Réunion, Mayotte, and the Scattered Islands account for an EEZ of
1 million sq. km., including an extensive, albeit contested, EEZ in the Mozambique Channel.
According to the 2018 French Armed Forces’ “France and Security in the Indo-Pacific” policy
document, the country permanently deploys 7,000 personnel worldwide, with 4,100 deployed
in the Indian Ocean. France has naval and air assets stationed in Réunion and Mayotte, tasked
with ensuring the protection and surveillance of the EEZ. France also maintains its historic
base in Djibouti, which is the most important pre-positioned base of the French army with
1,400 personnel assigned there. Since 2009, France has operated a new base in the United
Arab Emirates, which hosts six multirole Rafale jet fighters.
Since 2012, a French delegation has participated in Singapore’s Shangri La Dialogue to convey
the message that France, as a resident power of the Indian and Pacific Oceans, is deeply
committed to peace and stability in these regions.
France’s wariness of China’s commercial and military presence in the Indian Ocean is part of a
broader trend marked by a growing strategic distrust between Paris and Beijing. While
admitting that China would remain a major economic partner, by the early 2010s, France saw
the need to diversify its engagement and launched strategic partnerships with Indonesia
(2011), Australia (2012), Singapore (2012), Vietnam (2013), and Japan (2013), in addition to
deepening its older strategic partnership with India.
France has also adopted a tougher posture on the principle of freedom of navigation, and has
made implicit criticism of China’s behavior in the South China Sea.
Concern about Chinese hegemonic tendencies has been a distinct feature of the foreign policy
narrative of President Emmanuel Macron, who came to power in 2017. The president’s
ambition is to transition bilateral partnerships with India and Australia into regular trilateral
discussions, as he called for a “Paris-Delhi-Canberra axis” during his visits to Australia and New
Caledonia in May 2018.
France has clearly chosen India as its partner to promote peace and security in the Indian
Ocean. In March 2018, France and India concluded the Joint Vision of India-France Cooperation
of the Indian Ocean Region, in which they confirmed their intent to protect the freedom of
navigation and prevent any hegemony in the region. They also finalized a reciprocal logistics
support agreement in 2018, whereby France could open its naval base in Djibouti and Réunion
18

The IOC was created in 1982. Its members are Réunion, Madagascar, Mauritius, the Comoros and the Seychelles.
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to Indian ships. Access to Réunion would be a major step forward in India’s strategic objective
of obtaining bases or base access in the Southern Indian Ocean.
Overall, France’s policy approach is closer coordination with its allies and partners to project
a common front in dealing with China.

Japan
China’s expansion in the IOR is changing the US-China balance of power. To counter this
process, US allies and friendly countries require a new security system, and US-Japan-India
security cooperation will be the key. The main goal of the cooperation between the US and
Japan in the IOR would be to maintain a military balance against China. To do so, the following
division of labor should be applied—India will become the predominant power in the Indian
Ocean and allow the US and Japan to focus on the Western Pacific, essentially to ensure Japan’s
security.
China’s growing influence in the Indian Ocean is explained by Beijing’s concerns for ensuring
the security and availability of sea lanes of communication (SLOCs) for its use. Therefore, as
part of the BRI, China is attempting to find alternatives to the Strait of Malacca SLOCs, such as
the Middle East-Pakistan-China route and the Middle East-Myanmar-China route through the
Indian Ocean.
Japan is more worried about the security situation in the western Pacific and is attempting to
devise a response. Tokyo’s answer is a new security architecture based on a network of US
allies and like-minded countries. Creating this network would include not only US-led
cooperation, but also cooperation led by combinations of countries without the US, such as
Japan-India-Australia, Japan-India-Vietnam, India-Australia-Indonesia, and India-AustraliaFrance. Nevertheless, US-Japan-India cooperation will be key and more relevant because of
China’s expanding influence in the Indian Ocean region and the changing US-China balance of
power.

India
China’s significant influence throughout the IOR can be traced to two increasingly interrelated
decisions made by Beijing. First, in 2008, China joined the international maritime coalition
combating piracy in the northern Arabian Sea. Piracy has been under control for several years,
and China’s anti-piracy operations are less about providing a global good, and more about
establishing presence and capacity in the IOR. Second, China’s BRI, alongside its significant
trade with resource-rich East and South Africa, has provided the framework for expansion of
China’s political and economic influence everywhere along the Indian Ocean littoral.
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For New Delhi, the rapid growth of the PLAN has been a surprise. In January 2019, the Indian
chief of naval staff said, “No navy has grown as rapidly in the last 200 years as the Chinese navy.
They have added 80 new ships in the last five years…the Chinese navy is a force that is here to
stay.” India is particularly concerned about China’s major submarine building project for
Pakistan; at least four Yuan-class submarines are being built jointly in Karachi as part of a $5
billion deal for eight submarines.
China also supplied the Bangladesh navy with its first submarines—two refurbished Mingclass diesel submarines. Chinese media commentary refers frequently to Indian unease, in
effect confirming for Indian audiences that the deal was about more than just equipping a
coastal country. India is concerned that China will acquire regular and justified access to the
Bay of Bengal under the pretext of training the Bangladeshi navy in the transferred submarines.
New Delhi worries that the “Chinese model” is attractive to authoritarian or unstable countries
in the region, and can in turn pose real political problems for India’s own model of combining
economic growth with democratic institutions and accountability. Despite these worries,
India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi takes a rather conciliatory stance toward China,
emphasizing cooperation and calling Beijing a “major partner.” China, however, is suspicious
of whether India’s policy adjustment toward China and the Indo-Pacific is strategic or tactical.
This perception seems to be informed by Indian-US activities ignoring India’s independent
identity and interests.
China has employed all its instruments of national power significantly in South Asia and the
IOR to alter the balance of power in the region. For now, the Chinese are still far from
possessing the militarily capacity to tip the scales in the region. However, India sees China as a
long-term strategic challenge. The Maritime Silk Road and its focus on Chinese access to and
possible control over port assets, along with an economic and political development model
different than India’s, is worrisome to New Delhi.

Indonesia
Indonesia has three strategic interests in the Indian Ocean. The first is to boost its international
diplomatic standing, particularly in seeking acceptance and support for its own Indo-Pacific
concept. The second is to enhance economic cooperation with Indian Ocean countries and go
beyond its traditional market to venture to African and South Asian countries. The third is to
strengthen maritime security and safety and maintain stability and vigilance amid potential
natural disasters in the Indian Ocean.
Indonesia supports the Indo-Pacific conceptual framework. During the 13th East Asia Summit,
President Joko Widodo emphasized that “the Indian Ocean” and “the Pacific Ocean” must be
considered as a single geostrategic theatre and expressed his belief that the concept would be
mutually beneficial.
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Indonesia’s Indo-Pacific concept rests on five ASEAN related principles: openness, inclusivity,
respect for international law, transparency, and cooperation. These principles rest on three
areas of cooperation: in the maritime domain, in sustainable development, and in the efforts to
build connectivity. This concept also rejects any mechanisms aimed at overshadowing ASEAN
and its East Asian Summit (EAS).
Jakarta sees itself as one of the “major custodians of the regional security and stability” and, as
such, feels an obligation to ensure that the existing written and unwritten rules of the regional
game are consistently respected. The first rule is to maintain ASEAN centrality. Jakarta’s
imperative is to maintain ASEAN centrality at the heart of any emerging Indo-Pacific regional
entities. When it comes to China, Indonesia wants China to encourage ASEAN to be present or
at least refer to it as the potential role model for cooperative activities in the Indian Ocean.
Second, China must adhere to the principles of ASEAN’s 1976 Treaty of Amity and Cooperation
(TAC); it acceded to the treaty in 2003. As such, as long as China recognizes TAC principles in
in its Indian Ocean affairs, “Indonesia will stand for Beijing’s presence there.” Third, China must
follow the 1995 Southeast Asian Nuclear-Weapon-Free-Zone (SEANWFZ) in the Indian Ocean.
Should Beijing stir nuclear tensions in the region, Indonesia will remove any support to China.
In general, Indonesia sees nothing negative in China’s commercial and military presence in the
Indian Ocean. Jakarta even wishes Beijing could help it achieve the strengthening of maritime
security and safety as well as maintaining stability and vigilance on potential natural disasters
in the Indian Ocean. At the same time, Indonesia wants China to avoid turning the ocean into a
proxy venue for competition with other great powers.

Malaysia
Although Malaysia is situated strategically in the Indo-Pacific, there is no clear understanding
on what the Indo-Pacific means to Malaysia, the region, and in particular to ASEAN member
states. Southeast Asian countries are also divided and unclear on the IP concept. Currently, the
Indo-Pacific policy and strategy is at the conceptual level in Southeast Asia, and has not been
adopted into foreign policy guidelines, with the exception of Indonesia.
According to our Malaysian conference participants, it is clear that the future geopolitical
influence of the region will not be solely under the monopoly of the US, and will include input
from other powers like China, India, Australia, and Russia. For example, Australia underlined
the Indo-Pacific in its long-term foreign policy, but it also believes that ASEAN and SEA should
be at the heart of any Indo-Pacific strategy.
China generally views Indo-Pacific maneuverings as a new way for the US and its allies to
contain China’s influence as a global power. According to Beijing, the US wants to dominate the
new power changes in the Asia-Pacific using the Indo-Pacific as a geostrategic platform to
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encircle China. China has been quietly indicating that ASEAN and traditional US allies, Australia
and Japan, should not take sides in US efforts to contain China’s rise.
ASEAN countries want to de-militarize the Indo-Pacific framework and its linkage to the QUAD
because it appears the framework was convened to contain or manage the rise of China. This
is against the spirit of ASEAN’s core values of maintaining peace and stability by avoiding
taking sides among external powers.
The latest BRI Forum, hosted by Chinese President Xi and attended by 36 countries, including
Malaysia, signifies endorsement of Chinese’s ambitions to lead the economic agenda around
the world.
If ASEAN countries subscribe to the Indo Pacific, it may mean they are more aligned toward the
“strategic partnership” of the US, India, and other middle powers to balance the rise of China
in Asia. As small nation states, ASEAN cannot afford to adopt the concept until individual
countries are assured that the converging and expanding interests of major powers will not
destabilize the region.
Accordingly, other ASEAN countries, including Malaysia, are taking a cautious approach
toward endorsing such a strategically driven framework based on underlying contests and
competition in the maritime areas, even though the Indo-Pacific strategy promotes the rule-oflaw or rule-based governance, which is Malaysia’s broad approach.
In essence, Malaysia’s stance is to avoid taking sides when dealing with the major powers in
the context of Asia Pacific. Malaysia acknowledges that multilateralism should be embraced,
and cannot be excluded forever in the post-Cold War era. Malaysia’s dependence on the seas
for its economy, tourism, transportation, and security cannot be underestimated. The
expanding maritime interests and naval ambitions of China and India, reflective of growing
strategic competition between them, will eventually converge more significantly in the IndoPacific.

Maldives
The Maldives’ geostrategic significance lies in its proximity to international SLOCs used by twothirds of the world’s oil shipping and half of the world’s container shipping. The most
important of these SLOCs traverse the Eight Degree Channel between the Maldives and India.
Besides SLOCs, China’s strategic interest in the Maldives is related to the southernmost island
of Gan, which is only 240 miles north of the American base in Diego Garcia. This is the secondlargest atoll in the Maldives, and was formerly a British naval and air base during 1941–1976.
The small airfield has been upgraded and is in use as the Gan International Airport.
Beijing’s involvement in “mega projects” in the Maldives is a recent phenomenon. The “ChinaMaldives Friendship Bridge” is one such project. It was built by a Chinese contractor, and
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connects Malé, the capital, and Hulhule, the airport island. Another is a 1,000-apartment
housing project on Hulhumale Island, a suburb of Malé.
Beijing also persuaded the previous government to sign an MOU on the BRI, along with
contracts for developing major infrastructure projects to be carried out by Chinese stateowned companies over a 50-year period.
The previous government was also able to change laws to allow China to lease several prime
islands and build a joint “Sino-Maldivian Ocean Observatory” on the island of Makunudhoo, the
western most atoll, which overlooks the Eight Degree Channel.
Importantly, the Maldives signed a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with China in December 2017,
making it the first FTA Maldives has signed with any country. However, the way the FTA was
rushed through the parliament raised considerable public and political opposition, and is being
closely reviewed by the new administration in Malé.
The Maldivian relationship with China fluctuates depending on the governing party or parties
and the state of relations with India—when the New Delhi–Male relations are positive, the
relationship with Beijing is sour and vice versa.
Despite being sensitive to Indian concerns regarding Chinese influence, the Maldives will
continue to look at China for financial aid. At least in the near future, the Maldives’ “courteous
and diplomatic” relationship with China is determined by several factors: Malé’s massive loans
to China, China’s long-term lease of the islands, and Malé being bound by the BRI MOU and the
FTA.

Myanmar
Myanmar, along with India and Pakistan, is one of three countries that share borders with
China, and have access to the Indian Ocean. The Myanmar-China border measures 2,204
kilometers (1,370 miles). Myanmar gives China access to the Bay of Bengal and the Andaman
Sea. Beijing recognized back in 1985 that it would need to find an economic connection to the
world for the landlocked western provinces of Yunnan, Sichuan, and Guizhou, and that the most
direct route would be south through Myanmar via railroad.
The coming to power of Myanmar’s Armed Forces (Tatmadaw) in September 1988 altered the
political landscape. The resulting western sanctions made China the most important supporter
of the military regime in Myanmar and the only supplier of military hardware.
In September 2018, Myanmar officially became a BRI partner after signing a 15-point MOU
establishing the China-Myanmar Economic Corridor (CMEC). Beijing has pursued access to the
Indian Ocean through Myanmar by way of the Kyaukphyu port development and associated
Special Economic Zone (SEZ), and an estimated 1,700-kilometer corridor that will connect
Kunming in China to the Kyaukphyu SEZ. A Chinese state-owned enterprise will build and then
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operate the project for 50 years, with a potential extension of an additional 25 years. The
Chinese developer holds an 85 percent stake in the seaport project and a 51 percent stake in
the SEZ. The SEZ could provide around 100,000 jobs for local people.
Because of concerns over the deep-sea port project turning into a debt trap similar to that of
Sri Lanka, Nayyitaw renegotiated the terms and managed to reduce the value of the project
loan from $7.3 billion to $1.3 billion.
The 2008 constitution prohibits any foreign military base on Myanmar soil. However, there is
room for military cooperation, and the constitution could be subjected to reinterpretation to
make room for deeper military cooperation.
The National League for Democracy, the current governing party in Myanmar, is acutely aware
that the country is important in China’s strategic calculus, but is also trying to avoid being
entangled in any power struggle and geopolitical conflict. Myanmar is careful not to offend any
great power in the geostrategic competition among the US, China, and India.

Pakistan
China and Pakistan have enhanced strategic communications and displayed a growing
convergence of interests in the IOR. China has extended financial and technological assistance
to Pakistan, which has been welcomed by Islamabad, as it views China’s need to secure SLOCs,
and ensure a significant presence in the IOR, as an opportunity to advance its own strategic
interests.
Pakistan agreed to Chinese BRI plans without hesitation, and both countries are investing in
developing Pakistan’s Gwadar port. Despite this infrastructure development, Pakistan is
concerned about China’s use of Gwadar as an overseas naval base; it fears that reducing the
commercial viability of the port will dampen the competitiveness with other regional ports.
For policy-makers in Islamabad, China’s increasing presence in the IOR is a natural
consequence of China’s rising geopolitical role. Pakistan contends that an economically
developing China has a sovereign right to build its military capabilities and project power.
To advance its own geostrategic interests, Pakistan has an inherent interest in seeking
expanded Chinese presence in the IOR. For decades, Pakistan has defined its external
engagement primarily through its geographical location and its security concerns vis-a-vis
archrival India. Pakistan’s goal has been to seek “strategic security” against India so it can focus
on economic development.
Stronger US-India strategic cooperation over the past 15 years has driven Pakistan to seek the
expansion of geopolitical ties with China. From Pakistan’s standpoint, the buildup of Indian
military capabilities, and the growing US military presence in the region, have undermined the
strategic balance of power in South Asia, and posed a geopolitical challenge to Pakistan and
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China. Policy-makers in Islamabad agree with the Chinese assessment that Washington is
pursuing a strategy to contain a rising China.
Military cooperation with China enhances Pakistan’s military capabilities by providing access
to Chinese high-tech weapons and new technologies. For example, Pakistan has concluded an
agreement to procure eight Yuan-class diesel-electric submarines. Four submarines are being
built in China, and the remaining four will be constructed in Karachi. With the acquisition of
these submarines, Pakistan will enhance its ability to deploy a nuclear triad and its naval power
projection capabilities. Pakistan also signed contracts for construction of four Type 054A
frigates, to be delivered by 2021. This trend is likely to continue, and will enable Pakistan to
match India’s growing military prowess in the region.
A recent and consequential development is Pakistan’s adoption of Beidou, China’s indigenous
satellite navigation system, for military applications, and the construction of a base station in
Karachi to ensure coverage of the whole territory of Pakistan.
Pakistan’s key national interest has been to balance India while navigating its oftencontentious relationship with the US, and the strategic engagement with China provides this
stabilizer in the regional geopolitical environment. In Pakistan’s view, China-Pakistan military
cooperation will keep India engaged in the region, while enabling China to focus on balancing
the US power in the South China Sea and the Western Pacific.

Seychelles
Seychelles is a small island state archipelago of 115 islands scattered widely across the western
Indian Ocean. Geographically, it is part of the oceanic region, but politically it is closely aligned
with Africa. Its exclusive economic zone (EEZ) extends over nearly 1.4 million km because of
the dispersed nature of the islands, and it is a source of rich fishing grounds. It also has reserves
of natural gas and oil under exploration.
Seychelles has always been valued by China for its oceanic location between Asia and Africa,
and has enjoyed friendly relations with China since its independence in 1976. Seychelles’
acceptance of socialist political ideology during the Cold War contributed to this affinity.
Over the years, Seychelles has benefited from numerous Chinese initiatives, including building
projects, at the same time avoiding a debt trap. Seychelles has benefited materially from China
through a series of loans, grants for infrastructure, and training and education opportunities.
Nevertheless, a major strategic issue for Victoria is determining how to deal with the growing
influence of China and the other great Asian power, India. Victoria is toeing a fine line to avoid
alienating India in the region. For example, in 2011, Seychelles offered China new port facilities,
but, as a result of India’s objection, negotiations for the construction for a new port were halted,
and instead, China was given access to existing naval facilities in Victoria.
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China’s influence in the Seychelles is significant and longstanding. The cumulative contribution
of infrastructure and other beneficial schemes, year on year, represents no small contribution
to the life of the Seychelles, and includes some of the country’s most important public buildings.
In the military arena, gifts of naval equipment have been made to support the war on piracy.
India is wary of China’s intentions, not least because it sees itself as the region’s natural
protector. Thus, India is working hard to increase its naval presence in key locations. Seychelles
now finds itself caught up in this proxy battle of China and India over Assumption, one of the
outer islands of the Seychelles archipelago. India wants to use a part of the remote island as a
naval base, because it is close to the head of the strategically important Mozambique Channel.
Although India’s interest in the island had been under discussion since 2012, it became an issue
when President Faure was unable to win the support of the National Assembly. Seychelles
public opinion indicates worries over finding itself in the center of a future conflict between
the two main Asian powers.
Seychelles has so far not fallen foul of either side, although if it relents on the issue of
Assumption, the risk of offending China may be a step too far.

Singapore
Singapore feels that increased Chinese military and economic presence in the IOR is not a
negative development when viewed in isolation. As China grows economically and militarily,
it will seek recognition of its enhanced position both globally and within the IOR.
The crucial issue is to mediate China’s enhanced role in the IOR with the ASEAN insistence on
honoring a rules-based order, which rests on different facets of international law. If China
thinks that certain rules or facets of international law seem out of sync with its growing global
political and economic influence, and wants to change the rules, it needs to negotiate those
changes. It is significant to maintain the fundamental principles for a rules-based order in the
IOR, while the possibility of re-negotiation of certain facets of such rules, should not be ruled
out. Any re-negotiation, however, will require forging a durable consensus among states in the
IOR.
China has made significant inroads in the IOR through its BRI project. While Southeast Asian
countries remain cautious to a varying degrees about the economic costs and strategic
implications of China’s infrastructure investments under the BRI, they also continue to seek
ways to benefit economically from these projects.
Singapore places a high premium on regional and multilateral cooperation via trade and
connectivity. As such, it has been an early and strong supporter of the BRI. Both sides
cooperate in six areas: the BRI, financial services, technology and innovation, ease of doing
business, urban governance, and people-to-people exchanges. In addition, in 2019, Singapore
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and China signed five agreements to collaborate further on trade and law enforcement projects
under the BRI. Singapore was the largest foreign investment destination for China with regards
to the BRI in 2018, capturing close to 23 percent of the total investment outflow from China to
BRI countries.
Although Singapore views the BRI favorably, it also recognizes that the substance of the BRI,
and the way it is implemented, are very important. Singapore is well aware of concerns over
BRI projects, particularly when it comes to financial transparency, speed over quality, and
subsequent debt.
Singapore continues to maintain close defense ties with China, while maintaining defense ties
with countries such as the US and India. In 2018, Singapore and India signed a new naval pact
that gives Indian warships greater access to Changi Naval Base.
Singapore PM Lee Hsien Loong, in reaction to the Indo-Pacific concept, has stressed that the
initiatives should strengthen existing cooperation arrangements centered on ASEAN. He
specifically said, “We support regional cooperation initiatives which are open and inclusive
platforms for countries to cooperate constructively, and deepen regional integration.” ASEAN
already has in place a set of inter-linking regional mechanisms, such as the East Asia Summit
(EAS), ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), and ASEAN Defense Ministers Meeting Plus (ADMM Plus)
designed to engage big powers and neighboring countries. PM Loong also added, “They
[regional initiatives] should not undermine them, create rival blocs, deepen fault lines or force
countries to take sides. They should help bring countries together, rather than split them
apart.”

South Africa
South Africa has emerged as one of China’s key allies on the African continent. China became
South Africa’s main trading partner in 2010, and the economic importance of the relationship
has increased since then. The longstanding relationship between China and Africa has made
South Africa an early supporter of the Belt and Road Initiative. South Africa has been China’s
largest trading partner in Africa for most of the 2010s, making up between 25 percent and 33
percent of Africa’s total trade with China.
The deep and multifaceted China-South Africa economic relationship is preconditioned by
several factors. First, South Africa functions as a base for the assembly and manufacture of
Chinese products destined for the rest of the African continent. Second, Chinese investors
entered the South African banking sector relatively early, and have a 20 percent stake in South
Africa’s Standard Bank. Standard Bank is an important vector for Chinese investment into the
rest of Africa and is involved in promoting renminbi (RMB)-denominated transactions. Third,
China is also a key investor in South Africa’s commodities and mining sectors, especially in the
platinum sector.
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China upgraded its relationship with South Africa to a Comprehensive Strategic Partnership in
2010. This was soon followed by a Chinese-inspired invitation for South Africa to join the then
BRIC group, made up of Brazil, Russia, India and China. South Africa became the fifth member
of the group in 2010, thanks to China.
In response, the South African government has generally tended to respect China’s wishes on
hot button issues. For example, South Africa, by dragging its feet in issuing a visa, foreclosed a
visit by the Dalai Lama, who was invited by fellow Nobel laureate Archbishop emeritus
Desmond Tutu.
South Africa welcomes China’s help in positioning itself as a significant gateway to Africa, and
hopes to entice China to make greater use of South Africa to access Africa’s Continental Free
Trade Agreement. In this ambition, however, South Africa faces increasingly stiff competition
from Kenya, Tanzania, and Djibouti, which are all aiming for a similar gateway role.
Military relations form a relatively small but increasingly important part of this relationship.
The South African National Defense Force (SANDF) and the People’s Liberation Army meet
regularly under the auspices of the China-South Africa Defense Committee. The most recent
(eighth) meeting of the committee took place in in Beijing on August 22, 2018.
South Africa’s economic future increasingly lies in the Indian Ocean community, not only
through alliances with China, but also through growing engagement with India. India and South
Africa signed a strategic partnership agreement in 1997 that was preceded by decades of close
cooperation in the anti-apartheid struggle. South Africa’s trade relationship with India has
been growing, but is not as substantial as its relationship with China. Nevertheless, South Africa
has little interest in having to choose between India and China, unlike many of India’s smaller
neighbors, and it so far does not face pressure to do so.

Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka increasingly views its future as tied to the Indian Ocean and sees China’s commercial
presence in the IOR as an exceptional economic opportunity. China’s military presence, in Sri
Lanka’s view, must be understood and managed.
Sri Lanka has adopted the regional best practices of small IOR countries. One is to welcome all
three major regional players—the US, India, China—and maintain relations with them in a
wide range of areas, such as the economy, trade, human-resource development, policy, security
exchanges, and military exercises.
Sri Lanka’s main security concern is the overall militarization of the IOR. The combination of
China’s relatively new security interests and established interests of the US and other major
users of the IOR, such as India, have led to rising strategic competition in the IOR, and ensuing
anxiety among smaller littoral states. To contain these risks, Sri Lanka is engaging with various
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strategic partners, and is actively encouraging regional dialogue in line with its non-aligned
heritage.
Sri Lanka suffers from the same divided views of China that many of its IOR neighbors share.
The benefits of China’s presence, including its BRI, are trade, infrastructure, and other forms of
connectivity that help the IOR reach its growth potential. The potential downside is that these
benefits come with significant risks to IOR states, including economic dependence,
unsustainable debt, environmental harm, infrastructure that may be used for military
purposes, and, more broadly, a destabilizing effect on the region’s security.
Sri Lanka has had close experience with this competing narrative with China’s presence in the
IOR. Chinese investment in the port of Hambantota is often seen as a prime example in critiques
of China’s presence. Hambantota, however, is a manifestation of Sri Lanka’s ambition to turn
itself into an economic center of the IOR, between the two existing hubs of Dubai and
Singapore. To facilitate its aim to become a center of the Indian Ocean, the government has
signed multiple Indian Ocean frameworks, especially China’s BRI and the Asia-Africa Growth
Corridor (AAGC).
Colombo also signed an MOU in May 2019 with India and Japan to develop another terminal in
the Colombo port. While details are being negotiated, this is potentially the first significant
project of the AAGC that was launched by India and Japan as an apparent alternative
framework to the BRI.
Sri Lanka has also signaled acceptance of the Indo-Pacific framework. It has stressed that “the
Indian Ocean must maintain its own distinct identity.” However, Colombo’s enthusiasm for the
Indo-Pacific framework is dampened by its relative lack of emphasis on economic
development. It is unclear why proponents of the Indo-Pacific have settled on promoting the
“free and open Indo-Pacific,” rather than the “free, open, inclusive and prosperous Indo-Pacific”
previously announced by the US, India, Australia, and Japan.

United Kingdom
The UK has significant and renewing interests in the IOR, despite the demise of its imperial
role. Over 3 million citizens of the UK—nearly 5 percent of the population—originates from
the Indian subcontinent, meaning the British can hardly fail to take a strong interest in any
tensions in the region. Far more British citizens now live in Singapore than they did during the
age of Empire. Southeast Asia is the UK’s third-largest, non-EU export market, and the UK is the
second biggest EU investor in the area. Moreover, Southeast Asia is the UK’s third-biggest
market for defense exports.
For all these reasons, the British have concluded that they should try for a more persistent
presence, not just in Southeast Asia but also in the whole of the Indo-Pacific region, as part of
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an “All of Asia” project. At the same time, the UK has limited resources when it comes to East
Asia, which has generated a near-permanent strategic dilemma in having to support two
competing commitments simultaneously: Europe and East Asia.
China’s diplomatic, economic, and military push into the region presents a number of
challenges and dilemmas to the UK. This has led to several IOR issues that range from a general
concern about the abiding long-term intentions of China in the region with regards to the BRI
and its Maritime Silk Road component. Despite these issues, the UK’s attitude toward a Chinese
military and, specifically, naval presence in the region, is not one of alarm. The UK generally
acknowledges that, given the wide range of Chinese interests in the IOR, including citizens,
merchant ships, markets, and resources, the Chinese navy has every right to be there alongside
other navies from outside the region.
However, there is a wariness about the growing Chinese presence as a sign of a major and
unsettling shift in the global naval balance, and the consequent promise of a less-certain future.
The UK’s concerns about this growing presence are increased by knowing that four of the main
IOR countries with which it wants to maintain close relations—Japan, India, Australia, and the
US itself—all take a distinctly jaundiced view of China’s increased naval capabilities in the
region.
Beijing may have overreacted when it took exception to the Royal Navy’s deployment
intentions in the IOR and cancelled a projected visit to Beijing by the Chancellor of the
Exchequer to bolster trading relations. This blatant exercise of economic coercion caused many
in the UK to argue that China should not, through such bullying behavior, be allowed to exert a
veto on where the Royal Navy could operate its ships, and that simply yielding to this kind of
pressure would encourage further Chinese intransigence toward the rules-based order.
The UK is also currently in exploratory mode regarding the IOR, and there is a spectrum of
choices about the UK’s relations with China, rather than a simplistic binary “for” or “against.”
Therefore, in the current circumstances, a degree of flexible ambiguity in the UK’s attitudes
toward the presence of China in the IOR is advantageous.

United States
The Chinese flag has become ubiquitous in the IO, where annually hundreds of Chinese flagged
tankers, container liners, and bulk carriers crisscross the Indian Ocean. The presence of
Chinese warships has also become routine, especially in the Arabian Sea, where the PLAN
began in late 2008 to protect a portion of SLOCs from Somali pirates. Eleven years have passed
since the first anti-piracy operations, and China has adroitly blended its shipping protection
mission with traditional naval diplomacy by routinely sending its warships to conduct security
cooperation and naval exercises with most of the IO littoral countries.
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The rationale behind China’s growing interest in the IOR is tied directly to two related
imperatives. First, President Xi Jinping’s signature BRI and its maritime component—the 21st
Century Maritime Silk Road. Second, Beijing’s concerns about the vulnerability of its SLOCS to
interruptions, which are best described in China’s 2015 defense white paper, titled China’s
Military Strategy, which states that China’s growing national interests are increasingly tied to
the security of the SLOCs, among other interests.
SLOC defense is the most important of China’s overseas security interests in the IOR because
sea lanes are the veins and arteries that keep China’s economic heart pumping. To do so, in the
past decade, the PLAN, on average, has been deploying four surface warships and two
replenishment tankers organized into two independent task forces in the IOR. In addition, the
PLAN has been deploying submarines since 2014 to the IOR twice a year to conduct three
months of operations before returning to China.
Today, this small PLAN presence in the IO is not especially threatening. It is operating far from
home, away from its land-based air force and missile force assets. In the IO, its small task forces
are very much an “away team,” vulnerable to a vastly superior Indian navy and India’s landbased airpower. When the PLAN arrives in the Northern Arabian Sea, it is operating in waters
that are “home” for the US Fifth Fleet in Bahrain. By contrast, in East Asia, the PLAN is a “home
team” as it has the huge operational advantage of being in home waters.
China already has a naval capability of more than 100 “blue-water” warships and submarines
able to deploy routinely to the IO. It is entirely possible that by 2025, this “blue water”
capability could grow to around 150 ships, including three carriers. It seems very likely that
Beijing will begin gradually to build up its daily presence in the IO, separate from its anti-piracy
efforts, and attempt to do so in a non-threatening way. The strategic impetus would be ChinaUS competition, plus a growth in US-Indian-Australian naval cooperation. China has already
made investments in Djibouti. It prioritizes the Maritime Silk Road, and President Xi has called
for a “world class navy.” In addition, a growth in the PLAN by creating a PLAN Indian Ocean
Squadron, is likely.
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Appendix B: Agenda and Bios
Workshop Agenda
Views of China’s Presence in the Indian Ocean Region
Hilton Arlington Hotel
950 North Stafford Street, Arlington, Virginia
17-18 June 2019
June 17, 2019: Day One
0800-0900 Registration
0900-0915 Welcome Remarks
Dr. David Finkelstein, CNA
0915-1115 South Asia
Chair: Ms. Nilanthi Samaranayake, CNA
India: Dr. Jabin T. Jacob, Shiv Nadar University & National Maritime Foundation
Bangladesh: Dr. S. Mahmud Ali, University of Malaya
Sri Lanka: Dr. Dinusha Panditaratne, Lakshman Kadirgamar Institute
Maldives: Dr. Rasheeda M. Didi, Maldives National University
Pakistan: Mr. Muhammad Faisal, Institute of Strategic Studies Islamabad
1115-1130

Tea break

1130-1300 East Africa
Chair: Mr. Timothy Ditter, CNA
Djibouti: Prof. Hamza Farah Robleh, Université de Djibouti
Seychelles: Professor Dennis Hardy, University of Seychelles
South Africa: Dr. Cobus Van Staden, South African Institute of International Affairs
1300-1400

Photography and Lunch break

1400-1500 Japan
Chair: Dr. David Finkelstein, CNA
Japan: Dr. Satoru Nagao, Hudson Institute
1500-1515

Tea break

1515-1600 Open Discussion: Questions from Around the Room
Chair: RADM (ret.) Michael McDevitt, CNA
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June 18, 2019: Day Two
0800-0900 Registration
0900-0915 Opening Remarks
Dr. David Finkelstein, CNA
0915-1115 Southeast Asia and Australia
Chair: Dr. Satu Limaye, CNA
Indonesia: Dr. Shafiah F. Muhibat, CSIS Indonesia
Singapore: Dr. Sinderpal Singh, RSIS
Malaysia: Ms. Sumathy Permal, Maritime Institute of Malaysia
Myanmar: Prof. Maung Aung Myoe, International University of Japan
Australia: Ms. Natalie Sambhi, Perth USAsia Centre
1115-1130

Tea break

1130-1245 U.S. and Europe
Chair: CAPT (ret.) Peter Swartz, CNA
United States: RADM (ret.) Michael McDevitt, CNA
France: Dr. Isabelle Saint-Mézard, University of Paris VIII
United Kingdom: Prof. Geoffrey Till, U.S. Naval War College
1245-1345

Lunch break

1345-1545 Wrap-up: Questions from Around the Room
Chair: RADM (ret.) Paul Becker, CNA
1545-1600

Closing Remarks

1600

Conference ends
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Participant Bios (organized alphabetically by country)

Ms. Natalie Sambhi is a founder and executive director of
Verve Research, an independent research collective focused
on the relationship between militaries and societies. Since
2016, she has also been a research fellow at the Perth USAsia
Centre, where she publishes on Indonesian foreign and
defense policy as well as Southeast Asian affairs. Ms. Sambhi
is also a PhD scholar at the Strategic and Defence Studies
Centre, the Australian National University, focusing on
Indonesian military history.
Ms. Sambhi worked at the Australian Strategic Policy Institute
Ms. Natalie Sambhi
Research Fellow,
Perth USAsia Centre
Australia

as an analyst and managing editor of the organization’s blog,
The Strategist. She also worked at the Department of Defence
and the University of Canberra. Ms. Sambhi was a two-time
fellow with the Center for a New American Security in
Washington,

DC,
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research
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Indonesian civil–military relations and strategic culture.
Ms. Sambhi’s other involvements include the Australian
Institute of International Affairs ACT, having served on the
council; the US-based Center for International Maritime
Security (as a host of the podcast series Sea Control: Asia
Pacific; and Bloggingheads.tv as a host for the international
relations segment Foreign Entanglements. Her writing has
appeared in Security Challenges journal, War On The Rocks,
The Diplomat, The Interpreter, and The National Interest.
Through her research and publications, Ms. Sambhi is
committed to helping people gain a more nuanced
understanding of Indonesian military affairs, Indonesian
defense policy, and Southeast Asian security.
She holds a BA in Asian studies from the University of Western
Australia and an MA in international relations and an MA in
diplomacy from the Australian National University.
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Dr. S. Mahmud Ali is an adjunct professor at the Institute of
China Studies, University of Malaya in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
He also served as an East Asia program associate at the
London School of Economics and Political Science. He was
formerly a senior editorial coordinator for the BBC World
Service.
Dr. Ali is currently working on a volume examining China’s BRI
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Dr. Ali was trained at the Pakistan Military Academy and
commanded an anti-tank platoon in the Sindh-Rajasthan

Bangladesh

desert sector during the December 1971 Indo-Pakistani war.
Dr. Ali holds a PhD in War Studies from King’s College London.
Professor Hamza Farah Robleh teaches international trade at
the University of Djibouti and is a geopolitical and
geostrategic expert.
He is a member of a research team in France at the Université
Littoral Côte d’Opale, which focuses on maritime security and
international trade in the Gulf of Aden and Indian Ocean. He
has written on maritime trade and piracy in the Gulf of Aden

Professor Hamza Farah Robleh

and Indian Ocean for the Journal of Transportation Security.
Professor Robleh provides consulting services to international

Professor,

organization and companies concerning maritime trade and

University of Djibouti

security issues in Africa.
Prof. Robleh holds an MA in international trade from the

Djibouti

National School of Business and Management in Morocco and
is preparing a PhD thesis in maritime security and international
trade in France.
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Dr. Isabelle Saint-Mezard is a lecturer on Asian geopolitics at
the French Institute of Geopolitics, University of Paris 8
Vincennes – St-Denis.
Dr. Saint-Mezard is also an associate research fellow on South
Asia with the Centre of Asian Studies, Institut Français de
Relations Internationales (IFRI), Paris. She regularly interacts
with French government bodies and teaches South Asian
geopolitics at Sciences Po.
Dr. Saint-Mezard’s research interests focus on strategic affairs
Dr. Isabelle Saint-Mezard
Lecturer,
French Institute of Geopolitics
France

in South Asia and the Indian Ocean region with a special focus
on India’s external relations and defence policies.
She was formerly an analyst on India, Pakistan, and
Afghanistan for the Directorate for Strategic Plannin, at the
French Ministry of Defence. She also worked as a research
fellow on the China-India Project at the University of Hong
Kong.
She has authored various articles on these topics as well as
chapters in edited books in French and English. Some of her
recent publications in English include: “The Japan-India
Economic

Partnership:

A

Politically

Driven

Process,”

Asie.Visions, 2018 (with Céline Pajon); “India’s energy security:
an assessment of India’s international quest for energy
sources,” S. Ganguly, M. Pardesi, N. Blarel; The Oxford
Handbook of India’s National Security, OUP, 2018; “India’s Act
East policy: strategic implications for the Indian Ocean,”
Journal of the Indian Ocean Region, 2016.
Dr. Saint-Mézard holds a PhD in international relations from
Sciences Po Paris (Institute of Political Studies, Paris).
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Dr. Jabin T. Jacob is associate professor at the Department of
International Relations and Governance Studies, Shiv Nadar
University, Greater Noida, and adjunct research fellow at the
National Maritime Foundation, New Delhi. He was formerly
fellow and assistant director at the Institute of Chinese Studies,
Delhi, and associate editor of the journal China Report.
Dr. Jacob’s research interests include China-South Asia and
China-Southeast Asia relations, China’s Belt and Road
Dr. Jabin T. Jacob
Associate Professor, Shiv Nadar
University
Adjunct Research Fellow,
National Maritime Foundation,
New Delhi
India

Initiative, Sino-Indian border areas, and center-province
relations in China. As part of his research, he has traveled to
many of India’s border states and visited parts of the country’s
disputed borders with China and Pakistan, as well as the
international borders with Myanmar and Bangladesh. He is a
PhD supervisor at the Naval War College, Goa.
Dr. Jacob has coedited three volumes on Indian and Chinese
foreign and security policies and two recent articles at the
National Maritime Foundation including, “Political Crisis in Sri
Lanka: China and the Maritime Dimension” (February 2019)
and “China in the Middle East: Expanding Political Clout and
Maritime Space” (May 2019).
Dr. Jacob holds a PhD in Chinese studies from the School of
International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi,
and has spent time as a student and researcher in Taiwan,
France, and Singapore.
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Dr. Shafiah Muhibat is the head of the Department of
International Relations, Centre for Strategic and International
Studies (CSIS) Indonesia. She formerly served as the chief
editor of The Indonesian Quarterly, CSIS’s quarterly academic
journal.
Dr. Muhibat was a senior fellow at the Maritime Security
Programme, S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies
Dr. Shafiah Muhibat
Head of International Relations
Department,
Centre for Strategic and
International Studies (CSIS)
Indonesia

(RSIS) Singapore. She has taken part in extensive research
projects on politics and regional security in Southeast Asia and
the Asia Pacific.
Dr. Muhibat has a special interest in issues of regional security
in East Asia, maritime security, Indonesia’s foreign policy, and
regional cooperation. In addition to her interest in security
issues, in recent years she has also studied issues related to
development cooperation.

Indonesia

Dr. Muhibat holds an MA from the London School of
Economics and Political Science and a PhD in political science
from the University of Hamburg.
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Dr. Satoru Nagao is a visiting fellow at the Hudson Institute.
His research area is Japan-US-India security cooperation.
He is also a research fellow at the Institute for Future
Engineering (strategy, defense policy), visiting research fellow
at the Research Institute for Oriental Cultures in Gakushuin
University, research fellow at the Japan Forum for Strategic
Studies, associate at the Society of Security and Diplomatic
Dr. Satoru Nagao
Visiting Fellow, Hudson Institute
Japan

Policy Studies, senior fellow at the Institute of National
Security Studies Sri Lanka, and senior research fellow of Indian
Military Review.
He was a visiting scholar at the Center for Strategic &
International Studies, in Washington D.C. Furthermore, he was
a research fellow at The Tokyo Foundation and the Ocean
Policy Research Foundation and taught at Gakushuin
University,

Aoyama-Gakuin

University

and

Komazawa

University as lecturer.
Dr. Nagao was awarded his PhD by Gakushuin University in
2011 for his thesis titled “India’s Military Strategy,” the first
such research thesis on this topic in Japan.
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Ms. Sumathy Permal is a fellow and head of the Centre for
Straits of Malacca with the Maritime Institute of Malaysia.
Ms. Permal leads projects on the Belt and Road Initiative with
the China Institute of International Strategic Studies. Her other
project is ASEAN-China Cooperation in the South China Sea.
Ms. Permal’s research focuses on geopolitics and geo-strategy
in the Asia Pacific and maritime security issues in the IndoMs. Sumathy Permal
Fellow and Head,
Centre for Straits of Malacca
Malaysia

Pacific. She is on the editorial board of the Australian Journal
of Maritime & Ocean Affairs Australia and an associate
member of the Corbett Centre for Maritime Policy Studies. She
was also on the International Expert Panel for the National
Bureau of Asian Research and the Sasakawa Peace Foundation
USA Maritime Awareness Program.
She is a professional fellow with the On-Demand Exchange
Program run by the US Department of State for think tanks in
Asia and East Asian International Relations Caucus, a network
for researchers studying scholarly and policy issues in
Southeast Asia and Northeast Asia.
Ms. Permal is working on a chapter titled “Geopolitics in the
South China Sea with the China Institute,” University of
Alberta. Ms. Permal’s previous publications include “Post SCS
Arbitration Development and Issues Relating to Freedom of
Navigation, Rights of Coastal States and Environmental
Protection in the ‘Area,’” Asian Politics & Policy, Thomson &
Reuters (2018); “Diplomatic and Security Responses to the
Award: Malaysia’s Perspective,” in Fu-Kuo Liu and Jonathan
Spangler (eds.), “South China Sea Lawfare: Legal Perspectives
and International Responses to the Philippines v. China
Arbitration Case,” Taipei: South China Sea Think Tank/Taiwan
Center for Security Studies, 2016.
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Dr. Rasheeda Mohamed Didi is a freelance educator and
resource person who works at the Maldives National
University as a part-time lecturer. Her current research focuses
on the South Asia-Maldives nexus.
She taught political science, international relations, foreign
policy, democracy, introduction to political science (civics), as
well as Maldivian history.
Dr. Didi worked for the United Nations Peacekeeping Mission
in Liberia as a civil affairs officer/county support team
Dr. Rasheeda M. Didi

facilitator working with the local government and UN officials
in Liberia. She also was in charge of the Research Center at the

Lecturer,

Commonwealth Joint Office for Permanent Missions to the UN

The Maldives National University

in New York.
Dr. Didi earned her MA and PhD in political science from

Maldives

Temple University, in Philadelphia, with a concentration on
international relations.

Professor Maung Aung Myoe is a professor of international
relations at the International University of Japan.
Prof. Myoe’s research interests are civil-military relations,
regional security in Southeast Asia, and the government and
politics of Myanmar with special emphasis on foreign and
security policy issues. He teaches foreign policy analysis,
Professor Maung Aung Myoe
Professor,
International University of

diplomacy

and

statecraft,

security

and

strategy,

and

international relations in Southeast Asia.
Prof. Myoe publishes books and academic articles on
Myanmar military and foreign relations.
He earned his PhD in political science and international
relations from Australian National University.

Myanmar
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Mr. Muhammad Faisal is a research fellow at the Institute of
Strategic Studies in Islamabad.
He served as a research associate at the Centre for
International Strategic Studies (CISS). He also was a visiting
fellow at James Martin Center for Non-Proliferation Studies,
Monterey. At the Cooperative Monitoring Center, Sandia
National Labs, Albuquerque, he completed a capstone
research project.
Mr. Muhammad Faisal

As a South Asian Voices fellow, he visited the Stimson Center
in 2018. He has also participated in track 2 workshops

Research Fellow,

organized by the Regional Centre for Strategic Studies (Sri

China-Pakistan Study Center,

Lanka, 2014) and Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

Institute of Strategic Studies

(Beijing, 2016) focusing on India-Pakistan relations and
strategic issues in South Asia.

Pakistan

Mr. Faisal’s works appear in Insight (published by CISS) and
Strategic Studies (published by the Institute of Strategic
Studies Islamabad). His main areas of research are the
dynamics of regional security in South Asia and the Indian
Ocean Region, strategic stability, and patterns of conflict and
cooperation in the region.
He holds an M. Phil in strategic studies from the Quaid-i-Azam
University (, Islamabad. He completed his undergraduate
studies from SZABIST in social sciences, specializing in
international relations.
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Emeritus Professor Dennis Hardy founded the James R.
Mancham Peace and Diplomacy Research Institute, where he
researches geopolitics in the Indian Ocean. Prior to that, he
served as vice-chancellor of the University of Seychelles from
January 2014 to December 2017.
Emeritus Professor Dennis Hardy
Sir James Mancham Peace and
Diplomacy Research Institute,
University of Seychelles
Seychelles

During his vice-chancellorship, he led a number of initiatives.
He undertook a study of ocean governance in the Indian
Ocean and led a project on the development of a managed
network of environmental organizations in the region. He
developed a strong research presence for the university in
Blue Economy.
Prof. Hardy authored 10 books, numerous refereed articles,
and conference papers.
Prof. Hardy held senior positions in Dubai, Australia, and at
Middlesex University.
He studied geography at the University of Exeter, UK. He
received his PhD in urban planning history at the London
School of Economics.
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Dr. Sinderpal Singh is a senior fellow and coordinator of the
South Asia Programme at the S. Rajaratnam School of
International

Studies

(RSIS),

Nanyang

Technological

University, Singapore.
His research interests include the international relations of
South Asia, with a special focus on Indian foreign policy, as
well as the geopolitics of the Indian Ocean Region. Before
joining RSIS, Dr. Singh was a senior research fellow at the
Institute of South Asian Studies, National University of
Singapore, and a post-doctoral research fellow at the Faculty
Dr. Sinderpal Singh
Senior Fellow,
S. Rajaratnam School of
International Studies
Singapore

of Arts and Social Sciences, National University of Singapore.
Dr. Singh has published numerous articles in India Review,
South Asia: Journal of South Asian Studies, Contemporary
Southeast Asia, Pacific Affairs, Asian Security, Asia Policy,
amongst others. He has also authored a book, India in South
Asia: Domestic Identity Politics and Foreign Policy from Nehru
to the BJP (Routledge 2013; paperback version, 2015), and
edited a volume, Modi and the World: (Re) Constructing Indian
Foreign Policy (Singapore: World Scientific, 2017). In addition,
he has contributed book chapters on aspects of India’s
Northeast, specifically in relation to India-ASEAN land
connectivity and India-Singapore relations.
He received a PhD from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth,
an MA from the Australian National University, and a BA from
the National University of Singapore.
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Dr. Cobus van Staden is a senior researcher at the South
African Institute of International Affairs (SAIIA).
His academic research specialties include the use of media in
public diplomacy, focusing on Asia-Africa relations, and
tracing flows of media between East Asia and Africa.
Before starting at SAIIA in 2017, Dr. Staden was a senior
lecturer

in

media

studies

at

the

University

of

the

Witwatersrand, in Johannesburg, and he retains an affiliation
with the department.
Dr. Cobus van Staden

He specializes in China-Africa relations as part of SAIIA’s
African Governance and Diplomacy Program. His recent

Senior Researcher,
South African Institute of
International Affairs
South Africa

publications for SAIIA have focused on African agency in
relation to China, especially in multilateral forums such as
FOCAC, as well as the evolving relationship between Africa and
the G20.
Dr. Staden is the co-host of the China-in-Africa podcast, which
has become a prominent platform for the dissemination of
new research into China-Africa relations. As part of this
project, he has led media-capacitation workshops in
Johannesburg, South Africa, Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire, and
Tunisia.
Dr. Staden holds a PhD in media studies from the University
of Nagoya in Japan. He also conducted post-doctoral research
comparing Chinese and Japanese public diplomacy in the
global south.
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Dr. Dinusha Panditaratne is a nonresident fellow at the
Lakshman Kadirgamar Institute of International Relations and
Strategic Studies (LKI). She previously served as an executive
director of LKI for three years.
Dr. Panditaratne is a member of the Asia-Pacific Leadership
Network for Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament,
headquartered in Seoul, and an advisor to Verité Research, a
Dr. Dinusha Panditaratne
Nonresident Fellow,
Lakshman Kadirgamar Institute
of International Relations and
Strategic Studies

private think tank in Colombo. She has served on the Executive
Committee of the Centre for Rights and Justice in Hong Kong,
and on the International Advisory Board of the Asian
University for Women in Bangladesh.
Prior to her appointment at LKI, Dr. Panditaratne was an
assistant professor at the Faculty of Law at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong, and a visiting fellow at the University
of Hong Kong.

Sri Lanka

Dr. Panditaratne is an attorney admitted to practice in the
State of New York and previously worked at Milbank, Tweed,
Hadley & McCloy LLP, an international law firm based in New
York.
Dr. Panditaratne earned a law degree from the University of
Oxford. She received her MA and PhD from Yale Law School.
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Geoffrey Till holds the Dudley W. Knox Chair for Naval History
and Strategy at the US Naval War College.
Professor Till is an emeritus professor of maritime studies at
King’s College London and chairman of the Corbett Centre for
Maritime Policy Studies.
Prof. Till has also been a visiting professor at the Rajaratnam
School of International Studies, Singapore, and an adjunct
research professor at the National Institute for the Study of
Professor Geoffrey Till

the South China Sea, Haikou, Hainan, China.

US Naval War College

United Kingdom Command and Staff College for almost 10

United Kingdom

In addition to many articles and chapters on various aspects

Previously, he served as a dean of academic studies at the
years.
of maritime strategy and policy defense, Prof. Till is the author
of a number of books. His most recent is Seapower: A Guide
for the 21st Century, 3rd Ed., January 2013, for Routledge. He
edited, with Patrick Bratton, The Triumph of Neptune?
Seapower and the Asia-Pacific: Adjusting to New Realities; and
an Adelphi Book for the International Institute for Strategic
Studies, Naval Expansion in Asia: An Arms Race in the Making?
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Rear Admiral Michael McDevitt is a senior fellow at the Center
for Naval Analyses (CNA). He stepped down as vice president
of CNA’s Center for Strategic Studies in 2011. Since that time,
he has led major projects for CNA and been an active
participant in conferences and workshops regarding security
issues related to maritime security and US security policy,
especially in East Asia. His most recent research focus has
been the maritime dimension of China’s national strategy and
maritime-related security issues in Indian and Pacific Oceans.
Rear Admiral Michael McDevitt,

Mr. McDevitt spent the operational portion of his career in the

US Navy (ret)

Pacific and Indian Oceans. He held four at-sea commands;
including an aircraft carrier battle group. He was the director

Center for Naval Analyses

of the East Asia Policy office for the secretary of defense
during the George H.W. Bush Administration. He also served

United States

for two years as the director for strategy, War Plans and Policy
(J-5) for US Pacific Command. Mr. McDevitt concluded his 34
years of active duty as the commandant of the National War
College in Washington DC.
Mr. McDevitt received a BA in US history from the University
of Southern California and an MA in American diplomatic
history from Georgetown University. He was a Chief of Naval
Operations Strategic Studies Group Fellow at the Naval War
College. He is also a graduate of the National War College in
Washington DC.
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Appendix C: Workshop Participant
Papers
This appendix includes a complete set of the participant papers that resulted from this
workshop.
It is organized alphabetically by country.
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Australia: China Moves into the Indian Ocean,
Australia Anxiously Watches On
Author: Natalie Sambhi, Research Fellow, Perth USAsia Centre
Executive Director, Verve Research
Key Points:


Australia is mostly anxious about China's increasing military and commercial presence
in the Indian Ocean, an area of great strategic interest to the island continent.



Australia's ambivalence towards its major trading partner is the result of historical
attitudes towards Asian immigration, media reporting about China's political system,
suspicions about Chinese interference in domestic politics, and China's behavior in the
South China Sea.



One possible way forward for Australia is to develop a unified "China strategy"; deepen
cooperation with China to overcome a strategic trust deficit; and participate in the
further strengthening of nascent Indian Ocean governance structures and norms.

Introduction
As China expands its military and commercial presence in the Indian Ocean region (IOR),
Australians largely look on with suspicion and anxiety. Although this appears to ignore the
benefits of such presence, how Australia thinks about China in the IOR can be understood only
against the bigger picture of Australia’s strategic outlook and its historical relationship with
China. Australia’s view of China is also inextricably tied to its perceptions of both US power and
future US presence globally and, in particular, in the Indian and Pacific oceans. As confidence
in the staying power of American military presence in the region waivers under a Trump
administration, anxiety about China’s activities increases.
When it comes to China, Australia suffers from a form of bipolar disorder. On the one hand,
Australia appears committed to increasing its ties with the world’s second largest economy. On
the other, provocative statements made about China’s stealth infiltration of Australian society
and politics reinforce a sense of enmity about the “other.” Although the two countries have
signed a Comprehensive Strategic Partnership, the relationship with China at a governmentto-government level can be strained at times. Perceptions in broader Australian society are
equally mixed. As more Australian university students flock to China to embrace Chinese
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history, culture, and language,19 many Australians believe China’s infrastructure activities in
Asia are part of a plan for regional domination. There is a veritable fragmentation in how the
country sees its largest trading partner.
This paper aims to capture the major positions in the debates about China in the Australian
public. It aggregates the views of Australian political elites, policymakers, business leaders,
military officers, think tank analysts, and academics found in articles and speeches as well as
in personal interviews with some.20 It is important to recognize there is no singular
“Australian” view of China’s Indian Ocean presence, but there are poles within Australia’s
debate about China, which this paper endeavors to explain.

China in the Indian Ocean: Australia Reacts
Australia’s concern about China’s Indian Ocean presence can be grouped roughly into three
overlapping areas: infrastructure development, increased military (particularly naval)
presence, and the potential for conflict with India.
Australia holds ambivalent perceptions of China’s increasing infrastructure involvement in the
Indian Ocean region as part of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Some analysts agree that
China’s investments are much needed in the region, that China must engage in foreign direct
investment to keep growing, and that the economic aspects of BRI are underappreciated. 21
Several others are wary that some dual-use projects are a Trojan Horse for the People’s
Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) to expand its presence overseas.22 Primarily, Australian analysts
write that China’s presence in Obock, Djibouti, gives it the ability to monitor US military
activities there.23 Collectively, reports of China’s plans to build bases in Gwadar and Jiwani in
Pakistan; plans for a deep sea port in Kyaukpyu, Myanmar; and more recently reports of a deal
for Chinese presence at Cambodia’s Ream Naval Base reinforce a sense of anxiety among

19

China was the top destination for Australian university students in 2017 and second after the United States in
2016 and 2015: Australian Consortium for “In-Country” Indonesian Studies (ACICIS), Annual Report 2018,
2019, http://www.acicis.edu.au/ACICISAnnualReport2018.pdf, p. 14.

20

Interviews were conducted via phone, in person, or email correspondence between March and June 2019.

21

Interview with author, May 2019; Peter Cai, “Understanding China’s Belt and Road Initiative,” Lowy Institute,
Mar. 2017, https://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/understanding-belt-and-road-initiative, see in
particular pp. 5–8.

22

Interviews with author, May and June 2019.

23

David Brewster and Anthony Bergin, “China’s Indian Ocean power play,” APPS Policy Forum, Asia & the Pacific
Policy Society, Aug. 9, 2017, https://www.policyforum.net/chinas-indian-ocean-power-play/, accessed
June 20, 2019.
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Australian observers.24 One China expert said it is hard to separate BRI from President Xi’s
worldview in which China must become a dominant player through power projection.25 One
academic points out that focusing on China’s intentions in countering US influence in Djibouti
obfuscates the reasons why Djibouti might want Chinese presence there and merely fuels fears
about “strategic competition.”26 Another assessment suggests that future Chinese base activity
in areas closer to Australia, such as in Southeast Asia and the South Pacific, could “potentially
dilute Australia’s strategic influence in the region.”27
Some Australian voices see BRI as promoting regional peace and security28 as well as
encouraging good governance, including consensus around principles for investors and
recipients and mediation.29 Australians are also concerned about “debt trap diplomacy,” which
is perceived to be the case with Sri Lanka’s Hambantota Port. Concerned about misinformation
about BRI, one business figure said the Sri Lanka case was “painted as the poster child for
everything that was bad” about the initiative.30 Some Australian academics find criticism of
Chinese behavior to be contrary to empirical evidence that demonstrates that China is not
engaging in aggressive debt trap diplomacy in the South Pacific, an area of primary strategic
importance to Australia.31 According to a recent study, Chinese lending accounts for less than
half of South Pacific countries’ debt, with the exception of Tonga.
Parts of the Australian strategic community express ambivalence about China’s increased
naval presence in the region to counter piracy and organized crime. On the one hand, China’s
24

See for example, Malcolm Davis, “China’s Cambodia Gambit,” Strategist, Australian Strategic Policy Institute, Jul.
29, 2019, https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/chinas-cambodia-gambit/, accessed Aug. 5, 2019.

25

Interview with author, May 2019.

26

Elizabeth Ingleson, “Worrying About the Belt and Road Initiative Provides Dangerous Justification for Strategic
Competition,” Debate Papers, United States Studies Centre, Nov. 13, 2018,
https://www.ussc.edu.au/analysis/the-debate-papers-should-the-united-states-be-worried-about-chinasbelt-and-road-initiative, accessed Aug. 2, 2019.

27

Email correspondence with author, June 2019.

28

Bob Carr, “Making a Multilateral Belt and Road,” East Asia Forum, Australian National University, Canberra, May
30, 2019, https://www.eastasiaforum.org/2019/05/30/making-a-multilateral-belt-and-road/, accessed
Aug. 5, 2019.

29

Shiro Armstrong, “Japan Joins to Shape China’s Belt and Road,” East Asia Forum, Australian National University,
Canberra, Oct. 28, 2018, https://www.eastasiaforum.org/2018/10/28/japan-joins-to-shape-chinas-beltand-road/, accessed Aug. 5, 2019.

30

Interview with author, June 2019.

31

Rohan Fox and Matthew Dornan, “China in the Pacific: Is China Engaged in ‘Debt-Trap Diplomacy’?” Devpolicy
Blog, Australian National University, Nov. 8, 2018, https://www.devpolicy.org/is-china-engaged-in-debttrap-diplomacy-20181108/, accessed Aug. 10, 2019.
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increased provision of “public goods” is seen to be in the international community’s wider
interests. Greater engagement with the PLAN could also provide the Australian Navy muchneeded back door channels of communication as well as opportunities to build trust at an
individual level. One analyst said these would be essential if there was ever an accident.32 On
the other hand, some Australian analysts warned that China’s naval presence could be one day
projected against our interests.33 In particular, Australia’s economic prosperity is dependent
on secure trade routes. China’s increased naval presence coupled with its expanding bases
heightens concern about the security of these trade routes.34 Such a presence across land and
sea would make China a resident power in the Indian Ocean, with more reasons to involve itself
in the security of the region.35
A combination of China’s increasing proximity to Australia as well as military activity has
intensified concerns in some quarters about the strategic threat. In June, the Chinese navy
announced it had conducted a live-fire exercise in the South Indian Ocean, in international
waters. The activity took place after returning from counter–drug trafficking operations in the
Middle East and before a visit to Sydney Harbor. Although this activity is common in
international waters, as security analyst Rory Medcalf noted, China had not done so south of
Christmas Island before.36 Some of the news reporting around this incident suggested anxiety
about closer Chinese presence to Australian shores. Media reports that focused on the threat
aspect of China’s military presence reinforced these concerns.
There are questions as to whether China can be a “responsible” stakeholder in the Indian Ocean
region or whether its presence will lead to increasing rivalry with India and the US and thus
greater risk of instability. More specifically, analysts state they are concerned about any
potential vacuum if the US draws down.37 Australia is also concerned about tension between

32

Interview with author, May 2019.

33

Interviews with author, May 2019.

34

Ironically, one Indian analyst notes that China’s Jiwani base plans appear to be driven by fears of a naval
blockade of its own sea lanes of communication: Rajeswari Pillai Rajagopalan, Diplomat, Feb. 9, 2018,
https://thediplomat.com/2018/02/a-new-china-military-base-in-pakistan/, accessed Aug. 2, 2019.

35

David Brewster, “The United States Should Be Worried about China’s Belt and Road Initiative,” Debate Papers,
United States Studies Centre, Nov. 13, 2018, https://www.ussc.edu.au/analysis/the-debate-papers-shouldthe-united-states-be-worried-about-chinas-belt-and-road-initiative, accessed Aug. 2, 2019.

36

Nick Butterly, “Chinese Navy Boasts of Live-Fire Exercise off WA,” West Australian, June 8, 2019,
https://thewest.com.au/news/wa/chinese-navy-boasts-of-live-fire-exercise-off-wa-ng-b881223562z,
accessed June 13, 2019.

37

Interviews with author, May and June 2019.
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China and India escalating over border issues.38 The prospect for separated spheres of
influence, with China in the Pacific and India in the Indian Ocean, is not considered feasible.
Like many of the other relationships in the Indo-Pacific, there is considerable bilateral
cooperation and economic enmeshment between China and India. As one example of growing
cooperation, in January 2019, the two countries held the eight Joint Working Group Meeting
on Counter Terrorism in Beijing.39 In Australia, there is no sense of direct military threat from
China, but there are concerns about the risks of conflict that could escalate into nuclear attack.
Lastly, China also has a considerable presence in Western Australia. Of the considerable
Chinese investment in Australia, investment in Western Australia is mostly in mining.40 The
two-way trade relationship is considerable albeit imbalanced. China is the destination for 46.1
percent of Western Australia exports but only the second largest source of imports after South
Korea, at 12.3 percent.41 In 2018, Western Australia exported AUD 68.4 billion of merchandise
to China, with the top exports being iron ore, gold, petroleum, lithium, and nickel ore.42 The
state is the largest source of iron ore for China.43 In terms of tourism, Western Australia
received 61,000 visitors from China and over 8,400 students in 2018, making China the state’s
largest market for international students.44 As explained in the following sections, China’s
involvement in Australia’s economy, politics, and society is also a source of anxiety.

Why Does Australia View China in IOR Negatively?
Australia’s ambivalent views of China are the product of a history that includes xenophobia
and mistrust. More specifically, much of Australia’s contemporary societal attitudes towards
China have their origins in the country’s colonial history. The Immigration Act of 1901, known
informally as the White Australia policy, coupled with favorable migration policies for British
citizens created an Anglo-Saxon outpost in southern Asian with a xenophobic outlook towards
foreigners. In particular, this was instigated by a fear of “yellow hordes” from the north in the

38

Government of Australia, Foreign Policy White Paper, p. 47.

39

Ministry of External Affairs, “The 8th India-China Joint Working Group Meeting on Counter-terrorism,” press
release, Government of India, Jan. 30, 2019, https://mea.gov.in/pressreleases.htm?dtl/30960/The_8th_IndiaChina_Joint_Working_Group_Meeting_on_Counterterrorism,
accessed Aug. 1, 2019.

40
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form of Chinese gold miners and then reinforced by animosity towards the Japanese in World
War II. This legislation was formally dismantled with the Whitlam government in 1972, but it
left an enduring ambivalence in some parts of Australian society and politics towards Asia,
including China. This manifested in the 1996 federal election as a backlash against
multiculturalism and fears about Asian immigration.
Political ties have grown from a low base. Australia did not recognize the People’s Republic of
China when it was formed in 1949. However, Australia was one of the first Western nations to
recognize China in 1972 after then opposition leader Gough Whitlam visited the country in
1971. Since then, Australia’s ties with China have been built on pragmatic grounds, largely
around trade and economics. Unlike its relationship with the US, its relationship with Beijing
has far fewer emotional and historical dimensions. The Australian Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade states that the relationship is “based on strong economic and trade
complementarities” and “a comprehensive program of high-level visits and wide-ranging
cooperation.”45 Two-way trade is now worth $195 billion for Australia.46 In 2014, Australia and
China signed a strategic agreement, and the following year, both countries agreed to elevate
the relationship to Comprehensive Strategic Partnership.
Despite the positive growth trajectory, official government policy also cautiously frames
China’s rise and its more assertive behavior as a source of strategic risk. The 2016 Defence
White Paper discusses that risk in careful language:
The relationship between the United States and China continues to evolve and will be
fundamental to our future strategic circumstances. Territorial disputes between claimants in
the East China and South China Seas have created uncertainty and tension in our region
[…](paragraph 1.6)
Competition between countries and major powers trying to promote their interests outside of
the established rules-based global order have implications for free and open trade and can lead
to uncertainty and tension, raising the risk of military confrontation. (paragraph 1.12)
While China will not match the global strategic weight of the United States, the growth of
China’s national power, including its military modernization, means China’s policies and
actions will have a major impact on the stability of the Indo-Pacific to 2035. (paragraph 2.10)
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As China grows, it will continue to seek greater influence within the region. As a major power,
it will be important for regional stability that China provides reassurance to its neighbors by
being more transparent about its defense policies. (paragraph 2.12)
Some of these paragraphs could refer to states other than China; however, when one reads in
between the lines and notes the numerous references to the rising power, it is clear that China
is Australia’s main strategic challenge. Indeed, Australian politicians have been increasingly
vocal over the past year.47
This strategic mistrust is reinforced by China’s assertions of hard power (that is, military
power) in the South China Sea towards countries such as the Philippines and Vietnam, among
others. Although Australia is not a claimant state, the government has stated it is “particularly
concerned by the unprecedented pace and scale of China’s activities.”48
In April 2018, the PLAN was reported to have challenged three Australian ships in the South
China Sea as they were transiting to Vietnam.49
China’s broader soft power activities in Southeast Asia and in the South Pacific, including BRI,
are viewed in Australia with suspicion, as discussed earlier in this paper. For its part, the
Australian government has had mixed views of BRI. Although the head of DFAT affirmed the
Prime Minister’s support for BRI’s contribution to regional infrastructure needs, she
underlined Australia’s desire to engage only in projects that “align with international standards
of governance, transparency, and debt sustainability.”50 Her comments reflected the words of
then Trade Minister Steve Ciobo in 2017 when he emphasized that the benefits of BRI were
maximized “when a transparent, collaborative, and planned approach is followed,” requiring
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“a level playing field based on market principles and adherence to international best practice
in financing.”51
Fears about domestic inference have significantly reinforced suspicions about China’s soft
power. There have been multiple sources of such fears over the past few years. As one highprofile case, Labor politician Sam Dastyari publicly promised to support China’s South China
Sea policy, in direct contravention of his party’s official position, at a press conference held
with a Chinese businessman who had previously paid his legal bills.52 Other sources include a
99-year lease of the port of Darwin by Chinese company Landbridge, attempts by the State Grid
Corporation of China to expand its involvement in Australia’s electricity transmission
networks by bidding for NSW’s TransGrid, and the attempt by Huawei to participate in
Australia’s 5G network (Huawei was eventually banned by the government). Former NSW
premier John Brumby had been a board member of Huawei.53 He had rejected the claim that
the company has used customer data, arguing that the firm was owned by employees not the
Chinese state.54 A 2018 book entitled Silent Invasion, written by academic Professor Clive
Hamilton, further fueled public debate about a Chinese takeover. In the book, Hamilton accuses
the Chinese government of a systematic program of infiltration of Australian life—including
politics, universities, and the church—and the Australian establishment of allowing such an
infiltration in exchange for economic security.55
Ambivalent attitudes towards China have appeared on both sides of politics. Former Labor
Prime Minister Paul Keating called into question the undue levels of influence of intelligence
agencies over the government’s China policy.56 He was rebuked by the leader of the party and
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other senior Labor politicians. Aside from Andrew Hastie, the government has also had a
conservative Liberal politician publicly criticize the Prime Minister for failing to warn the
public about the arrival of Chinese warships into Sydney in June 2019.57
Years of vociferous public debate about Australia’s treatment of China and allegations of
Chinese influence led to the passing of foreign interference laws in June 2018. Retaliatory
measures by China in the form of a diplomatic freeze towards Australia, however justified, have
worsened perceptions. Observers have pointed to the combination of foreign interference
legislation, criticism of China’s activities in the South China Sea, and suspicions towards
Chinese loans in the South Pacific that led to tensions in the bilateral relationship in 2018. As a
result, Australian officials had difficulties arranging trips to China and meetings with
counterparts, while some exporters such as wine companies faced delays getting product
through Chinese customs. There was a reset in ties in November 2018 when Foreign Minister
Marise Payne made an official visit.
The tumult in Australia’s relations with China has filtered down to the Australian community.
In June 2019, the Lowy Institute recorded its lowest level of Australian public trust in and
warmth towards China in the poll’s history.58 Only 32 percent of Australians say they trust
China to “act responsibly in the world,” which is a 20-point fall since the previous year, and
only 30 percent believe President Xi will do the right thing in global affairs.59 Over the past 15
years of the poll, attitudes towards China’s economy, people, and culture have been favorable,
and the drop has been tentatively attributed to the public debate about foreign interference.
Other notable figures include 74 percent who say the country is too economically dependent
on China, 68 percent who say the government is allowing too much Chinese investment, and
79 percent who believe that “China’s infrastructure investment projects across Asia are part of
China’s plans for regional domination.” Although it is hard to measure the impact of
government policy on Australian perceptions and vice versa, more hawkish policies towards
China might play better in some electorates and could feature more prominently in future
elections.
Australia’s media still frames China as a “bogeyman.” The traction that sensationalist reporting
gains results in part from past stereotypes coupled with negative stories about restrictions of
freedom, the repression of Uighurs, accusations of Chinese cyber-attacks on Australian
government systems, the suspected theft by Chinese hackers of blueprints for the Australian
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Secret Intelligence Organization’s new headquarters in Canberra, and the arrest and “closeddoor” trials of Australian citizens in China such as Stern Hu.

Where to from Here?
China’s activities in the IOR yield important insights into how Australia responds to shifting
power in the region and its pursuit of core interests. Although Australia has thus far muddled
through, continuing to capitalize on economic ties with Beijing while also strengthening its
defense against it, this bipolar approach might not work forever. The best path forward
involves work at three levels: resolving some of the differences domestically within Australia;
building strategic trust with China at the bilateral level; and working with other Indian Ocean
states to strengthen institutions and governance at the regional level.
At the political level, Australia’s response to China must endeavor to promote strategic
interests, even if that means greater assertiveness, without fear of jeopardizing future
economic growth. This is the conundrum facing Australian leaders. Part of the problem lies in
the absence of a comprehensive China strategy that more adequately accounts for both security
and economic perspectives. One interviewee noted that part of the Australian community was
pining for a China that played by the “rules” but “that ship has sailed.”60 Another said Australia
needed to learn from Southeast Asia by treating China as it is, not as they want it to be.61
Interviewees suggested that different groups (economic, business lobby, and security
establishment) talk past each other and that Australia needs more nuanced discussion.62
Indeed, Australia is searching for a new and unified narrative on China. As the result of a China
strategy based on a clear narrative, the Australian government would have clearer parameters
in which to enact policy options, including in the Indian Ocean.
The second area of improvement is building deeper strategic trust with China. There might be
limits to the levels of trust, but there is always value in trying. David Brewster argues that
Australia has opportunities to lead in blue economy cooperation among Indian Ocean states,
particularly where knowledge in maritime and climate science is concerned.63 This kind of
cooperation could include Chinese scientists and innovators. Overcoming trust shortages
might also include the following practical steps: incrementally boosting intelligence and
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information sharing, personal interfaces, and a broader understanding of Chinese culture.
Current military exercises with China do not involve high-level warfighting or complex
activities.64 However, interviewees were generally supportive of greater inclusion of and
activity with the PLAN. Some were concerned that training given to the PLAN will end up being
used against Australia and its partners.65 One interviewee highlighted that personal ties
developed through military exercises were essential for back channel communication during
times of crisis.66 Where Australia is unable to directly include China, one interviewee suggested
that the country should “influence” opportunities for inclusion in both economic and security
areas.67
The third area is strengthening institutions and governance in the IOR. As mentioned earlier,
Indian Ocean governance forums are not as mature as Pacific Ocean ones. As such, institutions
and norms are not as strong, nor is cooperation between IOR states as deep. Recent Foreign
Minister and Defense Minister statements acknowledge both the Indian Ocean’s importance to
Australia and a desire to do more.68 An obvious first step towards more active Australian
contribution to multilateral governance is through the Indian Ocean Rim Association, Regional
Cooperation Agreement on Combating Piracy and Armed Robbery against Ships in Asia
(ReCAAP), and Indian Ocean Naval Symposium. Although these forums are relatively new,
there is potential to breathe life into them over time with concerted participation and a clear
agenda.
Relative to the Pacific Ocean, the Indian Ocean’s governance structures are not as well
developed, leading one scholar to dub the area the “oceanic ‘wild west.’”69 That said, Australia
is keen to bolster governance efforts through participation in the Indian Ocean Region
Association. Together with Indonesia, it also leads the Bali Process, a forum that promotes
dialogue and cooperation on people smuggling, trafficking in persons, and related
transnational crime. Although the latter is not exclusively focused on the Indian Ocean, the
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majority of members are neighbors of Australia and Indonesia and are proximate to the Indian
Ocean where transnational human security issues are common.70

Conclusion
Overall, Australia is deeply concerned about China’s expansion in the Indian Ocean. As
discussed above, the IOR is an area of key strategic interest for the island continent, particularly
to ensure unfettered maritime access and because of territories such as the Cocos and
Christmas Islands nearby. Although various sectors of the Australian community see China’s
investment in regional infrastructure as part of much-needed development, it is also viewed
with suspicion. It is difficult to find a single narrative in the Australian community that
wholeheartedly welcomes an increase in Chinese military presence.
Much of this anxiety is due to historically ambivalent relations with China. Contemporary
relations have been marred by charges of foreign interference, coercion against partners in the
South China Sea, and negative media about Beijing’s authoritarian practices. There are often
calls for encouraging China to be a responsible stakeholder in the international system, but few
specificities about how this works in practice. Indeed, Australian leaders must balance
carefully between deepening economic partnership with (if not dependence on) China while
remaining firm and condemning acts of instability in the South China Sea. They must highlight
the seriousness of cyber-attacks against the Australian community without pointing the finger
directly at Beijing.
Concern about China in the IOR is not likely to dissipate soon. Although the US is likely to
remain the dominant military power in the region, a reallocation of resources to other policy
priorities would be unfavorable for Australia.71 A drawdown of US forces could prompt China
to further re-evaluate its force posture in the IOR. To that end, Australia is doing what it must
amid these changes in the early twenty-first century. It must find a new, coherent narrative
and unified approach to its largest trading partner because, when it comes to Australia’s future,
all silk roads lead to Beijing.
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Bangladesh: Bangladesh’s Perspective vis-àvis Chinese Maritime Presence in the IOR
Author: Dr. Syed Mahmud Ali, Associate Fellow, Institute of China
Studies, University of Malaya
Key Points:


The paper examines Bangladeshi views of China’s commercial and naval presence in
the Indian Ocean region (IOR) through the lens of Dhaka’s engagement with Beijing’s
maritime activities in the form of naval cooperation and port-building endeavours.
Strategic issues are often treated as too sensitive for public discussion in Bangladesh,
so this examination relies on recorded history, leadership remarks, and credible media
reportage.



On that basis, the paper posits that notwithstanding the profound political polarisation
between two broad strands (i.e., proponents of secular, cultural-linguistic identity led
by the ruling Awami League (AL), and adherents of Bangladesh’s Muslim-Bengali
identity led by the Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP)), elite opinion has displayed a
consistent cross-party consensus on the advantages of maintaining strong economic
and security links to China. This has been a common policy refrain over the past four
decades, irrespective of the policy orientations of elite factions in power.



Dhaka has, however, displayed sensitivity to Indian and Japanese concerns over China’s
presence in maritime Bangladesh, cancelling its own proposals for building the Sonadia
deep-sea port with Chinese aid and instead accepting Japanese offers to build a similar
project in nearby Matarbari.



A comparable compromise in distributing 19 components of the Payra deep-sea port
among Chinese, Indian, and other Asian and European contractors suggests that as a
“soft state” subsisting amid competitive giants, Bangladesh has engaged in balancing
diverse compulsions to chart a “safe” developmental course.

Introduction
China has become our largest trading partner, and we consider China as a trusted partner
in realizing our dreams too. China is the leading generator of our many mega-projects in
terms of finance, capitalization, and technology. We are planning to elevate the
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relationship to a newer height with the much-awaited visit of President Xi Jinping.72
Sheikh Hasina, October 2016
Bangladesh, with its favorable geographic location and huge population, marketpotential, and cooperation space, is an indispensable partner for China to advance the
Belt-and-Road Initiative and production capacity cooperation in South Asia and the
Indian Ocean region.73 Xi Jinping, October 2016
Last year, during my visit to China, I requested the Chinese Government to present two
frigates with helicopters to the Bangladesh Navy. The Government of China
agreed….Meanwhile, two ultra-modern missile-armed large patrol craft are being built
in China.74 Sheikh Hasina, March 2011
It will be a great achievement if China agrees to use our Chittagong port, which we want
to develop into a regional commercial hub by building a deep seaport in the Bay of
Bengal.75 Dipu Moni, March 2010
On December 30, 2018, Bangladeshis voted in violent and controversial parliamentary
elections, in which the Awami League-led ruling coalition of Prime Minister Sheikh (sic)76
Hasina won 288, or 96 percent, of the 298 seats being contested.77 Although Hasina and her
aides insisted the landslide reflected popular endorsement of her government’s economic
success, the opposition coalition called on the Election Commission to “declare this farcical
election void and demand a fresh election under a neutral government.”78 The opposition
coalition was led by Kamal Hossain, who was a former Awami League stalwart as well as the
political confidante of Hasina’s late father Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, who was Bangladesh’s
founder-president. Hossain was also the lead drafter of the country’s constitution. These
conflicting perspectives reflected deep-seated and longstanding domestic divisions.
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Profound political polarization within Bangladesh mirrored increasingly acute systemic vs.
subsystemic79 cleavages shaping Bangladesh’s external milieu. As has been widely noted,
China’s rapid “national rejuvenation” has triggered intense international security systemiclevel tensions with the pre-eminent power maintaining the post–Soviet order (i.e., the US) and,
secondarily, with actors allied or aligned with the US.80 Within the South Asian regional subsystem, the pre-eminent power, India, has also engaged in competitive rivalry with China,
especially since their October 1962 border war which rendered Beijing the principal source of
Delhi’s strategic insecurity.81 Focused on deriving maximum possible economic/commercial
benefits, especially from the US, China, India, and others, Bangladesh sought to chart a carefully
balanced course vis-à-vis the US-PRC-India strategic triangle.82
Two of Dhaka’s key foreign interlocutors, the European Union and the US, were troubled by
the turn of events and “denounced election violence (and) irregularities.”83 Prime Minister
Narendra Modi of India, in contrast, promptly and warmly felicitated Hasina on her victory.84
Chinese President Xi Jinping and Premier Li Keqiang, too, conveyed their congratulatory
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missives to Hasina.85 This contrasting response to Bangladesh’s electoral outcomes, and the
fact that Dhaka’s diplomatic engagement (including that with China) was marginal to the
campaign and virtually never discussed at rallies addressed by leaders, indicated elemental
differences in focus and priorities. That both Beijing and Delhi, at strategic loggerheads
elsewhere, warmly welcomed Hasina’s success against the backdrop of Bangladesh’s febrile
and polarized politics, a function of conflicting ideational narratives,86 suggested deeper
processes in play than those probably reflected in diplomatic cables and media commentaries.
Bangladesh presented itself, with arguable success, as a moderate Muslim country focused on
pursuing developmental goals using democratic-capitalist pathways. Its constrained
geophysical, economic, and demographic circumstances appeared to lend an acuity to its
developmental drives, while its partners pursued a diverse combination of specific interests,
pitting one patron against another. Having been dependent since its violent birth on external
resource flows, Dhaka has had to demonstrate sensitivity to the conflicting goals driving its
“development-partners.” Despite having to deal with contrasting normative frameworks and
perspectives animating its external interlocutors, Bangladesh appears to have remained
focused on its economic pursuits while maintaining a relatively benign environment. As
strategic rivals, China and India warmly welcomed the controversial renewal of the AL’s
electoral mandate. When the US, China’s systemic-competitor and India’s strategic-defender,
slammed that very outcome, popular explanations of Bangladesh’s engagement with these
actors, especially China, likely betrayed either superficiality or a misunderstanding of the
dynamics driving those ties.
With secular, linguistic-cultural parameters defining center-left tendencies led by the AL, and
confessional-Bengali nationalism defining center-right elements led by the BNP, divergent
foundational narratives powered Bangladesh’s domestic political polarization. That elemental
dichotomy, obstructing the fashioning of national ideational coherence, added to Bangladesh’s
myriad challenges.87 Described as the world’s largest delta drained by dozens of tributaries
and distributaries comprising the Ganges/Padma, Brahmaputra/Jumna, and Meghna/Surma
river systems, the eastern three-fifths of the Bengali-speaking Bengal region in Bangladesh
packs around 166 million people within 144,000 sq. km (55,598 sq. miles). It is the most
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densely populated non-city state.88 Geographic, demographic, and socio-economic challenges
explain some of Bangladesh’s policy priorities.89 With its economy growing at around 6 percent
annually for over a decade, Bangladesh’s GDP reached $249.72 billion in 2017; over the July
2017 to June 2018 financial year, per capita GDP grew from $1,544 to $1,677.90
Notwithstanding political tensions and natural disasters, growth was seemingly driven by
consistent policy focus irrespective of the ruling faction’s origins, ideology, and personality
traits. Political-economic focus informed diplomacy generally, and the economic and military
relationship with China in particular, over four decades. This paper examines these apparently,
at least partially, symbiotically aligned trajectories.

Bangladesh’s China Links
The People’s Liberation Army Navy’s (PLAN’s) first foreign voyage between November 16,
1985, and January 19, 1986, saw two surface ships sailing to the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian
Sea, making “friendship port calls” at Chittagong in Bangladesh, Colombo in Sri Lanka, and
Karachi in Pakistan.91 Although none of these ports emerged as covert PLAN bases, a
subsequent DOD-contracted report described them as part of China’s “string of pearls,” and the
description proved so resonant and evocative that it stuck.92 Bangladesh’s experience with
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efforts to build a deep-sea harbor at its major and shallow-draught port, Chittagong, offered an
example of the sub-systemic/systemic dynamics affecting what began as a commercial
enterprise designed to help economic growth. While Dhaka saw Beijing as a willing source of
finance and technical support in mitigating a crucial economic bottleneck (support it failed to
obtain from elsewhere), South Asia’s pre-eminent power, India, and the systemic primate, the
US, viewed China as the source of their gravest insecurity.
This dichotomy triggered tensions between Dhaka’s urgent economic needs and its anxiety to
also maintain benign relations with India and the US. As this paper illustrates, drivers
motivating Bangladeshi elite consensus vis-à-vis collaboration with China—a dynamic seen in
Dhaka as perfectly rational and benign—has been suspected by Delhi to be malign, given
Beijing’s contentious systemic-level encounter with Washington and Delhi. This divergence
stressed tensions between what Bangladeshi elite factions—their deep divisions on other
issues notwithstanding—saw as essential, and the views of significant external others. It began
in late-2009 when, with a view to transforming itself into a regional maritime trade hub,
Bangladesh granted access to its two seaports (both shallow-draught anchorages) Chittagong
in the south-east and Mongla in the south-west to India and landlocked Nepal and Bhutan.
Prime Minister Hasina made a similar offer during a March 2010 visit to Beijing.
Foreign Minister Dipu Moni explained Dhaka’s hopes to politely inveigle China into using,
modernizing, expanding, and deepening the country’s main port: “It will be a great
achievement if China agrees to use our Chittagong port, which we want to develop into a
regional commercial hub by building a deep-sea port in the Bay of Bengal.”93 That goal
energized Bangladesh’s quest to establish a deep-sea port and unblock shipping logjams at its
two existing harbors servicing rapidly expanding merchandise trade. An early-1980s initiative
advised by the World Bank (WB) precipitated an expansive project.94 The WB stressed the
widening gulf between demand and capacity. Leaders of the sector experiencing the most rapid
growth, readymade garments exports, and their advisers urged action towards harborcongestion mitigation and improved shipping efficiency.95
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Security and Economic Intimacy
Chittagong handled 30.5m tons of bulk cargo and 1.1m TEUs in 2010, and Dhaka then hoped
to build a $8.7bn deep-sea port in Chittagong, raising its capacity to 100m tons and 3m TEUs
respectively by 2055.96 Given the history of bilateral relations, Dhaka considered China central
to this vision. During her visit in March, Hasina broached several proposals, building on the list
of major projects China was already financing and implementing. She ended her trip in
Kunming, where the Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar (BCIM) Economic Corridor, one of
several longitudinal spurs linking the latitudinal Euro-Asian Silk Road Economic Belt (SREB)
and 21st Century Maritime Silk Road (MSR) alignments, had germinated and was being
nurtured. Hasina discussed Bangladesh’s Chittagong deep-sea port vision with Chinese leaders
in both Kunming and Beijing.
She restated strong support for the China-proposed Kunming-Chittagong highway:
“Bangladesh is ready to put in its best efforts to increase regional connectivity and fight against
poverty and other regional problems” and, in that context, “We planned to develop the deepsea port which would benefit all the countries in the region, including China.” Owing to
resource constraints, she urged Beijing to help. Premier Wen Jiabao responded positively. Dipu
Moni insisted that a deep-sea port in Chittagong would help trade for Bangladesh, southwestern China, Myanmar, Nepal and Bhutan, and north-eastern India: “It is not true that if we
have good relations with India, we cannot build up a relationship with China.”97 Vice President
Xi Jinping, in Dhaka three months later, agreed to build the deep-sea port.98
A senior Indian military analyst explained Delhi’s anxiety: “We can look at it as China assisting
Bangladesh where it needs help, but from a geo-strategic point of view, we are certainly seeing
an expanding footprint that undermines India’s salience in the South Asian region.”99 Critics’
concerns deepened in 2011. While commissioning two naval patrol platforms, refurbished
locally with Chinese assistance100, Hasina revealed, “Last year, during my visit to China, I
requested the Chinese Government to present two frigates with helicopters to the Bangladesh
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Navy. The Government of China agreed….Meanwhile, two ultra-modern missile-armed large
patrol craft are being built in China.”101 This level of intimacy, manifest in the prime minister
asking her Chinese counterparts for expensive, modern, and potent naval gifts, given the
trajectory of Sino-Bangladeshi ties, appeared “normal” to Dhaka.
Evolution of Bangladesh-China Multidimensional Engagement
Hasina and her predecessors built on the foundations laid by President Ziaur Rahman during
his 1977 visit to China, abandoning an alignment with the Indo-Soviet axis forged in an August
1971 alliance. Bangladesh-China ties were cemented in 1978 when Vice Premier Li Xiannian
and Foreign Minister Huang Hua visited Dhaka, offering $58.3m in aid and a five-year trade
agreement.102 By 1980, when Zia made his third trip to China, it had become the principal
source of military materiel.103 President H.M. Ershad’s repeated visits, Beijing’s infrastructure
assistance, and military provision deepened ties. In December 2002, during Prime Minister
Khaleda Zia’s visit to China, the partners signed a “defense cooperation agreement,” subsuming
hitherto piecemeal contracts for hardware, servicing of this gear, capacity-building and
technology transfer for light ordnance fabrication, and personnel training.104
Khaleda Zia’s May 2004 visit to China boosted military and economic links. In April 2005,
Premier Wen Jiabao announced an “all-round cooperative partnership” in Dhaka.105 Later,
reopening the trans-Himalayan Nathu-La trade route with India, Beijing expressed the hope
that by using its Burimari land-port on the Indian border, Bangladesh would benefit from
expanded terrestrial trade.106 In 2006, China enlarged its Asia-Pacific Trade Agreement to
include Bangladesh,107 which began exporting ready-made garments (RMG) to China, by then
the largest source of Dhaka’s imports. Bangladesh then received counter-terrorism aid,
satellite-imagery receivers, agricultural advisers, and more modern ordnance.
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As the rotating Chair of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC), a
Bangladeshi initiative comprising eight regional states,108 Dhaka welcomed Beijing as an
observer. China offered post-graduate scholarships, built a $400m digital telecom network
requested in 2004, and enabled a tripartite accord on building Bangladesh-Myanmar-China
road links facilitating the BCIM’s construction.109 Security ties, too, evolved. In 2007–2008,
facing maritime disputes with Myanmar over contested EEZ boundaries in the Bay of Bengal,
Dhaka sought Beijing’s intercession, restoring calm.110 A decade later, Dhaka benefited from
Beijing’s ministerial-level triangular diplomacy vis-à-vis Bangladesh’s Rohingya refugee crisis
triggered by Myanmar’s military action. That engagement produced an agreement to start
selective and gradual repatriation of the Rohingyas to Myanmar.111

Bangladesh’s “Forces Goal 2030” Vision
In the military realm, Dhaka’s challenge resided in balancing its national security imperatives
vis-à-vis Sino-Indian competition. With the economy growing at 6 percent, political
polarization dividing 160m Bangladeshis threatening state-building, and an aspirationcapability mismatch driving many Bangladeshis abroad, Dhaka simultaneously juggled many
balls. Bangladesh’s terrestrial and maritime borders with India and Myanmar were often
tense.112 Against that backdrop, in 2009 Defense Minister Hasina approved the Armed Services
“Forces Goal 2030,” the first post-independence formal deterrent/defensive modernization
program. It included ORBAT/TO&E expansion and procurement of mainly Chinese-origin
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hardware.113 Bangladesh Navy (BN), responsible for defending the hitherto contested EEZ,
drew the most attention with its modernization plans:114

Figure 2.

Bangladesh EEZ

Source: Flanders Marine Institute (2018), marineregions.org
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Planned immediate procurement


Two Type 035G refurbished submarines



Two Type 053H2 frigates



Two ex-USCG Hamilton class cutters (Excess Defense Articles)



Four Type 056 corvettes



Two Durjoy-class (648 tons) LPCs built in China



Two Durjoy-class LPCs built in Khulna



Five Padma-class (350 tons) OPVs built in Khulna



Two Khan Jahan Ali-class oil-tankers built locally



Two Dornier 228NG naval Aviation aircraft



Two AugustaWestland AW109 helos



Two AugustaWestland AW159 helos

Planned future acquisition


Two FFGs from RoK/PRC



An oceanographic survey vessel



At least one marine salvage vessel



Five (?) minesweepers



A total of six Durjoy-class LPCs built in Khulna



A total of 27 locally built Padma-class OPVs

Given the low base from which the BN began building up, this might appear substantial, but
empirical comparisons with assets deployed next to Bangladesh’s shores by Indian and
Myanmar counterparts demonstrated that BN’s ability to threaten either was minimal.115
Dhaka was aware of deepening collaboration between Indian and US forces vis-à-vis China
across the IOR and beyond, and of the close professional links to Myanmar forces maintained
by Indian and Chinese services. Notwithstanding these almost overwhelming aspects of its
regional reality, BN’s counterparts expressed outrage at Dhaka’s efforts to build a three115
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dimensional deterrent capability.116 That reaction explained Bangladesh’s subliminal
defensive insecurity over an inability to prevent repeated violations of its land, sea, and
airspace by neighboring forces.117 Hasina’s 2010 visit to China, following one to India, stressed
defense cooperation and deep-sea infrastructure. After Delhi rejected her plea, she announced
in 2013 the acquisition of several naval vessels, including two submarines, from “a friendly
country.”118
Delhi was outraged. A former Chief of Naval Staff blasted the decision: “Given Bangladesh’s
economic situation and the fact that it is surrounded on three sides by India, the acquisition of
submarines is not only illogical but actually an act of provocation as far as India is concerned.
Obviously this transfer is a step further in China’s strategy of encircling India with its clientstates.”119 A serving IN commander, too, was blunt: “Why would Bangladesh need submarines?
This decision by the government there is a matter of concern for us. We also suspect that
Chinese submarines are sneaking into Indian territorial waters in the Bay of Bengal region,
though none has been detected yet. This is reason enough for greater naval presence in the
region.”120 Dhaka’s efforts to boost maritime security forced it to balance its diplomacy within
the fluid framework of the Indo-Bangladeshi-Chinese strategic triangle.121 It played its weak
hand with some dexterity, but subliminal defensive insecurity and great power tensions
fashioned a complicated geopolitical landscape on which Dhaka pursued its developmental and
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defensive/deterrent interests while avoiding foreign entanglements. This has been a complex
challenge.

Bangladesh’s Deep-sea Troubles
The deep-sea port projects advanced against that backdrop. Bangladesh’s $60bn foreign trade,
fueled by RMG exports and growth, suffered from Chittagong and Mongla’s shallow anchorages
that required slow, expensive, and disruptive lighterage for most cargo. Chittagong could
service vessels with a maximum draught of 9.5 m at high tide; Mongla could not berth vessels
of over 8 m draught at high tide.122 Official analyses, conducted with help from UNESCAP, the
ADB, and the WB, underscored the urgency of expanding harbor capacity while building new,
deeper-draught anchorages.123 Riverine topography and legacy transport infrastructure
limited Chittagong and Mongla to serving Bangladesh’s eastern and western halves,
respectively, with little crossover capacity.
Surveys identified two areas south of the two extant ports with deeper-draught potential.
Invited by Dhaka’s Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI) and the
Chittagong Port Authority (CPA), and endorsed by Bangladesh’s Ministry of Shipping, Japan’s
Pacific Consultant International conducted a feasibility study around Chittagong in 2006–
2009. It identified Sonadia Island, which is 130 km south of Chittagong and lies between the
Cox’s Bazar resort town and Maheshkhali Island in the Bay of Bengal, as the most suitable site
for building a deep-sea port.124 The Shipping Minister urged Bangladesh’s “developmentpartners” to help finance and build the proposed port, but to no effect. Following Hasina’s 2010
plea to Beijing, China agreed to help, and in 2013, Chinese engineers surveyed the Sonadia site,
apparently triggering the Japanese government’s interest in maritime Bangladesh. Meanwhile,
congestion at the Chittagong port grew apace. In 2016–2017, it serviced 3,092 ships, handling
79.982m tons of cargo and 25.04m TEU, i.e., 92 percent of Bangladesh’s external trade and 98
percent of its container traffic.125 CPA data and supplementary data outlined the growth in
Chittagong’s work-load:126
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Table 2.

Chittagong Port’s Cargo-Handling Record

Year

Cargo

Containers

Vessels Served

2017

78,208,580MT

2,566,597 TEU

3,370

2016

69,625,888MT

2,332,892 TEU

3,015

2015

59,293,358MT

2,024,207 TEU

2,709

2014

49,934,265MT

1,731,219 TEU

2,410

2013

44,266,278MT

1,541,517 TEU

2,156

Hamburg Port Consultancy, engaged by the ADB, projected Chittagong’s container traffic to
grow from 1.5m TEU in 2013 to 2.9m TEU in 2020, peaking at 5.6m TEU in 2036. Assuming
that a deep-sea port at Sonadia would be operational from 2026 on, it would handle 50 percent
in Bangladesh’s container traffic by 2043, reaching 5.1m TEU. HPC/ADB assuming that large
vessels would call at Sonadia while ships served by Chittagong would continue to need feeder
vessels.127 The study underscored Chittagong’s looming capacity deficit and the urgency of
completing the construction of a deep-sea harbor.128

Table 3.

Chittagong’s Projected Container Capacity Deficit

2014 (Year)

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

1,700 (Capacity 1000, TEU)

1,700

1,750

2,360

2,370

2,380

2,390

2,400

2,400

1,594 (Forecast Base Need)

1,594

1,956

2,168

2,398

2,646

2,901

3,170

3,452

--- (Capacity Deficit)

64

206

---

28

268

511

770

1052

Bangladeshi officials selected the bid submitted by China Harbor Engineering Company
(CHEC), a China Communications Construction Company (CCCC) subsidiary, to build the deepsea port. Hasina was due to visit Beijing in June 2014 to issue the work order to CHEC,129 but
although the joint statement issued during her trip included five projects and Beijing’s offer to
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build “a Chinese Economic and Industrial Zone in Chittagong,” it did not mention the port. 130
Bangladeshi officials did not formally explain the change in their deep-sea port building
decision, but Indian analysts posited that Dhaka rejected CHEC’s plans to “design, execute, and
operate” the $14bn port.131 Indo-Japanese diplomacy contributed.
Hasina’s trip to Tokyo, just before she flew to Beijing, proved decisive. After Japanese Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe briefed her on “the situation in the South China Sea,” both leaders
“underscored the importance of the Freedom of Navigation and agreed that international
disputes and issues should be resolved peacefully and all relevant countries should adhere to
relevant international law” and “globally agreed norms and practices.” They “underscored the
importance of the freedom of overflight over the high seas.” Japan offered help with “creating
sustainable employment” from Bangladesh’s marine-economy, specifically in fishery and other
marine resources, “renewable energy, oceanographic research, shipping, and tourism.”
Hasina’s support for Japan’s inclusion as a UN Security Council member forged the JapanBangladesh Comprehensive Partnership, securing 600bn yen in Japanese aid over the next five
years.
Hasina listed specific projects seeking Japanese finance; Abe agreed, offering to transfer “clean
coal technology.”132 The Hasina-Abe accord on maritime issues reflected “an apparent drive by
Abe to keep China in check as Beijing tries to extend its military clout in the East and South
China Seas.”133 In China just days later, Hasina failed to issue the much-anticipated deep-sea
port work order. The reversal was rewarded during Abe’s September 2014 visit to Dhaka in
his “Bay of Bengal Industrial Growth Belt (BIG-B)” initiative, pledging help in “developing
infrastructure and improving energy supply and investment environment.”134 To support
Japan’s UN Security Council candidacy, Hasina withdrew Dhaka’s own. The BIG-B initiative
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comprised several strands, framing Tokyo’s efforts to transform Chittagong by building the
Matarbari deep-sea port, associated power stations, and ancillary facilities:135


Reliable energy and power supply to industry



Fostering connectivity linking Chittagong to build it up into a regional node and trade
hub



Promoting domestic and foreign direct investment in job-generating industry



Enhancing sustainable socio-economic development

In May 2015, anxious to “tamp down China’s influence in Bangladesh” with offers of military
supplies and economic/infrastructural aid, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi visited
Dhaka.136 China had long been the largest source of military materiel to Bangladesh and had
built major infrastructure projects since the 1980s. Although Beijing was upgrading the
Chittagong port—allegedly a “pearl” in China’s “string,”137 Chittagong hosted PLAN vessels for
only port calls and short-duration drills. Bangladeshi officials saw Beijing as “the best option”
for building the Chittagong deep-sea port, but Hasina appeared sensitive to Indo-Japanese
concerns.138 She accepted Tokyo’s offer to build a deep-sea port at Matarbari, 25 km from
Sonadia, the site Dhaka had proposed to Beijing. The Japan International Cooperation Agency
(JICA) extended 80 percent financing for a $4.6bn port complex and four 600 MWe coal-fired
power plants with $3.7bn in 30-year loans at 0.1 percent interest. Sumitomo and Marubeni
built the project.139
Planning Minister Mustafa Kamal explained: “Matarbari is designed in such a way that it will
be comprehensive, with power plants, an LNG terminal and a port. Matarbari is sufficient, we
may have to give up the other port project.”140 Hasina’s aides privately conceded that since June
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2014, the Sonadia deep-sea port project had “faced uncertainty as major regional and global
powers joined hands together to restrict China’s involvement with the project.” These powers
felt “threatened” by “Chinese dominance in the pan-Pacific territory in terms of port-related
investment.”141 Prime Minister Modi, too, proved persuasive against Dhaka accepting Beijing’s
help with the port.142 Hence Dhaka’s reversal. The shift manifested Bangladesh’s vulnerability
to, and efforts to manage, the fallout from great power rivalry.143
Dhaka’s policy change reflected systemic transitional fluidity, triggered by intensifying
processes of “global power-shift” steadily eroding America’s post–Soviet unipolar primacy as
other actors, especially China, acquired the means and displayed the will to pursue their
interests in challenging the primate’s authority and preferences.144 As emerging powers vied
for lifting themselves within the global power hierarchy while status-quo-oriented actors
challenged them, the global power-relational dynamic acquired a measure of fluidity.145 As a
weak peripheral player, Bangladesh had to manage the regional reverberations from this
competitive dynamic while pursuing its developmental goals. Dhaka’s decision to cancel the
Sonadia deep-sea port project it had proposed to China, and accept the Japanese-sponsored
Matarbari project instead, was balanced with plans to build a $3bn deep-sea port at Payra on
the west bank of the Rabnabad Channel near the confluence of Galachipa-Tetulia Rivers in
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south-western Bangladesh.146 British consultants estimated that Payra’s final costs could rise
to $20bn.147
Xi Jinping’s October 2016 state visit elevated China-Bangladesh ties to “a strategic partnership
of cooperation,” with 27 projects worth $24.45bn and joint ventures worth $13.6bn being
agreed. Dhaka endorsed the BRI, receiving strong support for its developmental plans. Chinese
funding compared well with Narendra Modi’s 2015 offer of a $2bn line of credit.148 Xi’s gifts
built on a history of large infrastructure projects, notably “friendship bridges” spanning the
delta’s myriad rivers, financed and erected since the 1980s. The biggest of these was the 6 km,
$3.7bn Padma Bridge on which Beijing spent over $3bn, with Dhaka funding the remainder;
this bridge exemplified the depth of Sino-Bangladeshi economic cooperation.149 After the
World Bank raised concerns over alleged corruption in managing the planning stage of the
Padma Bridge project in 2012, Dhaka withdrew its request for help,150 later seeking and
obtaining Beijing’s assistance. When Dhaka sought bids from engineering firms to build the
Padma Bridge, only the China Major Bridge Engineering Company, a subsidiary of the China
Railway Group, bid for it. In late-May 2014, Dhaka awarded the contract to the bidder, although
cost revisions, delays, and procedural complexities took longer to resolve.151 This would be the
single largest Chinese-financed infrastructure project built by Chinese firms in Bangladesh, but
there were many others.
By late-2018, Chinese state-funded offers to Dhaka hit $31bn, with another $11bn in private
investment, troubling Delhi.152 Indian anxiety colored implementation of the Payra Port
project. Payra would relieve congestion at Mongla and Chittagong, support transit trade, and
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boost development in a neglected zone. Although Chittagong handled over 90 percent of
Bangladesh’s maritime trade, Mongla also recorded increased traffic volumes, with the number
of foreign vessels calling rising from 282 in FY 2012–2013 to 784 in FY 2017–2018; containers
handled similarly increased from 20,712 in FY 2015–2016 to 43,000 in FY 2017–2018.
Expansion of Mongla, especially as transit trade with India, Nepal, and Bhutan gained traction,
would be necessary, but not sufficient.153 Given the country’s division into distinct zones by the
three river systems with constrained inter-zonal connectivity, Chittagong, even with a deepsea port being built in Matarbari, could efficiently service the shipping needs of only the eastern
half of Bangladesh. Western Bangladesh needed its own deep-sea anchorage. Hence, the need
for the Payra deep-sea port.154
Phase-1 of the project’s three phases included a 2,000-metre jetty terminal and backup
facilities, dredging for channel navigability, river training, two 660 MWe coal-powered
stations, a coal terminal, and road links to Khulna and Dhaka.155 Four Chinese SoEs bid for two
of the port’s 19 components;156 Dhaka chose CHEC and China State Construction Engineering
(CSCEC). Under the $600m contract, CHEC began building the main port infrastructure worth
$140m, while CSCEC, responsible for the channel, also constructed housing, medical, and
educational facilities. Payra launched partial operations in August 2016, although major units
would only be ready in 2023.157 The port would be completed in 2030.158 China was not alone
in building the 6,562 acre, $11bn–$15bn port.159 Indian, British, Belgian, Dutch, and Danish
firms applied to build 13 FDI-funded components. The remainder involved government-to-
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government contracts for which Dhaka sought finances from Tokyo, Seoul, and Singapore. 160
Procedural, legal, and funding delays dogged implementation. The crucial 75 km-long, 100–
125 m deep channel-dredging contract was issued to Belgium’s Jan de Nul only in January
2019. When completed in 46 months, the channel would allow vessels of 12m–25m draught to
dock at high tide.161
The Payra Port project envisaged the construction of a 4 km-wide channel, potentially a 11 kmlong jetty, naval and coast guard stations, new coal-fired power plants, an LNG plant, and road
and railway links to Dhaka, 309 km (192 miles) to the north. As of early 2019, in addition to
the basic infrastructure including administrative buildings, residential units, multipurpose
multi-storied buildings, and a 38-acre service yard being built by CHEC and CSCEC, preliminary
work on five FDI-financed components included in the first of four phases was either underway
or was about to begin:162


Capital and maintenance dredging of the main channel



Container terminals x 2



Dry bulk terminal x 1



200 MWe coal-fired power plant

India, determined to challenge China so close to its Kolkata and Haldia ports, energetically bid
to participate, focusing on a multipurpose terminal financed under its own line of credit.163
Delhi expressed interest directly after Dhaka established the Payra Port Authority in 2014 and
sanctioned $143.37m for immediate construction. Delhi offered $750m out of its $4.5bn line of
credit to Dhaka to build a multipurpose terminal at Payra. India Ports Global, a public-private
joint venture, offered to “design, fund and build” Payra on its own, although Bangladesh sought
assistance from a wide range of Asian and European partners. Part of Indian anxiety was
commercial. Delhi urged Dhaka to use Kolkata and Haldia for transhipment of exports/imports
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to and from Europe. Having begun building the Payra Port and expanding Chittagong and
Mongla Ports, Dhaka politely declined.164
According to Indian analysts, Delhi offered to “take up the project though it may not be
financially viable,” the reason being that “since the Payra seaport is a strategically important
project, India does not want its adversary China to build a maritime infrastructure just next to
the country’s coastline.”165 This Indian perspective resonated with Bangladesh’s interest in
securing the construction of as much FDI-funded infrastructure as possible within a
competitive milieu.166 Japan’s position vis-à-vis China generally, and BRI/MSR specifically,
moderated as US-PRC-Japan dynamics betrayed fluidity. Shinzo Abe, returning Li Keqiang’s
earlier trip to Tokyo, visited Beijing with a 500-strong business entourage, pledging a “new
era” of cooperation, including in third-party infrastructure building, widely interpreted to
indicate Tokyo’s willingness to consider BRI/MSR collaboration.167 As Abe reached Tokyo,
Indian counterpart Narendra Modi arrived there to boost Indo-Japanese economic and
strategic coordination.
Given the delicate balancing act considered necessary, Hasina felt constrained to try to allay
Indian anxiety. Hosting Indian journalists at her official residence, she assured Delhi that
Dhaka’s ties to Beijing were benign: “We want investment and cooperation from whoever
offers it. We want development of the country. We have to think about our people as they are
the beneficiaries of development. India has nothing to be worried about it.”168 After nine years
spent at the helm of national affairs, Hasina felt confident in offering such forthright
reassurances to a country, which many of her compatriots viewed as overbearing. Despite
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profound domestic dissonance among Bangladeshis on other issues, this perspective appeared
to reflect a general consensus.169
How reassured India’s national security elite felt was unclear, but Dhaka remained focused on
economic development. Its Planning Ministry and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
(AIIB) noted that China had been “extending investment and grants towards Bangladesh’s
socio-economic development” in such sectors as infrastructure-building, telecommunications,
Information and Communication Technology, industry, power and fuels, transportation,
railways, agriculture, disaster-management, health, and education. So far, in this context, “the
AIIB has extended credit worth nearly $225m for two power-sector projects.” Bangladesh
sought and obtained AIIB project finance; its efforts to that end would continue.170

Conclusion
Preliminary inferences:


The general perception of Bangladesh being strategically “played” by China into
becoming an unwitting pawn in Beijing’s geopolitical rivalry with India and the US is
not particularly well-understood in Dhaka.



Bangladesh’s profoundly challenging demographic, economic, and domestic political
reality colors the policy discourse and frames policy-making processes. Perceptions of
China and its varied activities in the IOR and elsewhere are formed against that
backdrop.



An ideationally polarized polity of 166m people seeking opportunities for a better life
within a small, riverine, and historically agro-based delta perennially facing myriad
challenges can hardly engage in competitive dynamics currently roiling the subsystemic
and systemic ecology. At the immediate and regional level, Bangladesh has to find,
operationalize, and sustain a modus vivendi with India without threatening a popular
sense of sovereign independence. In the wider region, Dhaka senses an imperative to
secure available Chinese financial/technical aid to build up its economy without
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triggering hostility from India, Japan, or the United States. Given the structural tensions
presently affecting great power relations, this engenders conundrums.


Bangladesh’s core policy drivers are basically survivalist, defensive, and
developmental. China has been a key source of economic, infrastructural, and security
assistance since 1977. At the time, the dominant system comprising great powers
featured bipolar US-USSR tensions at the systemic core, with China a tacit US ally
working closely in anti-Soviet covert campaigns across Asia, Central America, Latin
America, the Horn of Africa, and Southern Africa. India was an ally of the Soviet Union.
Recovering from a calamitous war, Bangladesh struggled to survive.



While great power relational dynamics were transformed in 1989–1991, Bangladesh’s
basic quests—which focused on self-defense and development—evolved; lacking
capacity, it betrayed no competitive drives. Nonetheless, with the Sino-Indian-US
strategic triangle gaining salience, Dhaka has had to display a nuanced and
sophisticated ability to secure benefits from all sides while precluding active hostility
from any.



The fact that national leadership springing forth from across the political spectrum has
sustained—indeed progressively reinforced—relations with China over four decades
indicates a rare elite-level consensus on a benign perception of Chinese policy and
presence.



Feeling no threat to its independence or sovereignty from China, Bangladesh evinces
little loss of sleep over PLAN’s IOR presence. However, it has indicated consonance with
Japanese concerns over Chinese conduct in the SCS/ECS, and it has been responsive to
Indian anxiety.



Bangladesh’s economic motivations driving deep-sea port projects explained its quest
for help from traditional sources, such as China. Indian and Japanese anxiety, expressed
vigorously at the highest levels and supplemented with alternative aid, led Dhaka to
abandon Sonadia for Matarbari and issue contracts to Chinese firms, and firms from
other countries, to build the Payra deep-sea port.



In short, given the elemental dissonance dividing the dominant system comprising
competitive great powers (i.e., China being seen as a rival by America and its allies,
Bangladesh’s acute and urgent need to respond to its growing populace’s burgeoning
demands and rising expectations, and its limited capacity to pursue autarky), Dhaka is
doing all it can to retain a measure of autonomous agency by growing its economy and
building defensive/deterrent capability while keeping powerful and mutually
antagonistic major powers reasonably satisfied.
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Djibouti: How Does Djibouti View Trends in
China’s Commercial and Military Presence in
the Indian Ocean region?
Author: Hamza Farah Robleh, Professor, University of Djibouti
Researcher, Université du Littoral Côte d'Opale
The Horn of Africa is so varied that researchers, media, and politicians pick the aspects they
want from it to make it general. This diversity of geography, history, population, politics, and
culture has made the region prone to conflict within and between its societies. And these
differences have allowed foreign powers to play alternative policies with the region.
This region has also been at a historical crossroads. Traders have travelled across the region
from north to south and from west to east. Empires have grown and others have disappeared.
Islam and Christianity intersected and took root in the region. The Horn of Africa coastline is
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overlooking the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, and the Indian Ocean, making its position a strategic
point. This position has enabled its inhabitants to engage in trade with the Arabian Peninsula
for thousands of years.
However, due to the geostrategic importance of this location, the studies have that underrated
it have always paid the price for neglecting it, while the powers that have tried to manipulate
it have always been extremely disappointed. The region has in recent decades become the
Achilles’ heel of maritime security.
In this paper, we will discuss the geostrategic importance of the region and demonstrate that
its location is an international trade hub—an advantage that China has very well understood.
We will of course focus on the role played by the small Republic of Djibouti, which has taken
advantage of this eminently strategic position, turning it into a useful comparative advantage
in trade and in securing the region.
With only one million inhabitants spread over a large area roughly the size of New Jersey,
Djibouti represents a global geostrategic challenge. It is ideally placed at the entrance to the
Red Sea, is one of the last decolonized countries in Africa, has been independent since 1977,
and daily sees 20 percent of world trade passing off its coast. The Djiboutian authorities were
able to offer this strategic location to the great powers, who eagerly engaged by installing their
armies on the spot to ensure the security of their maritime supplies.
Although these powers are comfortable with the arrangements and pay little attention to the
internal situation in Djibouti, they have few, if any, allies in the Indian Ocean.
The Djibouti government sells its stability in a region where instability has been ruling for
several decades, with inter-ethnic clashes in Ethiopia, totalitarianism in Eritrea, the conflict in
Yemen, and not to mention the war, humanitarian crisis, and piracy in Somalia. In this context,
the strategic importance of Djibouti has become crucial.
Djibouti hosts bases of the military power of the United States, France, Japan, Germany, Italy,
and Spain. The Chinese, more specifically the Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA), were
the last to settle in the suburbs of Djibouti City in August 2017 for an annual rent of $20 million
dollars.171
On Tuesday August 1, 2017,172 the People's Republic of China (PRC) officially opened in
Djibouti—its first permanent military base abroad. The Beijing authorities welcomed the
event, revealing a significant change in their foreign and defense policies. The international
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community, particularly the United States and France but also the Indian and Japanese rivals,
are trying to understand the geopolitical consequences of this Chinese venture.
The inauguration of the Chinese base coincided with the 90th anniversary of the establishment
of the PLA, which was celebrated with great fanfare.173 It follows the Sino-Djibouti agreement
of May 2015 and the first shipment of Chinese troops to Djibouti on July 11, 2017.174 China
could deploy on the spot 1,000 permanent soldiers and 10,000 potential men until 2026 at
least, with possibly special forces and PLA aircraft. The construction of the naval base began in
February 2016 and has been fully operational since 2018.
The Chinese Defense Ministry presents the base as merely a logistical facility and anti-piracy
and humanitarian interventions staging area. But the satellite observations of the base paint a
different picture. The Chinese built deep-water berths to accommodate large ships and have
what looks like an airfield or heliport, arms, ammunitions, an aircraft depot, dormitories for
troops, and a command and control center.
Figure 3.

Satellite image of the Chinese People's Liberation Army base in Djibouti

Source: Google map data

Figure 4.

Details of the satellite image of the Chinese People's Liberation Army base in Djibouti
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Source: Compilation based on Google map data

China’s military presence is logical given China’s dependence on raw materials imported from
Africa. This insertion is all the more crucial in light of the Belt and Road Initiative, the mega
commercial project of President Xi Jinping that will run along the East African coast. Djibouti
will be a key point of passage, with no less than eight ports under construction that are all
financed by Chinese capital. It will also establish an entry point to East Africa, where China
hopes to sell its domestic production—particularly to Ethiopia and its 105 million
inhabitants175 (2017).
To do this, Beijing has built a modern electric railway line that connects Djibouti to the
Ethiopian capital, Addis Ababa. Two airports are expected to break ground financed by Chinese
holdings. One of the airports will be connected to the Chinese port and free trade zone to
facilitate rapid transportation of produced goods to landlocked African countries Rwanda,
Ethiopia, Central Africa, South Sudan, and other countries. The second airport will be located
to the north of Djibouti handling Chinese tourists. This infrastructure will employ a largely idle
Djiboutian population. The World Bank reported 47 percent unemployment in 2017 with a
quarter of the population living in extreme poverty despite 6.5 percent economic growth.
These massive Chinese investments would benefit one of the poorest populations in Africa.
The Chinese military base adjoins the new Doraleh Multipurpose Port and the free zone of
Djibouti City, both built by the Chinese. The Doraleh port, built for $580 million and
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inaugurated on May 23, 2017, is a multimodal deep-water port that can accommodate large
cargo carriers of all types. These two infrastructures built next to the Chinese base are models
of transportation and logistics infrastructure unique not only in the Horn of Africa, but even in
Africa.

Figure 5.

Doraleh Multipurpose port (DMP)

Source: Port of Djibouti

The Djibouti international free trade zone inaugurated on July 5, 2018, is considered to date to
be the largest free zone on the African continent. The construction of this huge zone of 4,800
hectares should cost $3.5 billion. The pilot phase of the zone was launched in the 240 hectares
of land and costed $370 million to build. It consists of four industrial clusters—trade and
logistics, export processing, business and financial services, manufacturing, and duty-free
merchandise retail.
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Figure 6.

Inauguration of Djibouti International Free Trade Zone (DIFTZ)

Source: Presidency of the Republic of Djibouti

This transformation of Djibouti into a crossroads of trade, transport, and logistics is also taking
place in the industrial and port complex south of Djibouti City, dedicated mainly to the export
of gas discovered and exploited by the Chinese in the Somali region of Ethiopia. A chain of ports
will be built by China to complement two ports located in the north of the country, one of which
exports salt and its derived raw materials (Port of Goubet), and the other exclusively exports
potash discovered in the northern region of Ethiopia (Port of Tadjourah).
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Figure 7.

New port of Tadjourah dedicated to export potash

Source: Port of Djibouti
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Figure 8.

Port of Goubet exports salt and its derived raw materials

Source: Port of Djibouti

Djibouti is satisfied with the deepening partnership with Beijing through obtaining additional
assistance in the military field (training and equipment of the Djiboutian armed forces),
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development aid (construction of basic infrastructure such as hospitals and schools), and
finally a massive training of Djiboutian public servants.

Table 4.

Bilateral aid

China

United States of America

Donation for the construction of health
infrastructures

Child survival and health

Donation for the construction of educational
infrastructures

Development assistance

Donation for the construction of sports
infrastructure and youth development

Foreign military financing

Donation of health equipment

International military education and training

Donation of educational equipment

International narcotics control and law
enforcement

Granting economic aid

Food assistance

Food assistance
Sets up medical caravan
Awarding scholarship
Granting loans to construct infrastructure
Source: Compilation based Djibouti-China and Djibouti-US cooperation

Differences exist in Djibouti’s cooperation with the US and China. As indicated in Table 1, the
spectrum of Chinese aid compared to the US’s is much wider. China’s assistance is manifested
in donating high-visibility infrastructure projects for health, education, and sports and in some
cases furnishing and equipping them. China has also been generous with economic aid.
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Table 2 shows the monetary difference of these relations. There is a sizable difference between
the aid provided by the Americans and the aid brought by the Chinese to the Djiboutian
government.
Table 2 portrays total aid and loans provided by China and the US. In 14 years (2001–2015),
China provided to the Republic of Djibouti with $239,429,314.19, while the United States
provided $156,220,000 in 15 years. China clearly outweighed the US in providing aid by
$83,209,314. Starker contrast is seen in the loans provided by the two countries to Djibouti:
China provided Djibouti a total loan of $1,895,009,573.63 while the US provided none.

Table 5.

American and Chinese aid and loan to Djibouti

Periods

Number of
years

Total in dollars

Loan

2001–2015

14 years

$239,429,314.19

$1,895,009,573.63

United States of
2002–2017
America

15 years

$156,220,000

$0

China

Source: Compilation based on US-Djibouti and China-Djibouti cooperation

The Western countries were wary, especially the United States, about China’s military base. In
March 2017, General Waldhauser, commander of Africom, spoke before the Senate Armed
Services Committee on the real nature of this base.176 European states such as France were
moderate in their evaluation, and France watched the developments of Chinese activities near
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“Chinese Naval Fleet Concludes Visit to Djibouti,” Ministry of National Defense,
http://eng.mod.gov.cn/news/2017-07/02/content_4784401.htm.
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its own military hold. However, neither France nor any other power was indifferent to the first
exercises of the PLA in Djibouti in November 2017.177

Figure 9.

Chinese People's Liberation Army firing exercise in Djibouti

Source: Chinese People's Liberation Army

A Multiform Chinese Strategy Now with a Global Vocation
This Djibouti base is a part of the "Chinese dream" of its leader Xi Jinping, which includes the
vision of China as a great world maritime power. However, threats against the same Chinese
interests abroad are now considered imminent dangers.
Beijing has also deployed 2,021 peacekeepers in Africa (to South Sudan, Mali, Darfour,
Democratic Republic of the Congo, and Western Sahara).
Figure 10. Chinese army contributions by mission and personnel type
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“United States Africa Command,” https://www.africom.mil/media-room/transcript/28738/transcriptafricom-commander-delivers-2017-annual-posture-statement-to-the-sasc.
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UNIFIL

United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon

MINUSMA

United Nations Multidimensional
Stabilization Mission in Mali

UNAMID

United Nations - African Union Hybrid Operation in
Darfur

MONUSCO

United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in
the Democratic Republic of Congo

MINURSO

United Nations Mission for the Referendum in
Western Sahara

UNFICYP

United Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus

UNTSO

United Nations Truce Supervision Organization

Integrated

Source: United Nations (UN)

The Chinese authorities also learned some lessons from the 2011 Libyan crisis. The evacuation
of its nationals from Yemen to Djibouti in March 2015178 accelerated military negotiations with
Djibouti. Moreover, the military-commercial character of this establishment reflects the dual
approach of China in its foreign policy. In 2013, Xi Jinping179 launched the commercial Silk
Road, renamed the Belt and Road Initiative.
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“Live-Fire Exercises Conducted by PLA Base in Djibouti – China,” China Daily,
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2017-11/25/content_34966883.htm.
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“President Xi Jinping Delivers Important Speech and Proposes to Build a Silk Road Economic Belt with Central
Asian Countries,”
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/topics_665678/xjpfwzysiesgjtfhshzzfh_665686/t1076334.shtml.
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Figure 11. Belt and Road Initiative

Source: thenerveafrica.com

The maritime component of the initiative consists of establishing a network of port
infrastructures, sometimes for dual use, and connecting to land routes along the China-Indian
Ocean-Europe and Africa route. More than 50 percent of the investments in Djibouti are
destined for the Belt and Road Initiative, including $2.5 billion dollars for the railway linking
the port of Djibouti to Ethiopia. This interest in Africa, of which China has become the leading
donor since 2009, goes hand in hand with strengthening military cooperation and Chinese
arms and commodities sales. These relations are often described as neocolonial "Chinafrica"
because of their asymmetrical nature, with Beijing's imports being made up of 80 percent raw
materials, including oil and uranium.180
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“The Belt-and-Road Initiative and the Rising Importance of China’s Western Cities,”
https://www.asiagreen.com/de/news/the-belt-and-road-initiative-and-the-rising-importance-of-china-swestern-cities.
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Figure 12. China-Africa trade
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Figure 13. US-Africa trade
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Djibouti "offered for rent to the highest bidder"?
Djibouti profits from renting its geostrategic location to foreign powers, earning up to $153
million a year.
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Table 6.

Foreign military base revenue in Djibouti

Country

Rent amount per year

Creation date

United States of America

$63,000,000

June 17, 2002

France

$33,700,000

Since the creation of Djibouti

Italy

$33,700,000

October 23, 2013

Japan

$3,500,000

July 5, 2011

China

$20,000,000

August 1, 2017

Spain

The rent is included in the French
rent

Total leases

$153,900,000

Source: Compilation based on information from foreign ministry

China’s position has been reinforced by anti-terrorist and anti-piracy campaigns since 2001–
2008. Diplomatic relations with the People's Republic of China date back to 1979, but a
rapprochement occurred after the PLAN used the Djibouti port to resupply fuel and food in
2008 as part of its mission to fight against piracy off the coast of Somalia. This relationship
evolved into a strategic security and defense partnership in February 2014. According to the
Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesperson in a press conference in 2016:
Vessels have been sent by China to the Gulf of Aden and the waters off the
Somali coast for escort missions in recent years. In fulfilling escort missions, we
encountered real difficulties in replenishing soldiers and resupplying fuel and
food, and found it really necessary to have nearby and efficient logistical
support. China and Djibouti consulted with each other and reached consensus
on building logistical facilities in Djibouti, which will enable the Chinese troops
to better fulfill escort missions and make new contributions to regional peace
and stability. The nature of relevant facilities is clear, which is to provide
logistical support to Chinese fleets performing escort duties in the Gulf of Aden
and the waters off the Somali coast.181
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Beyond a Chinese royalty of $20 million a year, the Djiboutian government benefits from
mainly counterparties, including the lack of criticism of trade agreements with Beijing, which
became its first supplier and investor.
The other major key players present in Djibouti, namely the United States, Japan, and France,
doubt the defensive use of this Chinese installation. Since 2002, the US Army has had in Djibouti
its only permanent military hold in Africa, with 4,000 men at Camp Lemonnier. Washington
uses it mainly to conduct operations using drones taking off from Shebelley, and to conduct
operations using Navy Seals against Al Qaeda in Yemen and neighboring Somali Shebabs. In
2014, the rent was revalued at $63 million a year for a potential term of 20 years, and
Americans announced $1.4 billion in expenditures on their infrastructure.182
The China-Djibouti partnership excludes any interference by the Republic of Djibouti in
maritime movements within the Chinese military enclave.
China's political and economic power in the world also goes through the desert micro-state of
Djibouti, occupying a key position in the strategic strait of Bab-el-Mandeb. Djibouti is a major
maritime crossroad between Africa, the oil-rich Middle East, the Indian Ocean, and the Red Sea
leading via the Suez Canal to the European Union, which is China’s largest trading partner.
As the world's largest importer of oil (with 90 percent of its exports transiting by sea), Beijing
seeks to better defend its main arteries of trade contributing to its internal stability. Moreover,
Djibouti is the mirror of China's African policy in which diplomacy, commercial cooperation,
and military cooperation interact. Its aim is to use the Republic of Djibouti as a secure interface
to and from the African hinterland, as a common market of eastern and southern Africa
(COMESA) in particular, and as a new growth driver for a Chinese economy overcapacity.
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E. Schmitt, “US Signs New Lease to Keep Strategic Military Installation in the Horn of Africa,” New York Times,
Jan. 19, 2018.
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Figure 14. COMESA countries members

Source: tuniscop.com

The People's Republic of China broadens its regional sphere of influence by linking its
investments to the goodwill of the African states concerned. Beijing is also increasing the
appeal for an agreement to acquire a new military intervention capability on site thanks to its
base. This will enable the pre-positioned units to fight more effectively against piracy, which is
now in decline, and to defend Chinese local interests. These reasons are real but serve first to
legitimize the new military establishment. The People's Liberation Army is more concerned to
gain operational experience and to obtain an autonomous capacity for distant and prolonged
projection.
The deep-sea port of Doraleh would allow the reception of China’s carriers and submarines,
even if their performance is to be relativized. Ultimately, the level of deployment of China in
Djibouti will reveal its true military ambitions. Finally, as recalled by Xi Jinping on October 18,
2017, Beijing refines its stature of a great world power through its presence in Djibouti while
flattering the nationalism of its population.183 Despite its position of multilateral cooperation
for regional stability, China prefers de facto bilateral relations, and its peacekeepers in Africa
are often located where its interest lies. All this could make China a plausible alternative to
Western partnerships both in Africa and the Middle East.
Djiboutian stability is crucial for the outside powers to fully benefit from their in-situ
positioning. By authorizing several foreign bases, the Djiboutian government is attempting to
pursue a policy of balance between the powers so that it does not depend exclusively on any
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one. The resulting financial windfall is increasing but also creating exposure to terrorist
attacks, including one in Djibouti City in May 2014.
The Djiboutian government would like to shore up its power by reducing this dependence and
internal tensions by developing an African logistic, telecommunications, and trade hub as
Singapore did. However, only China is willingly able to provide the necessary funding. The
Republic of Djibouti is exposed to over-indebtedness that Beijing is using for geopolitical cost
by negotiating its military establishment, among others. However, China is aware of the
interest of making Djibouti a showcase of its "Maritime Silk Road," breaking with the negative
image of "Chinafrique."
On November 23, 2017,184 Djibouti's president was the first African head of state to be received
by Xi Jinping since his re-election in October 2017. The United States, Japan, and France
consider Djibouti as a symbol of the Chinese rise that Washington hoped to prevent by
spending and defense cooperation in the Republic of Djibouti. In addition, Americans are wary
of military espionage with the arrival of the Chinese army in Djibouti. Nevertheless, the
technical and operational superiority of the US Navy still weighs on the major axes of Chinese
supply.
Finally, France fears an eviction effect gradually relegating it to a second-class status that risks
losing its privileged strategic access. This would disrupt its regional military apparatus,
Djibouti being its only East African training and joint projection platform to Africa, the Middle
East, and the Indian Ocean. More broadly, the perception of a decline in French influence in
Africa would weaken its rank as a world power.
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“Xi Jinping Holds Talks with President Ismail Omar Guelleh of Djibouti,” Embassy of the People’s Republic of
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France: France’s Vision of China’s Commercial
and Military Presence in the Indian Ocean
Region
Author: Isabelle Saint-Mézard, Associate Research Fellow, Center
for Asian Studies, French Institute of International Relations
Key Points:


France’s wariness of China’s presence in the Indian Ocean is part of a broader trend
marked by a growing strategic distrust between Paris and Beijing. President Macron
has explicitly articulated the notion that China challenged France’s vision of the world
and its interests in the Indian and Pacific oceans.



Many in the French establishment have been especially uncomfortable with China’s
commercial and military presence in Djibouti, a strategic outpost where France used to
have a strong foothold.



France has sought closer coordination with its allies and partners to project a common
front in the face of China. It has worked with the UK, as well as Australia, the US, and
Japan, to enhance its naval presence in the Indo-Pacific. As far as the Indian Ocean is
concerned, France has primarily focused on its strategic partnership with India.

Introduction
French interests in the Indian Ocean are both significant and multifaceted. In the southwestern
Indian Ocean, France has sovereignty over the islands of La Réunion and Mayotte, where
approximately one million French citizens live. These islands, which have the status of
département d’outre-mer, have allowed France to claim a status as a resident nation of the
Indian Ocean and as a member of the Indian Ocean Commission.185 France also has sovereignty
over the uninhabited Scattered Islands, which are strategically located in the Mozambique
Channel. Altogether, La Réunion, Mayotte, and the Scattered Islands account for an exclusive
economic zone (EEZ) of 1 million sq. km. (including an extensive, albeit contested, EEZ in the
Mozambique Channel). Added to this, there are the French Southern and Antarctic Territories,
with an EEZ of about 2 million sq. km. Altogether, the Indian Ocean accounts for 26 percent of
France’s total EEZ.

The IOC was created in 1982, and its members are Réunion, Madagascar, Mauritius, the Comoros, and the
Seychelles.
185
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France also deploys significant military capabilities in the western Indian Ocean. Its
sovereignty forces stationed in Réunion and Mayotte are composed of naval and air assets and
tasked with ensuring the protection and surveillance of the EEZ in the southwestern and
southern Indian Ocean.186 France also maintains a permanent military presence in the
northwestern Indian Ocean, with a historic base in Djibouti that to this day remains the most
important pre-positioned base of the French army, with 1,400 personnel. Since 2009, France
has operated a new base in the United Arab Emirates, which hosts six multirole Rafale combat
aircrafts. On average, France deploys 4,100 personnel to maintain its military presence in the
Indian Ocean.
Because it operates an extended network of military assets in the Indian Ocean and in the
Pacific (in New Caledonia and French Polynesia) and has a permanent seat at the UNSC, France
sees itself as a power with legitimate interests and responsibilities in Asian affairs. Over the
past decade in particular, Paris has shown growing interest in Asian maritime affairs and
commitment to the security of the Indian and Pacific oceans. Admittedly, until then (i.e., in the
1990s and 2000s), the French approach had mostly been of an economic and diplomatic nature
and had centered primarily on building a close relationship with China and, to a lesser extent,
with India.187
But since the late 2000s, Paris has seen its interests in Asia not just through an economic lens,
but also through a security one. French state agencies have published a series of official
documents articulating their views on the issue, and more recently under the governments of
Messrs. Hollande and Macron, the French presidents as well as their Defense Ministers have
exposed their vision through a number of public declarations and statements. This growing
corpus of official documents and statements provide good material for analysis. This paper
examines the evolution of the French narrative on the Indian Ocean as well as France’s
perceptions of China’s growing influence in this region.

France’s Growing Security Concerns about the Indian Ocean and
China
This section concentrates on the 2007–2017 period, which spans the 5-year terms of
Presidents Sarkozy and Hollande. It shows that over this decade, France became increasingly
committed to the security of the Indian Ocean as well as concerned about China’s maritime
ambitions.
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France as a stakeholder in the security of the Indian Ocean
France started to formalize a narrative on its security interests in the Indian Ocean in the late
2000s. Reflecting this trend, the 2008 White Paper on Defense and National Security written
under the Sarkozy government anticipated a growing French military involvement in the
Indian Ocean. A major factor accounting for this anticipation was the threat perception
emanating from the so-called “arc of instability,” a geopolitical concept “running from the
Atlantic to the Indian Oceans” that concentrated a wide array of security risks (related to
terrorism, drug trafficking, nuclear proliferation, and piracy) and that included “the most likely
zones of conflict directly involving French and European interests.”188 From an operational
point of view, France’s growing commitment to maritime security in the northwestern Indian
Ocean was evident in the French Navy’s participation in Combined Task Force 150 (CTF-150)
since 2002 and in the European Union (EU)-led operation Atalanta to combat piracy off the
coast of Somalia since late 2008. Also in 2008, France eagerly joined the Indian Ocean Naval
Symposium (IONS) as a founding member.189
The other factor accounting for the French focus on the Indian Ocean in the late 2000s was
more eastward-oriented. As explained in the 2008 White Paper, a French presence in this
Ocean “could serve as a stepping-stone to extending our presence and co-operation into
Asia.”190 The next White Paper released in 2013 under the Hollande government put more
emphasis on this vision of the Indian Ocean as a springboard to Asia and as a fulcrum of world
trade flows. It stated:
The security of the Indian Ocean, a maritime access to Asia, is a priority for
France and for Europe....As a transit region for international trade, the Indian
Ocean is at the heart of world strategic challenges, as illustrated by the
permanent presence of the US, Asian, and European navies.191
In other words, this new assessment made the Indian Ocean even more important to French
and European security interests. It also insisted on the fact that as “a neighboring power in the
Indian Ocean,” France had a special role to play in the area and wanted to endorse its
responsibilities through “the development of privileged relations with India.”
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Moreover, during his term (2012–2017), President Hollande gave the Defense portfolio to J.Y.
Le Drian, a well-established politician with in-depth expertise in military and security affairs.
Under his stewardship, the Defense Ministry began several initiatives to articulate French
interests in Asian security issues. For instance, just two weeks after assuming office as Defense
Minister in June 2012, Le Drian decided to lead the French delegation to the Shangri La
Dialogue, a major conference of policy-makers and security experts on Asian security. Since
then, every French Defense Minister has made it his or her duty to personally attend the
Singapore-based annual gathering and to reiterate the message that France, as a resident
power of the Indian and Pacific oceans, is deeply committed to peace and stability in these
regions. Then, in 2014, the Defense Ministry released a special brochure—the first of its kind—
to explain the French view of security in the Asia-Pacific. In the brochure’s forewords, Le Drian
highlighted the importance of the sea-lanes of communications (SLOCs) “from the Yellow Sea
to the Arabo-Persian Gulf,” describing them as “vital both for Asia and Europe,” and reminded
that France was “committed to the principle of freedom of navigation.”192

France’s emerging concerns about China’s maritime assertiveness
In its 2008 White Paper, the French defense establishment repeatedly touched upon the issue
of China’s military modernization, made only brief mention of China’s forays in the Gulf and
Africa, and did not broach the issue of China’s presence in the Indian Ocean as such. The 2013
White Paper on Defense and National Security was even more concerned about the pace of
China’s defense modernization, including power projection capabilities, and took due note of
“China’s claim to sovereignty over the entire South China Sea.”193 But it did not say much about
China’s presence in the Indian Ocean, even though this phenomenon was quite evident by then.
Indeed, China had deployed a quasi-permanent naval presence in the western Indian Ocean as
part of its anti-piracy operations since late 2008 and had actively engaged the states of the
region.
However, the political class was prompt to express serious concern about China’s activities in
the Indian Ocean. In late 2011, the Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defense, and Armed
Forces released a report that raised the prospects of France marginalization in Asia and
Oceania, as a result of China’s future hegemony. The report observed: “Between our will to
prevent China from emerging as a hegemonic power in the area (Asia and Oceania) and the risk
to be evicted as a result of the strong US engagement, the way is narrow for France as for
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Europe” (author’s translation).194 In 2012, the same Senate Committee released another report
that was even more alarmist about China’s maritime activism. It described China’s port
projects in Myanmar, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Mozambique as part of a strategy to
secure its SLOCs in the Indian Ocean, while emphasizing that freedom of navigation was
already a major challenge in the South China Sea. The report bluntly stated: “What is at stake
are our interests throughout the Indian Ocean and Pacific.”195 There could be no clearer way to
articulate the notion that China challenged French interests in the Indian Ocean.
This growing concern about China’s maritime assertiveness was accompanied by two other
changes in the French posture. The first one consisted of mitigating the Sino-centric nature of
France’s Asia policy.196 While admitting that China would remain a major economic partner, by
the early 2010s, France saw the need to diversify its engagement and launched strategic
partnerships with Indonesia (2011), Australia (2012), Singapore (2012), Vietnam (2013), and
Japan (2013), in addition to deepening its older strategic partnership with India. The second
change appeared in France’s tougher posture on the principle of freedom of navigation and
implicit criticism of China’s behavior in the South China Sea. The change in tone was especially
stark when Defense Minister Le Drian asserted at the 2014 Shangri La Dialogue: “First there is
the question of the rule of law. I do underline here the special significance of the principles of
the freedom of navigation and over-flight in international waters, to which France is deeply
attached, as many among you” (author’s translation).197 As Defense minister (until 2017), Le
Drian would use the same tougher tone in his addresses at the Shangri La Dialogues and
reaffirm as much as possible France’s attachment to law at sea. To give substance to these
declarations, from 2014 on the French Navy sailed regularly in the South China Sea to assert
the principle of freedom of navigation.

President Macron’s Explicit Strategic Distrust of China
Although President Macron has followed the approach of his predecessors, he has certainly
adopted a more vocal and firm stand vis-à-vis China. Indeed, the new president has explicitly
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articulated the notion that China has challenged France’s vision of the world and its interests
in the Indian and Pacific oceans.

Macron’s rebuke of China’s “hegemonic” tendencies
In the few years following the launching of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), between 2013
and 2017, French officials generally responded in a positive, albeit vague, way to the Chinese
concept. While reiterating the French interest in the project, President Macron proved more
assertive on the conditions of cooperation under the BRI framework.198 During his first visit to
China in January 2018, he strongly insisted on the need for China to develop BRI projects less
unilaterally, saying candidly:
The new silk roads should meet the objectives that we have set ourselves for
the common goods....They can’t be the road of a new hegemony that would
somewhat put in a state of subjugation the countries they cross.” (Author’s
translation)199
The concern about Chinese hegemonic tendencies has indeed been a distinct feature of
President Macron’s foreign policy narrative. The President articulated it in an important
speech to the French diplomatic corps in 2018, saying, “While being an active participant to the
traditional multilateral game, China promotes its own vision of the world, its own vision of a
reinvented multilateralism, more hegemonic” (author’s translation).200 He also mentioned it
while visiting India, Australia, and New Caledonia; in these three instances, he asserted that
neither the Indian Ocean nor the Pacific Ocean could be allowed to become “spaces of
hegemony.”201 These remarks eventually led the Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua
Chunying to denounce “groundless accusations.”
President Macron has also called on his EU partners to put up a common front to seek fairer
competition conditions and trade reciprocity in the face of China. His call for a “European
awakening” eventually led to a marked change, with the European Commission publishing an
EU-China strategic outlook in March 2019 that bluntly described China as an “economic
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competitor in the pursuit of technological leadership, and a systemic rival promoting
alternative models of governance.”202 A few weeks later, in another show of European unity in
the face of China, the French President Macron convened German Chancellor Merkel and
European Commission President Juncker to his meeting with President Xi. On this occasion,
Mr. Macron pressed China not to seek to divide the EU, in the backdrop of Italy’s as well as
several central and eastern European states’ endorsement of BRI. The Chinese leader replied
in a similar tone and warned against mutual distrust in the China-EU relationship.
All in all, under the Macron government, there has been a growing realization that China has
challenged French interests, values, and vision of the world on many issues. This is the reason
why the president has made it clear that France would have to defend its liberal values and
uphold the rules-based international order. This commitment has to be seen in a larger context,
in which France has become very concerned about the weakening of the international liberal
order. In the French perspective, President Trump’s unilateralism and China’s promotion of an
alternative, Sino-centric model of globalization have been seen as two disquieting trends that
have contributed to destabilizing the values of multilateralism and of a rules-based order.

France’s specific concerns about China’s presence in the northwestern
Indian Ocean
Although the 2008 and 2013 White Papers did not say much about China’s forays into the
Indian Ocean, the 2017 Defense and National Security Strategic Review fully tackled the issue.
The report noted that China had established a permanent presence in a matter of a few years,
with “an operational base in Djibouti and a support facility in Gwadar (Pakistan)” and saw this
development as part of “China’s strategic ambition to develop a long-term naval influence in a
maritime area extending from the South China Sea to the whole Indian Ocean.”203 It thus stated
that, as far as the Indian Ocean was concerned, “China’s growing naval presence represent(ed)
a new strategic challenge.” It also added that France shared the concerns of such Indian Ocean
littoral states as Australia and India with respect to China’s growing activities. As a conclusion,
the report recommended, “Holding a strategic dialogue with China that is both clear-eyed and
demanding ” and closely monitoring “rising Chinese military capabilities and their potential
consequences in new areas of interaction in Africa (Djibouti) and in the Indian Ocean.”
China’s opening of a military base in Djibouti in 2017 has been a wake-up call for Paris. Many
in the French establishment have been especially uncomfortable with China’s presence in a
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country where France used to have a strong foothold. Following an assessment mission to
Djibouti in March 2018, some members of the Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defense
and Armed Forces, clearly expressed their anxiety. They noted that China’s presence was
strong locally because it was both civilian and military: not only did China have a military base,
it had also invested in the development of large infrastructure projects as part of its BRI
initiative, including in major sections of Djibouti’s port and of the Addis-Djibouti railway line.
Djibouti was now so indebted that, in their view, there was a risk of China gaining control of
the infrastructures it helped build. Their report actually described China’s strategy of lending
with no restriction to financially fragile countries as a “deliberate return to a kind of
imperialism the European powers themselves resorted to in the 19th century, which makes it
possible to take control of a country through its infrastructures” (author’s translation).204 In
this regard, the French Senators proved as worried as US National Security Adviser John
Bolton, who denounced China’s “strategic use of debt to hold states in Africa captive to Beijing’s
wishes and demands.205
The main message of the Senate Committee was to urge the government to maintain France’s
historic influence in the strategic outpost of Djibouti and to help this country avoid an exclusive
relationship with China. Significantly, in March 2019, Macron visited Djibouti to signal France’s
plan to reinforce its presence there. He extended his trip to Kenya and Ethiopia, two states that
have joined China’s BRI. In the three countries, he promoted a model of development assistance
that aimed at financial sustainability, local jobs creation, and a balanced and transparent
partnership in the hope of differentiating the French practices from the Chinese ways. In
Ethiopia (the regional heavyweight), Macron signed a defense agreement to help this country
develop a future Navy (which would have to be based in Djibouti, Somalia, or Eritrea). In other
words, Macron has sought not only to regain some ground against China in Djibouti, but also
to secure a French strategic foothold in the horn of Africa, well beyond France’s traditional area
of influence. It is significant that the French president maintained this trip to Eastern Africa
even while the prolonged domestic crisis over the “yellow vests” forced him to cancel a number
of other visits overseas (including a scheduled address at the June 2019 Shangri La Dialogue).
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The French Approach: Hedging Against China?
As explained by President Macron and the French diplomacy, France’s priority with respect to
China is to strengthen the comprehensive strategic partnership, but in such a way as to
“rebalance” bilateral ties and to achieve “greater reciprocity.”206 At the same time, France has
started to adjust its strategic positioning on at least two accounts: first by stepping-up its
deployments in the Indo-Pacific and second by exploring potential minilateral formats of
cooperation with its partners and allies.

Stepping up military engagement in the Indo-Pacific
Another innovation introduced under the Macron presidency is the endorsement of the IndoPacific concept promoted by Japan, Australia, and the US.207 In this vast geopolitical area,
France has primarily sought to position itself as a supporter of a “stable, law-based, and
multipolar order” as well as a potential “mediating power” in an environment marked by
strategic rivalries and unilateralist trends.208 It has also defined the Indo-Pacific as an inclusive
space, so as to avoid the anti-Chinese overtones of the US interpretation of the concept. It has
insisted on the necessity to promote strong and effective regional organizations, thus
reiterating the centrality of ASEAN, while requesting full membership in the Indian Ocean Rim
Association (IORA) and ASEAN Defense Ministers Meeting + (ADDM+).
France may try to develop a nuanced version of the Indo-Pacific, yet the very fact that it has
adopted a concept promoted by the US, Japan, and Australia and rejected by China clearly
denotes a bias. Moreover, in another rebuttal of Chinese behavior, France has stepped up its
operations in the maritime areas claimed by China to further emphasize its attachment to
international law at sea. For instance, five French ships sailed in the South China Sea region in
2017, and in June 2018 a French maritime task group conducted a joint patrol through the
Spratly Islands along with the UK. France’s patrols eventually led to an incident with China in
early April 2019, as the Chinese navy intercepted a French frigate that was making a passage
through the Taiwan Strait. With respect to this incident, Defence Minister Florence Parly
clarified the French position in very unambiguous terms at the 2019 Shangri La Dialogue:
…we will go about this issue in our own, steady, non-confrontational, but
obstinate way. We will continue to sail more than twice a year in the South
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China Sea. There will be objections, there will be dubious man oeuvres at sea.
But we will not be intimidated into accepting any fait accompli, because what
international law condemns, how could we condone?209
France has also made a point of demonstrating its capacity to operate regularly in the vast
Indo-Pacific, despite its budgetary constraints and overstretched military. In August 2018, the
French Air Force held a large-scale exercise in Southeast and South Asia. Three Rafale fighters,
one A400M troop transporter, and a C135 refueling tanker flew from Australia to India, with
several stops along the way (to Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam, and Singapore). As stated by the
Air Force, the objective was “to contribute to the reinforcement of France’s presence in this
zone of major strategic interest.”210 In 2019, the French carrier strike group made its way
through the Indo-Pacific on a four-month deployment and included various European as well
as British, US, and Australian escort vessels along the way. Finally, as part of its unfolding IndoPacific engagement, France has undertaken to modernize its aging naval forces posted in
Réunion. While paying a visit to the island in April 2019, Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Prazuck
confirmed that two new ocean patrol vessels would be posted there in the next few years, and
their surveillance capabilities would be enhanced with the addition of drones and space assets
over the next decade. As explained by Admiral Prazuck, this modernization plan aimed to
transform Réunion into a major node for the French Indo-Pacific strategy.

Networking with partners and allies
As part of its Indo-Pacific outreach, France has sought to enhance cooperation with other
“likeminded” powers. Two states of the Indian Ocean—India and Australia—have stood out,
which should come as no surprise because France has built strong strategic partnerships with
them since 1998 and 2012. A closer look at the narratives describing the two partnerships
shows the centrality of such notions as shared wartime history, shared democratic values, and
a common commitment to a free and open rules-based regional order. Moreover, these
partnerships have somehow developed along the same lines, with defense cooperation playing
a critical role and leading to major arms deals (as reflected by the USD 40 billion deal concluded
with Australia in 2016 to supply 12 new submarines). Maritime cooperation has also featured
as a central area of cooperation, with France concluding mutual logistical support agreement
with each country in 2018.
As stated by President Macron, the French ambition is to develop regular trilateral discussions
out of these two parallel partnerships. The French President even called for a “Paris-Delhi-
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Canberra axis” on the occasion of his visits to Australia and New Caledonia in May 2018.211 The
problem, however, is that the strategic horizon of the two partnerships is not exactly the same.
With Australia, cooperation has traditionally been oriented toward the South Pacific Ocean. In
keeping with the 1992 FRANZ Agreements, France coordinates with Australia and New
Zealand to provide civil and military assistance to Pacific island countries affected by natural
disasters. Moreover, France is a member of the Quadrilateral Defense Coordination Group with
the United States, Australia, and New Zealand, which also coordinates security efforts in the
Pacific.
As far as the Indian Ocean is concerned, France has primarily focused on its partnership with
India, a country deeply worried about China’s influence in the region. Since their first joint
exercise in 2001, the French and Indian Navies have forged close ties and deepened
interoperability. Moreover, in March 2018, France and India concluded a Joint Vision on the
Indian Ocean, in which they confirmed their intent to protect the freedom of navigation and
prevent any hegemony in the region.212 The two states also finalized a reciprocal logistics
support agreement in 2018, whereby France could open its naval base in Djibouti and Réunion
to Indian ships. Maritime domain awareness has emerged as another area of close cooperation,
with the two countries’ space agencies co-developing a surveillance satellite system focused
on the Indian Ocean, and with France posting a liaison officer to India’s newly created data
fusion center for the Indian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR).
Although France has clearly chosen India as its partner of choice to promote peace and security
in the Indian Ocean, it has also sought closer cooperation with the US, the UK, and Japan to
extend its footprint in the larger indo-pacific. Significantly, in 2017, France held the first
combined exercises with the US, Japanese, and British militaries in the Western Pacific. On this
occasion, the Mistral-class amphibious assault ship hosted American and Japanese marines, as
well as two British Merlin choppers and their crews. Then, in mid-May 2019, the French
aircraft carrier FS Charles de Gaulle conducted naval exercises with Japan, Australia, and the
United States in the Bay of Bengal. This was also their first-ever combined naval exercise.

Conclusion
France’s wariness of China’s commercial and military presence in the Indian Ocean is part of a
broader trend marked by a growing strategic distrust between Paris and Beijing. Although in
the 2000s France mostly focused on China’s military modernization and assertiveness in its
maritime surroundings, since the 2010s, it has become concerned about China’s growing
influence in Europe itself, as well as in the Indian Ocean. China’s promotion of BRI since 2013
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and creation of a logistic base in Djibouti in 2017 have clearly added to France’s suspicion.
More to the point, China’s competing influence has been felt most acutely in Djibouti, a historic
backyard France may have somewhat taken for granted. In this strategic outpost, however,
President Macron has tried to counter China’s presence and regain some influence.
But more often than not, rather than act alone, France has sought closer coordination with its
allies and partners to project a common front in the face of China. Along with Germany, it has
pushed the EU to adopt a tougher stance on China’s trade and investment practices. In the
military area, it has worked with the UK, as well as Australia, the US, and Japan to enhance its
naval presence in the waters of the Indo-Pacific. As far as the Indian Ocean is concerned, France
has mostly focused on its strategic partnership with India. At the same time, France has
maintained the position that China remains an important partner for trade and investments,
as well as on global issues such as climate change. So far, Sino-French economic and diplomatic
relations have not borne the brunt of their strategic divergences, even though China has
definitely kept a close look on France’s new activism in the Indo-Pacific.213
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India: China in the Indian Ocean Region: An
Indian Perspective
Author: Jabin T. Jacob, Associate Professor, Department of
International Relations, Shiv Nadar University
Key Points:


A Chinese ‘string of pearls’ in the Indian Ocean might have been an exaggeration when
it was first mooted but was useful for the Indian strategic community to use as a means
to focus public and government attention on China.



Today, however, the ‘string of pearls’, appears to be taking concrete shape with the help
of China’s Belt and Road Initiative and alongside a rapid expansion of China’s naval
capabilities.



China’s anti-piracy operations are less about providing a global good and more about
establishing presence and capacity in the Indian Ocean Region.



China has supported its ingress into South Asia and the Indian Ocean Region under the
Belt and Road Initiative with extensive military-to-military ties with countries of the
region including military equipment sales as well as an active effort in shaping local
and regional narratives through diplomacy and propaganda.

This essay seeks to examine current Indian views of the Chinese presence in the Indian Ocean
Region (IOR). It begins with a brief background of how China’s maritime activities came to
attention in India and why this attention took the path it did. It then looks at Indian
assessments of Chinese activity in the IOR and the concerns around these with particular focus
on the wider implications of China’s Maritime Silk Road (MSR), part of its Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI). The final section looks at what the Chinese approach has been in dealing with
Indian concerns suggesting that neither the Chinese nor the Indians trust each other enough
on issues related to the maritime dimensions of their bilateral relationship.

Background: Revisiting the ‘String of Pearls’
A very significant portion of China’s hydrocarbon imports and its commercial trade passes
through the Indian Ocean. The actual numbers are not as important here as the fact that for
India respect for international law implies there can be no objection to Chinese presence in the
IOR for purposes of trade and commerce. Significant Chinese military presence in the IOR is of
comparatively recent origin even if the concept of the ‘string of pearls’ – an American-origin
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term referring to potential Chinese military bases ringing India from Myanmar to Pakistan –
has been around for a while. But even at the height of talk of the ‘string of pearls’ through most
of the second half of the 2000s, it was not easy to find within the Indian Navy itself the view
that this ‘string’ actually existed. Indian Navy officials always appeared to exude a quiet
confidence that the Chinese capabilities such as they existed did not merit such alarmist talk.
Talk of the ‘string of pearls’, nevertheless, helped focused attention in India on the larger
geopolitical challenges posed by an economically rising China. This ‘string of pearls’ trope was
especially successfully in this regard for a number of reasons.
One, given the overhang of the 1962 conflict which took place on land and which has been
widely interpreted as ending in a defeat for India, attention to China was something that was
somewhat stuck in the past because the attention had hitherto been on the land boundary.
However, currently on this front, the narrative was that the Indian government and Army were
on top of things both diplomatically and from a military point of view. Boundary negotiations
were on and while physical infrastructure and military capability along the India-China
boundary left much to be desired on the Indian side, the consensus was that 1962 would not
be repeated.214 The ‘string of pearls’ threat from the ocean was therefore, something of a novel
one, and the attention it received was perhaps the result of the desire to avoid being taken in
by the same complacency about Chinese intentions that led to defeat of the Indian Army in
1962. Thus, even though there was no military dimension yet visible in any of the ‘pearls’, it
was always assumed that the Chinese were going to eventually build up military assets and
turn their attention to India. At least one ‘pearl’ did not even exist – an island in the Maldives
archipelago that was named Marao. Others such as the Coco Islands in Myanmar were
discovered to have nothing more than a run-down Myanmarese military facility.215
Two, talk of the ‘string of pearls’ was also useful to focus attention on the Indian Navy itself,
considered the ‘Cinderella’ service with the least capital and human resources at its command
of the three Indian armed services. India’s general sea blindness post-Independence has been
a matter of some concern in the strategic community even though the Indian Navy did play a
significant role in India’s the last major conventional war, the 1971 conflict with Pakistan.
There is, in general, a lack of awareness of India’s maritime history or even of its maritime
neighbours, with school textbooks not referring to the naval-driven expansion of such south
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Indian empires as the Cholas to Southeast Asia in the 11th century and of the significant naval
capabilities of the Mughals, the Marathas and sundry other South Indian kingdoms that kept
European colonial ambitions at bay for a time. Thus, the focus on China even if through a largely
fabricated ‘string of pearls’ helped bring the Indian Navy and its capabilities into greater focus.
This is not to say that the Indian Navy did not go about its regular tasks, including that of
military diplomacy, capably or that it was an insignificant player in the IOR. But it probably
took until China’s anti-piracy task forces to the Gulf of Aden beginning at the end of 2008 and
their quick scaling up in terms of numbers and quality of ships and personnel used, before it
became evident that the entry of a fast-growing economic powerhouse like China in the Indian
Ocean would significantly alter the balance of power in the region. It was also soon obvious
that the Indian Navy was not investing fast enough in the capabilities it would need to counter
this Chinese rise and potential ingress into the IOR.
As things stand today, it is precisely this situation that appears to be coming to pass. While the
Indian Navy may be credited for the fact that among the three Indian armed services, it has the
highest rate and quality of indigenous design and production of its requirements, the Indian
Navy chief appeared to refer in January 2019 with some envy to the fact of the Chinese PLA
Navy’s (PLAN) rapid buildup saying, ‘No Navy has grown as rapidly in the last 200 years as the
Chinese navy. They've added 80 new ships in the last five years. So the Chinese navy is a force
and it’s a force that is here to stay.’216 At the same time, there is also a certain degree of
equanimity in the Indian Navy about the new reality, which is the result of long years of
familiarity with the idea of the ‘string of pearls’ and the concerns around it.

China in the IOR: An Increasing Confidence
The context for the Indian Navy chief’s comment comes not so much from the older ‘string of
pearls’ theory as much as it does from China’s twin actions of launching the its anti-piracy task
forces by the PLAN and of the MSR in 2013 under its BRI.
From the Indian point of view, the anti-piracy task forces created new considerations that
needed to be taken into account. China’s ‘grey zone’ operations in the South and East China
Seas, in which it has carefully and gradually pushed the limits while managing to stay below
the threshold of provoking major response or retaliation by the big naval powers in the region,
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are now widely acknowledged and better understood. However, it could be argued that China’s
anti-piracy task forces in the IOR are also a case of ‘grey zone’ operations. Ostensibly in the IOR
as part of a global goods initiative in the form of anti-piracy, some of these Chinese escorts have
been accompanied by submarines, which are clearly weapons of war.217 Another Indian
commentator has also suggested that China’s ‘three warfares’ strategy of media, psychological
and legal warfare should be considered as part of China’s gray zone methods.218 Taken
together, these clearly signal the Chinese putting meat to the old challenge – apparently by a
PLA general – that the Indian Ocean was no longer ‘an ocean of the Indians’.219
Indian concerns on this score vis-à-vis China must be understood also from the point of view
Indian experiences dealing with it as a neighbour, over the negotiating table and in
international multilateral forums over decades. In other words, Indian analysts have seldom
been carried away as the Americans or the West in the belief that China would reform,
democratize or open up as a result of greater engagement with the outside world. India has
always been ahead of the curve particularly, in assessing Chinese political challenges and
threats for what they were, even if its views were not always heeded. The latest example is, of
course, the Indian Ministry of External Affairs statement of 13 May 2017 on the eve of the first
Belt and Road Forum in Beijing, which highlighted problems of transparency, financial
accountability and environmental standards among others220 that have subsequently been
borne out by evidence out of Sri Lanka, Malaysia and a host of other smaller nations, many of
them in the IOR.
From an operational point of view, it was also clear from the beginning that the PLAN was going
into the relatively low-level task of combatting piracy at sea with naval vessels and weaponry
far in excess of what was needed. Even the presence of Chinese submarines in the IOR has been
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justified blandly and illogically on the grounds of anti-piracy operations.221 And yet, other than
criticizing Sri Lanka for hosting Chinese submarines in 2014,222 India has not been able to
materially change the situation in a way that has constrained PLAN movement in the IOR.
And as is standard practice, the Chinese have moved on multiple prongs. For instance, military
supplies to IOR littorals are on the increase. To take the case of just South Asia, there is a major
submarine building project with Pakistan with at least four 041 Yuan-class submarines being
built jointly in Karachi as part of US$5 billion deal of eight submarines in total. 223 In midNovember 2016, China also supplied the Bangladesh Navy with its first ever submarines – two
Type 035G refurbished Ming-class diesel submarines. Chinese media commentary on the deal
referred frequently to Indian unease224 in effect confirming Indian apprehensions that the deal
was more than just about equipping a coastal country with what might be considered a genuine
need. Among these, of course, is the fact that the Bangladeshi navy will use Chinese training to
run their submarines and in the process provide a degree of regular and justified access to
China to the Bay of Bengal.225
There is also a far subtler but no less significant accretion in Chinese access to the IOR evident
in China’s training and education outreach to countries in the region. A case in point is a 2014
MoU between the South China Sea Institute of Oceanology (SCSIO) of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences and the University of Ruhuna in southern Sri Lanka establishing the China-Sri Lanka
Joint Centre for Education and Research (CSL-CER). Besides academic staff and student
exchange, the centre also has a fully-automated weather station, and a joint observatory for
wave and tidal measurements. What is significant here is the nature of the SCSIO, which is one
of China’s top institutions in the field and ‘national defense safety construction projects’. These
projects include environmental protection of island and reef engineering projects in features
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in the South China Sea that China has illegally occupied.226 Given the close linkages between
China’s research institutions and its national security and military apparatus and their
objectives, there is reason for India to worry.
It is not clear if Indian naval officials for all their confidence in their own capabilities and
professional judgment that the PLAN was nowhere near as capable as the Indian Navy itself,
anticipated this kind of relatively easy ingress and constant access the PLAN would have in the
IOR. To their credit, the Indian Navy has also by and large quickly acknowledged the changed
situation and factored this in successive documents on maritime doctrine and strategy since.
However, deep thinking about doctrine by naval planners cannot make up for superficial
attention to the larger strategic implications of China’s MSR by India’s political class.

The MSR/BRI: Winning the Narrative
The MSR provides added ballast to not just Chinese efforts at the PLAN level but also to political
and diplomatic tasks of winning over countries to doing what the Chinese wish them to do. This
the MSR achieves via physical infrastructure development projects financed and executed by
the Chinese government and its companies in a wide swathe from Southeast Asia to East Africa
and all around India’s South Asian neighbourhood. While this is unexceptional given the
massive physical infrastructure deficit in the IOR littoral (including not least, India, itself), the
fact that a lot of this infrastructure is directed at developing port infrastructure and transport
links connecting ports and the hinterland raises questions of eventual Chinese control over
these assets.
That Chinese control over ports in the IOR is a real possibility is evident in at least two
instances. The most prominent one is, of course, the case of Hambantota in Sri Lanka, which
has over the course of two separate political administrations in Colombo moved from Sri
Lankan control to a 99-year lease to the Chinese.227 The second example comes from Kenya
where the terms of a Chinese financed railway suggest that Nairobi could be forced to hand
over assets such as those under the Kenya Ports Authority, including Mombassa port, in case
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of a default on payments.228 Gwadar, in Pakistan’s Balochistan province, and one of the original
pearls in the ‘string of pearls’ is another case in point that is frequently mentioned as being
under threat of Chinese takeover given doubts about its economic viability. These concerns are
not just Indian ones anymore but also Pakistani ones especially since the launch of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and Gwadar’s special place in it.229 Consider also the fact
that the Chinese have moved to try and win the Indonesians over when their President, Joko
Widodo, launched his Global Maritime Fulcrum idea to develop Indonesia’s maritime resources
and leverage its locational advantages.230
The MSR (and the BRI itself) is also a nimble-footed project in diplomacy and propaganda that
goes far beyond simply Chinese economic development projects in developing countries of the
Third World. The Chinese under Xi Jinping as the General Secretary of the Communist Party of
China (CPC) are actively seeking to shape the political discourse in BRI host countries in favour
of Chinese positions on a range of issues from the question of Taiwan’s place in the
international community and role in international organizations to challenging Western norms
and ideas in the running of the current global order. Thus, the Chinese are not only challenging
UNCLOS in the South China Sea but also seeking to win support for its point of view and
actions.231 China’s economic success is also emboldening authoritarians everywhere to believe
not only that a powerful nation backs them in the belief that their domestic politics is their
business and no one else’s but also that there is a model of economic development that can be
built on central direction and control of economic assets and human resources rather than on
free-market principles or democratic accountability.
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This ‘Chinese model’ is certainly a big part of China’s self-promotion to the outside world under
the BRI. While China’s challenge can seem somewhat nebulous or its success too distant a
possibility to those in the West, in the context of the IOR, many younger, poorer and more
unstable democracies can find the ‘Chinese model’ attractive and this in turn can pose real
political problems for India’s own model of combining economic growth with democratic
institutions and accountability. India’s poor record of implementation of promised projects in
its overseas development assistance programmes are well-known and do not help, offering as
they do a particularly sharp contrast to the speed of completion of Chinese projects.
But New Delhi’s problems at holding attention in the region or in shaping the narrative are
further compounded by the fact that the military goals it seeks to realize through its Navy and
its political goals are somewhat separate.232 Indeed, India is rather well-known for its
reluctance to promote democracy abroad even though it does extend support to democratic
institution-building in several IOR countries in the form of support and training for the conduct
of elections and so on. However, unlike the Chinese who clearly combine economic and political
goals, the Indians seldom seem to do so effectively or even acknowledge that this is important.

Conclusion: ‘String of Pearls’ Redux
Insofar as the Chinese response to Indian concerns go, they appear to swing between trying to
set Indian concerns at ease regarding their presence in the IOR and telling the Indians to just
deal with it. While China refers to its responsibility to protect the global commons including
the environment and the freedom of navigation as justification for its presence in the Indian
Ocean, it also uses the same explanation for its reclamation activities and military build-up in
disputed waters in the South China Sea. The Chinese thus, ignore the contradictions in their
approach that might raise doubts about their intentions. Instead, when it comes to the Indian
Ocean, Chinese scholars often argue that China’s government and military do not have great
ambitions in the IOR and give the additional reason that its activity is only a part of its
responsibility to protect its economic interests and overseas Chinese.233
Chinese scholars are, however, deeply concerned about a potential Indo-US axis against China
in the IOR. At the official levels especially, China wishes to convey the impression that it is
absolutely convinced of India’s independence of thought and action from the US and stresses
frequently, India’s idea of its ‘strategic autonomy’. But at the level of think-tank and academic
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discussions, there is greater willingness among at least some Chinese scholars to go on the
offensive and talk in terms of India working with the US only in order to contain China.
Among the questions they pose is of why India sees China as its primary rival in IOR when, in
fact, it is the US that is the dominant power in the IOR. Indian views of China have, therefore,
been dismissed as being ‘ridiculous’ and ‘irrational’, one arising out of ‘jealousy’ or a problem
of ‘mentality’.
At the Shangri-la Dialogue Modi appeared to take a rather conciliatory stance towards China
emphasizing cooperation with China and calling Beijing a ‘major partner’. Nevertheless, he did
also specifically talk about ‘freedom of navigation’ in the South China Sea and the ‘peaceful
settlement of disputes’ while also criticizing the ‘impossible debt burden’ placed on countries
that are engaged in bilateral infrastructure development programmes.234 Chinese observers
believed Modi’s target was China with a Global Times op-ed raising suspicions about ‘whether
India’s policy adjustment toward China and the Indo-Pacific is strategic or tactical’.235
As explained above, India has its reasons for being suspicious of Chinese intentions no matter
how the Chinese explain their actions or try to court India. But the larger point that should not
escape notice here is that many Chinese statements and assertions about the Indian Ocean
indicate that India’s claims for a special status in the IOR are redundant and unjustified given
that it is not currently the dominant power and that it does not look like it will develop the
required resources – including economic and diplomatic – any time soon.
The Chinese focus on India only in terms of what it is doing with the US also suggests a Chinese
propensity to ignore India’s independent identity and interests. Overall, it would appear that
whatever India’s attempts at mending fences or at keeping ties on even keel with China, Beijing
is unlikely to view India as anything but as a challenger to its ambitions in the Indian Ocean.
This would also suggest that India’s making conciliatory noises are not helpful at any stage in
dealing with China.
For now, the Chinese are still a distance from possessing the capacity to tip the scales in the
IOR, militarily. However, with the MSR and its focus on Chinese access to and possible control
over port assets as well as the attempt to both control the narrative around Chinese activities
in the region and offer an alternative economic and political development model to the Indian
one, the theory of the ‘string of pearls’ has renewed salience for India.
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Indonesia: China’s Presence in the Indian
Ocean: A View from Indonesia
Author: Shafiah F. Muhibat, Associate Professor, CSIS Indonesia
Author: M. Habib Abiyan Dzakwan, Research Assistant, CSIS Indonesia
Introduction
China’s dominance is felt in almost all parts of the world. Some of Beijing’s initiatives are the
inaugural white paper on Arctic affairs last year,236 consideration for a permanent airfield and
fifth research base in Antarctica,237 inviting Latin America to take part in its Belt and Road
initiatives,238 emerging as a major donor country and thus challenging Australia’s prominence
as the largest aid donor in the South Pacific,239 the launch of the 16+1 cooperative framework
between Beijing and 16 Central and Eastern European countries,240 and stronger ties with
African countries through the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC), which recently
welcomed three novel participants—Gambia, Sao Tome and Principe, and Burkina Faso.241
China’s presence in the Indian Ocean dates back to the Han Dynasty (130 BCE–1453 BE),242
when China intensely used the Silk Route to travel commodities and people from the East to
the West and back to the East. When President Xi Jinping initially entertained the concept of
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the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road (MSR) during his inaugural visit to Indonesia in October
2013, the concept was meant to boost political and economic cooperation among states
bordering the Indian Ocean, particularly regarding maritime infrastructure projects.243 Since
then, Beijing has made tremendous progress in realizing the concept.

Beijing’s Strategic Cooperation
Beijing is highly interested in strategic projects. China has been successfully operating its first
overseas military base in Djibouti, which it launched two years ago.244 Whereas the base would
reportedly be used for supporting the logistical needs of Chinese humanitarian missions, its
strategic location worries other countries, including the US in the Djibouti-based Camp
Lemonnier and France and Japan in the Djibouti-Ambouli International Airport.245
Another case is China’s involvement in Gwadar Port, Pakistan. Huang (2018) mentioned that
despite debates over the possibility of it becoming the next Djibouti, the Gwadar Port seems to
be designated to provide fuel support for Chinese forces instead of being a forward combat
station.246
China regularly sends its navy to escort civilian ships passing through the Indian Ocean to the
Gulf of Aden and Somalian waters. Although this mission has been ongoing since 2008 (before
the MSR was announced), on one occasion in March 2015 the Chinese navy shifted the status
of its escort mission to a combat-ready one.
When China ordered its warships to evacuate its citizens from Yemen, the mission was a
historic act since the establishment of the People’s Republic of China.247 As of December 2018,
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Xinhua reported that the Chinese navy has successfully escorted 6,595 ships and rescued more
than 60 Chinese and foreign ships involving more than 25,000 officers and soldiers.248
China carried out military exercises with various countries over the Indian Ocean several
times. The most remarkable one is perhaps the inaugural combined exercise between the
People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) and the European Union Naval Forces (EUNAVFOR) in
the Western Indian Ocean in October 2018.249 According to the source, both navies tested few
scenarios on counter-piracy operations during emergency time. The latest one was PLAN’s
participation in the AMAN Multilateral Biennial Exercise 2019 hosted by Pakistan, for which
China deployed one of its biggest warships—the Kunlun Shan amphibious landing vessel.250
The exercise was aimed at building a more common understanding in tackling non-traditional
maritime threats such as piracy, terrorism, drug trafficking, human smuggling, and the
potential impacts of climate change.251
Based on the aforementioned points, there is nothing worrisome in Beijing’s strategic
cooperation. Yet, one question remains unanswered: “Why does China prefer submarines 252
for such anti-piracy patrols?”

Beijing’s Economic Cooperation
Developments in the economic sector are also in Beijing’s focus. China initiates or is invited by
states bordering the Indian Ocean to invest. In March 2018, Xinhua reported that the Kenyan
top official was interested in the development of intra-African projects under the Belt and Road
schemes. One ongoing project is building road infrastructure and oil facilities connecting the
Indian Ocean town of Lamu in Kenya to Ethiopia and South Sudan.253 Myanmar was recently
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reported to have agreed to the development of a deep sea port by Chinese investors in
Kyaukpyu along the Bay of Bengal, but this project has been delayed for a few years.254
Not all projects are at the initial stage; some projects in the Indian Ocean countries have been
operational for a while. One success story is the Bagatelle mega dam in Mauritius built by China
International Water and Electric Corporation and launched in June 2018.255 The dam helps the
country in securing water supply during long-lasting dry seasons. Another good success story
is Africa’s longest suspension bridge in Mozambique, which was constructed by the China Road
and Bridge Corporation and finally opened in November 2018.256 The bridge would connect
the Maputo Bay of the Indian Ocean with the Catembe region, Mozambique.
Nevertheless, not all projects have been successes. The least successful Indian Ocean project, if
not failed, is the Humbantota Port in Sri Lanka. Before China settled for a 99-year lease in
December 2017, the port was losing $80 million every year.257

Beijing’s Scientific Cooperation
Last (but very crucial), Beijing’s emerging cooperation area within the Indian Ocean is science.
China highly respects knowledge and science and probably uses those to amplify its diplomatic
influences. As one example, in January 2018 China and Pakistan conducted the First Joint
Expedition to Makran Trench in the Northern Indian Ocean to observe the geological structure,
which would be used for disaster prevention.258 As another example, in June 2018 China
officially launched the new Fengyun-2H meteorological satellite to enhance the accuracy of
weather forecasting, since the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) requested filling the
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observation gap over the Indian Ocean.259 In other cases, China has also conducted capacity
building for medical personnel in Indian Ocean countries.

Indonesia’s Interests in the Indian Ocean
China’s presence in the Indian Ocean is met by various responses. The Indian Ocean lies at the
heart of Indonesia’s strategic consideration taking into account its geographical position. Four
out of seven main islands in Indonesia border the Indian Ocean—namely, Sumatra, Java, Bali,
and Nusa Tenggara. Historically, a lot of countries surrounding the Indian Ocean actually had
been Indonesia’s counterparts even before the Association of Southeast Asian Nation (ASEAN)
was established. One example was the 1954 Colombo Conference that included Burma
(Myanmar), Ceylon (Sri Lanka), India, Indonesia, and Pakistan, which resulted in a preliminary
proposal of having a full-fledged meeting between new independent countries.260 Responding
to the Colombo Conference, Indonesia then hosted the Asian-African Conference (AAC) in 1955
with 29 participating countries, including some Indian Ocean countries such as Yemen, India,
Ethiopia, Sri Lanka, Iran, Myanmar, Burma, and Pakistan.261 However, the AAC and its
sequential meeting were called as the Non-alignment Movement gradually dissolved following
national, regional, and international dynamics, although its program (called the South-South
Cooperation Framework) continues to bloom over the years.
Indonesia’s ambition of marching to the west apparently stopped during President Soeharto’s
era, who prioritized regional challenges instead. The last relevant thing he did was register
Indonesia into the First Ministerial Meeting of the Indian Ocean Rim Association for Regional
Cooperation (IOR-ARC) in Mauritius in March 1997.262 Years and years went by while
Indonesia did not publish any clear plan to further develop the forum, which was later known
as IORA. Finally, President Jokowi initiated the Global Maritime Fulcrum after he assumed
office in 2014. The doctrine, which was later announced at the 9th East Asia Summit, essentially
consisted of five main pillars: revitalizing Indonesian maritime culture, protecting marine
resources, advancing maritime connectivity, carrying maritime diplomacy, and building
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maritime power.263 A clear consequence of the adoption of this doctrine was Indonesia’s pivot
to the IORA specifically and the Indian Ocean in general. In the case of the former, Indonesia
took the IORA chair from 2015 to 2017 and recorded the following notable achievements: (1)
the Jakarta Concord of 2017 to commemorate the 20th anniversary of the organization, (2) the
IORA Action Plan for 2017 to 2021, and (3) the Historic IORA Leaders’ Summit in Jakarta.264
After Indonesia finished its leadership period, IORA continues to be seen as a strategic platform
for Indonesia to promote its maritime agenda. One of them was Jakarta’s initiative to explore
potential economic ties among IORA members by hosting the 2018 IORA High Level Panel on
Enhancing Maritime Cooperation for Inclusive Growth in the Indian Ocean.
Another diplomatic narrative that has been served by Indonesia to the Indian Ocean table is
for ASEAN to have its Indo-Pacific Concept. As explained by the Indonesian Foreign Minister
Retno Marsudi during the 8th Ministerial Meeting of East Asia Summit,265 Indonesia’s IndoPacific concept consists of five principles: open, inclusive, respect to international law,
transparent, and cooperative. There are three areas of cooperation: maritime, sustainable
development, and connectivity. The concept does not offer much new; instead, it emphasizes
two existing ASEAN tenets: rejection of any new mechanism and advancement of the East Asian
Summit. ASEAN centrality lies at the heart of the concept. In addition to that, President Joko
Widodo during the 13th East Asia Summit also emphasized that “the Indian Ocean” and “the
Pacific Ocean” must be seen as a single geostrategic theater while firmly believing that the
concept would be mutually beneficial.266
One interesting fact about Indonesia’s Indo-Pacific concept is that although it has appeared in
the five-year strategic plan of Indonesia’s Foreign Ministry (2015–2019), it took until 2018 for
Indonesia Foreign Minister’s Annual Statement to mentioned “Indo-Pacific” for the first time.
To circulate and further develop this concept, President Joko Widodo enthusiastically paid a
diplomatic tour to five South Asian countries—Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and
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Afghanistan—in January 2018.267 Widodo held the first Indonesia-Africa Forum in April 2018,
briefly explained the concept at the fifth Our Ocean Conference in October 2018, and organized
some ASEAN Official Meetings on the ASEAN Indo-Pacific in March and September 2018.268
Indonesia also takes into account its previous relevant experiences in calculating its interests
over the Indian Ocean. The first one is protecting its citizens against kidnapping at sea. In 2016,
four Indonesian crews were finally released after being held hostage for four years by Somalian
pirates.269 In 2011, the cargo ship MV Sinar Kudus was rescued by the Indonesian Navy within
Somalia’s sovereign territory.270
Indonesia also takes seriously the problem of illegal, unregulated, and unreported fishing
surrounding the Indian Ocean. During the 21st session of the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission
in Yogyakarta two years ago, Indonesian Minister of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs Susi
Pudjiastuti criticized the unfair practices of tuna fishing in the Indian Ocean based on a shady
quote system.271 Earlier in 2015, Indonesia also once caught a Chinese flag vessel planning to
fish in the Indonesian part of the Indian Ocean without legitimate permission.272
Indonesia is also interested in cooperating during natural disasters. The aftermath of the 2004
tsunami in the Indian Ocean was extremely frustrating for almost all countries surrounding the
water. Indonesia was not the only country to experience this trauma, particularly after being
struck by three large-scale disasters last year—namely the Lombok earthquake, Liquefaction
in Palu, and a tsunami in the Sunda Strait. So, any positive activity on natural disaster
preparedness in the Indian Ocean is welcomed by Indonesia. To conclude, Indonesia’s three
strategic interests in the Indian Ocean are as follows:
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Boost Indonesia’s international diplomatic standing; in particular, seek acceptance and
support for its Indo-Pacific concept.



Enhance economic cooperation among Indian Ocean countries or go beyond its
traditional market to bid to African and South Asian countries.



Strengthen maritime security and safety as well as maintain stability and vigilance on
potential natural disasters in the Indian Ocean.

Rules of the Regional Game and Potential Challenges
As one of the firm custodians of regional security and stability, Indonesia has the obligation of
ensuring that existing written and unwritten rules of the regional game are always respected.
A prime example is keeping ASEAN in the central position (commonly understood as ASEAN
centrality). Although the Indian Ocean is much wider than ASEAN’s diplomatic scope,
Indonesia is highly driven to make ASEAN more relevant in dealing with issues across that
ocean. Indonesia would want China to encourage ASEAN to be present, or at least refer to it as
a potential role model for cooperative activities in the Indian Ocean. Second, principles as
outlined by ASEAN’s Treaty of Amity and Cooperation (TAC) 1976 must be constantly adhered
to, since China acceded to the treaty in 2003. Therefore, as long as China still shows its
commitment to promote (or at least consider) the principles in dealing with Indian Ocean
affairs, Indonesia would stand for Beijing’s presence there. Third, ensuring China still
consciously follows the 1995 Southeast Asian Nuclear-Weapon-Free-Zone (SEANWFZ) in the
Indian Ocean. Indonesia might be against China should Beijing raise nuclear tensions over that
region.
However, to carry its custodial missions, Indonesia needs to face two incremental issues. One
of them is accelerating the attainment of its Navy Middle Fleet. This is necessary to reduce the
overwhelming burden of its Western Fleet, which currently covers a wide-ranging group of
regions including the South China Sea, the Malacca Straits, South Java, and the Indian Ocean.
Yet, it is not as simple as turning palms. The main obstacle actually lies with budget allocation
for the Navy as a whole. Second, Indonesia just had an election this year. Although (based on
current results) President Joko Widodo is to be reelected, we might see some changes in his
policies, including those on China and Indonesia’s Indo-Pacific concept.
To conclude, in general Indonesia sees China’s commercial and military presence in the Indian
Ocean as a positive development. The country is optimistic to the extent that China might help
them strengthen maritime security and safety, as well as maintain stability and vigilance on
potential natural disasters in the Indian Ocean. In the end, Indonesia hopes that China will still
calculate its presence in that ocean logically and therefore will not turn the ocean into a proxy
venue between itself and other great powers.
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Japan: How Does Japan View China’s
Commercial and Military Presence in the
Indian Ocean Region? US-Japan-India Security
Cooperation is Key
Author: Dr. Satoru Nagao, Visiting Fellow, Hudson Institute
Key Points:


As a result of China’s expanding influence in the Indian Ocean region (IOR) and the
changing US-China balance of power, US allies and friendly countries now require a
new security system, and US-Japan-India security cooperation will be key.



If cooperation between the United States, Japan, and India is achieved, how can this
contribute to maintaining the military balance against China? First, if India has
capabilities in the Indian Ocean, the US and Japan will be freed from the heavy burden
of safeguarding the ocean.



Second, the linkage between the Indo-China border area and the East China Sea could
contribute to maintaining the military balance, since China would need to deal with
both at the same time and divide its budget accordingly.



Third, the linkage between the Indian Ocean region and the South China Sea could
contribute to maintaining the military balance

In September 2018, the US and India held 2+2 dialogues at the foreign-minister and defenseminister level, and Japan and India plan to hold the same type of dialogues in 2019.
Furthermore, the US and India have signed agreements on communication, logistics, and the
sharing of sensitive information, while Japan and India already have an agreement to share
sensitive information and are negotiating a logistical agreement.273 The agreements will enable
US-Japan-India to gain access to each other’s bases and carry out joint operations, and they will
also make equipment sharing easier. Security cooperation between the US, Japan, and India has
reached a new level.
Why have the three sought such cooperation? Their relations have grown closer since the
2000s, when the perception that China posed a threat began to grow. Thus, China is certainly
a decisive factor in increasing US-Japan-India security cooperation. How does Japan view
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China’s activities, especially in the Indian Ocean? This article will analyze three questions: (1)
What has China done? (2) Why has China done this? (3) How should US-Japan-India address
China’s behavior?

What has China done?
Indian Ocean
Since the 2000s, China has been expanding its commercial and military activities in the Indian
Ocean. Beijing is investing in developing ports such as Gwadar in Pakistan, Hambantota in Sri
Lanka, Chittagong in Bangladesh, and Kyaukpyu in Myanmar in the Indian Ocean. Because of
the sheer size of China’s investments and the 6–8 percent interest rates it charges on loans,
these countries now have enormous debts (the World Bank and Asia Development Bank, in
contrast, charge 0.25–3 percent).274 With Hambantota, Sri Lanka was unable to repay its loan.
It thus became a victim of China’s “debt diplomacy,” and in December 2017, it handed over the
port to China as part of a 99-year lease agreement.275
Many countries now face a similar situation.276 The Sri Lankan example is troubling because if
the Chinese navy uses civil-purpose ports as naval supply bases, China could overcome its
weakness: its lack of a naval port in the region.
China expanded military activities in the Indian Ocean after 2009, when China joined antipiracy measures off the coast of Somalia. Chinese submarines have patrolled since 2012, and
the Chinese surface fleet has called at ports in all the countries around India, including
Pakistan, the Maldives, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and Myanmar. According to Sunil Lanba, India’s
chief of naval staff, six to eight Chinese navy ships have regularly deployed in the Indian
Ocean.277
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In addition, China also exports submarines to countries around India. Bangladesh received two
in 2016, and Pakistan decided to import eight Chinese submarines for its navy. Islamabad’s
willingness to possess nuclear submarines must not be overlooked. Because it lacks the
technology, there is a reasonable possibility that China will support such “indigenous” nuclear
submarines to counter India.
The activities of these submarines indicate that they could potentially attack India’s nuclear
ballistic missile submarines, aircraft carriers, and sea lines of communication (SLOCs). This
means that these submarines will, to a great extent, regulate India’s activities. At the same time,
the Chinese submarines are a threat to Japan’s SLOCs in the Indian Ocean (Figure 1).
Figure 15. China’s activities in the Indian Ocean

Source: Author

Indo-China Border Area
When we talk about the IOR, we cannot ignore the situation in the Indo-China border area,
where the military balance is changing because of the Chinese military’s rapid infrastructure
modernization. China’s armed forces can reach the border area within two days, whereas India
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needs over seven days because of insufficient roads on the Indian side.278 This could place India
in a dangerous situation, facing Chinese forces in the border area that are more than three
times larger than its own.279
Not only is China rapidly modernizing its military, it has also been expanding its military
activities. In 2011, India recorded 213 incursions in the Indo-China border area, but in the
following years, the numbers were larger: 426 in 2012, 411 in 2013, 460 in 2014, 360 in 2015,
273 in 2016, and 426 in 2017.
In addition, China is deploying troops in Pakistan-occupied Kashmir as well as a part of the
China-Pakistan economic corridor, which is a core project of the One Belt, One Road initiative
(or Belt and Road Initiative). Beijing is also developing infrastructure projects to connect to
Nepal, and it has entered the Doklam heights, an area claimed by both China and Bhutan. The
main purpose of the incursion was to build a new road to deploy more forces. Finally, this
incursion into Doklam increased tensions between India and China from June to August 2017.
These activities show that China is expanding its influence in the Indian Ocean region, on land
and at sea.

Why has China done this?
Why has China recently become more assertive in the Indian Ocean? Beijing is concerned about
its total dependence on SLOCs from the Middle East to China through the Strait of Malacca, a
situation it refers to as the “Malacca dilemma.” As part of the Belt and Road Initiative, it has
attempted to find alternative routes: the Middle East-Pakistan-China route, and the Middle
East-Myanmar-China route through the Indian Ocean.
Although the Malacca dilemma explains the motive behind China’s expansion in the Indian
Ocean, it does not explain how Beijing plans to achieve this goal. According to Japan’s Ministry
of Defense, history is the guide.280 For example, when France withdrew from Vietnam in the
1950s, China occupied half of the Paracel Islands, and in 1974, immediately after the US
withdrew from the region, it occupied the other half. In 1988, after the Soviet withdrawal from
278
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Vietnam, China attacked the Spratly Islands, which were controlled by Vietnam. Similarly, after
the US withdrawal from the Philippines, China occupied Mischief Reef, claimed by both the
Philippines and Vietnam. These incidents indicate that the motive behind China’s maritime
expansion has been based on military balance.

How should US-Japan-India address China’s behavior?
How should China’s assertiveness be addressed? If their activities are based on military
balance, a need exists for us to maintain a military balance with China. This requires a new
security system.
For many years, the “hub and spoke system” has maintained order in the Indo-Pacific (Figure
2). This system is heavily dependent on US military power. For example, both Japan and
Australia are US allies, but the two do not have close security relations under this system.

Figure 16. Old and new security system

Source: Satoru Nagao, “The Japan‐India‐Australia ‘Alliance’ as Key Agreement in the Indo‐Pacific,” ISPSW
Strategy Series: Focus on Defense and International Security, no. 375 (September 2015),
https://www.files.ethz.ch/isn/193713/375_Nagao.pdf.
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However, a salient feature of the current security situation is the changing US-China military
balance. For example, from 2000–2017, the United States commissioned 15 new submarines,
while China commissioned at least 44. US allies and friendly countries need to fill the power
vacuum to maintain the military balance. Doing so requires a new security framework: a
network of US allies and like-minded countries. Creating this network would include not only
US-led cooperation, but also cooperation led by combinations of countries that do not include
the US, such as Japan-India-Australia, Japan-India-Vietnam, India-Australia-Indonesia, and
India-Australia-France. US-Japan-India cooperation will be key.
If cooperation between the United States, Japan, and India is achieved, how can this contribute
to maintaining the military balance against China? First, if India has capabilities in the Indian
Ocean, the US and Japan would be freed from the heavy burden of safeguarding the ocean. This
would allow them to maintain the military balance by deploying more military forces on the
Pacific side, such as the East China Sea and the South China Sea. India has an active presence in
the Indian Ocean (Figure 3), and thus the United States and Japan have supported New Delhi’s
role as provider of security there. For example, since the Indian navy lacks anti-submarine
capabilities, the US and Japan have shared their know-how in this field. In a joint statement
issued in September 2017, Japan and India “noted the ongoing close cooperation between the
Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force (JMSDF) and the Indian navy in various specialized areas of
mutual interest, including anti-submarine aspects.”281
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Figure 17. India’s Indian Ocean activities

Source: Author

Furthermore, US-Japan-India cooperation would also be useful in developing infrastructure in
countries around India. With Hambantota Port, Sri Lanka had no alternative to a “debt
diplomacy” offered by China; the threat of sanctions and war crimes charges in the wake of Sri
Lanka’s civil war meant that China was the only country willing to provide it with massive
investment. Beijing created huge debt for Sri Lanka. This enabled Beijing to negotiate the 99year lease of Hambantota Port. The United States, Japan, and India should offer an alternative.
For example, Bangladesh has already chosen Japan’s Matarbari Port project instead of China’s
Sonadia project (Figure 4), and thus it is possible that Japan and India can use similar projects.
Currently, Japan and India are seeking to build the Trincomalee Port in Sri Lanka. If China starts
to use the Hambantota Port as a naval supply base, the US, Japan, and India can use
Trincomalee, which is more suitable as a naval port. It is possible that the Chabahar Port project
in Iran could challenge the importance of China’s Gwadar Port in Pakistan, since Central Asian
countries could use both the Chinese route and the Japan-India route to export their natural
resources and would not need to depend on one route. The Asia-Africa Growth Corridor
(AAGC) or other Japan-India joint infrastructure projects in Africa will affect China’s growing
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influence on the continent. Since the United States and India are also cooperating in training
African troops for United Nations (UN) peacekeeping operations, US-Japan-India cooperation
will be useful in this region.

Figure 18. Japan-India infrastructure cooperation against China

Source: Author

Second, the linkage between the Indo-China border area and the East China Sea could
contribute to maintaining the military balance. For example, if India cooperates with the United
States and Japan, it will not need to face all of China’s fighter jets at once because Beijing is
likely to keep some of the jets in their eastern side for use against the United States and Japan
and vice versa. If the United States, Japan, and India cooperate, Washington and Tokyo can use
their knowledge of high-end military infrastructure development to support India’s efforts to
modernize its defense in the Indo-China border area.
Indeed, the US has already supplied equipment to 17 Corps of Indian Army (airmobile Corp)
and its airmobile capability of the Indian Air Force. The Corps takes responsibility for offensive
operations against the Tibet region. Thus, the United States has exported the C-17 heavy
transport plane, C-130 transport plane, CH-47 heavy lift helicopter, M777 airlift ultralight
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howitzer, and AH-64 high-altitude attack helicopter to India. Since 2014, Japan has also
invested in India’s strategic road project in the Northeast region of the country. By using this
road, the Indian army can deploy more forces and supplies to the border area.
Third, linkage between the IOR and the South China Sea could contribute to maintaining the
military balance, since China would need to deal with both at the same time and divide its
budget accordingly. The Southeast Asian countries around the South China Sea need to
strengthen their military power, but they also need trustworthy partners to provide them with
military support. The US, Japan, and India can also collaborate to support these countries.
Currently, the three are supporting Southeast Asian countries separately. Washington is the
main donor of defense equipment and training, while Tokyo has been the primary supplier of
anti-piracy systems, disaster management equipment, and infrastructure. India is providing
training for fighter jet pilots and ground crew as well as maintenance and training of submarine
crews in Vietnam, Malaysia, and Indonesia. In addition, Singapore is using training grounds in
India. The United States, Japan, and India should collaborate to support these countries more
effectively. For example, China’s submarines venture into the Indian Ocean from Hainan Island
in China though the South China Sea and the Strait of Malacca, meaning anti-submarine
infrastructure is useful for tracking China’s submarine activities. The US, Japan, and India, along
with coastal countries including Vietnam, Malaysia, Singapore, and Indonesia, should
collaborate to deploy sensors and set up a communications network from the South China Sea
to the Indian Ocean.
As noted, Japan has invested in India’s strategic road project in the northeast region of India
since 2014. If road connections were made to increase India-Southeast Asia trade, this might
mitigate China’s influence in Southeast Asia. Although China has contested claims by Southeast
Asian countries in the South China Sea, some of these countries cannot press their claims
against China because their economy depends too much on trade with Beijing. Thus, road
connections between India and Southeast Asia might enable them to press their claims more
strongly. Japan is building an east-west economic corridor from Vietnam to Myanmar, and this
road network connects with road projects in northeastern India. The main goal of the corridor
is to increase India-Southeast Asia trade. In September 2017, a joint Japanese-Indian statement
noted that “the two Prime Ministers welcomed the Japan-India cooperation on development of
India’s North Eastern Region (NER) as a concrete symbol of developing synergies between
India’s Act East policy and Japan’s Free and Open Indo Pacific Strategy.”282
The Japan-India Dialogue on ASEAN was launched in March 2017. Through such dialogue,
Japan and India, along with the US, can share information, better identify the needs of these
Southeast Asian countries, and decide how to cooperate to support them.
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Conclusion
Today, increased security cooperation between the United States, Japan, and India is
increasingly making more sense as a result of China’s expanding influence in the Indian Ocean
region and the changing US-China balance of power. US allies and friendly countries now
require a new security system, and US-Japan-India security cooperation will be key. This is the
Japanese view of China’s commercial and military presence in the Indian Ocean region, and it
is the correct response to that presence. Now is the time to promote this cooperation.
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Malaysia:New Geopolitics of the Indo-Pacific
Region
Author: Sumathy Permal, Head of Center for Straits of Malacca,
Maritime Institute of Malaysia
Summary
The concept of Indo-Pacific (IP) has been adopted in some form or another in the official
strategic planning of the United States, Australia, Japan, India, and countries across the Indian
and Pacific Oceans, such as Indonesia and Vietnam. In fact, references in official and scholarly
documents now stress this concept more than that of the Asia Pacific. It has become a new
geopolitical construct that requires deliberation in terms of its impact on security, military, and
economic cooperation among countries straddling the Indian and Pacific Oceans. The concept
of the IP varies in its framework and aims and in the interpretation by different countries.
Nevertheless, it is clear that the United States, Japan, Australia, and perhaps India have
developed their own IP policies in their mid- to long-term strategic plans. Though Malaysia is
situated strategically in the Indo Pacific, there is no clear understanding of what the IndoPacific means to the region, in particular to ASEAN member states. From the Southeast Asian
point of view too, there is some uncertainty as to whether its countries may have to formulate
a policy on the Indo-Pacific or maintain their silence. This paper discusses the approaches to
the Indo-Pacific concept from different maritime powers and provides perspectives on issues
in relation to its geostrategic and military constructs.

Introduction
Generally, the Indo-Pacific is referred to as the “maritime space covering the Indian Ocean,
Southeast Asia, and the Western Pacific,” although there are no actual boundaries that define
it. There are an estimated 45 countries within the geographical range covering the Indo-Pacific,
including Asia.283 James Ferguson, in one of the earliest writings on contemporary strategic
studies, describes the Indo-Pacific as “shorthand for the wider region of the Asia-Pacific area
plus South Asia and the Indian Ocean region: hence Indo + Pacific.”284 The term is increasingly
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used in the global strategic and geopolitical discourse as an emerging concept in international
relations in referring to the maritime space comprising the Indian Ocean and the Western
Pacific. Scholars suggest that the Indo-Pacific is an emerging Asian strategic system defined in
part by the geographically expanding interests and reach of China and India, and the continued
strategic role and presence of the United States in both areas.285
Major actors in the region include India, China, the US, Australia, Japan, and combined
Southeast Asia. The global economic power shift from West to East (with the rise of newly
industrialized countries in the 1980s and 1990s), coupled with increasing trade, investment,
and production in the area spanning the Indian and Pacific Ocean regions, has increasingly
defined the concept. For instance, China’s economy is set to be the world’s largest by 2030,286
contributing to almost 20 percent of its GDP, while India and Indonesia are expected to rank
second and fourth, respectively.287 By 2025, the region as a whole will account for almost half
the world’s output.288 The combined economic, social, and political strength of the countries in
Asia has increasingly focused the attention of Western powers to the region. Asia being the
second fastest growing region in the world289 and the emergence of India as a new military
power in South Asia add new dimensions to the concept of the Indo-Pacific.
The Lowy Institute Asia Power Index suggests that the US is the dominant power on overall
power measures that include economic resources, military capability, resilience, defence
network, and cultural aspects.290 However, China emerged at the top of the list on economic
relations as well as in future trends. India featured in the top three in future trends, indicating
that overall power in Asia is showing a mix, with Japan ranking among the top three for
economic resources, diplomatic influence, and economic relationships. A simple assessment
points out that influencing and shaping geopolitics in the future will not be the monopoly of
the dominant US but will also be influenced by other rising powers, such as China, India,
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Australia, and Russia. This is the new balance in the combined Asia and Pacific that has shaped
into the Indo-Pacific.

Indo-Pacific Strategy
Recent discourses and studies have generated various official perspectives on the Indo-Pacific
and the need to address the shift of balance from the Asia-Pacific to the Indo-Pacific, as
reflected in the positions of the following countries:

The United States
The United States views the Indo-Pacific as a unified strategic theater in its US National
Security Strategy, emphasizing the importance of the area spanning the western coast of India
to the Pacific, to it. The strategic documents make specific reference to risks to sovereignty
from China’s dominance of many countries in the Indo-Pacific and to the fact that the US may
need to sustain her presence to uphold the regional order.291 As a superpower, the US has
maintained a strong presence in the Indian Ocean and in the Pacific. Then US secretary of state
Hillary Clinton stated, in October 2010, that the Indo-Pacific described a newly emerged and
integrated theatre and that the US was “expanding our work with the Indian navy in the Pacific
because we understand how important the Indo-Pacific basin is to global trade and
commerce.”292 This is an explicit and significant reflection of the growing strategic convergence
between the two countries with respect to the region.
More recently, in November 2017, the QUAD (Quadrilateral Security Dialogue, a consultative
meeting by Australia, India, Japan and the US) convened to discuss security issues, which sent
a heavily military signal in view of China’s emergence as a formidable challenge to the geostrategic balance in Asia and the Pacific. This was followed by the US Navy changing its Pacific
Command into the Indo-Pacific Command, aimed at enhancing partnerships, presence, and
readiness in the region and expanding the command area or operability spans globally and an
increased commitment293 in Asia. The US acknowledges that the Indo-Pacific is its priority
strategic theatre, reaffirming its natural presence as a resident power of this region.294
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Japan
The Japanese view on the Indo-Pacific was provided by Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe
in his speech in India in August 2007. He coined the phrase “Confluence of the Two Seas,”
advocating an idea that Japan and India, as like-minded maritime democracies, should promote
freedom and prosperity in the “broader Asia” under a “strategic global partnership” between
the two states. Japan adopted the Free and Open Indo-Pacific Strategy (FOIP) in its New Foreign
Policy Strategy in 2016 with the aim of broadening strategic collaboration with India, Africa,
Australia, the US, Europe, and ASEAN.295 In short, the strategy represents Japan’s efforts
towards peace and prosperity in a joint manner as well as based on principles of international
cooperation. A point of focus in Japan’s FOIP in the overarching policy guide is to promote and
work towards developing a free and open maritime order that is guided by the principles of
the rule of law.

Australia
The Australian government’s white paper for 2012 describes Australia in the Asian Century
and recognizes the Indian Ocean as surpassing the Atlantic and the Pacific as “the world's
busiest and most strategically significant trade corridor.” Since then, Australia has underlined
the Indo-Pacific in its long-term foreign policy, paying particular attention to security
prosperity, international law, and open markets for advancing Australia’s national interests.296
To showcase greater commitment to the IP region, Australia has embarked on enhancing its
defence forces to protect her strategic interests there. Despite the increasing importance of the
IP on the economic and political spheres of countries in and outside the region, Australia
nevertheless believes that ASEAN and SEA should be at the heart of any IP strategy.

India
India’s then prime minister Manmohan Singh was quoted as introducing a new term, “IndoPacific,” in political practices and used this term in his speech at the India-ASEAN Delhi summit
in 2012. The term widens the scope of the Asia-Pacific region and underlines India’s growing
interests in the region. At that time, India’s IP policy was made with much reference to India
and Australia’s greater growth in the relationship. This was based on the idea that the “IndiaAustralia relationship is anchored in shared values as liberal democracies, converging interests
and shared opportunities in the Asian Century.” The bilateral strategic partnership is given
effect through rapidly expanding trade and investment ties and a common interest in a stable
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and outward-looking Indian-Pacific region. However, changing strategic environments and
developments prompted India to step up deeper engagement with ASEAN, Africa, and China.
The 2018 India’s IP strategy expanded in scope to a Free, Open and Inclusive Indo-Pacific
(FOIIP) aimed at assuring that the IP strategy is not targeted towards containing China but is
inclusive of China.297 At the same time, India’s IP strategy also pronounced India’s vision of
becoming a leader in the combined region.

European Union
For the European Union, the rising Indo-Pacific Region is significant as it facilitates trade
movements between East Asia via the Indian Ocean to Europe. The EU’s interest in the IndoPacific is primarily aimed at securing and protecting its maritime trade routes; however,
political and geostrategic considerations do underlie its normative power position. To this end,
the EU seeks to enhance its partnerships with Asia especially in security aspects as well as
being more forthcoming on defence matters to underlie its commitment in the IP region.298 For
example, a speech by the French minister of armed forces made significant reference to an
aircraft carrier group that was deployed in the Bay of Bengal and Singapore as a show of French
power in the IP and South China Sea regions.299

China
China generally views Indo-Pacific maneuverings as a new way for the US and its allies to
contain China’s influence as a global power. China’s stand is that the US just wants to dominate
in order to counter China’s increasing role in the Asia-Pacific with the Indo-Pacific being used
as a geostrategic platform to encircle China. Chinese scholars on the other hand, suggest that
the Indo-Pacific is a strategic national interest of the US to jointly address with allies such as
Australia and Japan the “imaginary” threat imposed by China in Asia and Pacific. Thus far, China
has disregarded the Indo-Pacific and instead has been promoting its regional cooperation
development policy to “counter” Indo-Pacific moves.300 Notwithstanding that, China has been
quietly indicating that ASEAN and traditional US allies Australia and Japan should not take
sides in US efforts to contain China’s rise.301 Domestically, President Xi has prepared the
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Chinese for a new “Long March” in dealing with the US particularly on economic and trade
matters.

Indo-Pacific Region: Promoting Centrality in Southeast Asia
Southeast Asian countries are divided and unclear on the IP concept although debate on it has
been going on since the last decade. Currently, the IP policy and strategy is at the conceptual
level in Southeast Asia and has not been adopted into foreign policy guidelines with the
exception of Indonesia. As such, this paper argues that Southeast Asia is divided and grappling
with the vague concept of the IP and whether or not it will negatively impact the security
architecture in the region. Among the major issues are the following:

Quadrilateral Security Dialogue
Revival of the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue is a consultative meeting by Australia, India,
Japan, and the United States since 2007. QUAD has been dormant for several years but gained
attention when it convened a meeting in November 2017 during the ASEAN Summit in Manila.
The four members of QUAD discussed security cooperation as well as matters of common
desire among them, including rule of order and a free and open Indo-Pacific region. In April
2018, QUAD Security Plus members met and discussed, among others, the growing influence
of China in the IP region. Significantly, QUAD’s revival symbolizes the common maritime
concerns among its partners against China, centering on the tension in the South China Sea and
the East China Sea. In this aspect, ASEAN countries are making efforts to de-militarize the IP
framework associated with the strong perception that QUAD was convened to contain or
manage the rise of China. This is against the spirit of ASEAN’s core values of maintaining peace
and stability by avoiding taking sides among external powers.

South China Sea
The South China Sea is a region of growing strategic interest for many countries in the world,
including the US, India, Japan, and Australia. The maritime strategic environment in the sea
seems to revolve around US-China relations. In particular, the issues of Freedom of Navigation
Operations by the US Navy in the South China Sea as well as combined military exercises with
Japan, the Philippines, and other countries have generated much strategic mistrust. Generally,
China’s claims in the SCS remain a strategic threat for other claimants as she maintains that
“China always remains vigilant on the military activities of the related countries in the South
China Sea, and those activities are under effective surveillance of China,” and that “the Chinese
military will resolutely safeguard national sovereignty and security.” This strong position
reinforces China’s interests in enforcing her territorial claims and interests in the SCS. The
consequences of China’s advancement of building islets and its antiship and surface-to-air
missiles are yet to be tested, the actual potential of such advancements is so far unknown, but
it would be better not to test those capabilities.
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China’s assertive actions and the responses from other claimants in the SCS have created
instability in the region, and territorial disputes in the SCS have become a long-term threat to
peace in Asia. Some SEA countries have invited the US to play a bigger role to act as a balance
to Chinese power projection in the region. The combined interests of the major powers like the
US, “interested” powers like Japan and India, and middle powers like Australia and Indonesia
suggest that the Indo-Pacific concept could be a balance to great power hegemony in the Asian
region. However, in SCS geopolitics, the confluence of interests of many powers complicates
issues due to the fact that China is the dominant factor that has not subscribed to the IndoPacific concept.

Military developments
Military developments in the region—in particular, the sharp rise in China’s military
expenditure, deployment of a range of military hardware, antiship and surface-to-air missiles,
and electronic jammers in the area, as well as the building of islets and conversion of maritime
features into hardened military facilities in South China Sea—are worrying trends. This
militarization complicates matters relating to the management of SCS issues by China and
ASEAN as they impinge on the sensitivities of the concerned countries. In this light, opposing
powers that operate in the SCS deem it important to actively monitor Chinese plans and
activities and to counter her movements to avoid unwanted scenarios.

China factor
The China factor seems to be a key determinant in the strategic direction of the IP concept.
China’s influence on economic, cultural, political, and security planning, as well its firm position
in the SCS, has changed the entire game in this region. China’s Belt and Road Initiative is aimed
at implementing Chinese idea of building a community of shared futures in the region. The BRI
is China’s development strategy in partnership with other countries through funding and
investment on maritime and road infrastructure. It is known as China’s aspirations towards
embracing globalization and to generate new growth opportunities for the global economy.
Since 2013, Chinese banks have loaned more than USD 64 billion for nearly 2,600 BRI projects
especially in transportation infrastructure and resources.302 The latest BRI Forum hosted by
Chinese president Xi Jinping and attended by 36 countries including Malaysia signifies
endorsement of Chinese’s ambitions to lead the economic agenda around the world.303
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Existing order
From the strategic point of view, the Indo-Pacific may complicate the existing order since it
encompasses the interests of China and India and the continued strategic presence of the
United States in Asia. The IP/FOIP is seen as a framework in response to China’s rise not only
in SCS matters but also in Asia. Should ASEAN countries subscribe to the Indo-Pacific vision,
their policies may appear more aligned towards the “strategic partnership” of the United
States, India, and other middle powers to balance the rise of China in Asia. Being small nation
states in the large power play theater, ASEAN cannot afford to adopt the concept at least until
individual countries are assured that the converging and expanding interests of major powers
will not destabilize the region. As it stands, this is too far a reach for smaller nations. South
China Sea issues are best resolved through consultation by the parties concerned—mainly
China and the claimant countries with the support of ASEAN.

ASEAN
ASEAN Centrality. Countries in Southeast Asia are expected to grow rapidly and make solid
contributions to regional growth. By 2050, ASEAN will have the fourth largest economy in the
world. Southeast Asia’s cumulative economic, political, and demographic weight is growing;
hence it will have to maintain centrality even within the changing security environment.
However, the IP concept is seen as diluting the centrality that ASEAN has been promoting
whilst advancing the interests of Australia, Japan, India, and the US.

Strategic competition
Strategic competition between the US and China has further complicated new strategy and
policy guidance on Indo-Pacific issues among the concerned countries. As suggested in The
Indian Ocean: A Future of Uncertainty (Looking out to 2020)304 the interrelations of great power
and possible rivalry between the three major powers of India, China, and the US will continue
to evolve in complexity, heightened by the possible rise of India and China and a perceived
decline of US power in the region. Many countries in the Indian and Pacific Ocean regions
including the US, Japan, Australia, and India have in some way integrated the concept of the
Indo-Pacific into their official strategic planning. Statements from official documents and
scholars show a move away from reference to the Asia Pacific to the Indo-Pacific. The positions
of the US and China have complicated efforts by many Southeast Asian countries to define and
develop strategic and security directions based on the new changing situation. ASEAN member
countries are debating on the Indo-Pacific and, thus far, Indonesia has been a strong proponent
of the concept and has urged the group to take a lead on it. However, other member countries
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including Malaysia are taking a cautious approach towards endorsing such a strategically
driven framework based on underlying contestations and competition in the maritime areas.

Advantages of the Indo-Pacific
Many countries across the Indian and Pacific oceans including the US, Japan, Australia, and
India have adopted in some way the concept of the Indo-Pacific into their official strategic
planning. Statements from official documents and scholars are moving away from references
of Asia Pacific to that of the Indo Pacific. Long standing cooperation on security, governance,
infrastructure and economic between the countries and ASEAN either bilaterally or
multilaterally are expanded within the IP framework. In this regard, it is timely that ASEAN
member states draw a roadmap and joint vision as to how they will address the new concept.
Although this paper argues that the IP framework is mainly driven by strategic and military
alliances, it also suggests that an IP strategy requires careful attention from Southeast Asian
countries based on the following reasons:
1. Southeast Asia is located strategically at the crossroads of the Indian Ocean and the
South China Sea, and its history has been shaped as much by the influence of great
civilizations as the impact of great powers. Historically, the trade, politics, and culture
of Southeast Asia were defined or driven by maritime connections across the Indian
Ocean arena, rather than the Asia-Pacific.305 The sea routes flowing from the mouth of
the Red River (Hanoi) through the Malacca Straits to Sri Lanka and India and the
Persian Gulf, the Red Sea, and the Mediterranean facilitated trading systems between
the Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia since the ancient times. Srivijaya was a maritime
empire, which controlled two key narrows on the Indian Ocean trade routes—i.e., the
Straits of Malacca and the Sunda Straits. In recent history, this commercial importance
has continued for the maritime superpowers concerned with this region. This common
interest and its geographic location around the Indian Ocean and Pacific Ocean play a
dominant role in the contemporary balance of international relations. Being located in
the center of the gravity, Southeast Asian countries will need to adapt and shape trends.
2. ASEAN’s role in shaping the geo-strategic competition raises a dilemma in regard to
maintaining the balance of power. Currently ASEAN faces several challenges that have
tested its solidarity and the way it deals with a number of unresolved bilateral
problems among them as well as the multilateral disputes in the South China Sea.
Nevertheless, ASEAN has gained considerable acceptance as a regional grouping with
major world powers recognizing its role on many regional and global issues. The US
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appointed an ambassador to ASEAN in March 2011, followed by China in 2012.
Currently there are 70 non-ASEAN member state ambassadors to ASEAN, including
India and Japan. ASEAN has succeeded in persuading its top trading partners such as
China, US, Japan, India, Australia, and New Zealand to start negotiations on the Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) to create the world’s largest trading bloc
comprising more than 3 billion people and with a combined GDP of US$ 15 trillion.
Besides, ASEAN partners have established the ASEAN Free Trade Area with China,
Japan, Korea, and India, as well as Australia and New Zealand. In this regard, ASEAN
member states are not ready to bandwagon with any newly formed alliances and have
attempted to express concerns on the IP strategy that is seen as competing against
China’s Belt and Road Initiatives.
3. ASEAN became a security community in 2015, having a rules-based community of
shared values and norms; a cohesive, peaceful, stable and resilient region with shared
responsibility for comprehensive security; and a dynamic and outward-looking region
in an increasingly integrated and interdependent world. ASEAN strengths are its
collective diplomatic voice and position as a convening and organizing power of
numerous regional initiatives in the maritime sphere such as the ASEAN Regional
Forum, the ASEAN Defense Ministers’ Meeting Plus, and the ASEAN Maritime Forum
for which ASEAN invited non-members to be part of the process. The ADMM Plus is a
forum with partners such as the US, Russia, India, China, the Republic of Korea, Japan,
New Zealand, and Australia aimed at strengthening cooperation and ensuring regional
security and stability including those of IP Framework.
4. Opportunities beyond security. There are many pillars to the IP strategy such as
economic, security, and governance. For example, in July 2018, US secretary of state
Pompeo announced US$ 113 million for infrastructure, energy, and digital
connectivity-related initiatives. In addition, the US created the US Overseas Private
Investment Corporation (OPIC) to help fund infrastructure-related projects in
developing countries in the IP. 306 Nevertheless, it is uncertain how these funds could
be tapped into or what exactly is the framework for its implementation in coordination
with Australia, India, and Japan. Separately, Japan’s Free and Open Indo-Pacific strategy
outlines commitments to support the region’s prosperity by pursuing economic
assistance and improving connectivity through infrastructure projects focusing on
ports and railways. The FOIP also provides emphasis on investments and improving
business environments in Africa, SEA, the Bay of Bengal, and West Asia.
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Strategic Convergence in the Indo-Pacific Region and its
Implications for Malaysia
The Malaysian government has set strategic priorities in managing both national and
international affairs that include strengthening good governance, justice, and a rule-based
order in its domestic politics. At the same times, Malaysia’s voice on global issues such as
human rights, its philosophy on foreign relations of “prospering thy neighbor,” and
cooperation as the basis for stability are among the prominent directions in the conduct of its
international affairs. Nevertheless, there are certain areas in which Malaysia will have to adopt
a firmer position, particularly where issues of sovereignty are concerned.
Malaysia practices a diversified approach to the management and prioritization of its vast
maritime area. More broadly, Malaysia’s policy is pragmatic and based on mutual respect. In
terms of the law, matters concerning maritime security policy implementation are based on
several considerations. The main ones include adopting principles of international law,
national interests, sovereignty and territorial integrity, domestic/municipal, customary and
international laws, and UNCLOS 1982, as well other international conventions and regulations
related to the management of its seas. Malaysia’s foreign policy direction is backed by policy
and planning to ensure a comprehensive approach in reaffirming the safeguarding of its area
of interest for protecting its sovereignty and to ensure that external entities do not compromise
or pose a threat to the wellbeing of the country. In this context the IP strategy does promote
the rule-of-law or rule-based governance which is in line with the Malaysian government’s
broad approach.
While China and the United States are Malaysia’s major trading partners, Malaysia values her
relations with other nations such as Russia, India, and the EU. Malaysia, as well as other
member states of ASEAN, shares the values and aspirations of a major power in the 21st
century. In essence, Malaysia’s stand is not to take sides in her relations with the major powers
in the context of Asia Pacific or in Asia. Malaysia is cognizant that issues on the overlapping
claims in the South China Sea and the security of Straits of Malacca will converge in the IndoPacific region.
Malaysia has yet to incorporate the concept of the Indo-Pacific in her foreign policy
considerations but acknowledges that multilateralism is the way ahead in the post-Cold War
era. In this regard, the Indo-Pacific region has some significant flashpoints mainly in the
maritime domain. On the other hand, Malaysia’s dependency on the seas for the economy,
tourism, transportation, and security cannot be underestimated. Hence, policy-makers need
to scope up the economic, connectivity, and maritime infrastructure development initiatives
under the FOIP frameworks. Economic connectivity across the Indo-Pacific region depends
largely on maritime links for trade and energy supplies. As such, Malaysia may consider
adopting such opportunities presented across the Indo-Pacific region.
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Conclusion
Realizing the fluidity in geopolitical dynamics and the emerging concept of the Indo-Pacific, it
is timely for ASEAN to move beyond the context of regionalism to explore opportunities in the
Indo-Pacific realm. The major challenges for ASEAN in this regard will be to balance relations
with the major powers as the interests of individual countries expand and overlap together
with the attendant elements of competition and rivalry. The expanding maritime interests and
naval ambitions of China and India, reflective of growing strategic competition between them,
will eventually converge more significantly in the Indo-Pacific. Such convergence will require
governments in SEA to review and assess future strategic and security challenges in the IndoPacific to safeguard their interests.
Malaysia’s policies have yet to incorporate the emerging concept of Indo-Pacific, but embracing
it is an imperative that cannot be excluded forever. While Malaysia’s priorities will still be
focused on the Straits of Malacca and the South China Sea, strategic thinking must evolve to
include the Pacific and Indian Oceans as a single realm. This will accommodate the nation’s
geographical reality of straddling the key SLOCs of the Straits of Malacca and South China Sea,
which connect the two oceans, and oblige her to participate more broadly in the Indo-Pacific
geopolitical

Maldives: China’s Presence in the Indian
Ocean Region: Is the Maldives Optimistic,
Pessimistic or Concerned?
Author: Rasheeda M. Didi, Ph.D., Lecturer, Maldives National
University
Key Points:




There are three sentiments regarding China’s activities in the Indian Ocean: optimism,
pessimism, and concern.
The level of China’s relationship with the Maldives depends on the governing party or
parties.
There is concern about the huge debt owed, and the long-term lease of islands to China.

Since its discovery, the Indian Ocean has been an important area for trade. Because of this, in
order to monopolize and control the trade activities in the ocean, during its grand imperialistic
period, the Portuguese made it into a mare clausum or closed sea.
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Today, the Indian Ocean is even more important, with four critical waterways or sea lanes: the
Suez Canal, the Bab-el Mandeb, the Strait of Hormuz, and the Strait of Malacca.307 These
waterways or sea lanes are considered among the most important in the world, as more than
80 percent of the world’s seaborne trade in oil transits through the east-west sea lanes across
the ocean.308 Of these, 40 percent pass through the Strait of Hormuz.309 A particularly crucial
factor is that the greater powers of the world can control each other’s entry into the sea
through the chokepoints.310 Hence, the Indian Ocean is important economically, politically, and
militarily.
Emphasizing the importance of the Indian Ocean, Naval Strategist Alfred Thayer Mahan stated:
“Whoever controls the Indian Ocean dominates Asia. This ocean is the key to the seven seas in
the twenty-first century, the destiny of the world will be decided in these waters.”311 This is a
powerful statement, which signifies the importance of the future of the Indian Ocean, perhaps
beyond our current thinking and imagination.
Therefore, it is no wonder that China started to be active in the Indian Ocean. Speaking of the
Rise of China in the Indian Ocean, a retired US Navy official, Rear Admiral Michael McDevitt,
sums it up thus: “The Chinese flag has become ubiquitous on the high seas around the world,
especially in the Indian Ocean where the presence of Chinese warships has become routine.”312
It is believed that, broadly speaking, this presence is the result of China experiencing a doctrinal
shift to ocean-centric strategic thinking,313 and it is in the larger geopolitical strategy of having
a permanent naval presence in the Indian Ocean.
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There are different views on China’s incursions into the Indian Ocean, which range from
suspicion of monopoly of the ocean314 to a militarized zone, to leading the countries into a debt
trap. This belief is further explained by scholars, who allude to three main reasons for China’s
entry into Indian Ocean, the first of which is to protect China’s ships from piracy—i.e., ships
carrying oil from the Gulf states. The second is to deter America from blocking the Strait of
Malacca, and the third is to encircle India from the sea by turning trade outposts into military
outposts. This means that the motive is to strengthen the so-called “string of pearls” strategy,
aiming to achieve China’s military and commercial interests under the pretext of economic
development.315
However, contrary to these views, the counter-arguments present a different scenario.
According to them, there is no evidence of China having such intentions to dominate the region,
or entrap the poorer nations into a debt-trap. It simply stepped in when no one else assisted
these developing countries. In this debate, the example of Sri Lanka’s Hambantota
development project, for which Sri Lanka first invited India for assistance, is brought up. It was
when India declined that China stepped in, thus filling a vacuum which no one else did.
Challenging this argument, others draw the attention to Pakistan’s Gwadar port and areas of
Djibouti, which have been turned into naval bases, indicating that China’s motive was inspired
by military ambitions.
In the early part of Chinese interests in the Indian Ocean, it was also believed that China’s
strategic plan was to encircle India by a “string of pearls.”316 This “string of pearls” policy was
to construct port facilities and other projects in the Indian Ocean region. The result, according
to an article in the Diplomat, was the “Gwadar port in Pakistan, naval bases in Myanmar,
electronic intelligence-gathering facilities on islands in the Bay of Bengal, funding the
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construction of a canal across the Kra Isthmus in Thailand, a military agreement with Cambodia
and the building up of forces in the South China Sea.”317
However, those who defend China believe that one can explain the building of the port facilities
around India’s periphery on purely economic and commercial grounds. Contrary to this,
scholars are of the opinion that “most of these ports are not economically viable unless they
serve non-economic purposes. For example, the deep sea ports at Gwadar and Hambantota will
allow the Chinese to monitor Indian and the US naval activities in the region. Hence, it is
believed that Chinese ventures can be for containment of India and a challenge to US military
power as well.”318
At this juncture, one needs to ask the question as to how the Indian Ocean countries get
involved with China. One attraction is the financial assistance provided by China’s Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) for infrastructure developments in the region through
capital loans and technical services, which is needed by the countries for their development.
According to writers, “The AIIB will serve as the spearhead of China’s OBOR initiatives.”319
Another attraction is China’s flexible monitoring process of funds. This is demonstrated by the
previous government of Yameen Abdul Gayyoom’s approach to India, Japan, and European
countries for funding different projects, but the terms were not attractive to the government.
It seems that the problem was not so much in the refusal of funds, but the strict rules of
monitoring applied by these donor governments, whereas China could lend loans, and give aid
without much hassle, thereby paving the way for corrupt government officials to take
advantage of the funds for personal gain. As a result, the more recent China-Maldives symbiotic
relationship began, based on Maldives’ need for financial assistance and China’s need for a
strategic location in the Indian Ocean.
The beginning of China’s relationship with the Maldives goes back to more than a decade ago
when the then president of the country, Maumoon Abdul Gayoom, looked for new international
partners. Because of China’s important strategic interest in the Indian Ocean, it paved the way
for establishing a close relationship easily, as the Maldives’ strategic significance lies in its
“proximity to international sea lanes through which two-thirds of the world’s oil and half its
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container shipments pass.”320 In fact, the most important sea lanes of communication go
through the Eight Degree Channel between the Maldives and India. According to a speech given
at the Observer Research Foundation, “On average, every year, about 90,000 vessels passed
through the Indian Ocean, carrying nearly 10 billion tonnes of cargo, including 36 million
barrels of oil per day, which is more than 65 per cent of the world’s oil trade.”321
The somewhat new interest and sudden entry into the Maldivian scene is observed by
Mahalakshmi Ganapathy, an India-China expert, who states that “until 2011, China didn’t even
have an embassy in the Maldives. Coming to 2018, it’s seen as a big player in this whole Indian
Ocean region. In February of that year, the South China Morning Post said, “China now sees the
Maldives as a crucial part of its ‘One Belt One Road’ project along ancient trade routes through
the Indian Ocean and Central Asia.”322 This important route runs crisscrossing Afghanistan, in
South Asia.
Historically, China had always maintained a good diplomatic relationship with the Maldives. In
fact, it was China that opened the first resident, diplomatic office323 in the Maldives. In terms of
infrastructure, in the earlier part of the relationship, China built the foreign ministry and the
museum, and provided assistance after the tsunami of 2004 as well. China entered into the
project-contracting business in the Maldives from 1985 onwards. According to an article in The
Diplomat, “By the end of 2001, the accumulated value of their contracted projects in the
Maldives was $46.37 million, with their turnover touching $40 million.”324 But the taking of
mega projects in the Maldives is a more recent phenomenon.
Until 2011, Maldives was not a priority in China’s foreign policy. Since then, Sino-Maldives
relations grew. It is noteworthy that it was after February 2013, when President Yameen took
over the government, that China’s influence on the Maldives took a rapid growth. Moreover,
the relationship between the two countries took a dramatic jump forward after President Xi
Jinping’s visit to the Maldives, in September 2014. Especially noteworthy, in this regard, is
China’s presence in the tourism sector and infrastructure building. In the former, China has
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replaced Europe as the Maldives’ largest source of tourism, while in the latter, it has become
the biggest contractor of infrastructure projects.
One of the most-talked-about infrastructure projects was the 1.39-km long China-Maldives
Friendship Bridge, whose contractor was CCCC Second Harbour Engineering of China.325 This
bridge connects Malé, the capital, and Hulhule, the airport island. Additionally, a 1,000apartment housing project in Hulhumale Island, a suburb of Malé, is underway. Therefore,
China’s interest in the Maldives is not surprising, as it is strategically located in the Indian
Ocean, with the southernmost island of Gan being only 240 miles north of the American base
in Diego Garcia.
It is not only in the infrastructure and tourism sectors that Maldives feels China’s presence. It
feels China’s presence in the broader area of the Indian Ocean region as well. For example,
China’s presence in the Indian Ocean is felt through military actions such as the Chinese
amphibious task-force drills in the area while India held a massive naval exercise in the Eastern
Indian Ocean. This became an international issue when exiled former president Nasheed called
for “military intervention from India” and joined the United States and Britain in calling for
China-backed Yameen to release two supreme court judges and obey a court order to release
political prisoners and re-instate disqualified parliamentarians.326
Economically, one of the most important projects for the Maldives is the Free Trade Agreement
(FTA), signed on December 8, 2017. According to former president Yameen, the FTA will usher
in “revolutionary development” that the Maldivians deserve.327 Signing of the FTA was a
historic phenomenon, as it was the first FTA that the Maldives signed with any country.
However, the way in which the FTA was rushed through the Parliament had created anxiety
among the Maldivians who had become suspicious of the deal. The present government states
that it needs to review the agreement before giving assurances for its continuation. The
argument given by the government is that the Parliament members (including the incumbent
president and foreign minister, who were Parliamentarians at that time) were not able to
examine the agreement as it was rushed through the Parliament.
During the previous administration, China also was able to persuade the government to sign a
memorandum of understanding to comply with the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), as well as
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giving the contracts for developing major infrastructure projects, including building of flats, to
Chinese state-owned companies for 50 years. For example, the inhabited island of Feydhoo
Finolhu, with plans to be developed as a tourist resort, was given for US$ 4 million.328 This was
done with the help of the Parliament by changing laws to lease out several prime islands, and
allowing an observation post to be built on the island of Makunudhuoo, the westernmost atoll,
not far from India.
Regarding the security of the Indian Ocean, the Maldivian government recognizes “the
fundamental role that the Indian Ocean plays in the security of the Maldives.” Hence, President
Ibrahim Mohamed Solih assured Prime Minister Modi of India that the “Maldives shares India’s
perspective on the security of the Indian Ocean, and supports India’s position in maintaining
order in the Indian Ocean.”329
Elaborating on the importance and complexity of the Indian Ocean to the Maldives, Foreign
Minister Abdulla Shahid said, “It is a source of security, and at times, a source of insecurity, too.
Any change in the political, economic and ecological dynamics in Indian Ocean will, therefore,
have a magnifying impact on The Maldives.”330 Additionally, he emphasized that the present
government is “convinced that the Maldives needs to contribute to the security of the Indian
Ocean, and it should be able to benefit from the security of the region, as well.” 331
In connection with Maldivian politics, from a more tangible security angle, China’s increasing
maritime activities in the Indian Ocean is demonstrated by the entry of 11 Chinese warships in
the East Indian Ocean on February 8, 2017, during the State of Emergency in the Maldives.
Although not specifically linked to the crisis in the Maldives, during the same month, a fleet of
destroyers and at least one frigate, a 30,000-ton amphibious transport dock, and three support
tankers entered the Indian Ocean.332 Moreover, the People’s Liberation Army of China’s reports
did not mention when the fleet was deployed or for how long. Therefore, it is hard to believe
that it was a coincidence that during this period of turmoil in the country this many military
vehicles would enter the Indian Ocean totally unplanned.
Given the scenario discussed throughout the paper, the Maldivians are perplexed. Some are
optimistic that the Chinese contribution to the future development of infrastructure will
continue to be successful, as the Sino-Maldives Friendship Bridge is. Others are pessimistic,
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believing that nothing positive came out of the Maldives’ dependence on China for assistance.
Many of the others are concerned that the heavy loans the country has borrowed will burden
future generations, and the unwarranted long-term lease of islands is a binding agreement that
could be harmful for the economy and politics as well.
Because of the loopholes involved in granting some of these projects, such as the lack of a
bidding process and the cost-benefits involved, compared to other estimates offered for the
same projects, the pessimists questioned the benefits of any of the projects that the Chinese
government undertook. Moreover, they questioned the quality of the projects as well. For
example, the China-Maldives Friendship Bridge lacked parts of the structure from the initial
drawing and plan. The total expense of the bridge involved US$ 200 million, out of which
US$ 116 million was provided as free aid by the Chinese government. China has also loaned
US$ 72 million while the Maldives’ government is bearing US$ 12 million of the project. 333
Considering this, it seems that it is a winning situation for China, but a questionable one for the
Maldives.
The basis of the Maldivian skeptic’s pessimism springs from the fear that China was turning
Maldives into another trading outpost with the acquisition of land and Free Trade Agreement,
which might lead to a Sri Lankan type of experience with Colombo and Hambantota ports and
the Pakistani project of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, which proved to be not too
beneficial for the countries involved.
The Maldivian government’s relationship with China will fluctuate depending on the governing
party or parties. This fluctuation results from a changing relationship with India. The Maldives’
relationship with China is intertwined with its relationship with India as well. For example,
during President Nasheed’s government of November 2008-February 2012, China was not
very successful in building a binding and close relationship with the government because
President Nasheed leaned heavily towards India as the country’s main ally. But, during
President Yameen’s government, November 2013-November 2018, this relationship
deteriorated drastically, especially after the dismissal of the Grandhi Mallikarjuna Rao (GMR)
company that was contracted to upgrade the international airport. This was a bitter blow to
the India-Maldives relationship.
A shining example to elaborate on the fluctuating relationship of the two powers—i.e., the
relationship with China decreasing and the relationship with India increasing—can be seen in
Indian prime minister Narendra Modi’s visit to attend President Ibrahim Mohamed Solih’s
inauguration ceremony, on 17 November 2018. Very clearly, the visit indicated the turning of
India’s tide in favor of the Maldives and vice versa, as Prime Minister Modi had never visited
the Maldives during the previous government. In fact, he had even cancelled a scheduled visit.
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This is an indication that the Maldives, once again, is resuming its close relationship with India.
Again, Prime Minister Modi visited the Maldives in June 2019. This was his first visit to a foreign
country after his victory for a second term. He was given the very prestigious Order of Nishan
Izzadeen, which is one of the highest honors the country bestows on people who have served
or given support to the country. Expressing the closeness of the two countries, Prime Minister
Modi called India and Maldives “two flowers in the same garden.”334
In the future, I foresee a courteous and diplomatic relationship with China, bound for years
because of the massive loans the country has taken from China, and the long-term lease of the
islands, among others. But projects like the Free Trade Agreement would be re-examined from
a best practice in finance and democratic angle, and necessary amendments made and actions
taken. The Maldives turning to China for financial aid will continue to be on the horizon.
The official Maldivian sentiment of being optimistic, pessimistic, or concerned depends on the
policy of the governing party or parties.
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Myanmar: China’s Presence in the Indian
Ocean: A Myanmar Perspective
Author: Maung Aung Myoe, Professor, Graduate School of
International Relations, International University of Japan
Introduction
Myanmar is one of three countries that share a border with China and have access to the Indian
Ocean. The Myanmar-China border measures 2,204 kilometers (1,370 miles). Myanmar’s
coastline stretches a total of 2,228 kilometers (1,385 miles) from the mouth of the Naff River
in the west to the tip of Kawthaung in the south, and all three sectors face the Indian Ocean.
Through Myanmar, China can access the Bay of Bengal (and Andaman Sea) while it can access
the Arabian Sea through Pakistan. In recent years, as a littoral state, Myanmar has been paying
attention to the developments in the Indian Ocean, particularly the strategic competition
among great powers.
China’s interest in the Indian Ocean via Myanmar could be traced to an article written by Pan
Qi, the retired Vice-Minister of Communication for the state-owned Beijing Review (in the
September 2, 1985, issue). The article argued that China would need to find an outlet for the
landlocked western provinces of Yunnan, Sichuan, and Guizhou. It said the railways from
Myitkyina in the north and Lashio in the north-east of Myanmar as well as the Ayarwaddy River
(possibly from Bhamo) that flows the whole stretch of central lowland of Myanmar down to
the Indian Ocean would be conduits for Chinese products.335 However, China at that time was
not yet ready to pursue such an ambitious project to gain access to the Indian Ocean, and the
state of Sino-Myanmar relations was not so favorable.336 The fall of the Burma Socialist
Programme Party (BSPP) administration and coming of the military to power in September
1988 altered the political landscape in Myanmar. With the change in China’s foreign policy
towards its neighbors, the end of the Cold War, the collapse of the Soviet Union, and the
Western sanctions on Myanmar, China became the most important supporter of the military
regime in Myanmar and the supplier of its military hardware. Meanwhile China’s interest in
the Indian Ocean has grown, and by 1993, General Zhao Nanqi from PLA reportedly stated, “We
can no longer accept the Indian Ocean as only an ocean of the Indians.”
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Myanmar’s location and its access to the Indian Ocean has been a subject of debate. There is
speculation about whether it has fallen into China’s strategic orbit and accommodates Chinese
base(s) along the coastline or on the Great Coco Island. Since the 1990s, starting with a
Japanese news agency, Western and Indian media have repeatedly reported the sighting of
Chinese officials and listening posts on the island. The speculations were further fueled and
provoked by commentaries from senior government officials in India, including Indian Defence
Minister George Fernandes. Throughout this entire period, both the Myanmar and Chinese
governments repeatedly denied that there were any Chinese bases in Myanmar, including the
Great Coco Island. Only in 2005, after the Myanmar government invited Indian officials to visit
the islands and see for themselves and permitted the Indian Air Force to conduct a surveillance
flight over the islands, did the matter rest; Indian officials acknowledged that there were
neither Chinese base(s) nor Chinese intelligence facilities on the islands or anywhere else in
Myanmar.
However, China’s access to the Indian Ocean remains on the radar of countries seriously
interested in Chinese activities in the region. It was about this time the United States coined
the phrase “string of pearls” in a report on energy security prepared for the Department of
Defense in 2004. The phrase described how China has been carefully building up a network of
port facilities along the sea lane of communication on which it depends heavily for maritime
commerce in order to secure safe passage and overcome vulnerability in vital areas such as the
Strait of Malacca and the Strait of Hormuz. Myanmar’s Coco Islands and Kyaukphyu are
indicated as pearls in the string. Myanmar has never lost sight of the West’s interest in China’s
military activities in the Indian Ocean.
Since the early 2000s, the Myanmar Navy built up its capabilities to meet the motto of “From
Brown Water to Blue Water.” The commission of the first (locally-built) corvette (UMS 771
Anawratha) in September 2000, after many years of neglect, was a milestone in this regard.
The naval expansion was further speeded up after the close encounter with Bangladeshi
warships near the disputed maritime claims in 2008. Since then, the Myanmar Navy has
procured five frigates among other smaller ships such as corvettes and offshore patrol vessels
for its fleets. At the same time, the Myanmar Navy has appeared to pursue a two-sea doctrine
with sea control and sea denial strategies in different naval regions. Perhaps it is in the interest
of Myanmar to transform the upper reach of the Andaman Sea as “Myanmar Lake.”
For nearly 30 years since Deng Xiaoping’s return to power and the beginning of an open-door
policy, China has carefully built up its power resources and potentials. It became the secondlargest economy by 2011. In the second decade of the 21st century, China is obviously a rising
power that has the potential to challenge US hegemony, particularly in the Asia-Pacific or IndoPacific, as we are witnessing the relative decline of American power and of the liberal world
order. The strategic completion between China and the United States intensified when the
latter adopted a policy of “rebalancing” or “shifting pivot to Asia” in the early years of the
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Obama administration. Now, both countries are pursuing Indo-Pacific strategies: the US
through reorganizing the Pacific Command into the Indo-Pacific Command on May 30, 2018,
and the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (QUAD), and China through the Maritime Silk Road
(MSR). In the Indo-Pacific Strategy Report produced by the US Department of Defense, China is
named as a revisionist power.337
In early 2013, soon after his ascendency to the presidency, Xi Jinping articulated “the Chinese
Dream” that aims at “the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.” The Chinese Dream has four
parts: Strong China (economically, politically, diplomatically, scientifically, and militarily);
Civilized China (equity and fairness, rich culture, high morals); Harmonious China (amity
among social classes); and Beautiful China (healthy environment, low pollution). Then in
September 2013, at Kazakhstan's Nazarbayev University, he debuted his dream master plan in
the name of the “Silk Road Economic Belt.” A month later in Indonesia, Xi Jinping announced
China’s intension to develop a Maritime Silk Road, further deepening China’s strategic interest
in the Indian Ocean. Later these land and maritime dimensions of the Maritime Silk Road
became known as “One Belt; One Road (OBOR)” or the “Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).” The
OBOR/BRI is a hot topic in Myanmar among both policy-makers and the general public.
According to Tom Miller in his book China’s Asian Dream, Myanmar would be China’s California
because it serves as a western frontier state that sits on the Indian Ocean coastline.338

China’s Activities in Myanmar
With regard to its access to the Indian Ocean through Myanmar, China has engaged in two
activities in the country: the Kyaukphyu Special Economic Zone (SEZ) and the extension of
railway. Myanmar officially became a BRI partner country after signing a 15-point
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) establishing the China-Myanmar Economic Corridor
(CMEC) in September 2018. The estimated 1,700-kilometer-long corridor will connect
Kunming, the capital of China’s Yunnan province, to Myanmar’s major economic checkpoints—
first to Mandalay in central Myanmar, and then east to Yangon and west to the Kyaukphyu SEZ.
The Kyaukphyu SEZ is of more strategic than economic value for China. It is a key access point
to the East Indian Ocean. In 2015, just before the elections, the Union Solidarity and
Development Party (USDP) administration signed a MoU with China’s International Trust and
Investment Corporation (CITIC) to implement two projects: the deep-sea port project initially
valued at $7.3 billion, and the SEZ at $2.7 billion. The term of agreement is that CITIC will build
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and then operate the project for 50 years with a potential extension of an additional 25 years.
The Chinese developer holds an 85 percent stake in the seaport project and a 51 percent stake
in the SEZ. It was claimed that, thanks to its strategic location, the SEZ “is uniquely positioned
to serve as a trade corridor connecting the three economies of China, India, and ASEAN.”339 The
initial plan covers a total of 520 hectares—20 for the port, 100 for housing, and 400 for an
industrial park. In the proposed industrial park, some 50 percent is for fisheries, 30 percent
for garment factories, and the rest for other small enterprises. It is expected to provide 100,000
jobs for local people.340 Interestingly, the population of Kyaukphyu Township in 2019 was
estimated at a little less than 90,000. A major focus of the SEZ is the development of fishing
industry, which leads to a wild speculation of the appearance of the notorious Chinese fishing
fleet in Myanmar waters. They could not only empty the local fish stocks but also collect
intelligence in the Indian Ocean, since it is widely known that China has adopted what is known
as “People’s War at High Sea.” Regarding the construction of the deep-water seaport, due to
concerns over the project’s potential to become a debt trap, the National League for Democracy
(NLD)-led government renegotiated the terms, after viewing the situation in Sri Lanka. Sri
Lanka recently handed over the operating rights to a Chinese-funded port for 99 years after it
had trouble paying back the loans, and it finally managed to reduce the value of the deep-sea
project from $7.3 billion to $1.3 billion. According to Nikkei Asian Review, “Myanmar was able
to reduce its financial burden while saving face for China, which intends to make the zone a key
point in its Belt and Road Initiative,” and the project “will be completed in four stages as
originally planned but will not proceed to the next phase until certain demand conditions are
met.”341
The other project is the extension of Myanmar railway. In October 2018, the two state-owned
firms, Myanma Railways and China Railway Eryuan Engineering Group (CREEC) (a member of
China Railway Group Company (CRGC)), signed an agreement to do a feasibility study and
geological survey to build a railway line from their border to Mandalay, nearly four years after
a high-speed project, which was tagged at a total cost of USD 20 billion, was shelved in 2014.
The feasibility study is to be completed within two years and assess the environmental and
social impact of the proposed rail line. The project would span 431 km (268 miles). The CREEC
has already started a partial survey for the railroad connection from Muse across the border
from Ruili to Mandalay. In April 2019, during the opening day of the second Belt and Road
Forum for International Cooperation, the chairman of the CRGC handed over a feasibility
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report on the Muse-Mandalay railway project to Myanmar's Minister for Transport and
Communications. Meanwhile, China has either constructed or upgraded its railways from
Yunnan’s capital, Kunming. The first 328 km stretch of railroad between Kunming and Dali is
in operation, and the second stretch of 336 km railroad is (re)scheduled to be complete in
2022.342 Then it will soon connect with the 431 km Mandalay-Muse railway. In the view of
Thaung Tun, Myanmar’s National Security Adviser, “In all likelihood, it would be extended to
Yangon and Kyaukpyu.”343 It is important to note that, in 2011, Naypyitaw and Beijing signed
a MoU to build a railway from Ruili (from China’s side) to Kyaukphyu via Muse. For strategic
reasons, to gain better access to the Indian Ocean, this rail link is a real possibility. The
Kyaukphyu SEZ and the China-Myanmar rail link are two important projects under the BRI or
China-Myanmar Economic Corridor. As mentioned earlier, the project’s strategic value is more
important than the economic one, and one will never be surprised if the Chinese firms in the
SEZ are closely linked to the Chinese intelligence community or Chinese military.

Awareness of China in the Indian Ocean
Myanmar’s security establishment is carefully observing China’s activities in the Indian Ocean.
They appear to be fully aware that China’s strategic interests in the Indian Ocean and the
strategic competition between China and the United States, both pursuing Indo-Pacific
strategies, have ramifications for Myanmar—particularly in the western coastal area of
Myanmar where China and the West are exploiting the local situation to their advantage. China
quickly came up with a proposal to dissolve the armed conflict and so-called Rohingya refugee
crisis, at least to minimize the internationalization. The internationalization of crisis or conflict
in Rakhine State is detrimental to China’s strategic interest in the Indian Ocean and even
harmful to its own security.
Perhaps the Tatmadaw (Myanmar Armed Forces) is the institution with the most awareness
of the development in the Indian Ocean. The Myanmar Navy, for obvious reasons, has taken
serious interest in the security environment in the Indian Ocean. Although confidential reports
and assessments are not officially and publicly available, we can still sense the interest by
looking at several articles on the Indian Ocean issue that appeared in various publications
sponsored by the Tatmadaw. For instance, the NDC magazine published in early 2015 carried
the present writer’s article on Myanmar in the Indo-Pacific region and how its geographical
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location could effectively become a geopolitical pivot in undermining the strategic interest of
a geostrategic player such as China. The Myawaddy Press, run by the Tatmadaw, publishes
several periodicals for public consumption and circulates them among military units. By
looking at various articles in the weekly journal Thuta Gabar, it is fair and safe to conclude that
the Myanmar military is thoroughly aware of the power struggle in the Indian Ocean that
involves the US, China, and India344 Another indication is that the Myawaddy Press recently
published a book entitled Collected Articles on Geopolitics and Military Affairs in Various Oceans
by the Chief of Staff of the Myanmar Navy, in his private capacity as an author using the pen
name “Maung Moe.”345 The book reveals the Tatmadaw’s reading of the events in the Indian
Ocean. For example, in the chapter that discusses the “confrontation between the Dragon and
the Elephant in the Indian Ocean,” the author details China’s “Two Oceans Strategy” and how
China’s naval expansion could impact Indian Ocean geopolitics.
Through a private conversation with several senior military officials, the present writer came
to realize that they are following China’s activities in the Indian Ocean very closely. One
example is that they were very knowledgeable and acutely aware of developments in the
Indian Ocean when China’s People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN)—a fleet of destroyers and
at least one frigate, a 30,000-tone amphibious transport dock, and three support tankers—
sailed near Maldives’ water when the crisis escalated.
In April 2019, during his visit to Russia, Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services, Senior
General Min Aung Hlaing attended the opening ceremony of the 8th Moscow Conference on
International Security and discussed the issues under the heading “Indo-Pacific region military
cooperation and prospects for regional security.” He said that the “Indo-Pacific region has
become the most important and interested regions [sic] in the modern world, [and] some
countries’ attempts to [hold] militarily influence over [the] Indo-Pacific region cause concerns
to regional countries.” He stated:

ASEAN countries including Myanmar are geopolitically imperative, and it serves as a
vital region. In this state, Myanmar is situated at a spot capable of bridging the
countries in Southeast Asia region, and it is also a strategically important country.
Among the military exercises launched in the region, multi-national military exercises
are the same as the ones ASEAN countries located between Pacific Ocean and Indian
Ocean conducted. Therefore, efforts to carry out stability and peace in Indo-Pacific
region can be seen as collaborative measures. . . . Stability, peace, and better military
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cooperation in Indo-Pacific region is based on territory and sovereignty of each country
and equality of all the countries. Measures based on principle that does not consider [the]
size of the country and populations are needed for individual countries and all global
ones. These rules and standards must be drawn under common agreement. In using
international waters, it is also necessary to draw those rules and standards with the aim
of creating a transparent, equal, and stable trade environment based on nonmanipulation by a single country so as to ensure equality for each nation in accord with
the international rules. It is required to reduce strategic rivalries by building trust and
understanding among the countries, and they are important facts relating to challenges
posed by Indo-Pacific Strategy and prospects. [Emphasis added.]346

It appears that the senior general carefully chose those words to not offend any particular
country, yet the statement shows support for an open and rules-based Indo-Pacific region with
cooperation based on sovereign equality principles.
Having said that the Tatmadaw is perhaps the most resourceful institution in the country in
observing China’s activities in the Indian Ocean, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) is not
so much left behind. Since the MOFA does not run any major publications, except the annual
Thar-Kaung-Taman magazine, it is rather difficult to make the same kind of assessment based
solely on the open-source information. However, the Director General of Political Affairs
Department at Myanmar MOFA, in his private capacity, published 16 installments on the BRI
in the state-owned Kyemon newspaper between February 29 and July 4, 2016. Likewise he also
published 17 installments on the “Two Oceans Theory or Indo-Pacific Strategy” in another
state-owned newspaper, Myanma Alin, from December 18, 2018, to April 9, 2019. These
articles are more factual presentations than analysis and assessment. Yet, they certainly shed
light on the fact that the MOFA is also watching carefully the development in the country’s
neighborhood, particularly in the Indian Ocean.

Conclusion
As a littoral state of the Indian Ocean that shares a long border with China and is adjacent to
another powerful and populous country (India), Myanmar is carefully observing the strategic
competition among great powers in the Indo-Pacific region and paying attention to China’s
activities in the Indian Ocean. It is acutely aware that Myanmar is important in China’s strategic
calculus. Yet, it is very careful not to be entangled in this power struggle and geopolitical
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conflict. Myanmar is also cautious not to offend any great power in this emerging geostrategic
competition between the US, China, and even India. Like many other ASEAN states, Myanmar
was cautious about Indonesia’s proposal for either the Indo-Pacific Treaty of Friendship and
Cooperation or the Indo-Pacific Cooperation Concept. Despite its littoral state status, Myanmar
is not yet a member of the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA), while four other ASEAN
countries are participants.
It is in this light, to my observation, that the Myanmar security establishment is concerned with
the Asia Reassurance Initiative Act (ARIA), passed by the US Congress on December 31, 2018,
which allows the United States to “develop a long-term strategic vision and a comprehensive,
multifaceted, and principled United States policy for the Indo-Pacific region.” Section 203 of
the act expressed “grave concerns with Chinese actions that seek to undermine a rules-based
order in the Indo-Pacific region.” At the same time, the act also stated that the Quadrilateral
Security Dialogue (QUAD) between the US, Japan, Australia, and India is “vital to address
pressing security challenges in the Indo-Pacific region to promote rule-based order, respect for
international law, and a free and open Indo-Pacific.” This obviously targets China and its
maritime strategy. The ARIA is viewed as an escalation of already intensified strategic
competition between China and the US in the region.
The 2008 constitution clearly prohibits any foreign military base on Myanmar soil. However,
there is room for military cooperation, and the charter could be subjected to reinterpretation
to make room for deeper military cooperation. One potential area of China’s growing strategic
interest is the Kra Canal project. China has shown serous interest in this USD 28 billion project
that connects the Pacific and Indian oceans; for China, the canal will not only shorten the trade
route by 1,200 km but also overcome the Malacca dilemma. It is in the best interest of Myanmar
to make sure that it is not a satellite state but a geopolitical pivot in China’s “Two Oceans
Strategy.” Myanmar should prepare and position itself to ensure that the country’s strategic
value is properly appreciated by China.
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Pakistan: China in the Indian Ocean Region: A
Perspective from Pakistan
Author: Muhammad Faisal, Research Fellow, China-Pakistan Study
Centre, Institute of Strategic Studies Islamabad
Key Points:


Pakistan and China have a convergence of interests on the strategic environment of the
Indian Ocean Region (IOR). Pakistan sees China’s growing presence there as a factor of
stability in its strategic competition with India.



Pakistan is focusing on acquiring new naval platforms from China and moving toward
interoperability with the Chinese navy.



Pakistan’s Gwadar port is a key node of China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Despite
the port’s attraction as a naval base, Pakistan should focus on developing it as a
commercial port.

With its rise as a great power, China’s economic and military interests have expanded beyond
its immediate neighborhood. To project and secure its expanding interests, China has
modernized its military capabilities. In particular, Beijing is developing its naval fleet to project
power on the high seas far from its eastern seaboard, including in the IOR. Geo-strategically,
the IOR is one of the most important zones of global economic and geopolitical competition. It
is also directly linked with the rise of China. Vital sea lines of communication (SLOCs) run
through critical chokepoints of the IOR connecting the economies of Europe, the Middle East,
and the Gulf and Asian nations. Militarily, the United States has been the dominant naval power
in the IOR for decades. This dominance was on display after 9/11 when the US military
launched first strikes on Afghanistan from aircraft carriers stationed in the Arabian Sea and
the IOR. A decade and a half later, rising China is projecting commercial and military prowess
in the IOR. Meanwhile, the US is focusing on rebalancing its power (economic and military)
toward the Asia-Pacific region to compete with China. Pakistan is an IOR littoral state with
direct access to the Arabian Sea and proximity to the Strait of Hormuz. Thus, Islamabad can
influence emerging security dynamics in the IOR. Moreover, Pakistan’s interests in the IOR
converge closely with China because of their trust-based strategic relationship.
This paper takes stock of the evolving Chinese commercial and military footprint in the IOR. It
places China’s enhanced maritime activity against the backdrop of wider US-China strategic
competition and the need for China to secure its key SLOCs for energy security. This paper also
evaluates Pakistan’s interests in the IOR and its position related to evolving developments
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there. Finally, it explores the possible long-term Chinese military presence in Gwadar and
related concerns.

China’s increasing influence in the IOR
As China enters its fifth decade of continued economic growth, its access to secure routes for
energy supplies and unimpeded trade is strategically important. China is currently the world’s
largest importer of crude oil.347 To meet its domestic and commercial demands in the next 15
years, China would need to import nearly 80 percent of its oil.348 In the future China will
undoubtedly become more dependent on Saudi Arabian oil and Iranian liquefied natural gas.
Meanwhile, China transports by sea around 90 percent of its international trade by volume.349
Global trade and transit routes pass through the IOR and the South China Sea, while 80 percent
of oil and gas ships traverse the Malacca Strait.350 Similarly, being a global manufacturing hub,
China’s economy is dependent on raw materials and mineral imports from African and Indian
Ocean littoral states that are transported by sea. China is also focusing on developing its “blue
economy,” estimated to be more than $1.2 trillion in 2017 and growing at an average rate of 7
percent annually.351
Thus for China, unhindered access to the IOR is a strategic requirement because critical SLOCs
around Eurasian rim-land must be secured. Currently, access to the IOR depends on China’s
stable relations with the US, whose navy dominates the IOR, and US allies such as India have a
sizeable presence. China’s defense strategy white paper issued in 2015 directed the People’s
Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) to ensure protection of open seas as a blue water navy with the
capability to undertake prolonged operations in high seas and project power in the maritime
domain.352 The white paper also emphasized protecting SLOCs across the Indian Ocean.” 353
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Ensuring the defense of Chinese interests in the Western Pacific and the South China Sea will
remain the PLAN’s foremost priority. This shift in the PLAN’s mission has emerged as Beijing
has expanded its economic cooperation through the BRI, and it requires PLAN to safeguard its
interests, assets, and citizens in foreign lands and seaports. Beijing is focusing on exerting
influence, mitigating its vulnerabilities, and securing its maritime trade in the IOR.
To advance its interests, Beijing has enhanced its economic and naval cooperation with the IOR
littoral states by investing in a number of new ports in the IOR. This policy is being
implemented through the “21st Century Maritime Silk Road (MSR),” the BRI’s maritime
component.354 At its core, the BRI is a long-term vision for connectivity across regions,
enhanced production and trading chains, and deeper cooperation between countries along the
BRI.355 MSR, meanwhile, focuses on establishing a network of ports by building new ones,
expanding existing ones, and developing industrial zones in these port cities. A major artery of
MSR extends from China’s eastern seaboard to Europe through the South China Sea, the IOR,
and the Mediterranean Sea, and then links to the Atlantic Ocean. Beijing is pursuing long-term
lease rights to ports in friendly countries along strategic waterways. These agreements are
being inked between Chinese state-owned companies and local governments of the IOR. Longterm Chinese presence in the IOR countries is intended to bolster local economies and connect
them with Chinese ports. In the case of Gwadar (Pakistan) and Kyaukpyu (Myanmar), China’s
goal is to stimulate development of its under-developed inland provinces through economic
corridors to link them with the Indian Ocean.
China has followed this economic expansion by building overseas military facilities. After two
years of negotiations with the Djibouti government, China opened its first foreign military base
in August 2017.356 China sent PLA troops and deployed ships to what it officially termed
“logistical facilities.”357 The base now houses a marine company and related equipment. Its
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location in the Horn of Africa in the IOR permits Beijing to project power, deploy deterrent
forces, and undertake military operations in faraway seas.
As Gwadar is a crucial node of China’s Indian Ocean strategy, Pakistan is directly involved. For
policy-makers in Islamabad, China’s increasing presence in the IOR is a natural consequence of
its rise. Pakistan perceives that an economically developing China has a sovereign right to build
its military capabilities and project its power. In turn, to advance its own geostrategic interests,
Pakistan has an inherent interest in seeking expanded Chinese presence in the IOR. For
decades, Pakistan has defined its external engagement primarily through its geographical
location and its security concerns vis-a-vis arch-rival India. Pakistan’s goal has been to seek
“strategic security” against India so it can focus on economic development. In this context,
Pakistan has viewed its strategic engagement with China as a stabilizer in the regional
geopolitical environment. Pakistan’s key national interest has been to balance India while
navigating its often-contentious relationship with the US.358
This has gradually manifested over the past decade. Washington has pursued an enhanced
defense engagement with India as part of its rebalance to Asia-Pacific strategy to check the rise
of China and its growing military presence in the South China Sea and the IOR. The Indo-US
“Joint Strategic Vision for the Asia-Pacific and Indian Region” has underscored the need for
“safeguarding maritime security ensuring freedom of navigation and over flight throughout the
region especially in the South China Sea.” 359 It has led to consensus on collaborating in the
maritime domain, including joint military exercises. India and the US have also strengthened
strategic defense cooperation and joint development and production of weapon systems,
including transfer of technology.360
As US-India strategic cooperation has deepened over the past 15 years, Pakistan has sought
expansion of geopolitical ties with China. From Pakistan’s standpoint, the buildup of Indian
military capabilities and the growing US military presence in the region have undermined the
strategic balance of power in South Asia and posed a geopolitical challenge to Pakistan and
China. Policy-makers in Islamabad agree with the Chinese assessment that Washington, in
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concert with its allies in the region in Indian and Pacific oceans, is pursuing a strategy to
contain a rising China. Of particular concern for Islamabad is the expanding maritime
cooperation between the US, India, Japan, and Australia in the IOR. Pakistan views as
detrimental to its maritime interests India’s upgrade of its naval capabilities and its new role
as net security provider in the IOR region. China, meanwhile, has assessed that the US goal is
to exploit its strategic vulnerability in the maritime arena, particularly, in the South China Sea
and the IOR. In May 2015, China issued a military strategy white paper reflecting these
concerns.361 The paper outlined a new maritime policy of “active defense” to project naval
power in order to protect “maritime rights and interests” and secure “national security and
development interests.”
The evolving geostrategic environment in South Asia and the IOR has gradually “reinvigorated”
the China-Pakistan relationship.362 Beijing has emphasized repeatedly that the bilateral
relationship is a “model inter-state relationship” to emulate. Chinese analysts have argued that
Pakistan is China’s “one real ally,”363 and policy-makers see the relationship as a “model of
state-to-state relations,” particularly of “good neighbourly friendship.”364 For Pakistan, rising
China presents an opportunity to leverage the growing economic and military prowess of China
and advance its own interests in South Asia and the IOR.
Despite its success, the bilateral relationship is not underpinned by an alliance treaty. While
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and other economic cooperation have been the focus
of the bilateral relationship in recent years, a quiet and substantive cooperation has taken place
in the defense and strategic sectors. This cooperation enhances Pakistan’s military capabilities
by providing access to China’s high-tech weapons and new technologies. This trend is likely to
continue and will enable Pakistan to match India’s growing military prowess in the region. It
will also keep India tied down in the region and enable China to focus on balancing the US
power in its core regions—the South China Sea and the Western Pacific.
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Pakistan has also increased its reliance on China to modernize its naval fleet. Since 2013,
Pakistan’s navy has taken delivery of three Azmat class Fast Attack Craft (Missile Boats). 365
These speedboats have been constructed based on a transfer of technology (ToT)
agreement.366 In April 2015, Pakistan concluded an agreement to procure eight Yuan-class
diesel-electric submarines.367 Four submarines are being built in China, and the remaining four
will be constructed in Karachi with ToT.368 With the acquisition of these submarines, Pakistan
will enhance its ability to deploy a nuclear triad and its naval power projection capabilities. In
2017 and 2018, Pakistan signed contracts for construction of four T054A frigates to be
delivered by 2021. These guided-missile vessels can conduct a variety of anti-surface and antiair warfare missions.369 These acquisitions will significantly boost the Pakistan navy’s
capabilities as it seeks to ensure maritime security, safeguard commercial shipping, and project
power in the Arabian Sea while undertaking nuclear missions.
Similarly, the Pakistan navy and the PLAN have engaged in joint maritime exercises to improve
interoperability; they instituted these bilateral exercises in 2014. Such exercises enable both
navies to project power and maintain a secure maritime environment for international trade.
So far, the two countries have held five rounds of exercises—three in the North Arabian Sea
and two in the East China Sea off Shanghai.370
Meanwhile, Chinese ships have made port calls in Karachi. Significantly, in 2016, a nuclearpowered submarine docked at a Karachi port. In 2017, another attack submarine made a port
call to Karachi.371 These patrols signify China’s developing naval capabilities and the goal to
project power in the IOR to protect its SLOCs.
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Another recent and consequential development was Pakistan’s adoption of Beidou, China’s
indigenous satellite navigation system, for military applications. This adoption brings access
to satellite imagery, precision-guided targeting, and tracking of enemy forces, deployments,
and equipment.372 A base station has been constructed at Karachi to ensure coverage of the
whole territory of Pakistan.373 Because Pakistan has no indigenous global satellite system,
Islamabad is relying exclusively on Chinese imagery systems to gain information. If there were
a crisis, Pakistan’s dependence on China would grow and enable Beijing to leverage sharing of
information if Beijing and Islamabad have different viewpoint on a particular crisis.

Gwadar port as military base
A particular concern for Pakistan is China’s use of Gwadar as an overseas naval base. It is widely
assumed that Pakistan’s coastline on the Arabian Sea provides China an opportunity to take off
as a naval power with bases far from home. It is also assumed that Pakistan might also be
interested in the port for three reasons: First is the nature of the bilateral relationship and
diverse “sensitive” cooperation over the decades. Second is the extraordinary trust between
the two countries, particularly their militaries. Third is the convergence of Pakistani and
Chinese interests in the IOR and the Persian Gulf. Yet, it needs careful deliberations by policymakers in Islamabad.
Pakistan’s navy does not have an operational naval base at Gwadar374; its presence is restricted
to a small air station, PNS Akram. The navy has been allocated “600 meters berthing space” at
the Gwadar port375 and is establishing its new facilities there. During the past decade, the navy
has focused more on expanding its operational presence along the coastline beyond Karachi.
Pakistan’s navy believes that a naval base in Gwadar or near it (more than 600 kms away from
Karachi) would enable it to defy a naval blockade by India, as it experienced in 1971. It was
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similarly threatened in 1999 during the Kargil conflict. In essence, a naval base at Gwadar or
in its vicinity will improve Pakistan’s defense in deep sea.376 Pakistan has stationed part of its
expanding naval fleet at Jinnah Naval Base in Omara, which is adjacent to Gwadar; it is slated
to become a large naval facility. The PLAN can also dock there and use its facilities as it has at
Karachi’s naval port.
Pakistan has argued that Gwadar is a purely commercial port. The economic value of Gwadar
will gradually materialize over the next decade. If it does not prove to be a successful
commercial venture, the Chinese calculus can change. Chinese analysts have noted that, if
necessary, China can look to Pakistan for a long-term facility as a comprehensive logistics
base.377 Gwadar port is deep enough to host submarines and other naval ships and can be
valuable for the PLAN as a supporting facility near the Persian Gulf. Even for Pakistan, in its
competition with India, hosting the Chinese navy on a long-term basis makes geostrategic
sense, as New Delhi has stepped up its investments and presence in the Chabahar port of Iran,
just 72 kms off from Gwadar port. Conversely, turning Gwadar into a Chinese naval base will
have an adverse impact on Pakistan’s commercial prospects. Thus, Pakistan should tread
carefully and not fall prey to strategic temptation.

Conclusion
Pakistan’s relationship with China has ventured into new avenues in recent years. The two
countries have enhanced strategic communication and displayed a growing converge of
interests in the IOR. China has extended financial and technological assistance to Pakistan as it
modernizes its naval capabilities. Islamabad views China’s need to secure SLOCs and ensure a
significant presence in the IOR as opportunities to advance its own strategic interests. Pakistan
agreed to Chinese BRI plans without hesitation, and both countries are investing in developing
Pakistan’s Gwadar port. However, China’s presence in Gwadar can have ramifications beyond
the bilateral relationship. Pakistan has strategic interests in the IOR, including in the Strait of
Hormuz. It is in Pakistan’s interest to develop Gwadar as a viable commercial port that can
compete with other regional ports. Pakistan should open the Gwadar port for all major
countries interested in investing in economic ventures in the port and city. This will allow
Pakistan to shield Gwadar from active geopolitical competition while enhancing its economic
value.
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Seychelles: Seychelles and China: A Small
Island State in a Global Sea
Author: Dennis Hardy, Emeritus Professor, James R. Mancham Peace
and Diplomacy Research Institute, University of Seychelles
Key Points:


Seychelles is a small island state in the western Indian Ocean. Geographically it is part
of the oceanic region, but politically it is closely aligned with the African continent.



It has enjoyed friendly relations with China since independence in 1976. During the
Cold War, Seychelles was in the socialist camp.



It has always been valued by China for its oceanic location between Asia and Africa.



Over the years, Seychelles has benefited from the gift of numerous building projects
and other projects, while at the same time avoiding a debt trap.



But it has to tread a fine line to avoid alienating the other great power in the region:
India. This is now being put to the test.

Geopolitical change is evident across the whole of the Indian Ocean. It is as if the deeply
embedded tectonic plates beneath the ocean floor, after a long period of relative stability, are
beginning to shift position. On the surface, the rim and island nations feel the first tremors and,
in different ways, they are making their own adjustments. Among the most far reaching of these
adjustments is the response to China as a new force in the region. The fact that this is coincident
with the changing aspirations of another major power, India, adds to the immediacy and
challenge of the situation. This paper looks at the response of just one member state: the
Republic of Seychelles.
By any measure, Seychelles is small and China is large. The question that arises from this simple
juxtaposition is, how can the former relate to the latter without being overwhelmed? More than
that, can Seychelles benefit from what is undoubtedly an uneven relationship?
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Small is Beautiful
We always need both freedom and order. We need the freedom of lots and lots of small,
autonomous units, and, at the same time, the orderliness of large-scale, possibly global, unity
and co-ordination.378
Twentieth-century economist E. F. Schumacher turned convention on its head with a book
provocatively titled Small is Beautiful in 1973. Against the trend of units of government,
production, and organization becoming ever larger, he argued that people instinctively prefer
things to be smaller and within reach. Somehow we need to create a better balance—one that
distinguishes institutions that need to exist on a large scale (such as international bodies) from
those that can better match the level of everyday access, understanding, and control. The two
dimensions are not necessarily incompatible, so long as the boundaries of each are
acknowledged. In an ideal world, Seychelles would be able to enjoy all the virtues of being small
while at the same time plugging into a wider, global network of trade and institutions. But what
if the world is not ideal?
To set the scene, Seychelles is an archipelago of 115 islands scattered quite widely across the
western Indian Ocean. Three of the inner islands contain most of the population. The largest
and most populous of these is Mahé, which is about 1,500 km from the African continent. The
total population of Seychelles is no more than 95,000, together with another 10,000 or so on
work permits. Although the combined land area of the archipelago covers barely 460 km 2, its
exclusive economic zone (EEZ) extends over nearly 1.4 million km2 (3.5 times the size of
Germany) because of the dispersed nature of the islands, and it is a source of rich fisheries. It
also has reserves of natural gas and oil currently under exploration. With such an extensive
area of sea within its jurisdiction, Seychelles promotes itself as a large oceanic nation.
Until well into the eighteenth century, the islands had no indigenous population. They were
not permanently settled until they were claimed first by the French and then (following the
downfall of Napoleon) by the British.379 In more than a century and a half of subsequent
colonial rule, the economy remained largely dependent on primary products, such as spices,
cotton, and copra, for export, which were subject to the vagaries of world markets. Under
colonial rule, little was done to erase the sharp social division between plantation owners and
laborers (many of whom were descended from slaves brought from Africa). And so it remained
until independence was ceded by Britain in a peaceful transition in 1976. A republic was
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proclaimed, and all was set fair. However, within a year under the new regime, founding
president James Mancham was ousted, and Seychelles—at the height of the Cold War—aligned
itself with the socialist bloc. An important partner at that time was its continental neighbor,
Tanzania, a country molding its own brand of African socialism.380
A new president, France Albert René, assumed power, and the constitution of the Second
Republic was based on single-party rule. Although multi-party politics were restored in 1993,
the ruling party from the socialist era remained in control until 2016. After 27 years in power,
René stood down as president in 2004 in favor of his vice president, James Alix Michel. Under
the constitution of the Third Republic, Michel duly won his own mandate in elections held in
2006, 2011, and 2015, extending the period of dominance of the ruling party. Elections,
however, consist of a two-stage process. In spite of his re-election as president in 2015, the
parliamentary election in the following year led to a majority for the combined opposition
parties for the first time. The two pillars of democratic government were now divided, and,
after one year, President Michel handed the reins of power to his deputy Danny Faure.
The new president inherited a country that was in a sound economic position. Michel, working
closely with the World Bank, had introduced radical reforms early in his presidency, and
Seychelles had emerged relatively unscathed from the global financial crisis of 2008. In due
course, it was classified as a high-income nation. But in political terms, President Faure found
himself in uncharted territory, with a parliament in which the majority belonged to parties
ostensibly opposed to the policies of his government. The threat of piracy, which had been a
major issue in the region for the better part of the previous decade, had by then receded. It had
not gone away, but it was effectively contained (at considerable cost) through the combined
action of foreign navies. But Faure had other issues to confront. In particular, how would
Seychelles deal with the growing influence of China and the other great Asian power, India?
Not to mention additional nations such as the United States and Japan, which had more than a
passing interest in the region. The Indian Ocean stage was set for an interesting new episode
in the country’s short history.
In dealing with great powers, Seychelles, like other small states, is clearly at an inherent
disadvantage. It has no hidden reserves to draw on to force through a particular point or even
to defend its shores. But experience has shown that it can use other strategies, including
alliances, international lobbying, or the practical demonstration of good ideas (or, most likely,
a combination of all three). The Australian analyst David Brewster has argued elsewhere that
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one should not understate the ability of small island states to influence events, using one of a
number of strategies.381
One obvious way in which a small island state can make its voice heard is by joining forces with
other nations with similar characteristics. In fact, three international networks are designed to
do this: the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS); the Global Island Partnership (GLISPA); and
the United Nations (UN) Office of the High Representative for the Least Developed Countries,
Landlocked Developing Countries, and Small Island Developing States (UN-OHRLLS). Thus,
Seychelles was active with others in lobbying the United Nations to designate 2014 as the
International Year of Small Island Developing States, which highlighted the plight of many
island states in the face of climate change.
In addition to this shared advocacy, Seychelles has itself brought forward various initiatives of
global interest. It was remarkably successful, for instance, in winning the support of the
international community (including China) to tackle the problem of piracy off the coast of
Somalia. The incidence of piracy was felt keenly in Seychelles because it adversely impacted
the two staples of the economy: fishing and tourism. No effort was spared to alert more distant
nations whose own economic interests were threatened too; as a result, an effective coalition
was formed. In fact, Seychelles went beyond that by applying the force of law to prosecute and,
in cases, imprison some of the pirates.
A small state can also attract the interest of the rest of the world through its ideas and good
practice. For example, former president James Michel consistently argued that more could be
done to realize the potential of the world’s oceans and that it should be done sustainably. In
particular, he played an important role in spreading the idea of the Blue Economy.382 Finally,
in benefiting from the donation of valuable infrastructure projects from both China and India,
Seychelles has been adept at making the most of their competitive interests.383
In these various ways, Seychelles has exercised a disproportionate influence on international
events. Professors Christian Bueger and Anders Wivel have analyzed why they believe this to
be so. They especially point to what they term “Creole diplomacy” and “smart state foreign
policy,” concluding with the following:
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Firstly, Creole foreign policy allows for going beyond traditional divisions, emphasizing holistic
thinking as well as pragmatic problem-solving. This is much needed in today’s diplomacy and
global governance. The Creole tradition and way of thinking, as well as Seychelles’ extraordinary
status as a member in a vast array of international organizations, provide ample opportunities
for the country to act as a mediator, facilitator, and honest broker. Secondly, Seychelles became
an important and reliable partner of the international community. By being able to offer solutions
and expertise in its focal areas, the country could garner significant support, further networking
opportunities, and achieve a unique status. Thirdly, by acting as an innovator and experimenting
with new ways of thinking, as exemplified in the story of the blue economy, the country could
maximize its reputation, but also influence the international debate on ocean governance.384
Seychelles has shown that it will not simply accept the cards dealt by larger nations. It can make
its voice heard and can, in certain cases, attract wider support. Yet as a simple fact of power
politics, the odds will always be stacked against it. Small might well be beautiful, but it is
unlikely on its own to have a winning hand. Certainly, its ability to act as a free agent is put to
the test by China’s present plans to exercise supremacy across the whole of the Indian Ocean.

Crossing the Sea to Africa
Long before Christopher Columbus, the celebrated Chinese navigator Zheng He travelled
through the south and westward maritime routes in the Indian Ocean and established relations
with more than thirty countries in Asia, Africa, and the Middle East.385
In spite of being far ahead of his time, the remarkable exploits of Zheng He in the early fifteenth
century were not pursued in the following years, when China instead withdrew behind its
borders. Centuries passed, and China’s waning of interest in Africa only ended with the
modernization and emergence of China as a major power in recent decades.

Rediscovering a Continent
An important sign that China was once again interested in the African continent came in 1996,
when then president of the PRC Jiang Zemin proposed the creation of the Forum on ChinaAfrica Cooperation. Four years later, leaders of 44 African countries were invited to Beijing,
where plans were announced for a massive increase in aid and infrastructure projects
including new hospitals and schools, as well as training for professionals. An especially
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welcome feature for the participating nations was the cancellation of outstanding debts and
the release of funds to facilitate new loans.386 The official overtures occurred while a parallel
change was happening: the voluntary migration of an estimated one million Chinese nationals
who chose to settle in Africa. They were attracted by the prospect of cheap land, trading
opportunities, and new businesses in a continent with a fast-growing young population.387
From the start of the present century, looking outwards has been part and parcel of China’s
rapid development. Business representatives make their way to China to explore new
opportunities, and China reciprocates with comparable visits to all parts of the world. To
encourage and guide this kind of reciprocal relationship, the Chinese leader, Xi Jinping, has
personally put forward a visionary project known as the Belt and Road Initiative. Although the
terminology is opaque, the idea of the project itself is elegant, giving form to China’s aim of
concentrating economic relations along strategic pathways. It makes use of the ancient Silk
Road to evoke the imagery of transporting ideas as well as goods. Xi Jinping recalls that his
home province of Shaanxi was at the start of the Silk Road, a trail that wended its way
westwards across the barren lands of Central Asia, and today “I can almost hear the camel bells
echoing in the mountains and see the wisps of smoke rising from the desert.”388 In this way,
history is invoked to shape the future.
To give more substance to this romantic nation, Xi Jinping used early visits to Kazakhstan and
Indonesia to make important pronouncements. In the first visit, he proposed the revival of the
ancient Silk Road through Central Asia, and in the second visit, looking towards the Indian
Ocean, he spoke of a new route across the sea.389 What both pathways had in common was the
promise of a series of connected economic nodes that would take development and prosperity
to a new level. China would invest in modern infrastructure and trading facilities, but it was
contended that all parties would benefit. This proposal was hard to resist, and it set new goals
for global development in the twenty-first century.
Each of the applications of the common concept of “Belt and Road” is geographically specific,
but, if regarded primarily as conceptual, they need not be restricted to particular pathways.
This distinction is acknowledged by Wang Yiwei, a Chinese scholar of international studies,
who asserts that “the Belt and Road initiative is not an entity or institution; rather, it is a
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concept and initiative for cooperation and development.”390 Whether across land or sea, it
anticipates corridors of economic development and influence, emanating from China but
straddling the world. Or, in the words of an official communiqué:
Joint construction of the Belt and Road is aimed at promoting an orderly and free flow of
economic factors, efficient allocation of resources, and in-depth integration of markets, so as to
give impetus to the coordination of economic policies of countries along the route, carry out
more in-depth regional cooperation with greater coverage and higher level, and work together
to build an economic cooperation framework that is open, inclusive, balanced, and beneficial for
all countries involved.391
No matter how the various corridors are defined, the link with Africa is now indisputably a key
plank of China’s international strategy. The continent is relatively under developed; however,
it is rich in oil, minerals, and other resources, and its fast-growing population offers the
prospect of future markets. Until the second half of the twentieth century, Western colonial
powers controlled most of the continent. One by one, the former colonies gained independence
and emerged as autonomous nations. The map has changed, and in many ways the
opportunities for development, stimulated by external investment, have increased. While
being careful not to repeat the errors of the past or appear similar to colonial predecessors,
China has seized the chance to exercise a new model of influence and development.
In spite of the obvious benefits that China’s influence and development can bring, a degree of
resentment in recipient countries is inevitable. Some fear that this is, in fact, colonialism all
over again, even though China has repeated its pledge to respect national sovereignties. There
are also growing concerns that new infrastructure projects will be damaging to the
environment and to existing social structures, and that working conditions in Chinese
enterprises are wanting. Recognition of the potential threat of falling into a debt trap is also
heightened by a number of cases in which this has already occurred. In view of the history of
subjugation in Africa, nations are right to be wary, but, if local sensitivities are understood and
responded to, the gains for all parties can be considerable.
In pursuit of a longer-term relationship, China has been active in supporting geopolitical and
economic priorities with a softer form of diplomacy, based on cultural understanding. Learning
the Chinese language, being introduced to the culture, and enjoying the opportunity to undergo
training in China are all promoted through Confucius classrooms and institutes. These
initiatives are generally appreciated, especially by the young, for whom the new global
alignments currently taking shape will become the norm. Unlike the voyages of Zheng He,
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which proved to be ahead of their time, the road across the Indian Ocean today is intended to
lead to more lasting change in all of the countries embraced by the African continent.

Oceanic Stepping Stones
Relations between Seychelles and China have been strong since the flag of the new nation was
raised on June 29, 1976. China immediately offered recognition and soon established its own
well-fortified embassy on the edge of the capital. In his autobiography, the founding president
James Mancham wrote that even then the lure of Seychelles was its location:
Taking into account the fact that Seychelles’ 110 [sic] islands are scattered over a wide surface
of the western Indian Ocean, which includes a valuable oil route, and taking into account that
important oil-producing nations are within rocket-striking distance, the geopolitical
importance of the Seychelles cannot be underestimated.392
Location has been a constant factor, but the nature of the relationship has been nuanced by
certain changes in context. Just one year after Seychelles was formally recognized by China, the
political coup in the former brought the two countries into the same power bloc. China has
since maintained an important presence in Seychelles. Apart from repeated declarations of
friendship, Seychelles has benefited materially from China through a series of loans, grants for
infrastructure, and training and education opportunities. For a small island state with limited
resources, these represented a significant contribution to its own development. This kind of
relationship follows a Cold War pattern in which countries of the same ideological persuasion
were bound together in numerous webs of collaboration. China was quick to offer support, but
so too were Russia, Cuba, North Korea, and countries in East Europe. Seychelles also
maintained a close link in the early stages with Tanzania, which offered advice and training for
the young nation’s armed forces. The current president of Seychelles was educated in Cuba,
and his vice president was educated in Russia; the influence of such connections is not quickly
lost.
In spite of the ending of the Cold War and evidence that Seychelles (especially after 2004) was
striking out along a less ideological path, China’s interest in the remote group of islands was
undiminished. China demonstrated the importance it attached to this link through a two-day
visit to Seychelles in 2007 by no less than the President of the People’s Republic of China, Hu
Jintao. Even then, a grand strategy was emerging, centered on links with Africa to provide
China’s fast-growing economy with a constant source of minerals and other resources. This in
turn depended on a series of “stepping stones” (or, more evocatively, a “string of pearls”) across
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the Indian Ocean, designed to support China’s merchant shipping and protect its substantial
investments in the rim countries through its naval presence.
China has been reticent to disclose details of its strategy, but a leaked report in 2014 confirmed
what was commonly believed—specifically, that precise locations had been targeted.393 There
appear to be plans to build 18 bases (called “overseas strategic support bases” in Beijing)
across the Indian Ocean. The bases have three types: one for logistical support in peacetime;
one for logistical support, warship berthing, aircraft landing strips, and onshore R & R; and one
for a comprehensive range of facilities, including large warship weapons maintenance.
Seychelles was designated in the second category.394
An important opportunity to consolidate China’s position in Seychelles came with the outbreak
of piracy off the coast of Somalia after 2005, seriously affecting the island nation a few years
later. In 2011, Seychelles invited China to contribute to the defense of international shipping
with the offer of new port facilities to make this possible. Instead of going so far as to build a
new port, China was given access to existing naval facilities in Victoria. It is believed that the
major reason for adopting the lesser option was that India objected to China being offered a
new port.395
Indeed, the actions of Seychelles cannot be explained without a parallel reference to relations
with India. For example, having made a state visit to India in 2018, President Faure balanced
the books with an official visit to China a few months later, which included a meeting with
President Xi Jinping. Their recorded exchange was, in one sense, quite bland—it was just
another rhetorical pledge of friendship—but it also typified a relationship in which both
parties could benefit. In the words of Xi Jinping:
With profound traditional friendship, China and Seychelles have always treated each other
sincerely, friendly, and equally, and always been committed to unity, cooperation, and joint
development. China supports Seychelles in independently taking a development path suitable to
its own national conditions, and is willing to keep close exchanges with Seychelles, enhance
political mutual trust, and engage in cooperation in the fields of people's livelihood,
infrastructure, tourism, and maritime economy. China is aware of the multiple challenges
Seychelles is faced with as a small island nation and is ready to increase South-South
cooperation with the country on tackling climate change. China welcomes Seychelles' active
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participation in the Belt and Road construction by giving full play to its favorable geographic
location.396
In response, Danny Faure gave his own assurances:
With traditional friendship, relations between this country and China have been increasingly
consolidated. Seychelles sees China as an important partner, and thanks China for the long-term
precious help. Seychelles is ready to enhance communication with China on governance, take the
joint building of the Belt and Road as an opportunity to conduct more bilateral cooperation,
support each other in international affairs, and lift bilateral ties to a new height.397
If one strips away the rhetoric, perhaps the key words are those of the Chinese leader, “giving
full play to its favorable geographic location.” That is surely the real reason that Seychelles is
on China’s radar and why the leader of a nation with only 95,000 people can be photographed
with the leader of the world’s most populous nation. An indication of the value attached to
Seychelles is revealed by the volume of Chinese aid it receives per capita, ranking third of all
African nations.398
Each year to mark the anniversary of the foundation of the People’s Republic of China, the
Chinese embassy in Victoria (the capital of Seychelles) holds an event. The opportunity is taken
to show how relations between the two countries continue to evolve. For example, in 2017,
then ambassador Yu Jinsong reported that:
China-Seychelles relations continue to maintain a good momentum of development with fruitful
results in cooperation in political, economic, trade, culture, education, military, and other
areas….In May, China and Seychelles signed a MoU regarding construction of a low-carbon
demonstration zone in Seychelles to tackle climate change. In June, the Special Representative of
African Affairs, Ambassador Xu Jinghu, visited Seychelles. In July, Chinese aid enabled the start of
the Corgat Estate Redevelopment Project. In August, China signed the agreement with
Seychelles for financing and construction of the Seychelles Radio and Broadcasting House.8
Seychellois applicants were awarded Chinese Government Scholarships and left for university
study in Beijing, Shanghai, and other big cities in China. In September, the 7th group of Chinese
volunteers concluded their mission in Seychelles and returned home. This year, more than 100
Seychellois have participated in workshops in China. The Seychelles Tourism Board has
launched promotions in Chinese cities such as Beijing, Guangzhou, and Chengdu. In mid-
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September the two countries signed a memorandum of understanding on tourism cooperation.
In turn, delegations from Guangdong, Hainan, Liaoning, and Hubei have visited Seychelles.399
The cumulative contribution of infrastructure and other beneficial schemes, year on year,
represents no small contribution to the life of Seychelles and includes some of the country’s
most important public buildings, including the National Assembly and, separately, the Palais
de Justice (home of the Judiciary), as well as the national swimming pool and a state-of-the-art
broadcasting center opened in 2018. In the military arena, gifts of naval equipment have been
made to support the war on piracy; at the community level, China has continued to contribute
through schools and a new hospital at Anse Royale, Mahé’s second largest township. Many of
Seychellois students have taken advantage of education and training in China, and there is a
flourishing Confucius Institute attached to the University of Seychelles.
Normally, Chinese construction firms manage their projects with imported Chinese labor, and
people in Seychelles have come to accept this as normal. As elsewhere in the world, the Chinese
community—in this case a population of around 1,000—is self-sufficient and asks little of the
state. In a number of cases, individuals of Chinese descent have made prominent contributions
to the country.400 It is a subjective observation, but there is little or no sign of discord with the
Chinese community, and Seychellois are generally appreciative of what has been done for the
nation.401 China has exercised “soft power” effectively over a long period, so far with a
productive outcome. This contrasts sharply with the bad feelings (expressed in the press and
social media) and a recent outburst of xenophobia towards Arab and Indian minorities, who
have also been generous but are by no means as popular.402

Between Scylla and Charybdis
Of these two rocks, the one reaches heaven and its peak is lost in a dark cloud….You will find the
other rock lies lower, but they are so close together that there is not more than a bow-shot
between them.403
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Somehow, poor Odysseus on his Mediterranean voyage had to chart a course through the
narrow channel. On one side was a rock that was home to a six-headed monster, and on the
other was a rock concealing a whirlpool ready to suck wayward ships to its depths. It was an
unenviable task. Though drawn from mythology, this imagery was so lurid that it continues to
capture the essence of a tough choice. Seychelles, like Odysseus, must now chart its own course
through an ocean beset by new challenges. Although one cannot liken the threats to those of a
six-headed monster or a whirlpool from which there is no escape, the presence of nuclear
powers flexing their muscles in a region where there was once hope of creating a zone of peace
is not to be lightly dismissed. The situation in the Indian Ocean has become more complex than
it was, and Seychelles is by necessity caught up in the turbulence.
There are, in fact, 23 nations along the surrounding coastline and in the form of island states.
The Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA), a voluntary membership body, contains 21 nations
(excluding Djibouti and Myanmar), the French départements of La Réunion and Mayotte, and
the vexed territory of the Chagos Islands (which is not a sovereign state). Seychelles is one of
the 21 member states. Recognizing that the ocean is not exclusive to those countries and that
some external nations have their own interests in the region, IORA also makes provision for a
separate category of Dialogue Partners. This external network comprises seven overseas
nations: China, Egypt, France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
Under the watchful eye of the United States, which maintains important military bases on Diego
Garcia (part of the Chagos archipelago) and at Camp Lemonnier in Djibouti, the shipping lanes
to and from the Persian Gulf have been regarded as critical to the security of the West. But,
until recently, the rest of the Indian Ocean remained somewhat marginal to the interests of the
great powers. Even during the Cold War, it attracted less attention than the Atlantic and Pacific.
This is certainly not to suggest it has been ignored by the rest of the world—only that the other
oceans (both of which are bordered by the United States) have seen more military engagement
and geopolitical confrontation. In any case, heightened recognition of the shipping lanes in the
Indian Ocean as the essential link between East Asia and the West has changed all that.
Moreover, international powers are now drawn to the region by “trouble spots,” notably
Yemen, Somalia, and Iran, where their respective problems all have the potential to spread well
beyond their own boundaries.
Gone is the day when there was hope that the Indian Ocean would—as Sri Lanka proposed in
1971—become a zone of peace. In the nuclear age, this was an appealing idea, but it gained no
practical traction. India’s recent attempt to revive the concept has not been seen as a serious
proposition. Indeed, India of all countries would be inhibited from implementing its own plans
to ensure the security of the region, while a mere declaration would not check the growing
incursion of China. In fact, this last factor has been driving all other interventions. Even within
the present decade, China’s presence has become the most important geopolitical change and
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one that all nations within the region are currently confronting. Whether under the guise of the
earlier metaphor of a string of pearls or the more recent Belt and Road Initiative, China’s intent
is clear. It is, quite simply, a strategy to gain access to the coveted resources of Africa and to
provide security at sea to enable safe shipping for its own fleet. As long ago as 1982, General
Lua Huaqing, the architect of China’s naval modernization, declared that China had to make its
navy capable of venturing beyond the Strait of Malacca.404 The point was taken up 30 years
later by Rear Admiral Zhang Huachen, deputy commander of the East Sea Fleet, who said quite
plainly that “with the expansion of the country’s economic interests, the navy wants to better
protect the country’s transportation routes and the safety of our major sea lanes.”405
China’s presence is now evident across most of the region. Yet, given the risk of offending the
East Asian power, which gives as well as takes, it seems that the nations most affected (and
which are the recipients of gifts) are reluctant to express what is really happening. It is a bit
like the story of the emperor riding naked through the streets—the crowd staying silent until
a little boy shouted that “the emperor has no clothes!” However benignly it might be portrayed
at banquets and cultural exchange visits, it is hard to avoid the view that China is in the process
of creating a global empire, and that the Indian Ocean and Africa are an important part of it. It
is consolidating its influence through a mixture of direct aid and repayable loans, friendship
treaties, and massive investment. Unlike the creation of past empires around the world, it is
achieving its goals by peaceful means rather than military might. But no one can doubt that the
latter could be brought to the fore in the face of resistance to its seemingly benign plans.406
The United States, especially, looks askance at these developments and is behind the redesignation of the region from “Indian Ocean” to “Indo-Pacific” region, encouraging a more
global perspective on China’s expansionist policies. In turn, India (especially following the
appointment in 2014 of Narendra Modi as Prime Minister) is increasingly wary of China’s
intentions. Even ignoring the eponymous name of the ocean, India sees itself as the region’s
natural protector and is investing heavily to increase its naval presence in key locations. At a
diplomatic level, apart from continuing tension along the shared land border in the Himalayas,
India maintains good relations with China, although there is a clear sense that the two giants
are jostling for position and watching every move the other makes. Unwittingly, Seychelles
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now finds itself caught up in this proxy battle of the titans. One example of this is India’s interest
in one of the outer islands of the Seychelles archipelago, Assumption (Creole: Assomption).
In a nutshell, India wants to use part of the remote island as a naval base because it is close to
the head of the strategically important Mozambique Channel. Although India’s interest in the
island had been under discussion since 2012, it only came to the fore when President Faure
was unable to win the support of the National Assembly. Fears were expressed that Seychelles
could find itself in the center of a future conflict between the two main Asian powers.
Environmental concerns were also raised because the island is close to Aldabra, a world
heritage site. Were it simply for what is there now, few people would have heard of
Assumption, let alone visited it. On most days, it remains a tropical idyll with white, sandy
beaches and a surrounding sea that is rich in marine life. Against all appearances, it has become
one of the geopolitical “hot spots” of the Indian Ocean.407
Assumption is currently a live issue on social media networks. Amid the increasingly
xenophobic views directed towards the resident Indian community and migrant workers,
there have been leaks that reveal details that were previously little known. Far from being a
modest development to enable refueling and light repairs, plans have been circulating that
show a proposed garrison sufficient to accommodate up to 500 naval personnel. Even though
former president James Michel maintains that the original scheme that he negotiated was
intended to offer access to other navies operating in the region, the present proposal is for the
exclusive use of India.
In one sense, this is a domestic matter about sovereignty and land use, as well as bilateral
relations with India. But, in the context of other changes in the region, it is much more than
that. Although China has maintained a diplomatic silence on Assumption, India’s proposal will
not be met with favor in Beijing. Behind the scenes, representations will have been made to
Seychelles, and one can only surmise that the issue must have been raised during Faure’s visit
to China in 2018. A way has yet to be found to satisfy both parties, but it is not easy to see how
this might be achieved. The next presidential election will take place in 2020, and it is unlikely
that this will have been resolved by then.
By comparison, it might seem that Odysseus had an easy task in navigating his ship between
Scylla and Charybdis. Surely the waters of the Indian Ocean, with its narrow channels between
the rocks of China and India, has become even more testing. Seychelles has so far not fallen foul
of either side, although if it relents on the issue of Assumption, the risk of offending China may
be a step too far. It remains to be seen whether Danny Faure (or his successor) will prove able
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to steer the ship into calmer waters, or whether it will veer too far towards one side or the
other.
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Singapore: China in the Indian Ocean Region:
Perspective from Singapore
Author: Nazia Hussain, Senior Analyst, Center for
Multilateralism Studies, RSIS Singapore
Author: Sinderpal Singh, Senior Fellow & Coordinator, South Asia
Program, RSIS Singapore
Key Points:


China’s growing military and economic presence in the Indian Ocean offers both
opportunities and potential challenges to other states in the region.



Like other ascending powers, China’s growing desire for recognition of its enhanced
role and position in the Indian Ocean is inevitable and need not necessarily be
disruptive.



There is a need to mediate China’s ascent via a rules-based order while recognizing
that certain rules may need to be re-visited via a dialogue among states in the Indian
Ocean.

China’s Commercial and Military Presence in the Indian Ocean
Region
Significant Chinese military presence in the Indian Ocean is conventionally tracked to 2008,
initially including anti-piracy patrols and later deployments of nuclear and conventional
submarines. China’s People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) activities in the Indian Ocean have
been steadily increasing since 2008. It maintains a permanent presence of an estimated six to
eight Chinese naval ships in the northern part of the Indian Ocean at any given time, along with
three to four survey vessels or hydrographic vessels as well as six submarines supposedly
deployed for anti-piracy patrols.408 The largest number (14 ships) was detected in the middle
of 2017.
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In 2017, China opened its first overseas military base at Djibouti in the Horn of Africa bordering
the Indian Ocean. The base includes a naval port, large helicopter base, and accommodation for
10,000 troops.409 This marks the rise of China as a maritime power willing and able to protect
its overseas interests in the Indian Ocean. The same year, China also acquired the Hambantota
Port in Sri Lanka on a 99-year lease, giving Beijing a trade outpost in the Indian Ocean.
Observers suggest China plans to build a network of naval bases across the Indian Ocean. A US
report claimed that China is about to start construction of a new naval base and airfield at
Jiwani, approximately 60 km west of Gwadar.410 The port city is set to become a major waypoint
in China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Earlier this year, Australian media reported that
Beijing was in discussions with Vanuatu about building a naval base on the Pacific island.411
Vanuatu is only about 1,500 km off Australia’s east coast and in the heart of the South Pacific
Islands.
China is also setting up port projects along crucial sea lanes of communication as part of the
Maritime Silk Road passing through the Indian Ocean. Beijing has ongoing projects in Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, Myanmar, Pakistan, Djibouti, Kenya, and Tanzania.412 Moreover, Beijing has also
acquired strategically located deep water ports in Myanmar, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Maldives,
which analysts believe could eventually serve a military purpose. The “dual use” of these ports
for commercial and military purposes is an emerging trend in the Indian Ocean.413 For example,
Colombo, Gwadar, and Djibouti have been used to refuel or station PLAN ships. The stationing
of a PLAN submarine and warship with no prior notification at the commercial Colombo Port
City Project was a source of concern for neighboring India.

Singapore View on China’s Activities in the IOR
Asia is in need of massive infrastructure upgrades. The Asian Development Bank forecasts the
region needs $26 trillion worth of highways, railroads, and other infrastructure from 2016 to
2030.414 The United States has pledged USD 113 million for regional investments in the IndoPacific, and there are reports of the Trump administration seeking $30 million from Congress
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for the Bay of Bengal Initiative—foreign military financing that will build maritime and border
security capacity for Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and Maldives.415 These numbers still pale in
comparison to the BRI investment, which is predicted to total $1.3 trillion by 2027.416
Commercially, China has built significant inroads in the Indian Ocean region (IOR) through its
BRI, which is fast reshaping the region's economic and strategic landscape. As the geographic
core of the Indo-Pacific, Southeast Asia is of key importance to China. Although Southeast Asian
countries remain cautious to varying extents about the economic costs and strategic
implications of China’s infrastructural investments under the BRI, they continue to seek ways
in which they could economically benefit from these BRI projects.
Being an open economy and global hub, Singapore places a high premium on regional and
multilateral cooperation via trade and connectivity. As such, Singapore has been an early and
strong supporter of the BRI. The BRI addresses connectivity and infrastructure needs in the
region and has the potential to enhance economic cooperation not just between other
countries and China, but also between countries within ASEAN.
Earlier this year, Singapore and China signed five agreements to further collaborate on trade,
law enforcement, and projects under the BRI. Both sides cooperate in six areas: the Belt and
Road, financial services, technology and innovation, ease of doing business, urban governance,
and people-to-people exchanges. Singapore was the largest foreign investment destination for
China along the Belt and Road last year, capturing close to 23 percent of the total investment
outflow from China to Belt and Road countries.417
One significant BRI project between Singapore and China that is underway is the Chongqing
Connectivity Initiative, particularly International Land Transport Corridor. This rail link
connects Chongqing to Qinzhou Port in Guangxi on the Gulf of Tonkin, which opens a shorter
connection for China’s western provinces out to the world and also strategically links the Silk
Road Economic Belt and the new Maritime Silk Road.418
Singapore’s participation in the BRI is focused on four platforms: infrastructure connectivity,
financial connectivity, third-party collaboration, and professional and legal services.
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As a financial hub, Singapore focuses on financial needs in Asia, including providing cofinancing and risk management services for many BRI projects. According to the Chinese
government statistics, Singapore accounts for 83 percent of total inbound investments to China
from BRI countries, while about one-quarter of China’s outbound investments to BRI countries
go through Singapore.419
Singapore is a neutral third-party venue where BRI countries and companies can resolve
commercial disputes quickly and efficiently. Singapore’s Mediation Centre, International
Arbitration Centre, and International Commercial Court are all well-regarded internationally
and can complement existing institutions in China. Singapore also has the shortest resolution
time worldwide for standardized commercial disputes and hopes to provide some aid to
address concerns over some BRI projects.420
Although Singapore views the BRI favorably, it also recognizes that the substance of the BRI
and how it is implemented are very important. There have been significant concerns about BRI
projects, particularly over financial transparency, speed vs. quality, and Chinese debt.
Singapore’s Prime Minister (PM) Lee Hsien Loong stressed that “Overall, the BRI must be open
and inclusive, and must not turn the region into a closed bloc centered on a single major
economy.”421 There is also the issue of perceptions that apart from contributing to
unsustainable debt levels, BRI loans serve Beijing’s strategic goals in the IOR, which is key to
global shipping routes, at a time when China is building islands in the South China Sea.422
At the 2nd Belt and Road Forum in Beijing, PM Lee acknowledged China’s growing
international influence and wish to occupy a place in regional and global affairs. How China
performs its prominent global role, and how the international community adjusts to China’s
growing influence, will determine whether countries in the region will enjoy continued peace
and prosperity.
PM Lee further drew attention to ways in which concerns over BRI can be addressed to
maximize the long-term benefits of this strategic initiative beyond improving physical
infrastructure. He suggested three areas for consideration.
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First, the BRI should develop indigenous capabilities. Countries will benefit more if
connectivity projects develop more local talent, facilitate further technology transfer, and
involve more local businesses. This will not only improve the quality and sustainability of the
infrastructure projects, but also give local parties a greater stake in the projects’ success.423
Second, the BRI should go beyond traditional bilateral models of cooperation. Connectivity
need not be limited to hub-and-spoke arrangements with China, because China can partner
with other countries on projects in third countries. And this can bring together a wider range
of capabilities and resources, open new doors to projects that may otherwise not be feasible,
and enhance trade and economic cooperation not just between other countries and China but
among other countries too.424
Third, the BRI should take an inclusive, transparent, and market-driven approach. Connectivity
projects should be economically viable and financially sound. This will improve accountability
and risk management, increase the projects’ overall chances of success, and inspire greater
confidence in future projects. A prospering region with China fully integrated—linked together
by an open regional cooperation infrastructure—will reinforce the open, rules-based
international order and multilateral trading system that has benefitted the region.425
Regarding the military presence of China in the IOR, Singapore continues to maintain close
defense ties with China, while maintaining and even bolstering defense ties with countries such
as the US and India. Last year, Singapore and India signed a new naval pact that gives Indian
warships greater access to Changi Naval Base. Some Indian media outlets immediately painted
the decision as a deliberate move done with an “an eye on China.” However, military experts
said the “countering China” narrative was misleading. Rather than some elaborate ploy
targeted at China, Collin Koh (maritime security analyst at RSIS) said the agreement was part
of Singapore’s long-standing policy of engaging all major powers for its own security.426 The
pact was a logical step-up from the already close defense and security ties between the two
countries, which also stemmed from long-standing political ties for decades.
On the Indo-Pacific concept and its implications, PM Lee said, “We support regional
cooperation initiatives which are open and inclusive platforms for countries to cooperate
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constructively, and deepen regional integration,” stressing that the initiatives should
strengthen existing cooperation arrangements centered on ASEAN. “They should not
undermine them, create rival blocs, deepen fault lines, or force countries to take sides. They
should help bring countries together, rather than split them apart.” ASEAN already has in place
a set of inter-linking regional mechanisms such as the East Asia Summit (EAS), ASEAN Regional
Forum (ARF), and ASEAN Defence Ministers Meeting (ADMM). Plus, these are designed to
engage big powers and neighboring countries.
Singapore’s Defense Minister Ng Eng Hen also said Singapore was supportive of India’s role as
a security provider within the Indo-Pacific region.427 He acknowledged the ongoing
conversation about the strategic utility of the Indo-Pacific as an important geo-political space,
reflecting the reality of the strategic interconnectivity between the two regions of the Indian
and Pacific Oceans.
Overall, Singapore feels that increased Chinese military and economic presence in the IOR is
not, by itself, a negative development. As China grows economically and militarily, it will seek
recognition of its enhanced position, both globally and within the IOR. This is not unique to
China, since ascending powers do seek recognition from other states of their enhanced
economic and military prowess. The crucial issue is to mediate this recognition of China’s
enhanced role in the IOR via a rules-based order, which rests on different facets of international
law. In this enterprise, if certain rules or facets of international law seem out of sync, in China’s
view (with China’s changing position within global politics), there needs to be acceptance for a
dialogue on this issue. Such a dialogue needs to ensure that any re-negotiation of certain facets
of the rules-based order in the IOR is mediated via a broad consensus forged between states in
the IOR. The fundamental principle of the need for a rules-based order in the IOR needs to be
maintained, while the possibility of a re-negotiation of certain facets of such rules should not
be ruled out. Any re-negotiation, however, will require forging a durable consensus among
states in the IOR.
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South Africa: South Africa in the Indian Ocean
Community: Pursuing Opportunities while
Balancing Complications
Author: Cobus van Staden, Senior Researcher, Foreign Policy Program
South African Institute of International Affairs
Key Points:


South Africa’s engagement with the Indian Ocean is mainly focused on development,
trade, and investment rather than geostrategy.



At the same time, its strategic engagement with both China and India is growing.
However, this engagement is also channeled towards development and the
strengthening of diplomatic relations.



South Africa’s focus increasingly falls on African economic integration, and its Indian
Ocean engagement also maintains this focus.

Introduction
South Africa is the only country in the world that can claim to be both part of the Indian Ocean
and Atlantic communities. The two oceans meet south of Cape Town, and the mingling of the
warm Indian Ocean current with the chilly Antarctic current on the Atlantic side is responsible
for the unique climate of Cape Town.
The meeting also provides a metaphor for the complexity of South Africa’s geopolitical
position. Despite having been in the orbit of the United States and the United Kingdom for
decades, South Africa has emerged as one of China’s key allies on the African continent.
Although its historical Atlantic alliances remain very important, its economic future
increasingly lies in the Indian Ocean community—not only through alliances with China, but
also in growing engagement with India and possible synergies with emerging Indian Ocean
hubs. In some ways, South Africa can be seen as a bellwether reflecting the currents of foreign
influence in Africa, while also acting as a vector for the influx of this influence deeper into the
continent. The country’s position means it sits between East and West. But it also sits
conclusively south, and being the representative of the global south and Africa in particular has
become core to South Africa’s foreign policy. It is also key to its economic engagement, and its
outreach towards the Indian Ocean should be viewed against the context of South Africa’s
wider focus on African economic integration and development.
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However, this engagement also brings complications. For example, South Africa is the only
African member of the G20. It has taken up representing African causes in the group. Examples
include agitating somewhat successfully for greater focus on illicit financial flows and tax
enforcement on the continent, and facilitating public-private partnerships to boost
infrastructure provision to the continent. However, it also faces pressure from other African
countries not to portray itself as the leader of Africa. This complexity becomes another example
of how South Africa’s unique position in the world necessitates a continual process of
balancing.
In this paper, I outline how South Africa’s position in the Indian Ocean region is shaped by its
relationships with two key allies, China and India. I also outline South Africa’s own priorities
in the region, showing that commercial and development priorities take precedent over
strategic engagement.

South Africa and China
Despite the fact that South Africa is now one of China’s key allies in Africa, the relationship is
relatively young. South Africa’s apartheid government and the People’s Republic of China
(PRC) had an officially hostile relationship due to the apartheid state’s anti-communist stance,
China’s historical support for anti-colonial struggles in Africa (notably in South Africa’s
neighboring state of Zimbabwe), and Pretoria’s close relationship with Taiwan.
The relationship thawed quickly after democratization. However, the Mandela government
unsuccessfully tried to maintain diplomatic relationships with both Taiwan and the PRC
simultaneously.428 A few factors swayed its eventual decision to swing towards Beijing: strong
pressure within the ruling African National Congress alliance in favor of the PRC, a perception
that aligning with the PRC was the global trend, and pressure from Beijing, including threats
that continued support for Taiwan would lead to South Africa’s lucrative trade access to Hong
Kong being suspended.429
The South African government announced its official diplomatic relationship with the PRC in
1998. By then, trade between South Africa and the PRC had increased a hundredfold, from $14
million (USD) in 1992 to $1.4 billion in 1998.430 This trajectory continued, with China becoming
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South Africa’s main trading partner by 2010. The economic importance of the relationship has
only increased during the 2010s. South Africa has been China’s largest trading partner in Africa
for most of the 2010s, making up between 25 percent and 33 percent of Africa’s total trade
with China.431
The importance of the economic relationship has been echoed by the rapid development of the
political relationship. China upgraded its relationship with South Africa to a Comprehensive
Strategic Partnership in 2010. South Africa was the first developing country to enter into this
partnership with China, indicating perceptions in Beijing that the relationship has value across
a wide range of sectors.432 This was soon followed up by an invitation for South Africa to join
the then BRIC group, made up of Brazil, Russia, India, and China. South Africa became the fifth
member of the group in 2010, in a move widely seen as facilitated by China more than the other
members of the group (and perhaps not warranted by the size of South Africa’s economy in
comparison with the other members of the group).433
South Africa’s accession to the BRICS group helped to cement the relationship. During the Zuma
administration, South Africa frequently voted with China in the United Nations, and the South
African government has generally tended to respect China’s wishes on hot button issues. One
example is delaying its own visa processes to avoid giving the Dalai Lama a visa to visit the
country when he was invited by fellow Nobel laureate archbishop emeritus Desmond Tutu. 434
This incident was controversial at home because (among other reasons) it underscored the
political and economic importance of China to South Africa. This breaks down into the
following key areas.
In the first place, South Africa functions as a base for the assembly and manufacturing of
Chinese products destined for the rest of the African continent. This includes kitchen
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appliances produced by Hisense in the Western Cape region and automobiles produced by
companies such as Beijing Automotive Works in the Coega Special Economic Zone in South
Africa’s Eastern Cape region. A new set of trade and investment deals, including an expansion
of the Beijing Automotive Works plant, was recently announced.435
In the second place, Chinese investors bought into the South African banking sector relatively
early, when the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China bought a 20 percent stake in South
Africa’s Standard Bank in 2007.436 Standard Bank now serves as an important vector for
Chinese investment into the rest of Africa. This work includes business development and
involvement in promoting renminbi (RMB)-denominated transactions.437 African countries are
increasingly seeing the potential for directly trading in RMB, especially in the hydrocarbon
sector, where China is a key market.
Thirdly, China is also a key investor in South Africa’s commodities and mining sector, especially
in the platinum sector. This investment also takes the form of funding special economic zones
dedicated to the processing of raw commodities and support for the South African
government’s ambition to promote cross-border infrastructure.438
In the fourth place, South Africa is the only African country with significant investments in
China. The media company Naspers is heavily invested in the Chinese technology giant
Tencent, whose WeChat is the dominant instant messaging service in China. The brewing
company SABMiller also has large investments in China.

South Africa’s Commercial Focus on the Indian Ocean Region
As China increases its engagement in the Indian Ocean region, South Africa has also immersed
itself more formally. South Africa recently served as the head of the Indian Ocean Rim
Association. During its tenure, it focused on the economic potential of the Indian Ocean region
and on positioning the country as a future regional hub for Indian Ocean trade and logistics.
This was summed up in a development plan launched by the Zuma administration called
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Operation Phakisa, aimed at increasing South Africa’s share of the ocean economy including
across six sectors: ship and rig-building and repair, offshore oil and gas exploration,
aquaculture, enhanced oceans governance, coastal and marine tourism, and small harbor
development.439 China is engaged in the initiative via agreements for a repair and shipbuilding
facility and an oil and gas hub.440 The discovery of large hydrocarbon deposits off the coast of
East Africa opens the opportunity for South Africa to expand its port facilities into gateways
funneling hydrocarbons from East Africa to markets in Asia. Several East African countries are
currently planning and implementing new oil and gas exploitation, including Ethiopia,
Tanzania, Uganda, and Mozambique.
While on the one hand these developments signal a desire to cooperate towards building a
stronger presence for South Africa in Indian Ocean trade, it also shows that South Africa is
interested in working with China to position itself as a significant gateway to Africa. One can
argue that the country is as interested in Indian Ocean trade itself as it is interested in
positioning itself via increased Indian Ocean trade in order to make greater use of Africa’s
Continental Free Trade Agreement. In other words, South Africa is as interested in using the
Indian Ocean to send its goods outwards towards economies like China as it is in using Indian
Ocean trade to position itself as a gateway for foreign goods into the continent. In this ambition,
South Africa increasingly faces stiff competition from East Africa. Countries such as Kenya,
Tanzania, and Djibouti are all aiming at a similar gateway role. However, South Africa’s unique
geographical position arguably gives it the edge in Southern Africa. Combined with its
sophisticated banking sector, its position provides opportunities for collaboration with
Chinese entities interested in expanding into the continent.
From the other side, the Indian Ocean is also facilitating the flow of South African goods to
China. Agricultural exports are a key example here: South African producers of crops such as
citrus and apples have finally overcome restrictions into the Chinese market. The flow of these
products is boosted by the US-China trade war, with African crops boosting longer term
Chinese ambitions to lessen their exposure to US producers.441 Other southern African
countries are also increasing their agricultural exports to China. Zimbabwe is a major exporter
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of tobacco, and Namibia has recently started exporting beef to China. These exports mostly
happen via South African harbors.
All these forms of commercial engagement show that for South Africa, engagement with China
and engagement with the economy of the Indian Ocean basin cannot be easily separated. China
is a major trade and investment partner. It is not only a market linked to South Africa via Indian
Ocean shipping lines, but it also funds South Africa’s capability to make the most of the trade
and logistics economies enabled by those shipping lines.
South Africa currently faces low levels of economic growth and high levels of unemployment.
For this reason, it has focused its attention on trade and investment and the potential of China
as a trade partner. At the same time, the Belt and Road Initiative’s promise of boosting
infrastructure investment also gets a positive reception in Pretoria. This, combined with the
impact of the US-Chinese trade war on the South African economy, recently led to South African
officials criticizing the Trump administration and expressing support for China.442
However, South Africa’s engagement with Asia across the Indian Ocean goes beyond
commerce. In the following section, I outline the military and strategic engagement between
South Africa, China, and India.

Strategic Connections: China and India
As the political ties between South Africa and China have expanded, so has their military
relationship. The countries moved from a partnership in 2000 to a strategic partnership in
2004 to a comprehensive strategic partnership in 2010. The growth of the strategic
relationship reflects the importance of South Africa to China as a partner in the building of
alternative multilateral institutions. Military relations form a relatively small, but increasingly
important, part of this relationship. The South African National Defence Force (SANDF) and the
People’s Liberation Army meet regularly under the auspices of the China-South Africa Defense
Committee. The most recent (eighth) meeting of the committee took place in Beijing on August
22, 2018. In a statement, they committed themselves to continued collaboration on bilateral
military exchanges and cooperation, as well as cooperation on regional security.443 In
September of 2018, the SANDF also announced enhanced cooperation with both China and
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Vietnam on logistics and training.444 South Africa and China also co-hosted a symposium on
military logistics in March 2019—underlining how even in strategic relations, South Africa
tends to focus on fields with the potential for non-conflict job creation and development.445
Despite the upgrading of strategic partnerships, military engagement makes up a relatively
small aspect of the China-South Africa relationship. The relationship tends to draw more
energy from trade, investment, and political cooperation than from military interaction. Among
other reasons, this is arguably because post-apartheid South Africa has generally focused less
on military cooperation and investment because of the highly militarized nature of apartheid.
A notable indicator of this trend was a recent complaint by the head of the navy that South
Africa’s naval capability is declining in comparison with other African countries. He specifically
mentioned Algeria, which has purchased large amounts of Chinese equipment and weapons
over the last few years.446
Although this approach to a certain extent limits South Africa’s cooperation with China, it also
has certain benefits. One such benefit is that it keeps South Africa out of rivalries that have
affected Indian Ocean relations over the last few decades. For example, the rivalry between
India and China for influence in the Indian Ocean raises tensions in many Indian Ocean states,
including in the Maldives, Mauritius, and the Seychelles. Indian concern about the expansion of
Chinese influence into the Indian Ocean has translated into opposition to the Belt and Road
Initiative and competing pressure on smaller regional countries to choose sides.
South Africa has little motivation to do so. China is its largest trading partner, but South Africa’s
trade relationship with India has been growing and currently stands at about $10 billion per
year, with equal levels of investment.447 The countries signed a strategic partnership
agreement in 1997, one preceded by decades of close cooperation in the anti-apartheid
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struggle.448 South Africa also has a large Indian diaspora, which raises the future potential for
trade and investment. As both a country with strong relations with China and promisingly
robust relations with India, it has consistently favored political and economic ties with both.
The BRICS grouping has proved a useful mechanism in this regard because it provides a
platform for cooperation where tensions between member states (notably between India and
China) are momentarily set aside in favor of cooperation. South Africa and India are also
members of the IBSA group (India, Brazil, and South Africa). which predated the BRICS.
South Africa’s care to avoid some of the rivalry between China and India, however, does not
obviate military interaction with India. South Africa’s state-owned arms manufacturer Denel
had been a major exporter to India until being blacklisted in 2005 under allegations of
kickbacks. These were lifted in 2018, and Denel is expected to explore cooperation with Indian
companies under Delhi’s “Make in India” program.449 The countries strengthened their original
strategic partnership via the 2006 Tshwane Declaration, which followed a meeting between
the India-South Africa Defence Committee. The Declaration called for greater cooperation in
defense, and also acknowledged that India had already provided training to the South African
National Defence Force in UN peacekeeping and submarine operations.450 This agreement was
further strengthened in 2019 in the form of the Three-Year Strategic Programme of
Cooperation. This agreement expressed satisfaction at a wide range of defense cooperation
between India and South Africa, mentioning by name defense production, collaboration,
manufacturing, research and development, training, and joint exercises. It singled out naval
cooperation under the auspices of the Indian Ocean Naval Symposium, and South Africa’s
participation in the First Multinational India-Africa Field Training Exercise in March 2019.451
Issues of strategic competition and strategic rivalry in the Indian Ocean also came up during
South Africa’s presidency of the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA) in 2018. During its
tenure, IORA moved towards establishing dedicated organs aimed at key areas including safety
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and security (also blue economies, the empowerment of women, and tourism).452 However,
also in this forum, South Africa downplayed strategic competition in favor of an agenda of
economic integration.453 South Africa is championing this issue across various forums, such as
its support for the African Continental Free Trade Agreement in the South Africa Development
Community, via the New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD) and the African Union,
as well as in the G20. Through all this work, Pretoria has focused almost exclusively on the
Indian Ocean region as a zone for development, economic integration, trade, and investment,
rather than as a field for geostrategy. Against this background, it becomes clear that South
Africa has much to gain from downplaying any potential strategic rivalry in the Indian Ocean,
in favor of a rhetoric of cooperation and mutual development. This reality arguably informed
South Africa’s muted response to the concept of the Free and Open Indo-Pacific as promoted
by the United States, Australia, Japan, and India.
The importance of China to South Africa’s economy lies at the heart of this approach. South
Africa is less interested in containing the BRI than in profiting from it while boosting
relationships with any other possible investors and trading partners. The Belt and Road
Initiative’s concentration on connectivity aligns with this focus, and this is one reason for South
Africa’s enthusiastic support of the BRI. At the same time, India’s influence along Africa’s
eastern seaboard and its involvement in the Indian Ocean island states also makes it a potential
partner to push forward this agenda. It is expected that South Africa will keep trying to use its
position in the Indian Ocean to maximize connectivity with multiple partners while avoiding
strategic rivalries.

Conclusion
Although South Africa is both an Atlantic and Indian Ocean country, the last two decades have
seen it focusing eastwards for trade and investment. Although the United States and Europe
remain key partners to South Africa, its economic fortunes increasingly depend on China, with
other Indo-Pacific powers such as India, Japan, and South Korea also playing increasingly
important roles.
This is also true for strategic engagement. Although South Africa generally downplays strategic
engagement in favor of a stronger rhetorical emphasis on economic integration and
development, it has been expanding its military engagement with key countries in the wider
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Indian Ocean community, most notably China and India. The slow but steady upgrading of
strategic relations, the regular meetings under the auspices of the China-South Africa Defense
Committee, and the continuing training and people-to-people exchanges between South
Africa’s navy and armed forces with those of India and China imply that strategic engagement
helps to strengthen diplomatic relations between these powers. What the future strategic
nature of these relationships will be remains unclear at present. Although there have been joint
exercises, there currently does not seem to be much political will towards either rapidly
escalating the engagement or boosting South Africa’s military and naval capabilities beyond
the commercial potential of sales from South African arms manufacturers. Unlike a country
such as Algeria, South Africa does not seem to be rapidly amassing new arms or equipment.
In comparison, South Africa seems more interested in the commercial possibilities of Indian
Ocean engagement. South African development plans increasingly focus on the commercial
potential of the Indian Ocean’s blue economy, the importance of its shipping lanes, and the
hydrocarbon deposits found down Africa’s eastern seaboard. Operation Phakisa, which focuses
on infrastructure to boost trade and investment related to this blue economy, is a notable
example.
This commercial perspective and the political importance of the China-Africa relationship
across such forums as FOCAC and BRICS have made South Africa an early supporter of the Belt
and Road Initiative. However, it is still unclear how South Africa will maximize its engagement
with the BRI. Although it works closely with Chinese entities and aims to position itself as a
gateway to Africa, that role increasingly seems more naturally suited to countries such as
Kenya because of South Africa’s geographical distance from key markets.
This means that South Africa will need to maximize its external relationships to reach its
development goals. Commercial and political engagement with all powers in the Indo-Pacific,
as well as its traditional Atlantic allies, will maximize South Africa’s chances to fully exploit the
opportunities offered by its strategic position between the oceans. In addition, increasing the
already existing synergies between it and other emerging hubs in the Indian Ocean, including
Mauritius, the Seychelles, and Indonesia, will be key to foregrounding South Africa’s
advantages in fields such as finance and tourism.
This will likely mean that South Africa will both keep pursuing strategic links with nonWestern armies, including those of China and India, while trying to link these engagements to
tangible development and economic outcomes.
The challenge for both South Africa and the other powers of the Indo-Pacific is how to balance
strategic imperatives with the need for development and economic integration that has.
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Key Points:


Sri Lanka increasingly views the Indian Ocean region (IOR) as critical to its own future.



China’s commercial presence in the IOR has brought high levels of investment to Sri
Lanka. Some valid concerns have been raised about this investment, which can and
should be addressed by national and multilateral policy measures. Other concerns
about Chinese investment in Sri Lanka, however, are not grounded in the available
evidence. In addition, more attention should be given to Sri Lanka’s trade and tourism
with China.



Sri Lanka’s main concern regarding military presence is the overall militarization of the
IOR. To contain risks of that militarization, Sri Lanka is engaging with a range of
strategic partners and facilitating multilateral dialogue on IOR issues, in line with its
non-aligned heritage. Just as it seeks diverse economic partnerships, Sri Lanka should
continue its diversified, multilateral approach to address the evolving strategic context
of the IOR.

Introduction
States of the Indian Ocean are increasingly recognizing the importance of the Indian Ocean
region (IOR) to their own destinies.454 In Australia, for example, a 2019 report observed that
although the “Indian Ocean has long been Australia’s Second Sea, after the Pacific Ocean…[t]hat
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Sri Lanka, management staff of the Colombo and Hambantota ports and the Port
City Colombo, the insights of Dr. Ganeshan Wignaraja, and the excellent research assistance of Adam Collins,
Malinda Meegoda and Pabasara Kannangara at LKI.
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period of our history is drawing to a close.”455 In Sri Lanka too, a recent report identified the
Indian Ocean as a possible “global growth pole” of the world economy.456 Policy-makers have
pledged to develop Sri Lanka as an economic center of the IOR between Dubai and Singapore.
At the same time, competing narratives have emerged about China’s commercial and military
presence in this increasingly important ocean. Some of these narratives note the benefits of
China’s presence—which includes the vast Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)—for developing
trade, infrastructure, and other forms of connectivity, thereby helping the IOR reach its growth
potential.457 Others caution that China’s presence carries significant risks to IOR states,
including economic dependence, unsustainable debt, environmental harm, infrastructure that
may be used for military purposes, and, more broadly, a destabilizing effect on the region.458
Sri Lanka has become a site of these competing narratives on China’s presence in the IOR, with
the port of Hambantota featuring prominently in negative accounts of China’s presence.459 In
this context, it is important for Sri Lankan researchers to frankly examine the various
narratives and develop their own evidence-based perspectives of China’s presence in the IOR.
This paper attempts to do that, proceeding in three parts to identify trends in China’s presence
in the IOR and to evaluate how Sri Lanka is interacting with these trends. It begins in Part I by
outlining the importance of the Indian Ocean to Sri Lanka, while Parts II and III examine China’s
commercial and military trends, respectively, in the Indian Ocean and consider the impact of
those trends in Sri Lanka—from economic, security, and other perspectives.
In regard to China’s commercial presence in Sri Lanka, this paper finds that some concerns
about investment from China are strongly supported by the evidence and should be addressed
by a combination of national and multilateral policy measures, while other concerns seem to
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be driven more by great power rivalry than available evidence.460 It also finds there is room to
grow Sri Lanka’s trade and tourism with China, to levels comparable to other IOR states.
In regard to military presence, this paper identifies the overall militarization of the IOR,
stemming from great power rivalry, as Sri Lanka’s main concern—rather than Chinese military
presence per se. Just as Sri Lanka should continue to encourage diverse partnerships in its
economic development, it should likewise continue to engage with a range of strategic partners
and facilitate multilateral dialogue to address the evolving challenges in the IOR.

Sri Lanka in the Indian Ocean
Before considering how Sri Lanka views China’s presence in the region, it is worth outlining
how Sri Lanka sees itself in the region. Although Sri Lanka has long considered itself a South
Asian country, it has lately emphasized its additional identity as an Indian Ocean nation,461 and
it is developing itself as an economic center of the IOR between the two existing hubs of Dubai
and Singapore.462 In tandem with its aim to become a center of the Indian Ocean, the
government has signaled acceptance of multiple Indian Ocean frameworks,463 including the
BRI and the Asia-Africa Growth Corridor (AAGC) previously launched by India and Japan.464

Sri Lanka’s identity as an Indian Ocean nation
There are good reasons for Sri Lanka’s reimagined identity as an Indian Ocean nation. One is
the persisting stalemate in South Asian politics and the region’s main forum: the South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC). India’s “neighborhood first” policy and its
promotion of the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic
Cooperation (BIMSTEC) as an alternative to SAARC have not shifted that stalemate in the South
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Asian neighborhood. However, the second term of Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi
presents an opportunity for more success in this respect.
A second reason for Sri Lanka’s revived Indian Ocean identity is Sri Lanka’s clear “center stage”
location in the middle of the Indian Ocean—in contrast to its rather less impressive position at
the tail end of South Asia. Third and most importantly, the Indian Ocean is predicted to have a
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2000

The evolution of these frameworks is grounded in economic geography. Major maritime routes
cross the IOR, transporting oil and other resources to China and elsewhere in East Asia.466 The
world’s most severe choke points of maritime traffic, the Malacca Strait and Strait of Hormuz,
are both along these routes.467 China’s impressive economic rise in the past three decades—
and more recently its slowing growth rates and resulting excess economic capacity at home—
have induced China to keep expanding its commercial footprint in the IOR and, in turn, to
strategically protect its economic interests in the region.

Figure 20. Ports and strategic assets in the Indian Ocean

Source: Council on Foreign Relations (CFR).
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All these circumstances have spurred a race to develop strategic assets in the IOR to protect
the interests of major users and littoral states (Figure 2) under different policy frameworks.
Sri Lanka’s ports offer an example of these developments. As is well known, a Chinese company
has invested in and is developing Sri Lanka’s Port of Hambantota under a 99-year lease
agreement. The same company, which runs over 40 port terminals worldwide, also
successfully operates a terminal of the Colombo Port under a 35-year lease arrangement.468
Both the Hambantota Port and Colombo terminals are viewed as projects of China’s expansive
BRI framework, estimated to span 70 countries at a possible eventual cost of USD 1 trillion.469
In a notable recent development, India and Japan signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) in May 2019 to develop another terminal of the Colombo Port.470 Although details are
still being negotiated, this may be the first major infrastructure project in the Indian Ocean to
be jointly developed by India and Japan.471 The two countries highlighted their cooperative
partnership by launching the Asia-Africa Growth Corridor (AAGC) in 2017 as an apparent
alternative framework to the BRI.472 At present, it is unclear whether they intend to continue
partnering under the AAGC framework473 or a more informal arrangement.474 In any event, Sri
Lanka will seek to maximize various frameworks and arrangements that cross the Indian
Ocean, such as the BRI and AAGC.
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Similarly, Sri Lanka has signaled acceptance of the Indo-Pacific framework,475 while stressing
that “the Indian Ocean must maintain its own distinct identity.”476 Its enthusiasm for the IndoPacific framework, however, may be dampened by the framework’s relative lack of emphasis
on economic development. It is intuitive that most IOR states will be attracted to partners and
frameworks that focus on economic development. It is therefore unclear why proponents of
the Indo-Pacific settled on promoting the region as “free and open” instead of the previously
articulated alternative of a “free, open, inclusive, and prosperous” Indo-Pacific.477
By contrast, India’s SAGAR (Security and Growth for All in the Region) doctrine has a welcome
emphasis on both security and development. Sri Lanka will likely await elaboration of the
doctrine in Modi’s second term before it determines its view of and role in that doctrine, and
Sri Lanka will be particularly interested in understanding the details of SAGAR’s ‘‘growth”
strategy.

Harnessing China’s Commercial Presence in the IOR
Over the past four decades, China has increasingly positioned itself as a strong economic
partner for countries across Asia and in the Indian Ocean—including Sri Lanka. The story of
China’s rise since Deng Xiaoping’s reforms in 1978 is well known,478 but three points are useful
in understanding China’s evolving presence in the Indian Ocean.
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First, China’s growth was trade-led.479 Its exports went from being equivalent to 5 percent of
China’s economy in 1978 to more than 36 percent of its GDP in 2006.480 Second, as China’s
economic growth accelerated and then started to slow,481 it pursued investments elsewhere to
deploy excess economic capacity and streamline trade flows.482 Third, concurrent with a
dramatic reduction in its poverty levels, China’s GDP per capita grew by almost 24 times from
1978 to 2017,483 creating an enormous middle class that spends and travels more.484
These three developments have led to trends of greater trade, investment, and tourism by
China in the IOR. As detailed below, Sri Lanka has tapped into the trend of more investment
from China in the IOR, although with some concerns that it must address. By contrast, it is yet
to harness trends of more trade with and tourism from China to the extent shown by other
states in the IOR, and there is therefore room for growth in these two areas.

Investment: strong growth in Sri Lanka and some concerns
Sri Lanka, like other IOR states, has secured substantial Chinese investment. Based on the China
Global Investment Tracker, which has tracked China’s large-scale foreign investments (of over
USD 100 million) since 2005, Sri Lanka has been the tenth largest destination for Chinese
foreign investment in the region.485 Moreover, Chinese investment in Sri Lanka has increased
in recent years, with particularly strong growth in 2017 and 2018 (Figure 3). Sri Lanka
received around USD 924 million of Chinese foreign direct investment (FDI) in 2017 and USD
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1.5 billion in 2018. This amounted to over half of Sri Lanka’s total FDI (around USD 1.7 billion
in 2017486 and USD 2.3 billion in 2018).487
The high amounts of Chinese FDI in 2017 and 2018 include inflows for the lease of the
Hambantota Port in southern Sri Lanka488 and reportedly also for the Port City in Colombo, a
mixed-use commercial and residential development489 that is separate to the port itself and
expected to include a financial center similar to the Dubai International Financial Centre
(DIFC).490 Both these projects were initiated by the previous government prior to 2015 and
were continued by the current government with amendments (most significantly, land that
was to be granted on a freehold basis for the Port City will now be granted on a long lease).
Figure 21. Chinese investment in selected IOR states and Sri Lanka

CUMULATIVE CHINESE INVESTMENT IN IOR
(2005-2018, % OF 2018 NOMINAL GDP)

SRI LANKA’S INWARD FDI BY SOURCE
(US$ MILLIONS)

Source: American Enterprise Institute; Board of Investment, Sri Lanka; and IMF.

Whether China maintains its outsized lead as a source of FDI in Sri Lanka depends partly on
the success of other major FDI initiatives, such as the recent MoU with India and Japan to
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develop a terminal of the Colombo Port and the reported interest of Oman and a Singaporean
entity to develop an oil refinery in Hambantota.491
In any event, these trends show that China will remain a vital partner for Indian Ocean states
to build their infrastructure, especially for states like Sri Lanka whose middle-income status
limits access to concessionary funds from international agencies.492 The Asian Development
Bank (ADB) has indicated that developing Asia needs to invest USD 1.7 trillion a year in
infrastructure (especially in transport and energy) until 2030 to maintain its growth
momentum. Yet available funding is scarce.493 Therefore, though many concerns have been
raised about Chinese investment, the question for Sri Lanka is what it can do to improve the net
effect of Chinese investment, not whether and how it can limit Chinese investment.
Testing the concerns about Chinese investment in Sri Lanka against the available evidence
reveals that some are valid and indeed imperative, while others require further study. Still
others are unsupported by the evidence—despite being raised often by international
commentators. Among the valid concerns, many apply equally to Chinese and other FDI in Sri
Lanka, indicating that they stem from domestic policy gaps that Sri Lanka has the responsibility
to address.494

Strongly supported concerns
Although an analysis of each and every concern about Chinese investment is beyond the scope
of this paper, some valid concerns that apply generally to foreign investment in Sri Lanka, and
may also be applicable to other IOR states, include the following:
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(i)

The lack of a national infrastructure plan, leading to ad hoc projects and resulting
inefficiencies495—unlike, for instance, New Zealand, which devised a 30-year
plan;496

(ii)

A shortfall in negotiating capacity—compared to, for example, Malaysia, which
recently negotiated a substantial reduction in the cost of a Chinese-funded rail
link;497

(iii)

A critical need to diversify sources of foreign investment, especially given signs of
a slowing Chinese economy and a need for more export-oriented FDI; and

(iv)

Weakness of local institutions in tackling corruption,498 which is a pervasive
concern that precedes rising Chinese FDI in Sri Lanka—compared to states such as
Singapore.499

A forthcoming study will detail possible ways to address the above concerns.500 For example,
one possible way to tackle issue (ii) above for states in the IOR that lack negotiating capacity is
a regional legal mechanism hosted by the ADB or the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA) to
bolster capacity to negotiate investment agreements, akin to the African Legal Support Facility
hosted by the African Development Bank.501 Similarly, a mechanism that has been proposed to
help address issue (iii) is an Indian Ocean Development Fund, which would provide an
alternative source of capital for IOR states and prioritize regional development.502
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In addition to the above multilateral measures, national responses are also required. For Sri
Lanka to diversify its foreign investment, it must accelerate steps to improve its investment
climate, especially its ease-of-doing business indicators,503 including rule of law aspects.504
Issue (iv) above can be mitigated by legal reforms similar to those wisely introduced in
Australia, which restrict foreign political donations505 and require those who undertake public
activities on behalf of foreign entities to register their foreign interests.506 The success of
similar measures in Sri Lanka, however, will again depend vitally on strengthening Sri Lanka’s
rule of law.
All four concerns above can also be addressed in Sri Lanka by establishing clear and regular
processes of national policy planning, with bipartisan input and a longer term outlook.
Resulting white papers and plans should be implemented by an independent public service,
headed by permanent secretaries.507 This systemic change may need a constitutional
amendment. Under Sri Lanka’s present constitution, secretaries to government ministries
cease to hold office when a cabinet is dissolved, with the result that new secretaries are
appointed after elections and return to the policy drawing board. The government’s public
communications should include regular updates on the adopted plans, via both traditional and
social media.508

Concerns needing further study
Concerns that warrant further study and appropriate policies—ideally though the policy
planning process noted above—include the environmental effect of infrastructure projects and
the impact of such projects on local labor and other stakeholders. These concerns have been
raised about Chinese loans more vigorously than about other foreign investment—partly
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because China’s main financing institutions, namely the China Development Bank and China
Export-Import Bank, lack the environmental and social policies of the ADB and World Bank.509
However, the policy gaps between Chinese banks and the ADB/World Bank may be narrowing,
at least in regard to mitigating environmental harm.510 The relatively new Asian Investment
and Infrastructure Bank (AIIB), which is a China-initiated but multilateral development bank,
has a detailed environmental and social framework. In a welcome decision, the AIIB recently
approved its first loans to Sri Lanka, of USD 153 million and USD 80 million, for urban
regeneration and landslide risk reduction. Civil society and governments in BRI countries
could lobby Chinese banks to shift their policies towards AIIB standards.511

Weakly supported concerns
Finally, besides valid concerns and those that warrant further study, some concerns raised in
respect to Sri Lanka do not square with the available evidence. Such concerns include claims
that Chinese investment comes with a debt trap512 and is for “dual-use”513 projects, i.e., for both
commercial and military use. Chinese investment in the Hambantota port and the related 99year lease by China Merchants Port Holdings Company (CMPHC), which manages ports in 16
countries across six continents—including in Australia, Brazil, Nigeria, France, South Korea,
and US—is usually cited in reports as prime examples of these concerns.
Policy-makers in Sri Lanka recognize that Sri Lanka’s public debt—which was estimated at 91
percent of GDP514 at the end of 2018—is too high, even if it is lower than that of many countries,
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including Japan, Greece, and Lebanon515 (whose debt to GDP ratios stood at around 237
percent, 183 percent, and 151 percent, respectively, at the end of 2018).516
However, about half of Sri Lanka’s central government debt517 at the end of 2018 was owed to
local lenders, as shown in Figure 4. Of the other half (i.e., Sri Lanka’s external central
government debt), China holds only about 9 percent,518 mostly as concessionary loans.519 Japan
holds 10 percent of Sri Lanka’s external debt, while the World Bank and ADB together hold 23
percent. Debt held by China has crept upward and is certainly a data point to watch, but
remains relatively small. Indeed, commentators have noted that new Chinese loans are helping
to service Sri Lanka’s debt to non-Chinese lenders.520
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Figure 22. Ownership of Sri Lankan government debt (end-2018, percentage share)

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka Annual Report 2018.

In respect to the claim of dual-use projects by China, three points are relevant to evaluating
this claim as it applies to Hambantota. First, the lease agreement explicitly prohibits the port
operators from engaging in or allowing military activities within Sri Lankan territory, whether
on land, in air, or at sea (onshore and offshore), and likewise confirms the Sri Lankan
government’s sole authority and power over such activities.
Second, as an indication of how Sri Lanka is exercising that authority and power, it has
permitted seven naval ships to visit Hambantota since 2016, none of which were Chinese. Visits
in 2019 to date (June 2019) include a Japanese maritime self-defense force ship and two US
ships521 as part of the Cooperation Afloat Readiness and Training (CARAT) naval exercise.522
Approximately 240 personnel are stationed at the Sri Lankan Navy (SLN) base in Hambantota,
which is being readied as the new site of the SLN’s Southern Command, and three units of four
officers patrol inside the port premises.523
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Third, Sri Lanka’s authority and power over its ports is in fact acknowledged by the US Coast
Guard, whose International Port Security officers periodically audit Sri Lanka’s fulfillment of
the International Ship and Port Facility Security (ISPS) Code.524 Notwithstanding that these
three points demonstrate Sri Lanka’s authority over its ports, Sri Lanka must naturally
continue to exercise a high degree of vigilance and control while permitting ship visits by all
its strategic partners—as further discussed in Part III below.

Trade and tourism: potential for sustained growth in Sri Lanka
In contrast to the high levels of investment that Sri Lanka has received from China, the country
has not yet reaped the potential of trade with and tourism from China. This is apparent when
examining trends of China’s trade and tourism across the Indian Ocean.

Trade: Sri Lanka’s untapped opportunity for exports to China
During the last two decades, IOR states—including Sri Lanka—have started to import more
from China at the expense of other major markets, including the European Union (EU), Japan,
and the US. Similarly, IOR states have steadily grown their exports to China, to the extent that
more of their exports now go to China than to the EU, Japan, or the US. These remarkable trends
are shown in Figure 5A below.
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Figure 23. (A and B): Trade in goods by IOR states and Sri Lanka
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Source: LKI calculations based on the IMF Direction of Trade Statistics.

As indicated in Figure 5B, however, Sri Lanka, has not followed the trend of other IOR states in
regard to its exports to China. Sri Lanka continues to export very little to China, while most of
its exports head to the EU and US. Negotiations to establish a free trade agreement (FTA)
between China and Sri Lanka were initiated in 2013 and have made some progress, but they
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seem unlikely to conclude before the next presidential and parliamentary elections in Sri
Lanka, which will take place in late 2019 and 2020, respectively.525
In any event, economists have pointed out that the FTA will not automatically increase exports
to China.526 Sri Lanka’s weak export growth has been attributed to many factors, such as the
lack of diversification in its exports in recent decades. This has been a persistent economic
challenge and has hindered Sri Lanka’s ability to tap into the Chinese market and value
chains.527

Tourism: sustaining the growth of Chinese tourism in Sri Lanka
Just as Sri Lanka has not tracked the growth of IOR states in increasing its exports to China,
Chinese tourism in Sri Lanka remains low when compared with other states in Asia and the
IOR.528 Tourist arrivals from China rose quickly from 2013 to 2016 but have since flattened,
despite the overall rise in tourist arrivals to Sri Lanka during that period (Figure 6).529 By
contrast, tourism from India and western Europe has continued to grow, following a trajectory
set after the end of the civil war in 2009.
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Figure 24. Tourism to Sri Lanka and Chinese tourism in the IOR

TOURIST ARRIVALS TO SRI LANKA
BY SOURCE (THOUSANDS)

CHINESE TOURISM IN SELECTED IOR STATES
(% OF TOTAL ARRIVAL), 2017

Source: Sri Lanka Tourism Development Authority and other national databases.

Chinese tourists are less significant to Sri Lanka (they were less than 15 percent of total arrivals
in 2017) than to many other countries in the IOR (for instance, Chinese tourists account for
more than 20 percent of tourists to the Maldives). This suggests that there is room for growth
in Chinese tourism to Sri Lanka by tapping into both established and newer traveler
preferences of China’s middle class.
Economists have argued for coordinated measures530 by Sri Lankan authorities and Chinese
partners to tap into this growth potential by improving air connectivity, Sri Lanka’s presence
on Chinese electronic travel sites and blogs, Chinese translator services and apps to guide
tourists in Sri Lanka, and different food and shopping options.531
Unsurprisingly, many countries declared travel advisories after the terrorist attacks in Sri
Lanka on Easter Sunday 2019. In a move that boosted Chinese soft power in Sri Lanka, China
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was the first country to lift its advisory, a day after Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe met
with foreign diplomats in Colombo on May 24, 2019, to appeal for such change.532
China’s prompt response to the call to lift travel advisories was widely reported and applauded
in local media and by political leaders.533 What is more important, however, is that this
diplomatic decision also led to the return of pre-2016 growth rates of Chinese tourism in Sri
Lanka. This is an indicator that relevant officials should watch and act upon as required.

Navigating Military Trends in the IOR
With the rise in China’s commercial interests in the IOR (as described above and evidenced by
the 5,000 large commercial ships that cross the Indian Ocean each year to and from China),
China has joined the US as a non-littoral state with a strong interest in the region’s security.534
As described below, China has steadily increased its military expenditure and capacities and is
emerging as a contributor of military aid by way of vessels and training.
A combination of the relatively new security interests of China and the established interests of
the US and other major users of the IOR—together with the natural interest of India as a major
littoral state—has led to rising strategic competition in the IOR and ensuing anxiety among
smaller littoral states. As Prime Minister Wickremesinghe stated in October 2018:535
Strategic tensions can threaten the immense potential of this region involving
regional powers, littoral states, major maritime users of the Indian Ocean, and
non-state actors as well. In addition, such tensions are not only limited to the
surface of the Indian Ocean, but now extend to its sub-surface waters and its
airspace as well.
As detailed below, Sri Lanka’s response to these growing strategic tensions, evidenced by the
increasing militarization in the IOR and expanding military aid by China and other powers, has
been to draw on its non-aligned heritage by engaging with a variety of strategic partners and
encouraging regional dialogue to address challenges in the IOR.
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Increasing militarization in the IOR
One sign of the strategic tensions noted above by Sri Lanka’s Prime Minister is the increasing
military expenditure of global and regional powers. China has steadily increased its defense
spending, albeit more consistently in line with its GDP than the US (Figure 7). India too joined
the ranks of the top five countries for defense spending in 2017536 and climbed further in 2018
to become the fourth largest defense spender.537
Remarkably, India is the only lower-middle income country among the top 10 spending
countries on military expenditure,538 an indication of the trade-offs it is making for defense
purposes. China (in second place) and Russia (in sixth) are upper middle-income countries,
while all other states among the top 10 military spenders are high-income countries.

Figure 25. Comparison of military spending

Military expenditure (USD billions)

Military expenditure as % of GDP

Source: Stockholm Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) Military Expenditure Database.
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Sri Lanka is naturally concerned about how this increased military expenditure by global and
regional powers affects the Indian Ocean. A former Navy Commander, Admiral Dr. Jayanath
Colombage, has estimated that about 120 naval ships from various countries are in the IOR at
any given time. He notes that the number of warships visiting Sri Lankan ports each year has
more than doubled in a decade, from an average of 21 warships in 2008–2010 to an average of
57 warships in 2016–2018. Another former Navy Commander, Admiral Travis Sinniah, has
observed the risks of more submarines in the IOR—including nuclear submarines—especially
given Sri Lanka’s lack of submarine detection capabilities.539
Although experts concur that the US retains superior naval capabilities,540 China’s increasing
expenditure has bolstered its naval fleet to become the world’s largest by number of vessels.541
China’s initial naval deployments in the IOR, which began in 2008 as anti-piracy operations,
have now been regularized and amount to around four to five ships of the People’s Liberation
Army Navy (PLAN) in the IOR at any given time.542 China established its first naval base in
Djibouti in 2017 and reportedly staged a live-fire drill in the IOR in the same year.543

Military aid: gifts and training
In addition to China’s increased military expenditure and capacities over the past decade, two
emerging trends may be described as examples of China’s rising “softer” military power in the
form of military aid. First, commentators have noted the relatively new development544 of
China gifting naval vessels, with the Seychelles and Fiji being among the early recipients.545 The
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SLN received its first gift of a vessel from China in June 2019. This ship from China is the latest
to be gifted to Sri Lanka from several countries in the past five years, including from Australia,
India, Japan, and the US (Figure 8).
It has been observed that gifts of naval vessels from other countries may come with significant
costs of repair and ongoing maintenance,546 especially when they are not newly and specially
constructed for Sri Lanka. In addition, while these gifts improve Sri Lanka’s maritime domain
awareness (MDA) of surface ships—which is undoubtedly a priority area for Sri Lanka—they
have not been given to build Sri Lanka’s MDA of submarines, another important need.547
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Figure 26. Naval vessels given to Sri Lanka (2004–2019)

Year

Gifting
Country

Type of Vessel

Receiving Service

2004

US

Medium Endurance Cutter

Sri Lanka Navy

2014

Australia

Two Bay-Class Patrol Boats

Sri Lanka Navy

Offshore Patrol Vessel

Sri Lanka Navy

Offshore Patrol Vessel

Sri Lanka Coast Guard

30m Type Patrol Boat (new)

Sri Lanka Coast Guard

Two Fast Patrol Vessels (new)

Sri Lanka Coast Guard

Australia

Three Stabicraft vessels

Sri Lanka Coast Guard

US

Hamilton Class Cutter

Sri Lanka Navy

China

Type 053H2G Frigate

Sri Lanka Navy

2015
2017

2018

India

Japan

2019

Source: LKI, drawn from various national sources.

The second example of China’s nascent military aid is its training of foreign military officers, a
development that is observed particularly in respect to African military officers548 following
China’s second policy paper on Africa released in 2015.549 For Sri Lanka, India remains the top
provider of military training to Sri Lankan officers, while China also trains significant numbers,
followed by Pakistan, Bangladesh, the US, and the UK. The current heads of the armed forces in
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Sri Lanka have been trained by a range of partner countries, including the US and India (Army);
US and China (Navy); and India, Bangladesh, and Pakistan (Air Force).

Sri Lanka’s “non-aligned” responses to growing militarization and
military aid
Smaller state perspectives on China’s steadily increasing military expenditure and capacities,
as well as its emerging military aid to IOR countries, are perhaps best encapsulated in a recent
report of the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), which stated,
China’s increased military presence in the Indian Ocean should not come as a
surprise. China is following in the traditional path of other rising powers; it is
expanding its military operations to match its interests abroad.550
What is important to smaller IOR states such as Sri Lanka is that China’s rise remains peaceful
and not destabilizing. This outcome requires the cooperation of China and all major users and
littoral states of the IOR, which each have a part to play in containing the risks of growing
militarization. For its part, Sri Lanka is promoting stability and cooperation in various ways. It
is welcoming naval visits from all countries,551 developing its commercial ports and military
readiness with many partners, and pursuing a common understanding among states and users
of the IOR about regional challenges and how these may be overcome.
These various approaches reflect Sri Lanka’s heritage of non-alignment, even as it maintains
close ties with nuclear weapons states in its neighborhood. Sri Lankan ports have welcomed
472 naval ships from 2008 to May 2019 from more than 25 nations, including 96 ships from
India, 74 from Japan, and 39 from China. Sri Lanka is developing its ports and other critical
infrastructure with multiple partners. In 2019, Japan agreed to provide a concessionary loan
for Sri Lanka’s first urban light rail project, in addition to the loan to develop a terminal of the
Colombo Port with India.552
Similarly, just as Sri Lanka receives military aid from several countries, it conducts military
exercises with several strategic partners. Sri Lanka conducts bilateral exercises with India (the
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Mitra Shakthi exercise553 and naval SLINEX exercise,554 held annually) and the trilateral DOSTI
exercises555 with India and the Maldives, most recently held in 2018. With the US, Sri Lanka
participated for the first time in CARAT556 in 2017 and in RIMPAC in 2018.557 By contrast, the
last bilateral military exercise with China, Exercise Silk Route, was in 2015, although China is
among the countries (including the US, India, Australia, and Russia) that joined the 2018
Cormorant Strike, an annual exercise organized by Sri Lanka.558
Finally, Sri Lanka has responded to strategic tensions in the IOR by reactivating its historical
role in Indian Ocean policy.559 Specifically, it is encouraging littoral states and major users to
discuss and arrive at a common understanding of regional challenges in the IOR and possible
ways forward. Sri Lanka convened a major conference in October 2018 on the future of the
Indian Ocean. Given the centrality of the Indian Ocean to Sri Lanka, Sri Lanka needs to ensure
the IOR remains a stable zone of trade560 where states continue to adhere to established norms
in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea,561 such as freedom of navigation, while
also supporting newer needs such as freedom of digital connectivity.562
In taking the approaches explained above (engaging with many strategic partners and
pursuing a cooperative dialogue in the IOR), Sri Lanka is not acting alone. Indeed, it could be
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described as adopting regional best practices. As Singapore’s Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong
remarked at the 2019 Shangri-La Dialogue:563
What can small countries can [sic] do….We do our best to try to be friends with
both [the US and China] and to maintain our relationships with both and
develop ties—whether it is economic, whether it is trade, whether it is humanresource development, or whether it is diplomatic relations [and even] security
exchanges and visits and exercises.

Conclusion
Sri Lanka, which has long been viewed as a South Asian country, now increasingly sees its
future as tied to the Indian Ocean.564 There is a sense that China’s commercial presence in the
IOR offers exceptional economic opportunities, while its military presence must be understood
and managed in view of geopolitical dynamics. This paper has therefore engaged in a
contextual analysis of China’s commercial and military presence in the Indian Ocean that takes
into account the role of China and other major users and states in the region.
The paper identified several trends in China’s commercial and military presence in the IOR that
apply to Sri Lanka. Commercial trends include a high level of Chinese investment in the IOR;
more trade between IOR states and China, including exports to China; and increasing Chinese
tourism. In regard to military presence, two other trends were observed. They are China’s
growing military presence and capability, as a result of its economic rise and commercial
interests, and the emerging use of military aid in the form of gifts of vessels and military
training.
Although Sri Lanka is yet to fully harness trade and tourism opportunities with China, it has
been Sri Lanka’s largest source of FDI since 2012. Concerns about a Chinese “debt trap” and
“dual use” projects are only weakly supported by the available evidence, but there are valid
concerns about Chinese investment (and indeed other foreign investment) in Sri Lanka that
call for systemic reforms and new initiatives. Among the necessary changes is to have clear
policy planning processes565 with bilateral input that can address Sri Lanka’s shorter and longterm developmental needs (including governance, economic, and environmental needs).
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A policy planning approach in Sri Lanka should also extend to the areas of defense and foreign
policy566 to help forecast and tackle concerns about the military presence of China and other
major actors in the IOR, and the approach should involve transparent public communications
of these policies. In the meantime, Sri Lanka is appropriately responding to militarization by
drawing on its non-aligned traditions, including welcoming naval visits from all nations,
developing its commercial ports and military capacity with several partners, and pursuing a
collective dialogue and understanding in the IOR about regional challenges and how to address
them.
Finally, it should be noted that this paper has not been able to study two issues that warrant
further examination. The first is that commercial and military presence in the IOR appears to
be converging in areas of technology, particularly surveillance. The second is that China is
refining its use of soft power (described by some as “sharp power”), which can influence how
states such as Sri Lanka view China’s presence. Surveys indicate that Sri Lankans view China
more favorably than India567 and the United States.568 Policy planners must prepare to address
technological developments and changing uses of soft power in the Indian Ocean.

UK: Trends in China’s Commercial and Military
Presence in the Indian Ocean Region: A U K
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The UK is currently renewing its long-standing interests in the Indian Ocean region
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In its diplomatic, economic, and military push into the region, China poses a number of
challenges and dilemmas to the UK



The UK is now addressing ‘”the limits of the possible” in its responses to these
challenges both individually and in concert with allies and partners

The UK Vision of the Indian Ocean Region
The UK considers the IOR to be a complex and volatile area. Therefore, predictions about future
developments there, or about the policy directions that outside countries should take towards
it, are fraught with uncertainty. The IOR is clearly an area of significant economic growth
potential, and India, Saudi Arabia, and Iran are likely to be among the regional leaders.
However, the problems posed by population growth, climate change, societal change, and
potential domestic and international conflict must be managed. For example, Southwest Asia’s
population is likely to grow by 50 percent over the next 30 years. It will also remain the world’s
largest hydrocarbon- producing region, but its consumption levels will rise to the extent that
even Saudi Arabia could become a net energy importer by that time.569 In addition, Indian,
Pakistani, and Southeast Asian economic activity, as well as concomitant resources and other
requirements, has the potential for considerable growth. Here as elsewhere, governmental
legitimacy, particularly in uncertain times, depends on the effective provision of prosperity.
For all these reasons, the level of competition for resources (including water) and for markets
seems likely to rise.
Heightened competition will probably affect outside powers as much as local ones. Current
trends suggest that both Russia and the US will depend far less on the resources of the IOR
(particularly oil), while China, Japan, and South Korea will depend on it more. One likely result
of this change will be an enhanced presence of China, Japan, and South Korea in the region,
which may result in America and Russia becoming more interested in the area for geopolitical
reasons, rather than for more straight-forward economic reasons.
Such interventions could markedly change the trajectory of development in the region. The
Chinese Belt and Road Initiative, if it works as its proponents hope it will, could result in a level
of infrastructure investment that would have considerable consequences. It would affect
Pakistan through the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project, and it would also
solidify Chinese presence in the region. The UK notes that this enhanced presence is already
showing signs of that presence taking a markedly military as well as commercial form:
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A significantly more capable Chinese navy (supported by base facilities in the region)
could help secure its access to the Gulf, protecting trade and national interests. China may
even become a serious competitor to Western countries over arms deals and form
bilateral security arrangements with countries in the region.570
Given existing levels of wariness in New Delhi about that presence, growth in the Chinese naval
presence seems likely to result in heightened tensions between two of the world’s biggest
economies in the not-too-distant future. These tensions could well become harder edged as the
military power of those two countries increases. One of the most obvious arenas for this
heightened competition is likely to be Southeast Asia. For centuries, Southeast Asia has been
heavily engaged from both East and West, and now it is well on the path to becoming a global
economic player in its own right. Geopolitically, Southeast Asia is the pivot point between the
Indian and Pacific Oceans, explaining why so many see those two oceans as a combined area.
In all these ways, developments in the IOR will both reflect and affect wider global international
relationships. Accordingly, external players such as the UK are likely to maintain and develop
their interests in the region in a variety of familiar and possibly novel ways as the region
changes. British policy will therefore be shaped by both things that have changed and things
that haven’t.

Three Continuities
Contributing to the international order. The first of these continuities in the UK’s attitudes
towards the IOR is the country’s sense of itself as having something to contribute to the wider
“rules-based” international order. Thus, the National Security Capability Review of March 2018
stated:
As Global Britain, we are reinvesting in our relationships around the world. We are
championing the rules-based system, which has served our interests as a global trading
nation and is of vital importance as geopolitics becomes more contested.571
The recent ruling on the Chagos/Mauritius case, therefore, causes something of a dilemma for
the UK government. On the one hand, it could defend what is strategically a very important
base by taking refuge in the fact that the ruling is only “advisory.” On the other hand, it would
not wish to risk an established reputation for “doing the right thing” and taking its international
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responsibilities seriously.572 The UK is one of Europe’s highest military spenders. It prides itself
on the effectiveness of its soft power, and it is one of the few countries to devote 0.7 percent of
its GDP to international aid.573 For these reasons, and because of the intrinsic importance of
everything that happens in that area, the UK’s natural default position is to seek involvement
in the IOR.
This sense of the country having an international “role” is reinforced by (and according to some
accounts may also have contributed to) its current convulsions over Brexit. Believing that the
UK has always played a wider role and should, if anything, aim to do so even more in the future,
leading Brexiteers have suggested that the UK—unconstrained by the fetters of incipient
European federalism—would be able to resume more of its historic role in the outside world
than it could from within the European Union (EU). The EU’s current inability to agree on a
common position on topics as varied as Venezuela, the Intermediate Range Nuclear Forces
Treaty, the situations in Syria and Libya, and the connections between migration and security
feeds this sense of national frustration.574 The aspiration to be “international by design”
generally promoting peace and protecting its citizens and interests, as stressed in the 2015
SDR, also strongly reinforces the UK’s desire to play a significant role in the IOR.575 “Global
Britain,” in short, should be more than just a slogan, and such a desire long preceded Brexit.576
Changing circumstances but continuing interests. The second continuity is the abiding
nature of many UK interests in the IOR, despite the demise of its imperial role in the 1970s.
Over three million citizens of the UK—nearly five percent of the whole population—originates
from the Indian subcontinent, meaning the British can hardly fail to take a strong interest in
the tensions between India and Pakistan. Likewise, the UK still has considerable economic and
social interests in Southeast Asia. Far more British citizens now live in Singapore than ever did
during the age of Empire. Southeast Asia is the UK’s third-largest, non-EU export market, and
the UK is the second biggest EU investor in the area. Moreover, Southeast Asia is the UK’s thirdbiggest market for defense exports. For all these reasons, the British, like other Europeans,
have concluded that they should try for a more persistent presence not just in Southeast Asia
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but in the whole of the Indo-Pacific region, as part of an “All of Asia” project that also includes
such key players as Japan, South Korea, China, Australia, and New Zealand. Some of the
evidence for this desire for greater presence is a renewed interest in seeking greater maritime
engagement in the whole region. Although some of this is undoubtedly controversial, the
general intent to play a greater role in the region is palpable.577 But the real point is that this
is a continuing preoccupation, as demonstrated by Britain’s long-standing naval presence in
the region.
Back in the 1970s, the ink had hardly dried on the Wilson Government’s controversial decision
to abandon Singapore and its “East of Suez” commitment before the British naval staff, with
Foreign Office approval, set about making an annual series of “group deployments” through
the area possible. Shortly after that, they established the so-called “Beira patrol”—a permanent
frigate force off the Gulf, which little by little acted as a forerunner for the substantial task
group and semi-permanent mine countermeasures force that distinguished itself in the first
Gulf War in the 1990s and has remained and slowly grown ever since.578 The Five Power
Defense Arrangements, combined with the “Five Eyes” relationship (especially with Australia
and New Zealand) along with the continuing deployment to Brunei and even the significant
oiling facility at Sembawang in Singapore, make it seem less like the British are “coming back”
to the region and more like they never really left.579 In short, now that the taxing land-centric
distractions of Iraq and Afghanistan have largely receded, the British naval presence can more
easily return to normal.
To summarize, these two continuities combine into a determination for the UK to play a major
role in the IOR, a role which is independent of its European preoccupations but which fits with
its long-standing desire to nurture the American connection. This would certainly seem to be
a part of the British naval effort towards the region, in the expectation that such an effort would
be welcomed by the United States.580 Firstly, the UK thinks of itself as a strongly
“internationalist” power. Secondly, it has, in almost Palmerstonian terms, a near-permanent
set of important interests in the region.581 This combination of incentives suggest that the UK
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would seek to play a significant role in the IOR irrespective of a substantial Chinese presence
in the region.
However, there is also a third, unhappy, continuity in British policy towards the region. Pulled
forward by its interests but held back by limited resources, Britain had a near-permanent
strategic dilemma in having to support two competing commitments simultaneously: Europe
and what was for years called the Far East. Perhaps the worst example of this was the so-called
“Singapore Strategy,” which confounded the Royal Navy in the 1930s and led to the sinking of
the Prince of Wales and Repulse in December 1941, the fall of Singapore in February 1942, and
the beginning of the end for the British Empire. Quite simply, Britain and the Royal Navy did
not have the military resources to adequately service both commitments at the same time. Not
recognizing this led to a disastrous defeat in 1942, and recognizing it later resulted in the
agonized retreat from “East of Suez” in the 1970s.582 Obviously, this continuity works against
the other two in shaping Britain’s policies towards the IOR. One consequence of this is a
renewed emphasis on its search for allies and partners in the region who collectively can help
provide adequate responses to the many challenges that the region faces.
…And one new element in the IOR
However, the new, substantial, and developing Chinese role in the region has certainly been
noticed by the UK:
China’s aspirations and rapid progress towards achieving great power status could be
one of the most important geopolitical factors shaping the region, and perhaps even the
global world order. China is using (and is likely to continue to use) a number of economic,
political, and military strategies to generate regional influence and challenge US
interests.583
British attitudes towards Chinese activity and presence in the IOR is, of course, in part a
consequence of more general views about the future role of China, which are widely shared
around the world. Will China fulfil its promise to rise peacefully and to become a responsible
stakeholder in the defense of the international system and the rules-based order? Or, on the
other hand, will it seek hegemonic dominance first regionally and then perhaps globally?
Should China’s economic activity be seen as an opportunity or as a potential threat? Should the
UK and the rest of the world accept China’s “win-win” protestations? To what extent will China
seek to displace the United States, and how should US allies and partners react to this?
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For the British, these general concerns play out in six specific but related IOR issues. The first
of these is a general concern about the abiding long-term intentions of China in the region, not
least in regard to the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and its Maritime Silk Road component.
There is, in the UK as elsewhere, uncertainty about what the BRI is actually likely to amount to,
since representations of it seem to change so much that even some Chinese observers seem
uncertain about its scope and future direction, even though it was launched more than five
years ago.584 For some, skepticism about the extent to which the BRI can live up to its promises
is buttressed by observations that China has many internal problems and that its slowing rate
of growth has fallen behind that of some of its neighbors, such as Vietnam and Indonesia.585
Such doubts qualify a British willingness to participate.
Secondly, there is also uncertainty about the opaqueness of many of the financial arrangements
that support infrastructure investment throughout the region. In some cases, such as the
apparent contradiction between the funding of both the Melaka Gateway port project and a
continuing interest in the construction of a canal across the Kra Isthmus, aspects of the BRI
project do not appear to make commercial sense and are certainly something of a gamble. Is
there really likely to be sufficient shipping in southern waters to sustain these two megaprojects simultaneously, especially given the prospect of greater usage of Arctic sea routes in
a globally warmed future? It is easy for such commercial skepticism to switch to dark concerns
about what is really behind such projects.
Here one of the problems may well be the very different nature of the Chinese economy
compared to its Western equivalents, where the state has a much smaller role in the direction
and support of economic affairs. Perhaps, some argue, the Chinese approach reflects this
simple fact and also has a surplus of heavy industrial capacity. Moreover, it commands
sufficient equity to back more than one horse in many races.
As is shown by current controversies over the acceptance of Huawei 5G telecommunications
technology or help in constructing nuclear power stations, the UK initially appeared to be more
inclined to give the Chinese the benefit of the doubt about such uncertainties than some of its
other partners. This willingness is doubtless reinforced by the pragmatism demonstrated by
city financiers ready to profit from sometimes dubious projects. Nonetheless, the UK accepts
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the need for rigorous scrutiny of such opportunities.586 One of the reasons for early British
involvement in the AIIB in the so-called “Golden Era” of UK-China promise was that it would
allow the British to see what it entailed from the inside rather than the outside, hopefully giving
the British the opportunity to guide Chinese enterprise into more transparent and productive
directions. Similarly, the EU with British support is to set up the EU Investment Screening
Initiative to carry out just such examinations.587 Because free-marketeers and UK companies
desperate for such investment opportunities tend to be impatient with these concerns, British
attitudes tend to hover uncertainly somewhere between enthusiastic involvement and
outright suspicion towards shared projects both in the UK and the IOR. In some respects, the
current government under Theresa May has been markedly more skeptical about heavy
engagement with China than its predecessor.588
Thirdly, some British concerns reflect the jaundiced and very traditional views of one mideighteenth-century observer who remarked: “The Balance of Trade, I cannot too often repeat
it, is in Fact the Balance of Power.”589 The hard-nosed conclusion that follows from this view is
that indebtedness to China inevitably implies a loss of sovereignty and an increase in relative
Chinese influence in the region, which could easily prove destructive to British and Western
interests. The higher the level of indebtedness, the worse the risk (Cambodian deference to
China being a case in point). The UK has also noted the degree of regional push-back against
excessive dependence on Chinese goodwill. Examples include Malaysia to some extent and
certainly Sri Lanka, where the contract terms for Hambantota have been changed to increase
the degree of Sri Lankan control and reduce the prospect of unauthorized military use. Such
local concerns might in fact work to the UK’s advantage:
The Maldives, Sri Lanka, Nepal, and Bangladesh are likely to be increasingly mindful of
the dangers of the Chinese debt trap (if China decides to call in its infrastructure loans)
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and will probably look to the US and the UK as a counterweight to the regional powers.
Sri Lanka in particular may seek to forge closer ties with the UK, France, and the US.590
The problem with this response, of course, is that UK investment funding and general levels of
support are likely to be much smaller, and so hardly a straight alternative to what China can
apparently offer. At best, UK funding and support would be a partial corrective to the spread
of undue Chinese influence in the area.
Fourthly, if more narrowly, London has for many years been the center of the world shipping
industry. Originally, this was because the UK was also by far the world’s biggest ship owner
and operator, but now its rests much more on long years of experience in such crucial support
maritime industries as brokerage, P&I clubs, classification societies, maritime insurance, and
Admiralty courts. Although some of this has already slipped away to Singapore and Hong Kong,
the rise of China into a position of dominance in the international shipping industry can hardly
fail to be a cause for anxiety, especially given the damage that Brexit is projected by some to
cause the UK’s all-important banking services. Here the response is likely to be the same as it
was with the rise of such capacity in Hong Kong and Singapore—if you can’t beat them, join
them. Hence the claim that London should be the “natural Western hub” of the BRI.591 China
has an extra incentive because the involvement of the UK banking industry in Chinese projects
will help elevate their financial transparency and probity in the observance of international
standards in environmental protection, the protection of human and intellectual property
rights, and so forth, while also providing a window for closer scrutiny of what is actually going
on.
Fifthly, China’s increasing control of ports throughout the region inevitably raises concerns
that the famous “string-of-pearls” might in fact be finally coming into fruition and that this will
inevitably be to China’s strategic benefit, allowing it to continue to construct such bases and
facilities as a means of logistic support for a substantially greater naval presence. The extent to
which the acquisition of facilities, if not bases, represents an ideological reversal of long-held
Chinese views on the inherent offensiveness of bases (because they allowed interference in
local affairs by distant countries who had no right to be there) could be thought both alarming
in its own right and an example of the unpredictable changeability of Chinese views and
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policy.592 China has closed ports to outsiders on occasion,593 and this fact, together with the
much greater naval presence that their use supports, could exacerbate regional tensions (given
Indian sensitivities about this) and potentially hinder RN operations in the region. This could
especially apply to RN vessels engaged in activities of which the Chinese disapprove, such as
FONOPS.594 On the other hand, having just extended or opened such facilities itself in both
Bahrain and Qatar,595 and reportedly being interested in developing more such facilities
further east, the Royal Navy is hardly in a position to argue that in themselves such bases imply
malign intent.
Sixthly, and finally, this brings us to the general issue of the UK’s attitude towards a Chinese
military and specifically naval presence in the region. The same argument that was made about
bases applies here too. The UK generally acknowledges that, given the wide range of Chinese
interests in the IOR (citizens, merchant ships, markets, resources), the Chinese navy has every
right to be there alongside other navies from outside the region. Moreover, this presence could
offer an opportunity to encourage China to accept responsibility for contributing to the defense
of the international rules-based order, since the Chinese navy arguably did this through its
participation in the anti-piracy mission off Somalia. At the same time, there is some wariness
about the growing Chinese presence as a sign of a major and unsettling shift in the global naval
balance and the consequent promise of a less-certain future. That the Chinese navy has
benefitted professionally from the Somali operation is widely acknowledged, and attitudes
towards the future trajectory of China’s naval power depend much more on assessments of the
aspirations behind that future. Inevitably, there is little evidence of this in the IOR so far, but
China’s behavior over and in the South China Sea is not thought encouraging. The UK’s concerns
about this are further increased by knowing that four of the main IOR countries with which it
wants to maintain and develop close relations (Japan, India, Australia, and the United States
itself) all take a distinctly jaundiced view of China’s increased naval capabilities in the region.
For the British, there is a particular problem when the policy imperatives that emerge from
these six issues of concern appear to conflict. A very clear instance of this occurred in February
2019 when, as already noted, Defense Secretary Gavin Williamson in a speech at the RUSI
described British maritime intentions toward the IOR in characteristically robust terms, which
reportedly led to the Chinese cancelling a projected visit to Beijing by the Chancellor of the
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Exchequer, Philip Hammond. Since that trip was clearly intended to bolster trading relations
between the two countries that the government considered especially important for post–
Brexit Britain, Williamson’s speech was widely criticized from a wide range of standpoints.
Some argued that promising to send a British carrier battle group to the region was militarily
foolish and unnecessarily provocative (two not entirely reconcilable charges). George Osborne,
a former Chancellor of the Exchequer (and one particularly responsible for establishing the
Golden Era of Anglo-Chinese commercial relations in the first place) was especially vitriolic:
You have got the defense secretary engaging in gunboat diplomacy of a quite oldfashioned kind at the same time as the chancellor of the exchequer and the foreign
secretary are going around saying they want a close economic partnership with China.596
More moderate sceptics wondered if such an effort would actually deliver the benefits hoped
for and pointed out that generating a carrier battlegroup of a carrier, two DDs, two FFs, an SSN,
and several auxiliaries for such a deployment would much constrain an overstretched Royal
Navy in other necessary operations elsewhere.
Others, however, came to Williamson’s defense, arguing that a dispassionate reading of the
actual speech did not support many of the criticisms. Defenders also argued that China should
not through such bullying behavior be allowed to exert a veto on where the Royal Navy could
operate its ships, and that simply yielding to this kind of pressure would encourage further
Chinese intransigence towards the rules-based order.597
Although there was no specific reference to the South China Sea in Williamson’s speech, it was
understandable that the Chinese should read such a link into it, given the Royal Navy’s
demonstrated willingness to exercise its navigational rights in the area, not least with the
passage of the fleet flagship HMS Albion past the Paracels to Vietnam in August 2018.598
Moreover, Prime Minister May chose to make the point about Britain’s determination to uphold
the rules-based order in a speech given on the deck of HMS Queen Elizabeth.599 Also, the
presence of US Marine Corps aircraft on the carrier, together in all probability with a Dutch
frigate in the escort group, would multi-lateralize the “intrusion” in a manner that the Chinese
would particularly dislike. A Chinese economic reaction that the British would find
uncomfortable would seem quite possible.
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The furor seemed to confirm impressions already gained in some quarters that, overall, the
government’s policies towards the IOR and China’s presence in it were in disarray. To its critics,
a whole-of-government approach currently appeared beyond the capacity of the main
departments involved (the Cabinet, the Ministry of Defense, the Treasury, and the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office) actually to deliver, and it appeared they were all pursuing their own
distinctive lines towards the six issues identified earlier. The government’s defenders,
however, argue that the UK is currently in exploratory mode and that there is a spectrum of
choice about the UK’s relations with China, not a simplistic binary choice of “for” or “against”
Beijing. In the present circumstances, then, a degree of flexible ambiguity in the UK’s attitudes
towards the presence of China in the IOR is no bad thing.
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US: Is the Past Prologue: PLA Navy Presence
in the Indian Ocean?
Author: Michael McDevitt, RADM, USN (Ret.), Senior Fellow, CNA
Introduction
The Chinese flag has become ubiquitous on the high seas around the world, especially in the
Indian Ocean (IO) where annually many hundreds of Chinese-flagged tankers, container liners,
and bulk carriers cross-cross the Indian Ocean conducting the trade that made China the
world’s largest trading nation in 2013. The presence of Chinese warships has also become
routine—especially in the Arabian Sea, where the PLA Navy began in late 2008 to protect a
portion of its sea lanes that were under threat from Somali pirates. It is still at it, nearly 11
years later; since that first deployment China has adroitly blended its shipping protection
mission with traditional naval diplomacy by making certain that its warships routinely conduct
goodwill visits and naval exercises with most of the Indian Ocean littoral countries.
The rationale behind China’s growing interest in the Indian Ocean in general and the Arabian
Sea in particular is directly tied to two related imperatives. First is President Xi Jinping’s
signature Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), whose maritime component is known as the 21st
Century Maritime Silk Road and which is essentially a convenient way to characterize the
economic interests that China has developed along the entire Indian Ocean rim. Second is the
related concern about the vulnerability of its sea lanes to interruption. Daily, tankers cross the
Indian Ocean carrying oil from either the Persian Gulf or Angola in West Africa to China, or are
returning empty for another cargo. At the same time, large numbers of container ships travel
much the same sea lanes in reverse to deliver Chinese exports to the Middle East and to Europe.
Beijing’s anxieties over the vulnerability of this shipping in times of conflict have been
extensively discussed in a variety of authoritative documents. The best example is China’s last
defense white paper, entitled China’s Military Strategy. This strategic document is reasonably
transparent in expressing anxiety regarding China’s sea lanes:600
With the growth of China’s national interests, its national security is more
vulnerable to international and regional turmoil, terrorism, piracy, serious
natural disasters and epidemics, and the security of overseas interests
concerning energy and resources, strategic sea lines of communication
(SLOCs), as well as institutions, personnel and assets abroad, has become an
imminent issue. (Emphasis added.)
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Having the ability to address the SLOC should the need arise is the most important of China’s
overseas security interests in the Indian Ocean region, because sea lanes are the veins and
arteries that keep China’s economic heart pumping. For example, in 2017 China imported an
average of 8.4 million barrels of crude oil per day, approximately 50 percent by ship from the
Persian Gulf.601 That means that on any given day approximately 84 VLCC-class tankers were
underway somewhere in Indian Ocean or South China Sea working in the China oil trade. Half
were inbound to China, and the other half were returning to load more crude oil.602

PLA Navy Presence in the Indian Ocean
For the past decade the PLA Navy (PLAN) presence somewhere in the Indian Ocean has
averaged four surface warships and two replenishment tankers, organized into two
independent task forces. One of these task forces of two warships and a replenishment support
ship is directly involved in the UN-authorized antipiracy mission in the Northern Arabian Sea
and Gulf of Aden. The other, similarly organized, task force either is underway in the northern
Indian Ocean headed to the Arabian Sea to relieve the onstation antipiracy force, or, after being
relieved of its piracy patrol responsibilities, is conducting bilateral exercises or naval
diplomacy missions along the Indian Ocean or Mediterranean Sea littoral before returning to
China.
In addition to its surface combatant deployments, since 2014 the PLAN has also deployed
submarines into the IO. According to the former US commander of Pacific Command, the PLAN
sends a submarine to the IO twice a year, where each one normally conducts three months of
operations before returning to China. Chinese sources have claimed that these submarine
patrols contribute to the antipiracy operation. Conducting covert coastal surveillance is
possible, of course, but seems unlikely. The more likely reasons behind the deployments are to
gather experience associated with “blue water” submarine operations a long way from home
port, and to amass knowledge on water conditions and thermal layers in the Indian Ocean that
are so important to submarine operations. In sum, the PLAN submarine force is amassing
experience that could eventually result in at least one PLAN submarine being deployed to the
IO region full time. This would not be the first time that a Northeast Asian navy has dispatched
submarines in the Western Indian Ocean; during the final two decades of the Cold War, the
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Soviet Union’s Pacific Fleet provided a routine submarine presence in the Northern Arabian
Sea.
Today, this small PLAN presence in the IO is not especially threatening. It is operating far from
home and is well away from the protection that its land-based air forces and missile forces
provide. In East Asia, the PLA has the huge operational advantage of being in home waters—it
is, in effect, the “home team.” In the Indian Ocean, its small task forces are very much an “away
team” that is vulnerable to a vastly superior Indian Navy and India’s land-based airpower.
Similarly, when the PLAN arrives in the Northern Arabian Sea, it is operating in waters that are
“home” for the US Fifth Fleet, which is headquartered in Bahrain and operates in the Persian
Gulf and Northern Arabian Sea.
Thus, on a day-to-day basis, PLAN operations are centered in areas where much of the air space
can be controlled by the United States or India. It is operating with zero air cover. On the other
hand, as a general rule, submarines are difficult to locate, even in the best of conditions, and
the Indian Navy’s antisubmarine warfare (ASW) capabilities are not strong. It is possible that
PLAN submarine deployments may also be intended to serve as an on-scene deterrent,
reminding the Indian Navy that two can play the game of presenting a threat to vital SLOCs.
This is the situation today, but this chapter is about the future. It is about what current PLAN
presence foreshadows between now and the next decade. It is about the growth of a significant
portion of the PLAN that has, or will shortly have, the capability to operate a militarily credible
number of well-designed large sea-going warships with air cover, globally but especially in the
Indian Ocean, and sustain them on far-seas stations for months at a time.
As of this writing, since 2004 China has commissioned or launched 102 ships that are
demonstrably capable of sustained operations in the far western seas of the Indian Ocean.
These are all warships, save for 10 large multiproduct replacement ships. The list includes two
aircraft carriers, 25 modern multimission guided missile destroyers (DDGs), 30 modern
frigates, and 26 submarines. Significantly, this is not a final building objective but is simply a
current count on the way to an unknown endpoint. China continues to build these blue-watercapable ships and submarines with no publicly known numerical force structure objective. In
other words, we simply do not know how large the PLAN will become, because Beijing, unlike
every other major naval power in the world, refuses to reveal that fact. What we do know is
that China already has in hand a powerful, well-balanced mix of warships that are capable of
operating anywhere in the world. They will be especially drawn to the Indian Ocean because
of the Maritime Silk Road and SLOC anxiety.
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To Look Forward, We Start by Looking Back
China’s pending emergence as an Indian Ocean naval power is not the first time that a
traditional Eurasian land power has found reason to deploy warships to the IO region. For the
last 20 years of the Cold War, the Soviet Union maintained a substantial number of ships on
station in the Indian Ocean. I point this out in order to provide some historical context for what
I suspect will take place in the future. As Mark Twain purportedly quipped, “History does not
repeat, but it often rhymes.”

Soviet Presence in the Indian Ocean (1968-1990)
Between 1968 and 1990, Washington and Moscow competed for political influence in the
Indian Ocean region. Each side attempted to gather “third world” countries into its camp. The
Indian Ocean region was not unique in this regard; the competition went on globally, but—
given the number of newly independent states that emerged in Africa, the Middle East, South
Asia, and Southeast Asia following the end of World War II because of decolonization—the
Indian Ocean littoral was a particularly active arena. The Soviet Union’s decision to deploy
what came to be a substantial naval presence to the Indian Ocean was motivated by the fact
that the region already roiled with anti-Western, anti-imperialism, anti-Israel attitudes that
drew inspiration from the “in-your-face” nationalism of military strongmen such as Egypt’s
Gamal Nasser. Soviet arms sales, or outright grants, were successfully sought by new nations
that embraced socialism or Marxism to guarantee their security. Soviet armament largess was
also seen as a tangible expression of great power political/military support. In return, many of
these countries were quite willing to grant access to the Soviet Navy.603
Moscow hoped to exploit the vacuum occasioned by the British pullout from “East of Suez”
because of crushing economic problems. In those days, before the establishment of US Central
Command and US Africa Command, the Persian Gulf and Red Sea were the responsibility of
European Command, while Pacific Command, at the time deeply engaged in Vietnam, had
responsibility for the entire Indian Ocean. The only full-time USN presence was the tiny US
Middle East Force in the Persian Gulf, which was commanded by a rear admiral and
homeported at the British base in Bahrain. The force itself consisted of a permanently assigned
flagship, a small 2,700-ton converted seaplane tender, and two (and eventually late in the
decade, four) rotationally assigned destroyers. For much of the 1970s, the Persian Gulf and
Northern Arabian Sea remained a relative backwater for the US Navy. USN presence was not
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welcomed by a majority of the Muslim states because of Washington’s support of Israel. By
1974, 28 ports in 11 Indian Ocean region countries were closed to the US Navy.604
From the spring of 1969 onward, the Soviets maintained a continuous naval presence largely
focused on the Gulf of Aden. This was a studied decision on Moscow’s part despite a difficult
logistics situation created after 5 June 1967, when Egypt closed the Suez Canal at the beginning
of the Six Day War. At the end of the war, Suez stayed closed while Egyptian and Israeli armies
faced each other across the canal. In fact, the canal remained closed until the end of a second
conflict—the Yom Kippur War—and subsequent peace negotiations, eight years later in 1975.
The Soviet Navy’s Pacific Fleet in Vladivostok became responsible for providing the Soviet
Indian Ocean Squadron since it was the Soviet fleet concentration closest to Aden. It was only
6,600 nautical miles away, compared to 12,000 nm for the Soviet Northern Fleet and
11,200 nm for the Soviet Black Sea Fleet. (With the canal closed, ships from the two Europebased Soviet fleets needed to circumnavigate Africa in order to reach the Indian Ocean.) The
Soviet Pacific Fleet was up to the time–distance challenge. In order to save wear and tear on
diesel engines and save fuel, the Soviets often towed their diesel-powered submarines and
small frigates on the long transits from Vladivostok to the Gulf of Aden.605
Soviet Navy presence in the Indian Ocean region jumped from 200 ship-days in 1967 to just
under 4,200 ship-days in 1969.606 By 1971, the Soviet Indian Ocean Squadron’s presence had
increased to 8,900 ship-days with a force that was a mix of five to six surface combatants and
two to four submarines, plus support ships. By 1980 the Soviet Indian Ocean Squadron had
reached the unprecedented level of 32 ships: 11 surface combatants, 3-5 submarines, and 16
auxiliaries (tenders, barracks ships, oilers, etc.).607
The Soviets were relentless in seeking privileged access to port naval facilities around the
Western Indian Ocean littoral, and were largely successful in doing so. The People’s Democratic
Republic of Yemen (PDRY), also known as South Yemen, and, soon thereafter, Somalia were big
success stories. PDRY made the major port of Aden available, as were anchorages around
Socotra Island in the Gulf of Aden. Besides Socotra, the Soviet Navy anchored semipermanent
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mooring buoys off the Seychelles west of Diego Garcia, along the Cargados Carajos Shoal that
is 268 nm northeast of Mauritius, and east of Madagascar near the Comoros archipelago.608
Gaining access to the Somali port of Berbera in 1972 was of significant benefit to the Soviet
Navy since it was a sheltered location that was deep enough to accommodate large ships
pierside, greatly facilitating pierside logistics, significant voyage repair, and crew rest. (Think
of Berbera and Aden as base surrogates for Djibouti today; they are both within 220 nm from
Djibouti.) Thanks to having access to Berbera, onstation time for deployed Soviet Pacific Fleet
ships increased from five months to almost a year.609
The Soviet Union reached an agreement with the Somali government to improve and
modernize the port of Berbera in return for Soviet access beyond the port itself. The Soviet
Union eventually built Berbera (which is only 150 nm away from Djibouti) into a significant
base that included a missile storage facility for the Soviet Navy, an airbase with a 13,500-foot
runway and fuel storage that was capable of handling large bombers, and extensive radar and
communications facilities. By 1975 the Soviet Navy was flying long-range Il-38 May ASW
aircraft from Berbera. The ability to operate from Berbera and other Somali airfields provided
the Soviets with reconnaissance and ASW capability over much of the Arabian Sea.610
The Soviets overplayed their hand, and, as a result, forfeited bases in Somalia. They took
advantage of an opportunity to replace Washington’s influence in neighboring Ethiopia
following a 1974 army coup.611 But Soviet attempts to keep both Mogadishu and Addis Abba
happy failed dramatically when the Somalis decided to invade the Ogaden region of Ethiopia
before Soviet military assistance to Ethiopia could tip the military balance against them.
Moscow found itself supplying both sides of the war and attempted to mediate a ceasefire.
When that failed, Moscow effectively abandoned Somalia, and threw its support behind
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Ethiopia. Soviet military aid and advisors flooded into Ethiopia, along with
15,000 Cuban combat troops that were air- and sea-lifted by the Soviets from Angola in West
Africa. The invading Somalis were driven out of Ogaden.612 Infuriated, Somalia annulled its
treaty with the Soviet Union and expelled all Soviet advisors in the country.613

The Soviet submarine problem
A dramatic increase in full-time USN presence began in mid 1978, with the beginning of the
Iranian Revolution. When the US Embassy in Tehran was stormed on November 4, 1979, the
Carter administration dispatched a second carrier battle group to the Northern Arabian Sea.
This, in turn, triggered an increase in the size of the Soviet Indian Ocean Squadron, mentioned
above.
The increase included more submarines. The three to five submarines in the Soviet Indian
Ocean Squadron were a major headache for US Navy forces operating in the same body of
water. The Soviet Navy began a nearly continuous nuclear-powered attack submarine (SSN)
presence along with an increase in conventional “Foxtrot” class diesel/electric boats. This often
included the presence of two Victor III class submarines, the Soviet Navy’s most modern
SSNs.614 Suddenly, keeping track of Soviet SSNs and SSGNs operating in these waters became a
major operational task. This generated significant resource demands for a full range of air,
surface, and submarine ASW resources as well as for airbases where land-based maritime
patrol aircraft operated. Eventually, assets were organized that were dedicated to tracking
Soviet submarines from the time they entered the Indian Ocean until they arrived on station.615
This preoccupation was partially dictated by the unlikely but nagging concern that the Soviets
might launch a surprise attack; more immediately, it was the fear of being embarrassed by an
undetected Soviet submarine slipping through the carrier screen to within close firing range
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and then making its presence known—a naval “gotcha moment.”616 (The PLA Navy did this to
a US carrier in 2006.)617
Everything changed when Mikhail Gorbachev became general secretary of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union in 1985. He instituted a new look in Soviet foreign policy, making it
less menacing, promoting Glasnost and Perestroika at home and pledging peace and
cooperation abroad. This had a direct impact on Soviet naval posture in the Indian Ocean. By
1986, submarines were no longer deployed to the region, and a final withdrawal from the
Indian Ocean region took place in February 1991. The Soviets abandoned the facilities at
Ethiopia’s Dahlak Island and Yemen’s Socotra Island. Aircraft reconnaissance deployments to
Aden ceased, and the Soviet Indian Ocean Squadron sailed home.618 Ten months later the Soviet
Union put itself out of business.

The “So What?” question
What is the relevance of this look back at a 20-year slice of the Cold War in the Western Indian
Ocean? The short answer is “it depends.” It depends first on what Beijing’s Central Military
Commission decides to do in the coming years about PLA Navy presence in the Indian Ocean.
This brief summary of the last two decades of the Cold War in the Indian Ocean is intended as
a cautionary tale—an example of how a modest naval presence, then by the Soviets and today
by the Chinese, can dramatically grow and have a decided impact on the balance of power in
the western half of the Indian Ocean. It also depends on how one forecasts the future of the
Sino-US relationship. Will it continue to be as contentious as it is today? This seems likely,
because there is widespread bipartisan support in the Congress and among Asian security
specialists for the Trump administration’s decision to shift the strategic context of America’s
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relationship with China from “engagement” to “strategic competition.”619 The rationale for this
shift was first described in the White House’s 2017 National Security Strategy, released under
President Trump’s signature, which declared, “A geopolitical competition between free and
repressive visions of world order is taking place in the Indo-Paciﬁc region.”620
Before 2017 there was more or less a “live and let live” relationship between the United States
and China in the Indian Ocean region. Since then, however, strategic competition between the
two, playing out largely in the political and economic realm has arrived, largely because
Washington elected to become more “competitive.” This competition is relatively new for
Washington, but it is not new for the region. New Delhi and Beijing have been engaged in
strategic competition involving Chinese political and economic relationships with India’s
neighbors—Sri Lanka, the Maldives, and Bangladesh—and, of course with India’s “traditional”
antagonist Pakistan for many years. The ongoing contestation between India and China for
strategic partners and military access now coexists with one between Washington and Beijing.
America’s approach to “competition” has largely been confined to outspokenly critical US
government analysis of what it has dubbed as “Chinese debt-trap diplomacy” associated with
loans for building or expanding port and airport facilities along the erstwhile “21st Century
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Maritime Silk Road.”621 More significantly for the security implications of competition, the NSS
also expanded the official scope of America’s Asian security interests from its traditional East
Asian and Pacific Ocean orientation to one that includes the Indian Ocean region. Confusingly,
it elected to define the “Indo-Pacific” as a region that stretches from the west coast of India to
the western shores of the United States.622 This definition confused many since it left much of
the western Indian Ocean and virtually all of the Arabian Sea—where the PLA Navy has been
most active—outside the official definition of “Indo-Pacific.” In truth, this does not really
matter, because policy has treated the Indian Ocean region seamlessly. The fact that the Trump
administration’s definition of the Indo-Pacific does not cover the entire Indian Ocean, does not
change the reality that the geographic scope of security interests has been expanded to include
the Indian Ocean region. To emphasize this shift, the name of combatant command responsible
for the region was changed to “Indo-Pacific Command.”623 In short, the 2017 strategy
document should be considered the opening shot in the expansion of Sino-US competition to
the Indian Ocean region.
As a follow-on to the NSS, the Pentagon produced two strategy documents—first the 2018
National Military Strategy (NMS), and then the 2019 Department of Defense Indo Pacific
Strategy Report. They both doubled down on competition by asserting that China “seeks IndoPacific regional hegemony in the near-term and displacement of the United States to achieve
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participating countries have begun to voice concerns about BRI projects creating unsustainable debt levels,
fueling corruption, and undermining sovereignty.” See pages 10-11.
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global preeminence in the future” (emphasis added).624 The documents provide no evidence
for this claim, nor do they define the nature of the “hegemony” Beijing seeks. Hegemony is
commonly understood as some blend of leadership, dominance, predominant influence, and
authority. It has been commonplace to suggest that China ultimately seeks to play the leading
role in East Asia, and wants to supplant the United States as the predominant power in that
region. What these two official U.S. government documents claim, however, is that China’s
hegemonic ambitions are not limited to the Western Pacific region and now include the Indian
Ocean region as well. If China does have hegemonic goals, an early manifestation should be an
increase in its military presence in the region.

Comparing the Soviet Experience to China’s Current Indian
Ocean Posture
Among the obvious differences between today and the Cold War period discussed previously
is that today’s US Navy posture in the Indian Ocean is the direct opposite of what it was in the
1970s. Then, the US footprint was tiny and the Soviets’ footprint, from the late 1960s on, was
substantial. Today it is the PLA that has the small footprint, whereas the US Fifth Fleet,
headquartered in Bahrain, is the predominant naval power in the Western Indian Ocean. The
other obvious difference is that the Soviet motivation for involvement in the Indian Ocean was
dictated by the philosophical political-economic struggle between communism and capitalism
(the free world); it was a zero-sum, often very violent struggle between the Communist Bloc,
led by Soviet Union and “Red” China, and the “West,” led by the United States to gather likeminded states to one another’s side.

Geo-economic motivation is why the PLA is in the Indian Ocean
China’s serious geo-economic considerations regarding the security implications of its growing
economic footprint along the Indian Ocean predate by a decade Xi Jinping’s 2013 kickoff of the
Belt and Road Initiative. As a result of study and analysis, the Central Military Commission
(CMC) concluded that the nation’s growing overseas economic interests had created political
and security issues that had to be addressed. This judgment was made public in 2004, when
the PLA’s top mission guidance was changed. Then Party secretary Hu Jintao, head of the CMC,
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announced a new set of “Strategic Missions and Objectives” for the Chinese armed forces. 625
This document reflects a major turning point in Chinese thinking about the role of the PLAN,
because the Chinese military was directed to play a greater role in “safeguarding China’s
expanding national interests.” It calls on all the armed forces to broaden their view of security
to account for China’s evolving national interests—especially its expanding global economic
footprint, reflected in part by overseas investment and the dramatic growth in the number of
Chinese civilians abroad, particularly in Africa. It also emphasized the central importance of
imported natural resources, especially oil, to feed the economy. What it meant for the navy,
was that it needed to develop “blue water” capabilities, while the entire PLA needed to become
more “expeditionary.” It needed to eventually be able to provide security as far away as East
Africa.

Experience in distant theater naval operations
When the Soviet Navy decided to create the Soviet Indian Ocean Squadron (Eskadra in Russian)
in the late 1960s, it had already learned how to sustain naval squadrons or flotillas in the East
Mediterranean. Therefore, using the concepts associated with sustaining a reasonably
significant naval presence outside of Soviet home waters in order to pursue national political
objectives in a particular region (including protection of Soviet commercial shipping) were not
new. What was new was the experience of logistically supporting them thousands of miles
away from Soviet homeports. The Soviets’ logistical solution was to deploy a significant
number of support ships—repair ships, berthing barges, oilers, dry cargo, etc.—that were
permanently moored in a politically friendly port or roadstead so that Soviet warships could
be well provisioned and maintained. This was a rough approximation of the US Navy’s
approach during the Pacific campaign of World War II.
Looking to the future, this is an approach that the PLAN could employ if it decides to create a
larger footprint independent of its antipiracy mission. China has so far never expressly created
a deployed naval squadron that was assigned broad regional political, economic, and security
objectives. But, over time, PLAN leadership has learned the value of capitalizing on its
counterpiracy presence in the Northern Arabian Sea, by extending the deployment period so
the PLAN task groups could conduct broader political/diplomatic tasks before and after the
piracy patrols. This would not be possible if PLAN ships were not operationally reliable. It is
doubtful that after six or so months of steady operations the PLAN would send its ships to West
African or Eastern Mediterranean ports if it were worried about them breaking down far from
home in areas with no ready maintenance support at hand. Beijing’s use of the PLA Navy as a
tool of China’s diplomatic agenda by showing the flag and its handsome new ships in distant
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ports is very much in the tradition of how the US Navy has been employed in the post-World
War II decades, and what other great navies, including the Soviet Navy, have practiced.

Basing issues
One of the most obvious similarities between the Soviet IO experience and China’s current
activity is the desire for basing facilities in the Horn of Africa. At first glance the Soviets appear
more ambitious because their political-ideological agenda for the so-called “third world”
impelled a need to constantly collect friendly nations, especially those with useful basing
potential. Over a 20-year span in and around the Horn of Africa, the Soviets established major
naval and air support facilities in Berbera, Somalia, in Ethiopia’s Dahlak Islands in the Red Sea,
and in Aden and on Socotra Island in Yemen (PDRY).
China is as eager as the Soviets to gain access to as many places as possible along the Indian
Ocean littoral, especially the Horn of Africa. But China is approaching the desire for shore
support for its naval ships through what should be characterized as a “place and base” way to
establishing assured access throughout the Indian Ocean region. It has many “places”
potentially available, thanks to friendly political relations with most of the littoral nations.
When combined with the ubiquitous presence of COSCO Logistics in many of these nations,
they provide a trusted state-owned enterprise (SOE) that can reliably provide food, fuel, shore
support such as fresh water, and shore electrical power so that ships’ generators can be shut
down for maintenance.626
This sort of support was adequate for counterpiracy task forces for nine years, but Beijing
eventually found it necessary to change its long-standing policy of decrying overseas bases as
features of hegemonic behavior when the navy realized it needed something more substantial
and permanent than merely pulling into a “place” such as Salalah, Oman, for food, fuel, and
shore leave. Like the Soviet Navy, the PLAN wanted a place of its own. As a result, we now have
the spectacle of Beijing rationalizing Djibouti as a logistics “outpost” in the western portion of
the Indian Ocean as a necessary contribution to regional security and development—as well it
might be.
The attractiveness of politically stable Djibouti as a basing facility for the US, Japan, France,
Italy, and now China, provides a useful contrast to the political turmoil in host countries that
bedeviled the Soviets, and, to a lesser degree, the United States, during the Cold War. China
reached a basing agreement with the government of Djibouti in 2015, and on August 1, 2017,
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China’s first overseas base was opened (see Figure 27). In return, the president of Djibouti was
granted a four-day state visit to Beijing, where a number of economic deals were arranged.627
Figure 27. Opening ceremony at PLA’s first overseas base in Djibouti, August 1, 2017

Source: “China plans to build Djibouti facility to allow naval flotilla to dock at first overseas bases,” South China
Morning Post, Sept. 27, 2017.

When it comes to sea lanes, the significance of the port of Djibouti and its adjacent port of
Doraleh, located at the Bab al Mandeb chokepoint leading to the Red Sea and Suez Canal, is
obvious. In addition, however, it has the potential to support PLAN missions that are not
related to antipiracy. This is not a modest facility; it has the potential, and likely mission, to
also support Chinese UN peacekeeping forces in Africa; act as a rally-point for Chinese
diplomats, businessmen, and laborers who have been evacuated from troubled African
countries; and contribute a wider PLA Navy presence mission throughout the Western Indian
Ocean that could quickly morph into protection of sea lanes in case of crisis with India or the
United States.
Crucially, this facility also provides the PLA with a permanent intelligence focal point that can
provide PLA forces in the region with evaluated, finished regional information. Significantly, it
appears large enough to someday become the headquarters of a PLA regional commander, who
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conceivably could have responsibility for PLA Navy activities throughout some portion of the
Indian Ocean. Finally, unlike the Soviets, the Chinese also have significant and legitimate
economic interests in the Horn of Africa that make the Djibouti facility practical and
understandable. These are clearly spelled out in an East Asia Forum article:
China’s capital exports to Africa are on the rise... China’s stock of overseas direct
investment in Africa more than doubled between 2011 and 2015 from US$16
billion to US$35 billion. China also extended loans totaling US$63 billion to
African nations for power, transport and other projects over the same period.
This growth of investment in and lending to Africa has contributed to an
increase in Chinese citizens on the continent. Official Chinese statistics show
that from 2011 to 2015 the number of Chinese citizens working in Africa
increased from 180,000 to 264,000, while unofficial estimates of the overall
number of Chinese citizens in Africa range from 1 to 2 million. China also
continues to be a large contributor to UN peacekeeping efforts in Africa—
particularly in South Sudan, where Beijing has invested billions in the oil
sector.628
Some 1,500 nm east of Djibouti across the Arabian Sea, lies the Pakistani port of Gwadar. It is
perfectly placed to become a base for PLAN ships with a mission to patrol the approaches to
the Strait of Hormuz. The Soviets did not have to worry about oil sea lanes from the Persian
Gulf; China does. According to the US Department of Defense, Pakistan is the likely choice for a
“place” to become Beijing’s next base.629 In 2015, China obtained a 40-year lease to manage
the port. Gwadar is the maritime terminus of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), an
ambitious economic project that includes highways, dams, hydropower projects, railways, and
pipelines.630

Making friends in the Indian Ocean region
The Soviets capitalized on the popularity of socialist or Marxist political-economic systems
among emerging nations, this, when combined with a defense industry that provided massive
amounts of military assistance, served as a way to gain and sustain “friendships” in the region.
China also wants regional relationships, but is using different tools. The Soviets depended on
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Marxist political mentorship and modern weapons at “friendship prices.” Until recently, China
had largely eschewed the political and instead focused on “win-win” economic approaches that
centered on infrastructure development and no-questions-asked loans, to gain access. Now its
version of “win-win” also includes touting its model and techniques of social control as a way
to maintain political stability for fellow authoritarians.631
China’s move into Djibouti has a significant economic component that relates to Ethiopia.
Ethiopia has been among Africa’s fastest growing economies and was China’s leading
investment destination in sub-Saharan Africa. Between 2006 and 2015, Chinese entities loaned
more than $13 billion for infrastructure and industrial parks, although in 2018 investment
eased among concerns over Ethiopia’s political instability.632 The Addis Ababa–Djibouti
Railway was built between 2011 and 2016 by the two Chinese companies that also manage the
operations of the railway, providing passenger, freight, and maintenance services. It
links Addis
Ababa in Ethiopia with
the Port
of
Doraleh in
Djibouti,
and
it
provides landlocked Ethiopia with railroad access to the sea. More than 95 percent
of Ethiopia's trade passes through Djibouti, accounting for 70 percent of the activity at the Port
of Djibouti.633 China has over 400 separate investment projects, representing US$ 4 billion
worth of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in Ethiopia.634 But, as the June 2019 coup attempt in
Ethiopia illustrated, Beijing has been reminded, just as the Soviets were, that it can never
assume long-term political stability with Horn of Africa nations.635

The 21 st -Century Maritime Silk Road
The Soviet Navy came to the Indian Ocean region because of political opportunism, lending
tangible support to the many newly independent colonies that Moscow hoped to enlist as
“card-carrying” members of the global “Socialist Camp.” In contrast, China comes seeking raw
materials, investment opportunities and markets for Chinese exports. It also comes because
the most cost-effective way to transport its exports to the Middle East Africa and Europe is via
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the Indian Ocean. By 2013, when Xi Jinping inaugurated his signature Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI), the “the Maritime Silk Road” sea lane was already a well-established fact.
The series of interrelated sea lanes that run from China’s major ports, through the Indonesian
Straits, and then along the Indian Ocean’s northern littoral, grazing East Africa (including
Djibouti), before transiting the Red Sea and Suez Canal into the Eastern Mediterranean, is a
millennium-old trading route. This “road” has been heavily traveled by China’s (as well as other
nations’) shipping. While piracy emerged for a few years as a serious concern (see Figure 28),
the fact is that since the end of World War II no country has attempted to sever this link. It is
implicitly guarded by maritime nations along the way—especially Australia and India—and by
forward-deployed US naval forces.
Figure 28. Somali pirate attacks, 2008-2018

Source: European Naval Force.636

This chart suggests that the piracy problem has largely dissipated, but the PLAN piracy patrols
relentlessly continue to be dispatched. This strongly suggests that Beijing has a broader
interest, such as wanting the presence of Chinese warships in the far reaches of the Indian
Ocean to become a normal fact of life. The downturn in piracy activity has permitted the
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implicit broadening of the counterpiracy task force mission to encompass the full range of
operational responsibilities encompassed by the phrase “safeguarding China’s expanding
national interests.” It should also be noted that the PLAN is a still a relative newcomer to the
“blue water navy” club, so “blue water” training and experience are important to the PLAN’s
professional development even if there are few pirates to shoo away. Just as forward
deployments are a way of life in the US Navy in peace or war, for the PLAN there is no substitute
for the experience gained and challenges overcome when ships must operate for months at a
time, thousands of miles away from home bases.

Submarines in the Indian Ocean
For the earliest days of the Soviet naval presence in the Indian Ocean, submarines formed an
important part of the Indian Ocean Squadron. The PLAN has already followed that model with
submarine deployments to the Indian Ocean and apparently to the Arabian Sea as part of an
antipiracy task force. Because submarines remain the most difficult type of warship to keep
track of, this has triggered anxiety on the part of the Indian Navy, which worries about its own
sea lanes to East Africa and the Persian Gulf. Based on prior experience with the Soviets,
depending on the pace of PLAN submarine deployments to the Indian Ocean region, it may be
necessary to develop a theater-wide approach to submarine monitoring that includes Australia
and India.637
One reason why the Soviets determined that a naval presence in the Indian Ocean was
desirable was its anxiety over US Navy SSBN deployments to that region. Today, the issue of
SSBN deployments in the Indian Ocean has reemerged, with an entirely different cast of
players. In August 2016, India commissioned its first SSBN, INS Arihant. This indigenously built
submarine is the first of a planned class of five Indian SSBNs. In November 2018 Arihant was
declared operationally ready after it completed its first deterrence patrol.638 The goal for New
Delhi is an assured nuclear second-strike capability against Pakistan and China. This is a new
threat for China, and raises the question of whether it will respond with ASW efforts aimed at
keeping track of India’s SSBNs or deploy its own SSBNs to the Indian Ocean in order to provide
a different ballistic missile approach azimuth from that of India.639
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Implications for the Future
But as China continues to make significant investments along the Maritime Silk Road—all the
way from its western termini in Italy and Greece, through the Suez Canal and Red Sea to
Ethiopia and Djibouti, along the littoral of the subcontinent to Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and the
Maldives to the Indonesian Straits—it seems unlikely that Beijing will be willing to remain
dependent upon the forward-stationed naval power of the United States and India for sea lane
security. After all, these are the navies that have ability to interrupt the sea lane as well as guard
it. In the Western Indian Ocean, US Fifth Fleet holds maritime power; in the Central and Eastern
Indian Ocean, the Indian Navy is supreme; and in the Eastern Indian Ocean and approaches to
the Indonesian straits, the Australian Navy and US Seventh Fleet are on duty. Collectively, these
forces hold the security of China’s “Maritime Silk Road” in their hands.
This suggests that as China’s stake in the Indian Ocean region continues to expand, Beijing will
call upon its navy to introduce more naval capability into the Indian Ocean on a rotational basis.
The goal is to redress the current imbalance in IO regional maritime power. This means that
more bases and more ships will eventually be present.
The PLA Navy already has all the necessary pieces in hand—carrier air, land attack cruise
missiles on multimission destroyers, sophisticated air-defense-capable destroyers, ASW
frigates, multiproduct replenishment ships, and large amphibious ships—that, when
assembled, have the potential to be a very credible multimission naval task force. By 2020
China will have the second-largest modern amphibious capability in the world (after the United
States), and potentially will be able to embark between 5,000 and 6,000 marines for operations
anywhere in the world. When combined with modern destroyers and frigates as escorts and
an aircraft carrier to provide air defense and limited strikes at land targets, such a force could
easily form a credible PLA power-projection force.
In the Cold War, Washington saw itself in a competition for access, treating it as a zero-sum
game; however, that is not the case today, as the unfolding Djibouti experience illustrates.
Today if there is a game for influence, it is between New Delhi and Beijing; Washington is not
playing. Washington pursues access and basing agreements with Indian Ocean littoral states
solely based on US military needs and so far has not actively sought to counter Chinese
attempts to gain influence.
Beijing’s fixation with SLOC defense and the related protection of the maritime leg of BRI has
put the PLAN into an unfamiliar situation. The PLAN is the “away team,” forced to operate in
the shadow of the most capable military in the region, the armed forces of India. But, other than
working to prevent terrorists from landing along its extensive coast line, India apparently does
not have a unifying theory for the defense of maritime approaches that resembles China’s
A2/AD because, until now, India has not needed one. In the future, depending on New Delhi’s
threat perception of the PLAN presence, India may need to capitalize on its geographic position
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to put in place a joint area-denial capability to defend its maritime interests. A useful example
would be Australia. In the Eastern Indian Ocean, the very capable armed forces of Australia
already pursue a defense of Australia based on a sea denial strategy that employs submarines
and land-based airpower coupled to advanced open ocean surveillance.
Should the PLAN begin to maintain a routine naval presence in the Indian Ocean in addition to
its antipiracy operations, such an increase seems likely to increase Indian apprehension
regarding long-term Chinese objectives along the Indian Ocean littoral. That could increase the
incentives for an even closer Indian-American naval relationship. The pace of that relationship
will naturally be dictated by the overall state of Sino-Indian relations; however, it is
conceivable that an increase in PLAN presence, especially submarines, could result in some
sort of combined India-US ASW organization dedicated to keeping track of in-region PLAN
submarines. India’s concerns about China’s growing influence have also spurred its own
engagement activities with its near neighbors, Sri Lanka and the Maldives, as well as the Indian
Ocean island states of Mauritius and the Seychelles.
A highly speculative implication is that by the mid 2020s the PLAN could begin to maintain a
deployed carrier-centered fleet of 15 to 20 ships in the Western Indian Ocean. Assuming a
generous turn-around ratio of 5 to 1, the PLAN is already able to maintain 18 warships on
station in the Western Indian Ocean on a full-time basis. The major shortfall is in carrier-based
aircraft. The PLAN would not enjoy the potential of carrier-based air on a full-time basis. That
potentially could be offset, with land-based fighters deployed to Djibouti or Gwadar. This is not
without problems. First, a major problem would be gaining host nation approval. Second, China
would have to construct the fields, which would be expensive and controversial in both cases,
although Gwadar seems to present less of an engineering problem. In Djibouti, the adjacent air
field associated with China’s base is suitable for helicopters but is too short for military jets.
Personal discussions with experts from Djibouti suggest, however, that, due to its orientation,
the field is well suited for being extended into the Indian Ocean, with landfill used to create a
runway capable of use by military aircraft.
In short, China already has a naval capability of over 100 ships that can routinely deploy to the
Indian Ocean. It is entirely possible that by 2025 this capability could grow to around 150 ships,
including three carriers. It seems very likely that, in its desire to have in place a credible
capability to secure its sea lanes that cross the Indian Ocean, Beijing will begin to gradually
build up its daily presence in the Indian Ocean, separate from its antipiracy efforts, and attempt
to do so in a non-threatening way. The strategic impetus would be Sino-US competition plus a
growth in US-Indian-Australian naval cooperation. Despite China’s formulaic protestations
that its intent is peaceful, Indian Ocean nations are likely to become more concerned about
their own security. This has already happened in East Asia, where China’s desire to ensure its
own security through military modernization combined with an assertive security policy, has
made its neighbors feel less secure.
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This forecast is not preordained. The Chinese CMC could easily conclude that in practice
protecting a sea lane across the Indian Ocean is simply too hard, and choose to keep the
majority of its blue water navy active in East Asia.
That would mean it had decided that its naval presence needs would be handled much as they
have been for the last decade—with a handful of ships. Given the investment already made in
Djibouti—along with the continuing importance of the Maritime Silk Road, plus Xi Jinping’s call
for a “world class navy”—this option seems less likely. The more likely outcome is, as I suggest,
a growth in PLAN presence aimed at creating a PLAN Indian Ocean Squadron.
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